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Abstract
This researcli focuses on lexical knowledge pattems indicating conceptual relations of
CAUSE—EffECT and ASSOCIATION in specialized medical texts in English and French, for
semi-automatic extraction of knowledge-rich contexts (KRCs) that can assist users such
as terminologists in conceptual analysis and terminological description. Lists of pattems
— prototypically composed of a lexical marker (i.e., a lexical unit or series of lexical
units) that indicates the presence of a relation between two concepts (represented in a
text by terms or other linguistic expressions) — may be compiled and used by computer
tools to identify information-rich segments in corpora automatically or semi
automatically.
The objectives of this study were twofold: to evaluate possibilities and
challenges for pattern-based tools in English and french, in order to study the feasibility
of developing tools that can process corpora in the two languages; and to identify
potential sources of interlinguistic variation that may affect these possibilities and
challenges and require adjustments in pattem-based KRC extraction strategies to
achieve comparable, high-quality results (i.e., acceptable precision and recall).
After a review of several research projects that evaluated the usefulness of
lexical knowledge patterns in vanous domains, languages and applications, a number of
issues affecting pattern-based tools were identified. These included the number of
relation occurrences observed and ofdifferent markers indicating these relations, as well
as their relative frequencies in the corpora, the types of markers observed, the precision
with which they identify relations, the variability of the structures in which they may
occur, the type and form of the etements they link, and the prevalence of a number of
challenges for identifying useful and reliable information, including interruptions of one
or more constituents of a pattem or the non-contiguity of the pattem elements, and the
presence of expressions of uncertainty of information that may be extracted ftom the
context.
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These issues were then evaluated in a set of contexts extracted from corpora in
each language using a candidate-term-based approach. The data gathered in the two
languages in this analysis were then compared in order to evaluate the impact each issue
may have on specific types of pattem-based tools and on the productivity of a pattern
based approach to semi-automatic KRC extraction in general.
Strong similarities in the data in the two languages were identified in respect to
many of the criteria evaluated, confirming that pattem-based approaches are promising
in both languages and that the development of bilingual tools seems to be both a
worthwhile and an achievable goal.
Nevertheless, some differences noted indicate a need to carefully consider the
strategies implemented when developing pattem-based tools, in order to satisfy the
requirements of situations in which these tools may be used and to maintain acceptable
performance in both languages. Awareness of specific characteristics of pattems and
their components and some other elements of contexts that may affect the form of
patterns and/or the usefulness of information they convey can help developers to make
more informed choices when creating tools, whether for use in mono-, bi- or
multilingual environments.
Keywords: conceptual relations, knowledge pattems, corpus-based terminology,
medical language, interlinguistic comparison
VRésHmé
La présente recherche évalue les possibilités d’exploiter des patrons de connaissances
lexicaux indiquant des relations conceptuelles de CAUSE—EFFET et d’AsSoCIATIoN dans
des corpus médicaux en anglais et en français, et ce à des fins d’extraction semi
automatique de contextes riches en connaissances qui peuvent aider des utilisateurs (par
exemple, des terminologues) dans l’analyse conceptuelle et la description
terminologique. Ces patrons sont prototypiquement constitués d’un marqueur lexical
(unité lexicale ou séquence d’unités lexicales) qui indique la présence d’une relation
entre deux concepts, à leur tour réalisés sous forme de termes ou d’autres expressions
linguistiques; ils sont exploités par des outils informatiques pour identifier des segments
riches en information au sein de corpus.
Cette étude vise deux objectifs. Le premier est d’évaluer certaines possibilités
d’élaboration et d’exploitation d’outils à base de patrons ainsi que certains défis
rencontrés en anglais et en français, afin d’étudier la faisabilité de développer des outils
qui peuvent traiter des corpus dans les deux langues. Le deuxième est de repérer et de
caractériser les éventuelles variations interlinguistiques qui influenceraient ces
possibilités et défis, et qui nécessiteraient une modification des stratégies d’extraction
pour produire des résultats comparables et de haute qualité (c’est-à-dire, une précision et
un rappel acceptables).
Grâce à une analyse de divers projets de recherche qui ont évalué l’utilité de ces
patrons de connaissances lexicaux dans différents domaines, langues et applications,
certaines questions reliées aux applications faisant appel aux patrons ont été identifiées.
Parmi celles-ci on trotive: le nombre d’occurrences des relations observées et de
marqueurs distincts associés, les fréquences relatives de ceux-ci dans les corpus, les
types de marqueurs trouvés, leur précision. la variabilité des structures dans lesquelles
ils participent, le type et la forme des éléments qu’ils relient, et la prévalence des défis
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en ce qui concerne l’identification et l’utilité de l’information extraite (par exemple, la
non contiguïté des composantes du patron ou la présence d’indications d’incertitude).
Ces facteurs sont évalués dans des contextes extraits de corpus dans les deux
langues à l’aide de candidats-termes. Les observations sont par la suite comparées dans
les deux langues, permettant d’évaluer leur influence éventuelle sur des outils faisant
appel à des patrons, ainsi que la productivité générale de cette approche à l’extraction
semi-automatique de contextes riches en connaissances.
Des similarités frappantes entre les données anglaises et françaises sont
observées par rapport à plusieurs des critères évalués, confirmant le caractère prometteur
d’une telle approche dans les deux langues. D’après ces résultats, le développement
d’outils bilingues paraît un but à la fois intéressant et atteignable.
Néanmoins, certaines différences notées indiquent un besoin d’évaluer des
stratégies de développement d’outils faisant appel à des patrons, afin d’adapter
l’approche aux exigences des situations spécifiques d’utilisation et ainsi maintenir une
efficacité satisfaisante dans les deux langues. Une connaissance des caractéristiques des
patrons et de leurs composantes ainsi que d’autres éléments contextuels influençant la
forme des patrons ou l’utilité de l’infonnation véhiculée peut aider des créateurs d’outils
à prendre des choix éclairés dans la conception d’outils uni-, bi- ou multilingues.
Mots-clés relations conceptuelles, patrons de connaissances, terminologie basée sur
corpus, langue médicale, comparaison interlinguistique
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Typographical conventions
Throughout this document, the following typographical conventions will be used.
L Conventions used in the text:
• English translations of terms in other languages: Eng. plus square
brackets, e.g., marqueur de relation [Eng. relation marker]
• Relation names: smail capitals, e.g., CAUSE—EFFECT
• The class of markers: [MARKER]
• Elements related by pattern markers: X. Y, Z, W, U...
• Specific markers and marker forms referred to in the text: italics,
e.g., Ïeadto
• Terms and other lexical items referred to in the text: itaiics.
e.g., atheroscÏerosis
• Concepts: quotation marks. e.g., “knowledge-rich context”
• Vocables: ail capitals. e.g., CAUSER
• Parts of speech: srnaii capitals, e.g., NOUN
• Paraphrases of semantic components and senses: single quotation marks,
e.g., ‘cause’
• Lexical functions: Courier New 11 pt, e.g., Caus
II. Conventions used in the exampies:
• Markers: bold. e.g., lead to
• Elements of the examples being discussed: underlining, e.g., possible
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Key to interpreting Chi-square tables in this thesis
The Chi-square tables in this thesis present the figures that were used to calculate the
proportions of cases evaluated in which a given criterion was observed in the English
and french data, so that these proportions could then be compared using the Chi-square
test. The proportions are calculated by comparing the numbers of cases in which a given
criterion was present with the total number of cases evaluated. A model of the standard
Chi-square table used in this thesis is shown below, with a key explaining its contents.
Table 1: Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing item A
(A) in English and french
EN FR Total
A-i- x y u
A- z w b
Total u y c
Sym bol Description
A Represents the criterion being evaluated.
A+ Indicates the row presenting numbers of cases in which item A was observed.
A- Indicates the row presenting numbers of cases in which item A was flot observed.
EN Indicates the column presenting the English data.
FR Indicates the column presenting the French data.
a Total number of cases in which item A was observed in the two data sets. Unless otherwise
indicated, this is a number of relation occurrences.
b Total number of cases in which item A was flot observed in the two data sets. Unless
otherwise indicated, this is a number of relation occurrences.
c Total number of cases analyzed. Unless otherwise indicated, this is the total number of
relation occurrences in the two data sets together.
u Total number of cases analyzed in the English data. Unless otherwise indicated, this is the
total number of relation occurrences in the English data.
y Total number of cases analyzed in the French data. Unless otherwise indicated, this is the
total number of relation occurrences in the French data.
x Number of cases in which item A was observed in the English data. Unless otherwise
indicated, this is a number of relation occurrences.
y Number of cases in which item A was observed in the French data. Unless otherwise
indicated, this is a number of relation occurrences.
z Number of cases in which item A was flot observed in the English data. Unless otheruise
indicated, this is a number of relation occurrences.
t’ Number of cases in which item A was flot observed in the French data. Unless otherwise
indicated, this is a number of relation occurrences.
Introduction
This research was can-ied out with a view to acquiring knowledge that will contribute to
the development of bilingual computer tools for analyzing corpora that can assist users
such as terminologists, terminographers and others carrying out conceptual analysis and
related tasks in specialized domains (specifically the field of medicine). As such, it
draws on aspects of traditional terminology, as well as the somewhat newer fields of
computer-assisted and corpus-based terminology.
Computer tools and knowledge pafterns
A vast amount of information is now available in text form, and this resource is
constantly growing. However, as the volume of texts increases, it is becoming more and
more challenging to fmd specific kinds of information in the mass of data quickly and
easily. This is very evident in domains such as medicine, in which a high volume of
constantly evolving information is available.
One ofthe strategies for more efficientÏy exploiting data available to users in text
form is the development of computer tools to aid in identifying specific types of
information in texts. This research focuses on one technique that bas been studied for
developing such tools: the use of lexical knowledge pattems for the semi-automatic
extraction of knowledge-rich contexts.
Knowledge-rich contexts (Meyer 2001) are contexts that provide information
that is useful for conceptual analysis (e.g., information about a conceptual relation or a
concept’s attributes). Knowledge pattems may be used to identify such contexts in texts,
so that these contexts may be presented to users seeking a specific type of information,
for interpretation and cvaluation.
Knowledge pattems (Meyer 1994, 2001) are linguistic structures that commonly
indicate information that is pertinent for conceptual analysis. These generally involve
two elements that are linked by some kind of relationship (e.g., a concept and one or
more of its attributes, two or more concepts); these are realized in the text by terms or
2other linguistic expressions and a marker of the relationship that exists between them.
These markers ma)’ take various forms: this research vill be concerned with lexical
knowledge patterns, in which the marker takes the form of a lexical unit or sequence of
lexical units. Thus, English knowledge patterns for the CAUSE—EfFECT relation include X
causes Y, X resuÏtsfrom Y. and stimulation ofX by Y, in which the two elements linked
by a relation are represented by the variables X and Y and the markers cctuses, results
from ami stimulation of... by indicate the presence of a CAUSE—EfFECT relation.
Similarly, in the kiowledge pattems association between X and Y, X correlates with Y
and X characterized by Y. the markers association between... and. correlates with and
characterized by indicate the presence of an ASSOCIATION relation.
Knowledge patterns in semi-automatic knowledge extraction for terminology
work thus can help users locate potentially useful contexts. and moreover provide them
with more information about of the type of relation present and the elernents it links.
This kind of approacli saves users time and effort, since they are not obliged to
read and analyze a corpus in its entirety. Moreover. by giving users a general overview
ofthe kinds of contexts that are most likely to indicate a given type of information in the
corpus. the tool may bring ont regularities and recurrences that might go unnoticed if
each occurrence of a potentially interesting term or relation were analyzed individually.
This can allow for more comprehensive and consistent conceptual analysis and
description. Even information that is potentially pertinent but not certain enougli to
allow users to draw firm conclusions may be valuable, since once this information bas
been brought to their attention, users can pursue further research as needed.
Knowledge patterns cannot, however, indicate categorically that a given type of
information is present or that this relation is necessarily pertinent for a given application.
These decisions, along with many linked to the finer nuances of the information
contained in a given context, are considered best left to terminologists (or domain
experts), who can take into account the specific context in which research is being
3carried out and thus better evaluate whether a given piece of information is usefiul —
and reliable enough for use in a given context.
The involvement of users in the evaluation of the resuits of extraction thus
ensures that the highest quality product may be obtained; human interpreters of language
will aiways be able to provide a more infonned interpretation ofthat language than even
the most highly developed automatic application, and can thus identify and correct many
problems in automatic analysis. Moreover, human users are the best judges of the
complex extralinguistic factors surrounding the resuits produced by an automatic tool,
which in large part determine the pertinence of any piece of information in a use
situation. An automatic tool is rarely equipped to judge whether a given piece of
information may be useful for a specific user group or goal, whule human users should
be able to do so.
At a methodological level, applications that are intended for use in a semi
automatic context with the participation of users in the evaluation of the resuits of
extraction can ofien retain a wider range of potentially useful information than more
automated applications, which must strictÏy limit the information that is retained in order
to minimize noise in the resuits.
For ail of these reasons, a semi-automatic approach knowledge extraction was
considered for the purposes of this research to be the most realistic and productive
starting point for evaluating the usefulness ofpattern-based tools in concept analysis and
description in terminology work. It capitalizes on the strengths of both human and
machine, taking advantage of the machine’s ability to process large amounts of
information quickly and uniformly, and the human’s to carry out a detailed analysis of
linguistic information that takes into account both intra- and extralinguistic factors.
On a concrete level, computer tools may identify knowledge-nch contexts using
sets ofknowledge pattems. They compare these with texts, in order to identify segments
4of the text that correspond to these pattems and are thus likely to contain expressions of
a specific type of information, such as a conceptual relation. The performance of these
kinds of tools is generally evaluated on the basis of two main criteria: their recail (i.e.,
the proportion of useful contexts present in corpora that are identified by the tool), and
their precision (i.e., the proportion ofthe contexts identified by the tool that are useful).
These measures generally vary inversely, since restrictions imposed on applications to
ensure that they provide precise results generally entail the exclusion of some pertinent
contexts. Additionally, another factor that is important to evaluate is the investment of
time and effort in the development and use ofpatterns.
In their simplest form, pattems used in computer tools may take the form of
character strings representing the marker (e.g., caus * to represent markers such as cause
(vERB) or cause (NouN)). However, in order to improve the performance (and
particularly the precision) of these tools, pattems may be fiirther developed with
additional information and represented by more complex structures such as regular
expressions. These may specify a term or terms of interest for a given researcli task
(e.g., by searching for character strings representing terms in (relative) proximity to
those representing pattem markers), or
— in the case of what are ofien referred to as
lexico-syntactic knowtedge patterns
— the part of speech classes of the pattem marker
and potentially of the lexical items surrounding it (e.g., in structures such as NOUN
PHRASE + to cause (CONJUGATED VERB) + NOUN PHRASE to represent cases in whicli the
verbal marker to cause is preceded by a noun phrase, generally indicating the cause in
question in a given context, and followed by another noun phrase, generally representing
the effect).
In some types of applications, a tool may take on more responsibility for sorting
contexts and attempting to identify those that contain pertinent information, and what
that information might be. This may involve tasks such as sorting contexts according to
the relation or sub-relation present or the potential usefulness of the information the
5contexts contain (as indicated, for example, by expressions of uncertainty such as
negation or modal verbs occumng in and around the pattems), or attempting to identify
the elements that participate in a relation automatically by analyzing contexts’
structures. 0f course, with each additional task carried out by the tool, the complexity of
representing markers and the structures in which they occur increases exponentially, and
the precision and recail that can be expected of a tool may vary substantially.
Extracted knowledge-rich contexts may be used in many different applications.
This research focuses on information that would be useful for conceptual analysis in the
context of terminology work. Terminologists may use the information identified in
knowledge-rich contexts to assist them in a variety of tasks, including the acquisition of
domain knowledge, conceptual analysis of concepts covered in terminological
resources, the construction of concept systems, the linking of related terms and tenu
records, the formulation of definitions, and the selection of contexts for inclusion in
tenu records. In addition, in bi- or multilingual work, these contexts may also be useful
for the companson of term and conceptuaÏ systems constructed in two or more
languages and the establishment of equivalence between terms in multiple languages.
Need for bilingual researcli
The current situation in the field of terminology in Canada and around the world, with a
strong focus on bi- and multilingual work, creates an obvious nced for tools to assist
terminologists with analysis in two or more languages. Tools that enable users to
process languages in parallel may 5e invaluable for tasks such as those mentioned
above. However, littie is known about how different languages compare in tenus of the
number, types and characteristics of knowledge pattems used to express conceptual
relations (for example, the relative frequencies of pattem markers, the part of speech
classes of these markers, the nature and fonus of elements they link), and how these
factors will affect the development and use of semi-automatic knowledge extraction
tools and the ultimate usefulness ofthe contexts extracted using them.
6Conventional wisdom about interlinguistic differences (ofien reflected in works
such as Vinay and Darbeinet (195$)) nevertheless raises questions that need to be
considered. for example, if French is generally recognized to have a lower tolerance for
repetition of lexical units than English, will more variety be found in the markers used to
denote relations, therefore reducing the productivity of individual markers and patterns
and requiring more of these in french to obtain comparable resuits in the two
languages? Will the ways in which elements iinked by relations are expressed in texts
also show more variation (e.g., increased use of anaphoric expressions), therefore
creating challenges for identifying and interpreting contexts? 15 a general tendency to
use nouns in French and verbs in English in certain contexts reflected in the markers that
indicate conceptual relations, and if so, how should this be taken into account when
designing pattem-based tools? If English sentence structures are more variable than
those in French, will pattem structures be more variable in this language as well,
requiring larger sets of pattem forms? WiIl the available means for expressing
uncertainty about a statement affect possibilities for evaluating these levels of certainty
automatically in extracted contexts?
Moreover, while ail researchers in the field agree that pattem-based tools may
confront difficulties, there is a Iack of data on both the frequency with which these
difficulties may occur, and the forms that they may take in the two languages. This lack
of knowledge means that expectations for the development of bi- and multilingual tools
cannot be set realistically, and it is — at best — very difficult to develop strategies for
dealing with the adjustments that will need to be made and the problems that may occur.
Some previous work carried out on markers of conceptual relations in Englisli
and French (Marshman 2002, 2002a, 2004; Marshman et al. 2002) did provide some
information that may be used as the basis for a prcliminary evaluation of the potential
for observing interlinguistic variation in knowledge patterns, through the comparison of
markers observed in the two languages and the identification of a number of
7characteristics of pattems and their markers that may differ from one language to
another
— including, for example, the types of markers observed (including the part of
speech classes to which they belonged) and the ftequency of these markers. These
studies also provided data for the observation of additional challenges that may be
encountered by pattem-based tools in one or both of the languages.
However, given the limited nature of these previous discussions, there is flot yet
sufficient data available to answer questions such as the following: How many and what
kinds of markers are useful indicators of relations such as ASSOCIATION and CAUSE
EFFECT in the two languages? How ofien, and in what kinds of structures do they occur?
What kinds of elements are linked by these markers? What kinds of extemal elements
can occur within the pattem structures and contexts, how often, and how will they affect
the identification, processing and usefulness of these contexts? Given these factors, can
pattem-based tools 5e expected to perform differently in the two languages? If so, in
what ways? What aspects of the application development and use wiIl 5e affected? What
factors could be further investigated
— and ultimately what strategies could be
developed
— to adapt pattern-based tools to these realities in order to obtain
comparable, high-quality resuits in the two langiiages?
This research will aim to gather information that sheds light on these issues in
the context ofbilingual work in EngÏish and French. We hypothesize that the analysis of
data related to these questions will reveal differences between the types of markers used
in English and french, the structures and contexts in which they appear, and the
difficulties likely to 5e encountered in the identification, processing and use of these
contexts, which will be pertinent for the development and use ofpattem-based tools.
Obj ectïves
The main objectives set for this research were thus twofold: to observe the types and
characteristics of candidate knowledge patterns and their markers in English and French,
as well as the challenges encountered in their identification and likely to occur in their
8use and the use of the resuits they produce; and to compare these in the two languages to
observe similarities and differences in respect to pertinent criteria in order to determine
whether these similarities and differences may be expected to have an impact on the
development and use of pattem-based tools for terminology work in a bilingual context.
Originality and contribution of the research
This research constitutes a rare systematic and comparative look flot only at the types
and characteristics of knowledge patterns, their markers and their occurrences in two
languages but also at some challenges in their use in pattern-based approaches, which
will begin to provide information that can help application developers to adjust
expectations of pattem-based tool performance in a bilingual context, and to start to
research and develop strategies that may be used in different languages in order to
improve efficiency and obtain comparable resuits in the two languages.
In accordance with its descriptive and comparative orientation and the primary
application envisaged (i.e., semi-automatic extraction of knowledge-rich contexts for
terminology work), the research begins with a broad definition of what constitutes
potentialïy useful information and the forms that this information may take, allowing for
a comprehensive analysis of the issues that may be observed in pattem-based
applications.
The semi-automatic extraction of knowledge-rich contexts nevertheless also
constitutes the starting point for further automated processing of potentially useful
contexts as determined by the application for which a tool is intended, and thus provides
opportunities to evaluate the conditions that would sunound these additional processing
tasks and the possibilities and difficulties that would be encountered. Moreover, this
kind of analysis also provides an opportunity to evaluate flot only the contexts that
would be retained in applications involving more highly developed processing of
identified contexts, but also those that would be excluded, in order to estimate the
proportion of potentially useful data that might be Iost in such approaches in the two
9languages. As such, while the methodology used in the research and the patterns
retained were chosen as a function of an approach geared to semi-automatic extraction,
the analysis of the observations may also form the basis for a discussion of the
possibilities ai-id difficulties likely to be observed in tasks such as the sorting of contexts
or the automatic identification ofthe elements linked by a relation.
Details of the work and ïts methodology
The subjectfields
Among the medical sub-domains of great interest today
— and the objects of vast
amounts of research that is then reported in text form
— are heart disease and cancer.
These two sub-domains (and more specifically atherosclerosis and breast cancer) were
chosen as the subjects of the texts analyzed in this research. These texts focused on the
development, effects, progression, diagnosis, prevention and treatment ofthe diseases.
The relations
Medical texts are rich in many types of information; in this research the focus will be
placed on conceptual relations, and specifically the relation of ASSOCIATION and the
CAUSE—EFFECT relation. ASSOCIATION is defined in this work as the significant co
occurrence of two variables, and is often a precursor to conclusions of CAUSE—EFFECT
relations between these variables. As such, it is intrinsically linked
— but not identical
— to the CAUSE—EFFECT relation. The CAU5E—EffECT relation is taken in this research to
denote a relationship between two concepts in which one, the cause, exerts an influence
that determines the existence or occurrence of the other, or changes this existence or
occurrence. It includes several more specific types of influences, including CREATION,
DESTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE or PERMISSION, PREVENTION, MODIFICATION, INCREA SE,
DECREASE and PRESERVATION (according to a subdivision established by Barrière
(2002), which in tum cails upon an analysis by Talmy (1985)).
The research will focus on the identification of these conceptual relations as they
are manifested in texts. This process may thus be informed not only by the description
and classifications of the relations from a conceptual perspective — that most coherently
associated with the use of knowledge pattems in (relatively traditional) terminology
work, as reflected in the work of researchers such as Meyer (Meyer et al. 1999; Meyer
2001), whose approach is closest to that used in this study — but a)so by analyses of the
relations as reflected in the semantics of the two languages studied in this research.
Methodology
The first step in the study involved constructing corpora of English and french texts,
and identifying in these corpora a set of contexts in which CAUSE—EFFECT and
ASSOCIATION relations were present and were indicated by lexical knowledge pattems.
These contexts were then analyzed and annotated according to a set of criteria
—
established by calling upon previous observations in other research projects and
supplemented and refined in the light of the observations in this work — to identify
knowledge pattems and pattem markers and their pertinent characteristics, as well as
potential difficulties in pattem identification and use. The data thus obtained were
analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively in each language, and finally the resuits in the
two languages were compared, in order to identify similanties and differences. The
potential pertinence of these for pattem identification and use, as well as for the
subsequent use of the extracted contexts, was then evaluated.
Pattern based applications: Factors affecting desïgn and performance
By considering the most basic of applications and knowledge pattem forms (i.e., the use
of character strings to identify KRCs) as the starting point for this research, it is possible
to observe flot only the basic elements necessary for pattem-based tool development, but
also characteristics of the markers observed and the contexts in which they occur that
may affect possibilities for further refinements to pattern forms and further processing of
contexts. The effects these may have on the development and performance of
applications, as well as on the ultimate use ofthe information extracted, will be briefly
presented below. They will be addressed in two main groups: first the characteristics of
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the patterns themselves
— i.e., that involve the form and nature of the markers and of
the elements that they link, and their placement relative to one another
— and second
the additional challenges related to extemal elements that may be found within or
around the structures ofthese pattems.
Before these groups are described, however, a more general factor is important to
introduce: the number of relation occurrences observed in the initial process of
identifying relation occurrences indicated by lexical markers in the two languages. This
may indicate the relative densities of pattem occurrences that met the criteria for this
researcli, which in tum reflects the potential productivity ofpattem-based tools.
The pattem charactenstics analyzed included the variety of the markers
themselves and the number of occurrences of these markers, the types of markers
observed, the variability of pattem forms, and the number and form of the elements that
these markers link in a given context.
The range of markers used to express a given relation in a language affects the
number of markers required for a tool to achieve a given level of recall: the more
different markers are used, the more pattems wilI be necessary to locate the contexts
containing a relation. An additional criterion for evaluating marker variety is the
distribution of relation occurrences among the various markers, which can also indicate
the number of markers required to attain a certain level of productivity in pattem sets.
The ftequency of markers is likely to be closely connected to marker variety: if
relatively few different markers are used to express a relation, these markers are likely
to be used relatively frequently, and thus to allow a tool to find a relatively large number
of relation occurrences with relatively few pattems. Markers that are infrequent in
general are of course not as useful for identifying KRCs as their more frequent
counterparts. These two factors together thus are indicators of the expected productivity
ofpattem sets, and can help to guide pattem set development.
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Charactenstics of markers that can affect the development and performance of
pattem-based applications include the part of speech classes to which they belong, their
form (either simple or complex), and the variation that may be observed in marker form.
Ail of these affect the design of pattem forms, and may also be linked to challenges for
application performance, as variations from forms accounted for in pattem sets (e.g.,
changes in the form of markers or the order of their elernents) can interfere with KRC
identification. The process of pattem design and application performance are also
affected by the variability in pattem structures (i.e., in the placement ofpattem elements
relative to one another), for similar reasons.
Two additional factors that affect tool design and performance are the precision
of relation markers for identifying relations, and the closely related issue of marker
polysemy. Clearly, not all occurrences of every potential marker will retrieve contexts in
which complete information about the desired relation is present, and the reliability of
individual markers for locating these useful contexts wifl affect the productivity of these
markers
— and thus of pattem-based tools — for extracting KRCs. The number of
relations that are associated with a given marker also affects both the choice of pattems
and the performance ofpattern-based tools. Some markers may not denote only a single,
specific relation or sub-relation, but may be used to express other (sub-)relations or
other meanings entirely; this of course can lead to noise in the resuits ofKRC extraction
and/or to problems in classifying contexts according to the relation present.
The number and form of related elements linked by pattem markers may also
affect the development and performance of pattem-based tools, as well as the ultimate
usefulness of the contexts they extract. for example, in some cases, two or more
elements share a role in a relationship (e.g., two or more causes or two or more effects
are described in a single context, as in X causes Y ami Z). Such contexts are generally
more informative than basic structures because they indicate additional participants in
the relation, in addition to the relationship that exists between these participants. This
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phenomenon must be reflected in the design of pattems that include representations of
related elements, and particularly by those that attempt to identify related elements
automatically, or pertinent contexts may be missed or incorrectly analyzed. The ways
these structures may differ in different languages (including the number and variety of
the lexical units that indicate the relationships between the related elements that co
occur in a given role) may affect the complexity of developing such pattem fonus.
The form of related elements themselves may also pose some challenges,
particularly for applications that impose restrictions on these forms. For example, while
in most cases related elements occur in noun form, in some contexts concepts may be
expressed by other types of units (e.g., adjectives, verbs, clauses); moreover, in some
contexts they may be represented by anaphoric expressions (e.g., pronouns). Pattem
based approaches must either use fonris that allow for such variations or accept silences
in the results of extraction.
Additional challenges for pattem-based tools include the interruption of pattem
forms by extemal elements and the presence of expressions of uncertainty in the
contexts in which the pattems occur.
Pattem forms — particularly lexico-syntactic pattems — that specify the
structures in which markers occur may not recognize potentially useful contexts if these
structures are interrupted by extemal elements (e.g., modifiers, relative clauses,
references) that occur between the related elements and the marker. The situation
becomes even more complicated if the interruptions of these pattem structures take the
form of other pattems or pattem markers (e.g., as in X leads to the suppression of Y);
this phenomenon may not only affect the form of the context, but also the type of
relation that is expressed, and thus may pose challenges for the sorting and/or ultimate
use of extracted contexts. (For example, the marker iead to generally indicates the
CAUSE—EfFECT sub-relation of CREATION, but contexts that contain the structure
illustrated above indicate PREVENTION.)
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The presence of expressions of uncertainty within KRCs affects the usefulness of
a given context for various applications. These expressions may take various forms,
including quantification of related elements (e.g., some Xs pÏay a role in Y), hedging
(e.g., Xptays a minor role in Y), modal verbs (e.g., X mayplay a role in Y), or negation
(e.g., X does flot play a role in Y). for example, for some uses, only contexts in which
no doubt about the relation present is expressed may be pertinent, while in other cases
relations that are expressed as doubtful — or even denied
— may be useful. However,
the variability in the form and semantic impact of these expressions may pose
significant challenges for automatic sorting of contexts according to the reliability ofthe
information they express.
It is thus clear that a large number of factors may be pertinent in various kinds of
applications for relation identification and context extraction, and may have varying
impacts depending on the types ofpattems used and the extent to which tools attempt to
process the information located for users. An evaluation of the possibilities and
challenges of pattern-based extraction of KRCs in multiple languages should thus
consider as wide a range as possible ofthese factors in order to provide a comprehensive
portrait of how pattern-based tool design and performance may be affected by
similarities and differences in the two languages, and what impact these factors may
have on the usefulness ofthe information extracted.
Structure of the thesïs
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The basic concepts pertinent in this research
(including descriptions of knowledge pattems and conceptual relations, and specifically
those studied in this work) wilI be presented in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, previous work
on knowledge pattems and pattem-based applications will be presented and some
pertinent aspects of these research projects compared with one another; more details of
the objectives of this work and how it differs from previous research will also be
presented in light of this comparison. Chapter 3 will present the methodology used in
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this work, and Chapter 4 the resuhs obtained, focusing on the interlinguistic comparison
of the data gathered. Chapter 5 will present a discussion of the similarities and
differences observed in the English and French data and the impact they may have on
various aspects of the development and use of pattem-based tools, complemented by
some addifional observations. This wilY be followed by some conclusions and ideas for
future research.
1 Basic concepts
This Chapter xviii present an overview of some basic concepts pertinent to this research.
In Section 1.1, sorne basic concepts in terrninology will be described briefly. Section 1.2
will present the definition of the term knowÏedge pctttern. and Section 1 .3 will introduce
the subject of conceptual relations. Section 1 .4 will present a selection of relation
typologies used in terminology, and Section 1.5 will describe the relations studied in
this research, ASSOCIATION (Section 1.5.1) and CAUSE—EFfECT (Section 1.5.2).
1.1 Basic concepts in terminology
The field of terrninology is concerned with the study and description of communication
in specialized fields, and the terrns used in it. These fields, areas ofhuman interest and
study, can be identified using several criteria. Two of these itwolve the setting of what
have been characterized as horizontal and vertical limits (e.g., Hoffmann 1 976; Sager et
al. 1980; Kocourek 1991). The former involve the delineation ofthese areas of study as
opposed to others; this task is becoming more and more complex as interdisciplinary
fields of study develop and the borders between different fields become more flexible
and porous. The latter involve the distinction of levels of specialization. \vhich may be
characterized by criteria such as the background knowledge and training possessed by
the participants (both senders and receivers) in communication and the goals of this
communication (e.g., Pearson 1998). Delineating specialized domains involves choosing
to set borders at a given point along the continua established according to these criteria,
and this choice generally depends on the situation and goals ofa given task.
Terms constitute the primary focus of terrninology, and may be viewed from a
number of different perspectives that target particular aspects of their natures and their
roles in specialized discourse; perspectives include the communicative (e.g., Cabré
1992), sociocognitive (e.g., Temmerman 2000), and lexico-semantic (e.g., L’Homme
2004). Ail of these may reveal important aspects of terms and their functioning. for the
purposes of this research, however, the focus will be placed on the ro]e of terms as
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linguistic units that represent concepts. and that are thus a means of referring to these
concepts in communication. This is a perspective that is very close to that of traditional
terrninology (typical, for example, ofthe Vienna School and particularly of W0ster (e.g.,
1981), and observable to a lesser extent in Sager (1990)), although it is sornewhat
soflened from the more dogmatic view in which “[tjhe primary objects of terminology,
the terms, are perceived as symbols which represent concepts” (Sager 1990: 22). The
point of view in this research does flot deny that terms are more complex and
rnultifaceted than simple symbols for concepts; rather, it foctises on the role ofterms as
representing concepts in specialized discourse. Moreover, the view taken in this research
is also somewhat removed from the more restrictive views of traditional terminology, in
that the prescriptive principles requiring bi-univocal relations between terms and
concepts are considered here to be unduly restrictive. The reality of terminological
variation in specialized discourse (e.g., Gaudin 1993; Daille 2005) is undeniable;
concepts ma)’ clearly be denoted by various terms or terrn variants. and even by non
terminological linguistic units. As Daille observed. the scope of the variation that is
acceptable and pertinent for a given project depends in large part on the goals of that
project; for the purposes of information retrieval. it is important to take into account a
wide range of such phenomena.
Terms then are seen here as (one of the) access points to knowledge in the forrn
of concepts, i.e., units of thought that are created by a process of abstraction and
generalization from observations ofreality. Sager (1990: 22) describes the process that
leads to the creation of a concept
— and thus a starting point for a defmition of what a
concept is — as follows:
Concept formation is a process of variously grouping and ordering the
material and immaterial objects which we sense, perceive or imagine into
abstract categories. In a first stage of observation of our environment we
identify a number of individual objects as having certain properties or
characteristics in common. from the individual objects we have
identified as having certain common features, we abstract some of these
properties in order to arrive at types of objects.... In a further stage of
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ordering, we may then group the already abstract types of objects into
broader classes.... An important distinction is thus created between the
individual objects of our sensation, perception and imagination and the
abstract categories, i.e., the concepts which represent them. We therefore
define concepts provisionally as ‘constructs of human cognition
processes which assist in the classification of objects by way of
systematic or arbitrary abstraction.t
Concepts are linked by various types of relationships, which determine the
structures of knowledge in a given domain. In traditional terminological description,
these systems have generally been represented using hierarchical, GENERIC—SPECIFIC
relations between concepts, creating tree structures. However, concepts may also be
related by a number of other pertinent relations, including those evaluated in the context
ofthis research, CAUSE—EFFECT and ASSOCIATION.
The analysis of the structures in which concepts participate is the prototypical
starting point for conceptual description in traditional terminology. Terminological
resources sucli as term banks have traditionally been concept-centred, including entries
(e.g., term records) that represent a single concept. They generally establisli definitions
of concepts in large part according to their place in a concept system (e.g., the generic
concept to which they are Iinked, the charactenstics that differentiate them from other
specifics of this generic). Terms are then associated with these concepts, and
equivalence between terms (within a language or between languages) evaluated in light
of the term—concept relationship identified. Thus, the identification and analysis of the
links between concepts constitutes a critical step in terminological research and
development of terminological resources: these relations help to delineate, define and
differentiate between concepts.
Moreover, conventional tenu bases and their representation of knowledge in
structures focusing on GENERIC—SPECIFIC relations may be considerably enriched by
The use of object here should be noted particularly: the term does flot refer exclusively to concrete
entities, but includes those that are both inaterial and immaterial, realities that are sensed, perceived or
imagined. (cf. also Wtister (2003) on this point).
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information about additional relations. This kind of development can be carried out
within a more classical terminological resource structure (e.g., by inciuding this
information in definitions or contexts in term records). or in one that is specificaiiv
deveioped with this kind of approach in mmd. One proposai for this kind of
deveiopment mvoives the creation ofwhat Meyer et al. (1992) called the teruiinoÏogicaÏ
knowÏedge base (TKB), a resource that could integrate a rnuch larger part of the
knowiedge (e.g., about relations between concepts) that terrninologists acquire in the
process of domain research than is usually the case in conventional resources. By
representing various kinds of relations between concepts, resources can reflect the kinds
of links that have a particularly important role in defining the knowledge structure in a
specific domain, and provide a more complete portrait of concepts and the roles they
play in knowledge structures. Information of this kind can be particularly vaiuable for
the description of concepts that lend themselves less easilv or less wefl to definition by a
classical rnodei consisting of a generic and specific characteristics; these are hkeiy to
include in particular those that represent events such as processes and activities rather
than concrete entities. An approach such as that used in a TKB can thus improve users’
understanding of these concepts and help them to better express knowledge in the
domain.
Given terrninoiogy’s focus on communication in speciaiized dornains. subject
field specialists have aiways been precious sources of information for temiinologists
and terminographers. However, given the limitations imposed by reliance on these
specialists (e.g., their availability for consultation and abillty to effectively convey
information about a wide variety of aspects of terrns, concepts and their usage), text
based resources are generally the primary resource for terminology work in the field
today. Documents provide concrete, readily available and usable examples of
speciaiized communication. Moreover, by coilecting various types of documents,
terminologists are able to develop a comprehensive view ofa field and its discourse.
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As a resuit, there is ever-growing interest in corpus-based tenninology work
(e.g., Meyer and Mackintosli 1996; Pearson 1998; Bowker and Pearson 2002). The
creation of corpora ofrepresentative texts that can be used to evaluate the characteristics
ofthe discourse in a fieid as a whole is a challenging and complex task (described in the
works mentioned above, among others), but one that provides a wealth of information
that can be used in many ways in terminology work.
The advantages of this kind of approacli — as of any approach — are
nevertheiess accompanied by certain difficulties. Ensuring that a sample of texts is
representative of the greater whole requires careful evaluation and selection according to
a number of cnteria, and it may flot aiways be possible to include as wide a range of
texts as desired or to eliminate ail potential sources of bias in resuits. (Moreover, in
projects with a bilingual or multilingual orientation, ensuring comparability between
corpora in different languages increases this complexity substantially.) In addition,
corpus texts may contain errors or other elements that can be difficuit to interpret or
even misleading to users. As with the use of any resource, a certain amount ofboth trust
and critical evaluation are required in corpus-based approaches.
Redundancy in corpora is often helpful in confirming the validity of the
information extracted; when information (be it factual or related, for example, to term
form or usage) is identified repeatedly in a variety of texts and contexts, its validity is
more certain. Because large corpora can provide more opportunities to observe a wider
range of phenomena more frequently, they are particularly useful. However, as the size
of corpora increases so does the need for tools that can provide quick and easy access to
the information contained in them. Computer tools such as concordancers offer
terminologists and terminographers one strategy for accessing specific kinds of
information. More speciaiized tools may use techniques such as knowlcdge pattems to
target specific types of information.
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1.2 Knowledge patterns
Referred to under various narnes by different researchers (including Cruse’s (1986)
diagnostic frames, Ahrnad and Fulford’s (1992) knowÏedge probes, Bowden et al.’s
(1996) triggers, Condamines’ (2002) conceptual relation patterns, and the term that vill
be tised here, Meyer’s (Meyer et al. 1999; Meyer 2001) knowledge patterns), linguistic
structures that indicate the presence of semantic and conceptual relations have been
widely recognized as extremely useful tools.
In 1992, Ahmad and Fulford described knowledge probes as forms (in their case,
character strings) that could be used in developing tools to aid in searching for
information about relations in text corpora. as they reliably identify contexts in which
relations are discussed. They identified sets of probes that could be used to identify a set
of relations, including HYPERONYMY and HYPONYMY, PART—WHOLE and CAUSE—EFFECT.
In a 1994 article in TerminoÏogy Update, Meyer stressed both the importance and
the challenges of concept analysis in terminography. She introduced the idea of
“knowledge-rich context” and the possibilities that lie in “exploiting the many
regularities in the way that ‘linguistic patterns’ found in specialized texts encode
conceptual information” (1994: 8). In 1994, Meyer defined knowledge-rich contexts as
“free (i.e., non-collocational) language combinations that frequently identify a particular
conceptual relation or attribute” (8), giving examples such as X is a kind of Y and As
include Bs, Cs and Ds as indicators of generic-specific relations, and X is characterized
by Y and thefeatures of an X include Y and Z for the association of a concept and its
attributes. She also cited Ahrnad and Fulford (1992) and their suggestion that such
linguistic items could be used as search patterns for discovering conceptual information
in corpora.
In her later work (e.g., Meyer et al. 1999; Meyer 2001), Meyer further developed
this terminology, dividing what was first described in the 1994 definition of the
knowledge-rich context into two separate concepts: “knowledge-rich contexts,” text
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segments that provide at least one piece of information about a concept (e.g., one of
its attnbutes or a relation in which it participates), and “knowledge patteras,” linguistic
structures that frequently indicate a relation (or, more rarely, an attribute) (e.g., X is a
kind of Y).
Knowledge pattems have been classified by Meyer (e.g., Meyer et al. 1999) into
three categories: lexical, grammatical and paralinguistic. Lexical knowÏedge patterÏzs
prototypically take the form X + [MARKER] + Y (e.g., Xis a kind of Y for the relation of
HYPERONYMY), i.e., including two elements linked by a relation (here represented by the
variables X and Y), and a lexical unit or sequence of lexical units that indicate the
relation between them.2 Grammatical (syntactic) patteras, which involve parts of speech
or combinations thereof (e.g., NOUN + VERB for the FUNCTION relation), and
paralinguistic patteras, involving for example formatting and punctuation (e.g.,
parentheses used to introduce a synonym, in a structure such as X (Y)), may also indicate
relations.
In many research projects, lexical markers and/or knowledge pattems are subject
to syntactic restrictions, e.g., indicating the part of speech class to which the markers
and potentially other elements of the structures in which they participate may belong; in
this case a fourth category of lexico-syntactic knowledge patterns may be identified.
2 In some cases, items sucli as derïvational affixes (e.g., pro-, anti-) may also be included in this category,
altliough they are flot strictly spealdng lexical uflits.
It lias been observed (e.g., L’Homme, personal communication) that grammatical knowledge pattems
are somewhat different from the other two categories in that the link between the two elements
participating in the relation is presefit at the level of tlie senses of the units that denote tliem, rather than
extemal to tliem as in the case of lexical and paralinguistic knowledge pattems. (Lexical patterns may be
seen then as equivalent to paraphrases of the relation that is inherent in the senses of the two items in
grammatical knowledge pattems, e.g., the computer pi-ocesses data / the fonction of a computer is toprocess data.) Grammatical knowledge pattems are nevertheless indicators of the presence of a given
relation in a text segment, which is of course the application envisaged in the establishment of the
categories ofknowledge pattems.
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As described in the Introduction, these pattems may then be used by computer
tools to aid in the gathering of information for applications such as terminology work;
most projects have focused on the identification of conceptual (or semantic) relations.
1.3 Conceptual relations
In the traditional view of terminology, the centre and starting point of any research is a
conceptual system constructed with clearly delineated and described concepts. That is to
say, research begins with mental images of classes of entities, processes, qualities, etc.
in the real world and move on from there to study their attributes, the relations between
them in the conceptual system of the domain, and finally the terms used to denote these
concepts.
Sager’s (1990) description of concept analysis is based on attributes and
relations. Attributes are qualities or properties associated with the concept in isolation.
These may include such things as colour, measurements, and other properties of the
real-world element the concept represents. Relations are the ways in which the concept
relates to other concepts, which determine its place in a concept system (knowledge
structure). The most commonly studied relations are those of specific to generic,
sometimes called HYPER ONYMY, and of whole to part, or MERONYMY. However, other
important conceptual relations also exist, including among many others those of
FUNCTION and CAUSE—EffECT. In medicine, as in any domain, important information can
5e provided by botS concept attributes and conceptual relations.
In the less traditional theories of terminology, the conception of terminology as
onomasiological and concept-based has been challenged, and the gaps between
traditional theory and current practice have been recognized. It has been accepted that
terminology work in the real world often takes a semasiological approacli, which starts
with the term itself. Accompanied by a drastically reduced insistence on the bi-univocity
of the relation between term and concept, there has been increased study of the different
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kinds of synonymy in terminological systems, and a recognition that somc terms are
polysemous. More study is being devoted to the collocational and combinatory
properties of terms. Moreover, there lias been more recognition of terms’ complex and
inter-related meanings, in contrast to the traditional view ofterms as no more than labels
for concepts organized in a clear-cut, hierarchical strucflire.
Thus, although this study is primarily concerned with conceptual relations —
that is, relations between the concepts denoted by terms
— it is impossible to
completely separate many of these from semantic relations, which hold between the
meanings or significations of ternis, as reflected by their place in the system of signs in
a language.
From a terminological perspective, Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2001: 131)
discussed the importance of relations between concepts:
The search for conceptual relationships plays an important role in
building a CTKB [corpus-based terminological knowledge base] as long
as it is mainly a model of the text content. from this point of view, the
most important knowledge within the text is conveyed by conceptual (or
semantic) relationships.
As conceptual and semantic relations are of course closely linked, there is a
certain variation in the use ofthese ternis. In analyzing previous researcli, it is common
to sec variations in the tenninology used to descnbe the same project, even occasionally
within the same work. This complexity, and the reasons it must be confronted, are
reflected in the description by Ahmad and Rogers (1997: 749):
Since terminology management and terminology research emphasizes the
conceptual organization of subject fields, the semantic relations between
terms assume considerable importance. According to the traditional
terminological view, the knowledge of the domain is represented by
concepts and the relations between them. However, these relations cannot
be directly accessed but must be conveyed by largely linguistic means.
The relations between terms, [sic] as labels for concepts are therefore a
means of accessing this knowledge (and its structure) through text.
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This description conveys the inextricable links between the linguistic and
conceptual levels in texts, and the need to study not only the links between concepts in
their conceptual system
— the knowledge structure of the domain but also the terrns
that ai-e used to denote these concepts, which provide access to this conceptual system
whule participating in relations oftheir own.
The tYpe of approach used in this work. inspired by Mever and oriented towards
identifying knowledge-rich contexts to assist in conceptual analysis, vas originally
associated with the more traditional view of terminology. However. as Ahmad and
Rogers note, it is terms (and other linguistic items) and the relations between them in
texts that provide access to this conceptual information.
Moreover, it would be impossible to ignore the fact that terrns’ linguistic nature
will also influence the wavs in which thev are used in texts. Thus, the analysis here vill
provide knowledge flot only about the concepts denoted by the terms found in texts, but
also about the place of these terrns in the linguistic system.
1.4 Relation classifications in terminology
While there is general agreement among scholars about the importance of GENERIC—
SPECIFIC (or HYPERONYMY) and PART—WHOLE (or MERONYMY) relations in conceptual
and terminological systems, there is no widely accepted list of possible relations or a
system for classifying them (cf. Chaffin and Hermann 1988). However, relation
classifications have been constructed by various authors; below, those presented in two
general classifications in terrninology
— by Sager (1990) and Nuopponen (2005)
— and
two specific to medicine and related fields
— by feliu (2004) and the Unified Medical
Language System (UMLS) (2005)
— will be described. Before these classifications are
presented, however, some criteria useful for their development may be examined.
Moreover, as Feliu noted (2004: 27), there is hile agreement between relations and their denominations
used in the fleld ofterminology and those in lexical semantics.
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1.4.1 Some criteria for classifying conceptual relations
A number of criteria may be used to characterize and classify semantic and conceptual
relations in order to facilitate their differentiation, definition and description (cf. Section
1.4.4 on Feliu (2000, 2004), wlio used some of these in developing and describing lier
relation typology).
The first of these is the distinction between hierarchical and non-hierarchical
relations. The first type, hierarchical relations, involve relations that hold between
superordinate and subordinate concepts and include the GENERIC—SPECIFIC and PART—
WHOLE relations; these may be used as the basis for creating tree-like concept structures.
Non-hierarchical relations, in contrast, link concepts in ways that do not permit this kind
of stmcturing; these relations include those of FUNCTION. CAUSE—EffECT and
ASSOCIATION.
Another criterion for relation classification is the distinction between what Cruse
(1986: 113) calls symmetric and asymmetric relations. In symmetric relations such as
SYNONYMY and ASSOCIATION, the link is bi-directional: if A is a synonym of B, then B
is a synonym of A, and if A is associated with B, then B is associated with A. In
asymmetric relations, such as GENERIC—SPECIFIC and CAUSE—EffECT, the relation is uni
directional: if A is the generic of B, then B cannot be the generic of A; by the same
token, if A causes B this does not imply that B causes A.5
Finally, there is the criterion of transitivity. As Cruse (1986: 114) stated, “A
relation is said to be transitive if the fact that it holds between two elements A and B,
and also between B and a third element C, guarantees that it holds between A and C.”
Re gives the example of the relation IS LONGER THAN to illustrate this, since if A is
longer than B and B is longer than C, then A must be longer than C. Conversely Cruse
In certain specific cases of cyclical processes, this miglit in fact be the case, but the expression of the
relation is concerned only with the relation of X leading to Y, and in order to describe such a cycle it
would be necessary to state separately that Y in turn is the cause of X.
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states (114) that intransitive relations are those in which the fact that the relation
holds between A and B and between B and C entails that it does flot holci between A and
C. Since if A is the father of B and B is the father of C. A cannot be the father of C.
Cruse identifies the relation FATHER 0f as intransitive.
1.4.2 Sager
In bis textbook A PracticaÏ Course in TerminoÏogy Processing, Sager (1990) describes
the cognitive importance of relations in concept systems. He presents a list of possible
relations (Table 1), and also notes (1990: 35) that these relations may be further sub
divided by placing the concepts involved into conceptual reference classes (e.g., objects,
rnethods. properties, qualities, states. processes). or into more general classes (e.g.,
entities,activities, qualifies, relations (cf. 1990: 26—28)). Sager states (1990: 35) that:
The relationship between two concepts is bound b)’ the conceptual class
of each. For example. relationships of product or material can only exist
between material entities; in this way a pattern emerges which shows
restrictions on the nature of the relationships between concepts b)’ virtue
of their categories. Examining concepts in this way ma)’ lead to greater
insight into ways of establishing conceptual relations.
Sagerpresents some complexities of relation classification, observing (1990: 29)
that limiting the study of conceptual relations to GENERIC—SPECIFIC, PART—WHOLE and
the generic “other” is flot sufficient in terminology, and that there are exceptions to the
seeming simplicity of the GENERIC—SPECIFIC relation (1990: 3 1—32): the existence of
facets, and of quasi-GENERIc relationships. I-le notes that concepts are classified into
types on the basis ofa given criterion, which may be only one ofmany possibilities. It is
necessary to specify the criterion used for classification in order to properly classify
concepts. Sager uses the termfacetted classification to denote classification of concepts
on the basis of a particular characteristic (e.g., by parts, by process. by method, by
function). He also notes that a given concept may be subdivided according to different
facets. In addition, some assignrnents of concepts to types ma)’ be more “solid” (1990:
28
32) than others. For this reason. quasi-GENERIc relationships may also be identified.
using the test below (1990: 32). Sager applied this text to the classification of the
concept “daidelion considered to be a weed by some. a medicinal plant by others. and
a vegetable by stili others, but consistently classified in the same botanical farnily:
Generic relationship:
• Ail dandelions are members ofthe farnilv of Cornpositae.
• Sonie niembers ofthe farnil ofCornpositae are dande]ions.
Quasi-generic relationship
• Sorne people consider that dandelions are vegetab!es.
• Some vegetables are dandelions.
Sager (1990: 33—4) also notes the existence of polyvalent relationships. in which
a concept may have several possible places in a conceptual system (i.e., ma be part of
more than one hierarchy in a given subject fielci).
This classification, although not detailed in its description of the nature and
possibilities ofdifferent relations, presents an initial portrait of the possibilities that may
be envisaged for ctassifying concepts. In addition, Sager points out (1990: 29) that the
most useful classification for a given project wilI be determined in part by the context in
which it will be used, i.e.. the subject field being studied. and the type of research in
which the classification is to be applied.
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1.4.3 Nuopponen
As recently as 2005, Nuopponen observed (2005: 127) that (despite previous
observations by $ager (1990), among others) standard applications in terminology stili
make use of a limited number of relations, primarily GENERIC—SPECIfIC and PART—
WHOLE, although the oflen vague category of “association relations” — which wilÏ be
further discussed below in Sections 1.4.4 and 1 .4.5 — may also 5e used in some cases.
She also pointed out that for many applications in terminology, including Semantic Web
applications and concept modelling, there is a need for a much wider and finer typology
of relations. For this reason, she updated and enlarged a classification originally
developed in 1994.6
Nuopponen recalled several observations also made by a number of other
researchers (once again including Sager (1990)). She noted that the relations that are
pertinent in the context of a given research project or domain may vary, and that users
may choose among the proposed relations those that are most useful for their purposes,
and may choose to draw finer distinctions or to add new relations as necessary (2005:
l28). Nuopponen also noted (2005: 130) close links between categories of concepts
(e.g., entities, activities, processes, methods, properties) and the ontological relations in
which they may participate.
Nuopponen’s typology of relations is rooted in the distinction made by Wiister
(1974, 1985) between logical (i.e., GENERIC—SPECIFIC) and ontological relations, on the
basis of these relations’ directness (logical) or indirectness (ontological) and the
definition of ontological relations as simplifications of relations observed between
individual objects in reality. Her relation classifications for Iogical and ontological
6 In carrying out this task, Nuopponen referred frequently to the relation hierarchy used by Madsen et al.(2001, 2002, 2002a) in their OntoQuery project, as a basis for comparison and for expansion of lier own
hierarchy.
‘ This comment was intended in part to address sorne criticisms of her previous research, in which the
usefulness ofsuch a detaïled relation classification for practicat terminology work vas questioned.
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1.2 SUBORDINATION 1.2.1 DIRECT SUBORDINATION
1.2.2 INDIRECT SUBORDINATION
1.3 COORDINATION 1.3.1 DIREcT COORDINATION
1.3.2 INDIRECT COORDINATION
1.4 DIAGONAL RELATION
1.5.1 INTENSIONAL IDENTITY
1.5 INTENSIONAL RELATION 1.5.2 INTENSIONAL INCLUSION1.5.3 INTENSIONAL OVERLAPPING
1.5.4 INTENSIONAL DISJUNCTION
1.6.1 EXTENSIONAL IDENT]TY
1.6.2 EXTENSIONAL INCLUSION1.6 EXTENSIONAL RELATION 1.6.3 EXTENSIONAL OVERLAPPING
_______________________
1.6.4 EXTENSIONAL DISJUNCTION
Causal concept relations appear in this typology under the classification of
ONTOLOGICAL INFLUENCE relations (a category defined by the presence ofsome kind of
causal component in the relation, i.e., a one-sided or mutual influence). (See Section
1.5.2.5 fora detailed description ofNuopponen’s analysis ofthe CAUSE—EfFECT relation
in 1994.) The CORRELATION sub-type of INTERACTIONAL relations identified in
Nuopponen (2005) can be considered to be a type of ASSOCIATION relation (see Section
1.5.1 fora discussion 0f ASSOCIATION and CORRELATION).
relations are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. The author attempted to
provide a unique place in the hierarchy for cadi relation, but also noted that some
relation types could belong to several different classes (2005: 134).
Nuopponen noted that logical relations can be classified according to two
dimensions, the relative positions of concepts in a concept system or hierarchy (as in the
case of SUPERORDINATION, SUBORDINATION and COORDINATION) or by the comparison
of concepts according to their intensions or extensions (as in the case of relations of
IDENTITY, INCLUSION, OVERLAPPING and DISJUNCTION).
Table 2. Nuopponen’s logical concept relations (2005: 129—130)
1.1.1 DIRECT SUPERORDINATION1.1 SUPERORDINATION
1.1.2 INDIRECT SUPERORDINATION
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1.4.4 Feliu
In research projects that focused on analyzing Catalan corpora in the fields of heart
disease and genomics, feliu (2000, 2004) addressed the lack of a unified relation
typology in terminology. She noted that although lexical semanticians such as Cruse and
Lyons and terminologists sucli as Wtister had identified a certain number of relations
(between lexical units in the case of Cruse and Lyons, and between concepts in the case
of Wtister), their lists were flot exhaustive, and most studies had focused largely on the
hierarchical relations of HYPERONYMY and MERONYMY. In order to fil this gap as far as
possible, Feliu identified relations described in the literature, and complemented these
with observations from a speciaiized corpus as required. She produced the relation
typology presented in Table 4 (adapted from Feliu 2004: 51).
Feliu (2004: 25—7) described relations between concepts as one of the
fiindamentals of human perception and cognition, and — referring to Otman (1996: 55—
6) — noted on the subject of conceptual relations that:
• A conceptual relation is a conceptual link between concepts;
• In a relational model, a concept is defined by the relations that hold between it
and other concepts;
• A conceptual relation consists of:
o A name or identifier specifying the type of relation;
o The specification ofthe types ofobjects the relation admits;
o The attribution of specific properties to these objects; and
o Sometimes, conditions of validity.
Feliu also noted (2004: 27) that relations are at least binary, involving two or
more concepts, and that a given reÏationship could conceivably be described using more
than one relation name (e.g., ELEMENT—QUALIFICATION or CHARACTERISTIC—ACTIVITY),
although she reduced her list of relations as much as possible to eliminate redundancies
(2004: 31).
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Table 4. Summary ofFeliu’s relations9
Relation Elements Description
A symmetric and transitive relation.RESEMBLANCE POSITIVE RESEMBLANCE
Marker: set semblant a
TOTAL
EQUWALENCE,
SYNONYMY
PARTIAL
EQUWALENCE,
RESEMBLANCE
NEGATIVE A symmetric and transitive relation.
RESEMBLANCE Marker: set d(ferent de
OPPOSITENESS
PARTIAL
OPPOSITENESS,
CONTRAST
An asymmetric and transitive
INCLUSION HYPONYMY GENERIC—SPECIFIC relation.
Marker: set (un tipus) de
An asymmetric relation.
Markers: set en se,SEQUENCE SPATIAL
davant, set darrere, anar
dcx a y
LOCATION
DIRECTION
An asymmetric and transitive
relation.
TEMPORAL Marker: set
simultani/anterior/
posterior_a
S 1M U LI ANE ITY
ANTERJORITY—
POSTERIORJTY
CAUSALITY CAUSAL An asymmetric relation.
An explicit cause gives rise to a
given effect. (33—4)CAUSE—EFfECT
Markers: causar; ser la
causa de; set I ‘efecte de
A process produces a resuit,
PROCESS— although it may flot be seen as a
RESULT’° tme cause. (33—4)
Marker: produir;fer que
Translations from the Catalan are mine.
‘° Feliu also noted in a previous version of the typology (2004: 44—45) that the manifestation of PROCESS—
RESULT relations may vary at the surface level, depending on the speciflcity with which the type of change
that occurs in the process is indicated.
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An asymmetric and intransitive
INSTRUMENT INSTRUMENT— relation.
FUNCTION Markers: servir per a;ftr
se amb
Markers: ser une
part/eÏeinent de; tenir +
MERONYMY PART—WHOLE $N; esterfomiat /fet per;
incloure; constar de;
pertànyer e
COMPONENT—
OBJECT An asymmetnc relation.
MEMBER—
An asymmetnc relation.COLLECTION
PORTION—MASS An asymmetric relation.
MATERIAL—
OBJECT An asymmetric relation.
STAGE—PROCESS An asymmetric relation.
CHARACTERISTIC—
An asymmetric relation.ACTWITY
LOCATION—AREA An asymmetric relation.
ASSOCIATION GENERAL
n Marker: correlacionar-seSPECIALIZED
amb
Unsurprisingly, Feliu identified the CAUSE—EffECT relation as important in lier
domains. She also distinguislied different types of this relation depending on the nature
of the causes that participate in them, citing in particular processes and their resuits. The
presence of the ASSOCIATION relation in Feliu’s typology, defined as a “relacié que
s’estableix per la corelaciô entre dos o més elements” [Eng. a relation of correlation
between two or more elements] (39), may also be noted. (See Section 1.5.1 for a
discussion ofthis relation.)
1.4.5 UMLS
The goal ofthe Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Semantic Network (2005) is
to represent concepts in the medical field, and to link them together using a set of
relations that are pertinent in this domain. The relations used and their definitions are
See Section 1.5.1.2 fora discussion ofthe distinction made in the case ofthis relation.
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illustrated below in figure 1 and Table 5. The list of possible relations and their
organization may be observed to be distinctly different from those illustrated in Sections
1.4.2 to 1.4.4.
isa [associatedwith] (contînued)
associated_with [functionally_related_to] (continued)
physically_related_to performs
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The division of ail of the relations into two main categories, the GENERIC
relations and ail others (which thus fail under the general heading of the
ASSOCIATION WITH relations), parallels the division established by Wtister (cf.
Nuopponen’s use of this distinction as described in Section 1 .4.3, specifically figure 2)
and illustrates the emphasis that is placed on this former relation. Every other type of
relation is considered to be a kind of ASSOCIATION; this classification includes temporal,
spatial, functional and causal relations. In addition, a number of domain-specific
relations related to the medical field, such as TREATS and DIAGNOSES, which did not
appear in Feliu’s classification, are also identified.
Within the relation sub-category FUNCTIONALLY RELATED TO, severat relations
including an element of causation may be identified, including:
• AFFECTS, and its sub-types
o DISRUPTS
o PREVENTS
o COMPLICATES, and
o MANAGES
• RESULTOF, and
• BRINGS ABOUT, with its sub-types
o CAUSES, and
o PRODUCES.
However, these CAUSE—EFFECT relations are not clearly defined as such, and do
not constitute their own category. Moreover, among sub-types of the AFFECTS relation, it
may be difficult to determine the presence of a causal element (e.g., INTERACTSWITH).
This seems to indicate that although CAUSE—EFfECT relations are important enough in
the domain to be identified and distinguished in large number, the causal element is flot
one that is a priority in the classification.
One interesting aspect of the relation definitions given in the UMLS is the
reliance on linguistic indicators (essentially lexical markers) in order to explain the
nature of the various relations (e.g., citing cornposed of made of andformed of for the
CONSISTSOF relation, and component of division of portion of fragment of section of
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and layer offor the PART_0F relation). Ibis illustrates that although the perspective of
this resource is far more conceptually than linguistically oriented. there is nevertheless a
close coirnection between concept and language that cannot be seveted. and that this Iink
is a valuable tool for identifying relations as described in texts.12
However, it should be noted that the distinctions made in this classification (e.g.,
the one above. between the relations CONSJSTS 0F and PARTOF. which would both
generally be subsumed under the heading of MERONYMY, though perhaps in different
sub-types, but here are separated) may be too fine for some semi-automatic knowledge
extraction applications. In addition. these relations are specificallv adapted to the
medical domain and as such would not be appropriate for use in rnany other fields.
1.4.6 Comparison
Iwo important observations can be made in analvzing these classification systems
and particularly the UMLS. First. the various relations identified are closely linked.
Second, a given pair of concepts may be considered to be related in many different
ways. Thus, in classifying a given occurrence of a relation. it may he difficuit to
precisely determine which relation is the best fit. Moreover. by comparing a system such
as the UMLS to the others presented in this Section. varions levels of granularity with
which different relations may be characterized may be observed. This reinforces the
statements made, for example, by Nuopponen (2005: 128) and Sager (1990), observing
that the subject field being studied may influence the choice of relations considered.
The classifications described above reveal how intended applications can affect
the relations identified and how they are organized. Those dealing with the medical
domain, and particularly the UMLS, identify a certain number of sub-relations that are
12 Feliu (2004: 232), however, identifies the lack of distinction between relations at a seniantic or
conceptual level and the markers ofthese relations at a textual level as a source offundarnental difficulties
in the development of relation typologies, stressing the necessity of appreciating the difference between
the two levels.
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missing from Sager’s (1990) and/or Nuopponen’s (2005) more general classifications.
Feliu’s and Sager’s more terminologically oriented classifications are far simpler and
less atomized; from the point of view of semi-automatic identification and/or
classification of relation occurrences in texts, these provide a more reasonable level of
detail
— and certainly of organization at an intuitive level — than the UMLS.’3 Ail four
sources refer to varying extents to the elements that may participate in the various
relations identified, reflecting the importance of this aspect in relation identification and
classification on a fine-grained level.
Some distinctions and relations are con-u-non to ail or most of the classifications
identified; the distinction between the GENERIC—SPECIFIC and other relations is
observable in ail of the classifications, and the PART—WHOLE relation is also clearly
identified. Ail ofthe classifications except for $ager’s identify relations of SPATIAL and
TEMPOL’L CONTIGUITY as important. In terms of the relations considered in this
research, the centrality of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation is made evident by its inclusion (in
some form) in ail four classifications. The relation of ASSOCIATION is also relatively
common in the classifications, with Nuopponen, Feliu and the UMLS identifying
relations that correspond at least in part to the definition used for this research.
1.5 Important conceptual relations in medicine
The importance ofa wide range of relations for properly, precisely and comprehensively
representing knowiedge structures in the field ofmedicine is iiiustrated, for example, by
the long and complex list of relations used in the UMLS (Section 1.4.5). While
GENERIC—SPECIFIC and MERONYMY relations are clearly central, others are also critical.
Researchers sucli as Nuopponen (1994) have recognized the importance of the
CAUSE—EFFECI relation in scientific and technical fields, and in particular in medicine.
13 However, as noted in the description of the UMLS’s relation definitions, linguistic markers are used as
an aid to understanding, and these might serve as a starting point for semi-automatic applications.
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In fact, in many ways, the CAUSE—EffECT relation can he considered to be the central
one in this domain: medicine is, after ail, the study of the causes of disease and health.
the effects diseases have, and the intended and side effects of treatments. Ail of these
can be represented — in a sirnplified manner. of course
— by the CAUSE—EFFECT
relation. Ibis relation is not only critical, but also complex, and has been studied in the
context of several research projects (Nuopponen 1994; Cabré et al. 1996. 2001; Garcia
1996, 1997; Barrière 2001, 2002; Marshman 2002, 2002a. 2004. 2004a; Feliu 2004;
Bodson 2005). However. compared to the relations of I-IYPERONYMY and \‘IERONYMY,
the CAUSE—EFFECT relation bas flot received as much attention in the field of
terrninology.
Although the ultimate goal of much medical and epidemiological research is the
identification of CAUSE—EFfECT relations, in a field with sucb critical implications for
human health and welfare. conclusions about the existence of CAUSE—EFFECT relations
(which aiways rely to sorne degree on the judgment of those interpreting data) must be
drawn cautiously and on the basis of large amounts of data — and moreover specific
kinds of data (i.e., data obtained using specific study designs). Thus, the relation of
ASSOCIATION (including CORRELATION) is particularly important in the field. This
relation, involving a significant co-occurrence of factors. is relatively frequently
expressed in medical texts (and particularly research articles). Whule important in itself
(for example, in identifying risk factors for particular ilinesses). it ma)’ also become the
basis for hypotheses of a CAUSE—EfFECT relationship between the two elements it links.
It is important to stress, however, that this kind of relationship is not one of CAUSE—
EFFECT in itself, but rather a potential precursor of it (a fact that is illustrated in Hill’s
criteria for CAUSE—EffECT relations in medicine, reproduced below in Section 1.5.2.1,
which begin with an analysis of observed co-occurrence — i.e., ASSOCIATION — and
then analyze this co-occunence according to various criteria in order to determine if a
conclusion of a CAUSE—EFFECT relation on the basis of these observations is justified).
Thus, identifying such relations in medical texts may be very important in the
infomation-gathering process.
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The ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EfFECT relations may thus be identified as
important in the medical field, and provide a pertinent context for the study of
knowÏedge pattems and their use for terminological knowledge extraction in this
domain.
These relations can of course 5e characterized according to the criteria described
in Section 1.4.1. Both the CAUSE—EfFECT and ASSOCIATION relations are non
hierarchical. In contrast, ASSOCIATION is symmetric, while the CAUSE—EFfECT relation is
asymmetric. Finally, it can be argued that the CAUSE—EffECT relation may be considered
to 5e transitive (making reference, for example, to the concept of the causal pathway
ofien mentioned in the context of disease etiology and development (e.g., Friedman
1994: 209), in which each link in a causal chain contributes to the eventual outcome).
The ASSOCIATION relation, however, is less easily classified according to this cnterion;
given that the presumptions that A is associated with B and B is associated with C can
guarantee neither that A is associated with C nor that it is not, ASSOCIATION caimot be
considered to be either transitive or intransitive.
With these relations selected, they can be defined and described in more detail in
the context of the researcli. Sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 will present more detailed
information about various analyses and possible classifications for the ASSOCIATION and
CAUSE—EFFECT relations respectivcly.
1.5.1 Association
It is common knrni’ledge that statistical
associations do flot necessarily imply causation.
Friedman (1994: 213)
Given the delicacy of identifying CAUSE—EFFECT relations, as described above, medical
texts and especially researcli articles generally contain many references to ASSOCIATIONS
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between factors or variables in addition to statements of CAUSE—EFFECT relations.
Two examples ofthis are shown below:
1. First, with the notable exception of cardiac toxicity associated
with anthracyclines, unexpected toxicities to combination
therapy have flot been identified. (Burstein 2003)
2. The first association between CRP and cardiovascular disease
was in the context of acute myocardial infarction. (Shah and
Newby 2003)
However, although the distinction between ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EfFECT
relations may be “common knowledge” in epidemiological circles, for non-specialists
the term association may appear general and vague. Moreover, despite the importance
of this relation in scientific domains, few research projects have attempted to identify
and define the ASSOCIATION relation from a terminological perspective. As a result, the
relation is most preciseÏy defined in the context of specialized resources in medical and
scientific domains such as epidemiology. Below, the definition of the relation used for
the purposes of this project (Section 1.5.1.1) based primarily on descriptions from
Hennekens and Buring (1987), who define the relation as identified in epidemiology —
will be discussed, followed by a brief review of references to ASSOCIATION in
terminology from Nuopponen (2005) and Feliu (2004) (Section 1.5.1 .2).
1.5.1.1 Definition of ASSOCIATION
In this project, ASSOCIATION will be defined as a significant co-occurrence between two
factors or variables. The definition given by Hennekens and Buring (1987: 30) —
although expressed using terms specific to the calculation of incidence or prevalence of
diseases in populations with a given exposure — illustrates this view:
Association refers to the statistical dependence between two variables,
that is, the degree to which the rate of disease in persons with a specific
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exposure is either higlier or Iower than the rate of disease among those
without that exposure.14
This kind of relationship. however. is not necessarilv indicative of a CÀUSE—EIFECT
relation. Hennekens and Buring (1987: 30) stress this, stating that “The presence of an
association... in no way implies that the observed relationship is one of cause and
effect,” and continuing on to say that “[aJ causal association is one in which a change in
the frequency or quality of an exposure or characteristic results in a corresponding
change in the frequency ofthe disease or outcome ofinteresL” [emphasis added]b
The observation of relationships such as tl7e causal one mentioned in the
quotation above may generally be recognized as the ultirnate goal of studying
ASSOCIATION (although ASSOCIATION must nevertheless be di stinguished from CA USE
EFFECT relations). Given this goal, specific types of these relationships that are clear]v
relations oftemporal or spatial contiguitv (cf. e.g., Nuopponen 2005) are not included in
the definition, since here the focus is on the possibility that a CAUSE—EFFECT relationship
of some type will ultimately be identified (and, clearly, strictly temporal or spatial
relationships are not likely to lead to such observations).
Determining ASSOCIATIONS between variables is often the goal of various types
of medical and especially epidemiological — researcli. including identifying risk
14 As in the case of the citation describing causal ASSOCIATIONS, it seerns perfectly acceptable to replace
disease with outcome and exposure with characteristic to reflect other possible contexts of ASSOCIATION.
To this discussion, the observations ofGarcia (1997: 10) may be added. In her studv of CAUSE—EFFECT
relations in the specialized domain ofelectricity, Garcia describes what she calls in an allusion to the
terminology of Aristotie (Physics II) — relations causales formelles (EngI. formaI cause relations),
characterizing these relations as those in which:
la notion de cause et d’effet sont abandonnées au profit d’une régularité
mise en évidence entre des actions (Le niveau de la puissance produite par
l’usine varie dans le temps enfonction de l’hydraulicité...) (1997: 10)
She identifies four different sub-types of these relations (1997: 11). On the basis of this description,
however, these are considered here to be types oC ASSOCIATIONS. The propensity to interpret such
relationships as causal observed here is also reflected in the observations of Nazarenko (2000: 47; see
Section 1.5.2.3) in her lexico-semantic analysis of CAUSALITY in french.
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factors for disease and death, and evaluating the effectiveness of treatments.
Essentially. the resuits of research exploring the connection between tw’o variables can
be represented in their sirnplest form in a four-ecu contingency table such as Table 6.
By convention, in this table. each ofthe ceils is assigned a letter for refirence. ci.
b, e or d. For the purposes ofthis description, V] and 172 represent the variables being
studied, + the ptesence of a variable. and
- its absence .x. y. z and u’ represent the
numbers of cases in which these specific combinations of variables were observed (with
x, appearing in celi a, thus being the number of cases in which VI and V2 were both
present. y in celi b being the number of cases in which VI vas absent but V2 was
present, and so on).
Table 6: Example of an epidemiological 2 x 2 contingency table
V2+
V2-
v1+
This kind of table then forms the hasis for calculations of various measures of
ASSOCIATION between the variables (e.g., incidence. prevalence. relative risk) according
to specific formulae (sec Streiner and Norman 1998: 83—1 07 for more details). To state
the case very simply. a positive ASSOCIATION between the two variables VI and V2
exists when the value of x
— that is. the number of cases in which both variables are
present — is significantly greater than would be expected given a random distribution; a
negative ASSOCIATION is present when this value is significantly lower than would be
expected for a random distribution.16
6 In this sentence we use signficant1y in the sense of statistical significance, usually represented by a p
value (expressing the probability ofobtaining a given resuit by chance) of less thanp 0.05 (i.e., Iess than
five chances in 100 that the findings could be the restilt of chance).
VI-
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Expressions of ASSOCIATION are important in the field for rnany reasons. First,
since they are ofien used to express hypotheses that may later be confirmed on the
strength of more data, they may allow terminologists to identify items that participate in
a potential CAUSE—EffECT relationship, to use this knowledge to monitor new data
connecting a given pair of elements, and thus to identify more easily when a causal
connection is considered to be proven.’7 Second, as it is relatively difficuit to determine
the precise point at which ASSOCIATION is accepted as a CAUSE—EFfECT relation, some
authors may continue to refer to a connection as an ASSOCIATION between two variables
when a causal connection has been accepted by others. Accessing these occurrences will
help to obtain additional data about the pair. Third, even in the absence of an
establislied, direct CAUSE—EFfECT relation ASSOCIATIONS are of interest, since they could
be used to link terms denoting concepts that are evidently related in some way (for
exampÏe, that may be shown in light of further data to share a common underiying
cause, rather than being involved in a direct CAUSE—EffECT relation with one another).
Thus, to recap the distinction between ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EffECT relations
in medicine, a finding of ASSOCIATION between two variables offen motivates further
research that establishes that one of these is a cause of the other; however, an
ASSOCIATION between two variables does flot share ail of the characteristics of CAUSE—
EFFECT relationships. ASSOCIATION involves the co-occurrence oftwo variables, but not
necessarily a direct causal connection between them; rather, both may resuit from a third
factor, or they may prove to be related in a non-causal way. (0f course, their observed
co-occunence may be coincidentai and they may not in fact be related at ail; however,
tests for statistical significance and efforts to ensure the reproducibility of results aim to
iriinimize these cases.) As revealed, for example, in Hill’s cntena for identifying causal
relations in epidemiology, described in Section 1.5.1, more information about the
strength and nature of ASSOCIATIONS is necessary before a CAUSE—EFfECT relation can
“ This may be clearly observed in the description of the criteria for conclusions of CAUSE—EFFECT
relationships cited in Section 1.5.2.1, as the observation of an ASSOCIATJON between the two factors is the
starting point for at Ieast the first four, most significant criteria.
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be established. To put it another way. ASSOCIATION is a necessary condition for
CAUSE—EFfECT relations, but flot a sufficient one.
In addition, ASSOCIATION is symmetric (i.e., if A is associated with B, then B is
associated with A),’8 whule CAUSE—EffECT relations are asymmetric (i.e., if A is the
cause of B, we cannot say that B is the cause of A). If only the association between A
and B is observed, there is no way of knowing if A is the cause of B, if B is the cause of
A, or if both resuit from another factor altogether. (0f course, most experiments begin
with a hypothesis of a CAUSE—EFfECT relationship and therefore an expected
directionality in the relationship between the two variables, but it remains just that — a
hypothesis — until enough experimental evidence obtained through studies meeting
specific design criteria allows fora conclusion to be drawn.19)
It is nevertheless important to note that a few more complex cases in the
expression ofthis relation may be observed. These will be described below, and include
some specific types of ASSOCIATIONS that differ somewhat from the basic definition of
the relation chosen for this project. These special cases of the ASSOCIATION relation
include CORRELATION and RISK; these will be described below in Sections 1.5.1.3 and
1.5.1.4. These distinctions are also introduced in the discussions of ASSOCIATION in the
terminological relation classifications ofNuopponen (2005; cf. Section 1.4.3) and Feliu
(2004; cf. Section 1.4.4).
1.5.1.2 ASSOCIATION in terminology
Although terminological discussion of ASSOCIATION may be found in the relation
typologies of feliu (2004) and Nuopponen (2005), both of these correspond most
closely to a specific case ofthe ASSOCIATION as described in the medical literature.
‘ There are some exceptions in special cases, which wiII be discussed in Section 1.5.1.4.
9 For further discussion of this point, see the descriptions of dependent and independent variables in
Section 15.1.4.
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Nuopponen’s (2005) definition of fNTERACTIONAL concept relations — said to be
“based on the interplay of referent phenomena” and divided into relations of
TRANSMISSION. DEPENDENCY and REPRESENTATION in addition to CORRELATION — may
be compared to that ofthe ASSOCIATION relation as defined by Feliu (2004).
The description of the ASSOCIATION relation in feliu’s revised typology, as a
“relacié que s’estableix per la corelacié entre dos o més elements” [a relation of
conelation between two or more elements] (2004: 39), is based not on any resemblance
between the two connected elements (2004: 34), but rather on the presence of a point of
contact between them. While this description is more general, as are many of the
markers indicated as potential indicators of this relation (2004: 47), the definition and
the marker of this relation indicated in Table 4 correspond to what will be considered
here as a specific sub-type ofthis relation, CORRELATION.
feliu notes (2004: 48, 133) the difficulty ofdistinguishing between ASSOCIATION
relation and others such as the CAUSE—EFfECT relation or relations of SIMULTANEITY in
the case of some markers; she also notes that ber class of ASSOCIATION relation markers
includes some that are indicative of symmetrical relations. whule others are flot; this
suggests that there is some variability within this relation as she considers it on the basis
of this criterion. She concludes (2004: 50) that there may be two sub-types of
ASSOCIATION, one which is more general, and a second, indicated by markers such as
correlacionar-se a,nb, which corresponds to a specific relationship in specialized
domains.
It may thus be concluded that Nuopponen’s (2005) and Feliu’s (2004) relation
classifications refer to similar relationships, although their insertion within wider classes
is flot equivalent, given the far larger scope of the INTERACTIONAL concept relations (as
may be observed in the descriptions reproduced in Table 3). Moreover, both refer most
particularly to relations of CORRELATION, further discussed below in Section 1.5.1.3.
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1.5.1.3 CORRELATION
As noted above, Feliu’s (2004) observations of the potential for observing variation
within the class of ASSOCIATION relations reflects in large part the possibility of
observing a CORRELATION between two variables. Moreover, the CORRELATION sub-type
of INTERACTIONAL relations identified in Nuopponen (2005) can also be considered
from this perspective. Nuopponen classifies the CORRELATION relation under the heading
of INTERACTIONAL relations (a subtype ofthe fNFLUENCE relations), and defines it as one
in which there is some kind of causal connection between “entities” (i.e., “variables”)
(2005: 136) that have a reciprocal relationship, in the sense that as one variable changes,
the other is likely to change in a corresponding way (2005: 136).
This closely reflects the definition that will be used in this research. For the
purposes of this work, CORRELATION is defined as a type of ASSOCIATION involving the
systematic variation of two variables in relation to one another, indicating
interdependence. In this case, the values of the two variables are dynamic — that is to
say, rather than being categoric, having one of a set number of discrete values and
presenting a static dichotorny as ilÏustrated above in (Table 6), they are contirntous, with
values that faIl along a graded scale — and can be compared over a series of changing
values.20 This can be observed in the definition of correÏation given in the Oxford
English Dictionary (OED Online 2006):
corretation, n.: In Statistics, an interdependence of two or more variable
quantities such that a change in the value of one is associated with a
change in the value or the expectation ofthe others... [emphasis added]
Thus, in the case of CORRELATION, as the value of one variable moves along the scale,
20 for an explanation of the distinction between categoric and continuous variables, see Streiner and
Norman (1998: 82). Examples of categoric variables that might be studied in epidemiological research
include male/femate and married/single/divorcedlwidowed; examples of continuous variables might
include blood pressure readings and serum levels of a particular molecule. See Streiner and Norman for
more on ASSOCIATIONS involving categoric variables (1998: 83-107) and continuous variables (1998: 107-
117).
the value ofthe other will also vary propoiïionallv.
The coi-relation coefficient “indicates the degree to which a set of observations
fits u linearrelationship” (Friedman 1994: 195). As Friedman states (1994: 195):
Plotted on a graph showing the relationship between two variables, data
points would follow a slanted straight une if the correlation coefficient is
+1 or -1. Where there is some, but not complete. correlation. the data
points wouid appear to cluster about a une. If there is no corretation at ail.
data points would forrn a regular or irregular clurnp with no underiving
slanted une apparent.
This constitutes a more specific type of relation than that described above for
ASSOCIATION, but nevertheless can be considered as belonging to this category of
relations because it shares its essential characteristics.
This relation is described by Nuopponen as “rare” (2005: 136). a staternent that
would likeiy be controversial in the domains of medicine and epidemiology. (However.
it is possible that this conclusion xvas based on an analysis of concepts belonging to
categories or domains in which this kind of relationship is less frequent.) Feliu’s (2004)
identification of the relation among those most central in medicine and related fieÏds
provides an interesting contrast to Nuopponen’s statement.
In texts, CORRELATION can be observed in contexts such as Example 3:
3 pour chaque augmentation du rapport albumine/créatinine
urinaire de 0,4 rng/mmol, ce risque augmentait de 5,9 %.
(Fredenrich et aI. 2004)
However, it should be noted that the usage of vocabulary does not aiways reflect the
distinction identified here between CORRELATION and ASSOCIATION, as may be observed
in Examples 4 and 5, which indicate a more general type of ASSOCIATION between the
two items identified as being related but uses to correlate or corréler.
4. CeIl adhesion molecules have also been correlatcd with CI-ID.
(Rackley 2004)
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5.... ses changements peuvent être corrélés avec une activation ou une
répression de la transcription. (Chailleux et al. 2000)
In other cases. sucli as Example 6. it may be difficuit to teil which of the two is
intended:
6 increased circulating IGf-l concentrations correlate very
closely with the relative risk for the developrnent of several
common cancers, including breast, prostate, colon, and lung.
(McCance and Jones 2003)
Given this variability. this sub-type of the relation vi1l be analvzed as part of the
set of ASSOCIATION relations.
1.5.1.4 RIsK
In the second special case of the ASSOCIATION relation considered here, a variable is
identified as contributing to the RISK of a disease or outcome. as in the following
sentence:
7. Nous avons recherché chez tous les patients les facteurs de
risque d’athérosclérose (diabète, hypertension artérielle,
tabagisme, hormonothérapie, intoxication alcoolique,
dyslipidémie, hérédité)... (Desauw et al. 2002)
As illustrated in the definition of etioÏogy shown below. taken from the U.S.
National Library of Medicine’s Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) (2006 cited in the
UMLS Metathesaurus 2006), flot only causes (necessary, sufficient, or otherwise), but
also some types of ASSOCIATIONS (e.g., predisposing factors,2’ risk factors) may be
central in the study of disease:
etiology: The relating of causes to the effects they produce. Causes are
termed necessary when they must aiways precede an effect and sufficient
when they initiate or produce an effect. Any of several factors may be
associated with the potential disease causation or outcome, including
predisposing factors. enabling factors, precipitating factors, reinforcing
factors, and risk factors.
2] Cf. Nuopponen’s (1994) explanatory causes, described in Section 1.5.2.5.
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As Streiner and Norman note (1998: 95—96). RISK is a measure of the
likelihood of occurrence of a given evenL Accordingly, using the values in Table 6, for
the population with the characteristic V2. the RISK of developing VI is calculated using
the formula:
X
(x +
Relative risk measures the strength of an association (Friedman 1994: 214). It is
the “ratio of the disease rate in those with the factor to the rate in those without”
(Friedman 1994: 214),22 and can be calculated using the formula:
X
(x+y)
L
(z + w)
Thus when relative risk is greater than 1, the RISK associated with the presence of
a given variable is considered to be elevated as cornpared to the RiK in the absence of
that variable.
RI5K is then essentially a measure of the probability of ASSOCIATION of two
factors, and thus fits into this relation category. However, from the perspective of this
work, RISK is different from some other kinds of ASSOCIATION. One difference lies in the
directionality of this relationship, a postulated precondition and effect or outcome (e.g.,
in Example 7, diabete. hypertension artérielle or tabagisme and athérosclérose
respectively), rather than a symmetric ASSOCIATION between thetwo variables. This
corresponds to the description in Friedman (1994: 55), in which lie explains that “[i]n a
two-variable relationship one is usually considered the independent variable which
22 That ïs to say, it is a measure of the Iikelihood of occurrence of a given disease or outcome in
individuals with the presence ofa variable versus those with the absence ofthat variable.
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affects the other, or dependent variable.” (That is, the link expressed in Example 7 is
that smoking, for example
— the independent variable appears to increase the
chances of developing atherosclerosis the dependent variable and not that
atherosclerosis increases the chances of smoking.) Thus, in the vast majoritv of cases,
research involving two variables will involve the investigation of a relationship between
the variables based on a hypothesis in which one is presumed to be independent, and the
other dependent. Data may be presented using lexical markers that make this distinction
clear (as in the case ofrisk) or flot (as in the case of association). Whether the choice is
being made on a conceptual level (i.e., based on knowledge that, for example, one factor
precedes the other) or a linguistic one (i.e., a function of marker choice alone) may not
aiways be clear. Regardless, this kind of distinction is pertinent for the end user of a
KRC, in that when markers clearly conesponding to RISK are used. the postulated cause
and outcome are clearly identified. while in the case ofmarkers 0f ASSOCIATION they are
not.
1.5.2 CAUSE—EFFECT relation
Perhaps due to its fundamental role in hurnan perception, the CAUSE—EFFECI relation is
generally easier to recognize than to decompose, define and classify. Readers can easily
identif’ one or more such relations in sentences such as those below:
8. Takeii alone and without interruption, however, estrogen causes
celi division in the titerus, which in many women teads to
uterine cancer. (Watkins 2003)
9 trials may shed light on the mechanisms by which influenza
triggers cardiovascular complications. (Madjid et al. 2003)
10. Asymmetrical dirnethylarginine (ADMA) is an inhibitor of
nitric oxide synthase and thereby causes vasoconstriction and
hypertension, and increases atherogenesis. (Stevens and Levin
2003)
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However, there is very littie agreement as to the definition of what it is to cause
something, and what different kinds of causing may exist. This is in large part due to the
many complexities and variants of relationships between causes and effects.
Many possible methods of analyzing CAUSE—EffECT relations exist; these have
been addressed from many points of view, among them those of philosophy, lexical
semantics, and terminology. Each of these studies has focused on aspects of this relation
that are considered pertinent for a given goal.
The literature on causal relations is abundant and it would be futile to attempt to
provide broad coverage of the reflections on the subject here. Rather, the focus in this
discussion will be placed largely on some works that outiine criteria useful for
identifying and characterizing different sub-types of the relation in research projects
sucli as this one.
As described in Section 1.3, various points of view on relations may be pertinent
for text-based approaches to identifying conceptual information. The relations studied in
this research are indicated by lexical units of a language — ofien of general language,
although sorne are specialized or have acquired specialized meanings — and these units
thus have their own lexical meanings and places in the semantic system of the language.
These meanings may provide a basis for the classification ofthe relationships these units
express. Given that these lexical units are the access points through which conceptual
relations may be identifled in text-based
— and particularly pattem-based
—
applications, it is interesting to consider the ways in which relations have been seen
from the perspective of lexical semantics, to observe how the semantics of the language
may reflect the conceptual constructs that are in tum the product of human perception
and cognition.
Thus, the conceptual perspective of this research may be complemented by and
contrasted with cognitive and semantic analyses of the relations in question.
Tnterestingly — but not surprisingly, given the process of evolution described above
—
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analyses from these different points ofview often present significant similarities. This
Section will present some analyses of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation in medicine and
epidemiology (Hill), lexical semanties (Lyons, Nazarenko, Mel’uk et al.), and
terminology (Nuopponen).
1.5.2.1 Hill
Before addressing the study of the CAUSE—EffECT relation as described by Iinguists and
terminologists, a more conceptual and empirical approach to identifying this relation
may be presented. As several philosophers (e.g., Hume 1739/1985) have noted, the
relation between a cause and an effect is perceived, rather than known objectively. In the
field of medicine, mucli thought has been given to criteria that can be used in order to
confirm intuitions about CAUSE—EFfECT relations.
Sir A. Bradford Hill (cited in Streiner and Norman 199$: 121—8; cf. also
Hennekens and Buring (1987: 39—43) and Greenhalgh (2001: 87)) identified nine
criteria that are widely used in medical research in order to justify a conclusion that
there is a CAUSE—EFfECT relationship between two variables (here identified as a
postulated cause and an outcome). These criteria, presented in descending order of
importance, are:
1. Strength of association: how closely the postulated cause and outcome are
associated;
2. Consistency of association: whether the association bas been observed in numerous
studies carried out by different researchers, in different circumstances;
3. Specificity of association: how closely the observed relationship cornes to the ideal
of one postulated cause being associated with one outcome, and that outcome with a
single postulated cause;
4. Temporaffty of association: whether the (exposure to) the posflilated cause
precedes the outcome;
5. Biologic gradient: how direct the correlation is between changes (increases,
decreases) in the postulated cause and changes in the outcorne;
6. Biologic plausibility: how plausible the postulated mechanism for causation is from
a biological perspective;
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7. Coherence: whether there are any conflicts between the postulated cause and
existing knowiedge;
8. Experimental evïdence: whether there is evidence from in vitro and/or in vivo
experiments that support the presumed causal relationship;
9. Aualogy: whether there are similarities with known causal relationships.
Clearly, the perception of CAUSE—EFfECT relations begins with an observation of
an ASSOCIATION between two variables. On the basis of a sufficient amount of data from
appropriately designed studies (the gold standard being randomized controlled trials),
researchers attempt to determine whether the two are connected in a causal relationship.
While flot ail of the criteria indicated above must be met in order for the existence of a
CAUSE—EffECT relation to 5e accepted, the more of them that are met — and the higher
their rank in the list — the more certain the existence of a CAUSE—EFFECI relationship.
Having observed these domain-specific criteria, more linguistic and
terminologicai perspectives on CAUSE—EffECT relations that will be useful for
identifying these kinds of conclusions in texts using linguistic cues may be examined.
1.5.2.2 Lyons
Lyons (1977: 490) describes CAUSALITY by stating that “agents are seen as the causes of
situations which, by their actions, they bring into existence,” and also goes on to state
that in another type of CAUSALITY, a situation can also lead to another.
He notes that this portrait is compatible with the description of agency, which he
describes (1977: 483) as follows: “animate entity, X, intentionaliy and responsibly uses
its own force or energy, to bring about an event or to initiate a process.” He also states
that “the paradigm instance of an event or a process in which agency is most obviously
involved will be one that resuits in a change in the physical condition or location of X or
some other entity, Y.,, (1977: 483)
Lyons differentiates between CAUSALITY and CAUSATIVITY by stating that the
latter involves both CAUSALITY and agency (1977: 490). Lyons also notes that due to
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this interrelation, it may be possible to identify different elements as causes in a given
siti.iation, for example, either the agent or the agent’s action.
1.5.2.3 Nazareuko
In ber portrait of CAUSALITY in the French lexicon, Nazarenko (2000) highlights flot
only the fundamental nature of this kind of relationship in human reasoning, but also the
limited nature of previous descriptions of how it is expressed in language. While she
notes (2000: 13) that its prototypical markers (i.e., causal connectors such as parce que
and à cause de) are relatively few cornpared to those of some other relations (sucli as
temporal relations), Nazarenko observes that the linguistic expression of CAUSALITY can
go beyond these simple causal connectors and can also include other lexical units,
syntactic means, and what she refers to as interprétation causale [Eng. causal
interpretation], in which CAUSALITY is not directly asserted, but is inferred by the
receptor, generally on the basis of statements that explicitly indicate other relations.
In a description of CAUSALITY on a conceptual level, Nazarenko notes (2Ô00: 3)
that definitions are commonly circular, defined by the relationship between a cause and
an effect, which are often defined in terms of one another. Thus, she prefers to analyze
causal relationships according to their properties, citing (2000: 5—6) five major
elements: 1) CAUSALITY is subject to temporal requirements, in that the cause must
precede the effect; 2) there is a general applicability of the law ofcausation, which may
itself be hard to define, but is nevertheless intuitively understood to cover a range of
specific cases; 3) it is possible to understand this relation as a function ofdeductions and
reasoning based flot only on events that did occur, but also on those that did not (e.g., to
deduce that if a given event was the cause of another event, that if this event had not
occurred, the resulting event also would flot have occurred); 4) conclusions of
CAUSALITY are based on approximations, with an identified cause constituting only one
of multiple factors that may contribute (by their presence or absence) to the occurrence
of an effect; and 5) the perception of CAUSALITY is subjective and dependent on the
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interpretation of the perceiver. Nazarenko thus defines “causality” as a relation of
cause to effect, or causal relation (2000: 10). Causes and effects are viewed as roles in
such relationships, rather than entities in their own right; these roles may be played by
various types of events, including situations and processes (2000: 10).
Although the recognition of causal relations is a fundamental element in the
reasoning that allows humans to interact with and affect the world around them, and
therefore often constitutes a guide for intentional human action, Nazarenko notes (2000:
6, also citing Russeli 1914: 227) that, contrary to some definitions of causation, the
question of volition is not a necessary component of the concept “cause,” a reflection
that Russeli notes is particularly obvious in scientific fields such as physics.23
Nazarenko also analyzes some of the criteria that may be used to identify sub
types of CAUSE—EffECT relations, citing for example (2000: 123—124) a distinction that
may be made between direct and indirect causes, punctual and durable causes, and
voluntary and involuntary causes (which bring to bear the cnteria of awareness and
intention). She notes that these kinds of distinctions are essentially based on the type of
cause that is present and on the nature of the causal relationship. These distinctions are
ofien liniced to differences in the llnguistic manifestations of the relationships; she
provides more details about possible nuances of causal relations in her discussion of
lexical markers (see below).
Nazarenko notes (2000: 8) the close links that exist between the conceptual and
linguistic levels in the comprehension of CAUSALITY, noting that one of the few ways of
identifying and descnbing the notion of “cause” is by using a linguistic test: a cause may
be identified by its possible function as the answer to a question introduced by
pourquoi...? [Eng. why... ?]. Utterances that contain such an element are thus considered
to provide causal information (2000: 10).
23 In our opinion, this is also true cf medicine, as in the case ofthe corpora analyzed in this research.
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In a discussion of causal connectors and their role in causal utterances,
Nazarenko observes, citing the example of comme (2000: 79). that sorne causal
coirnectors may be quite polysernous. introducing ambiguities for the interpretation of
the relation underlying a given utterance. She additionally argues (2000: 86—91) that in
some interpretations. connectors may indicate the presence of causal information
without explicitly expressing this relation (this mav be the case in utterances containing
markers such as sans que), while others may regularly present causal information
applying to causes that are either negated or uncertain (e.g., as indicated by non que,
which rejects a cause or an explanation of a given event, or soit que... soit que, which
presents two alternative causes or explanations). Finally in her discussion of causal
coirnectors, Nazarenko stresses (2000: 91) that the use of these connectors eau be
idiosyncratic, and may also vary by text type.
Nazarenko stresses (2000: 124—140. 145) that although causal connectors are
relatively limited in number, rnany other lexical items may also indicate that a causal
relation is present; these indicators may be nouns (e.g., cause, raison, rôte,fctcteïtr. and
origine), adjectives (e.g.. nécessaire. efjiccice, responsable) and verhs (e.g., causer.
provoquer, occasionner). (She also notes (2000: 1 25) that in many cases a given item
may form the basis of series of derived fonns belonging to other part of speech
categories but conveying the same notion of cause, e.g.. responscibÏe. responsabilité.
être responsable de). She observes (2000: 137) that arnong these categories, verbs are
the most productive indicators of causation; however, she also notes that a causal
relationship cannot be observed in a verb in isolation
— it is a function of both the verb
and its arguments.
Within each category, various lexical indicators of causation may convey
information about the specific type of causal relation present, detailing the type of cause
or effect involved or the nature of the causal process. For example, the nouns rôle,
facteur, and origine specify the way that the cause participates in the production of the
effect; adjectives such as nécessaire. while not necessarily directly expressing causation,
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indicate that causes are present and may be characterized using traditionally identified
attributes such as “necessary” or “sufficient” (while in contrast adjectives sucli as
spontané or fortuit may explicitly deny the presence of a cause). Verbs may emphasize
various aspects of the relation: the process of causation (as in the case of the examples
above); the types of effects that resuit (e.g., indicators of quantitative variation as in the
case of augmenter and renforcer for increases, réduire for decreases, créer and
engendrer for appearance (i.e., coming into being) and annuler and supprimer for
disappearance (i.e., ceasing to be); indicators of qualitative variation as in the case of
améliorer or détériorer in general senses, or agrandir, limiter or assurer, which indicate
the involvement of a particular characteristic of the effect (in these cases size, space and
certainty rcspectively));24 or the role of the cause. This classification by causal role may
be reflected in the use of different markers depending on: the orientation of the causal
relation (i.e., with a focus on the cause, as in the case of entraîner and provoquer, or the
effect, as in provenir de, être du à); the degree of causation, which may be complete
(e.g., causer, conduire à) or partial (e.g., influencer, contribuer à, favoriser, intervenir
dans, aider à, participer à); the value of the causation, which may be positive (e.g.,
causer, encourager) or negative (e.g., empêcher, gêner); or the temporal relationship
between the cause and effect, in which the cause may intervene early in the production
ofthe effect (e.g., susciter, être à l’origine de) or may be prolonged by the effect (e.g.,
aboutir â). These types of nuances may be pertinent flot only for the expression of the
causal relationship, but also for the analysis of the relation itself.
In ternis of the expression of the causes and effects involved in causal
relationships, Nazarenko notes (2000: 147—148) that while at a conceptual level a cause
or effect must be an event, situation or process, at a linguistic level these elements may
be realized in vanous forms, including propositions, nouns or noun phrases, and so on.
The choice of indicator of the relation may influence the manner in which one of these
elements is expressed. For example, the marker parce que oflen introduces a
24 Cf. Feliu (2004) and lier distinction between different types of PROCESS—RESULT relations.
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propositional cause, while nominal causes are ofien linked to markers such as à cause
de (2000: 59—61). The expression of the cause or effect present may also affect the
amount of information conveyed: propositional expressions of causes or effects tend to
involve the explicit expression of many more elements of the event than nominal ones.
Moreover, causal relations may be expressed within a single proposition or between
propositions.
Nazarenko is careful to note (2000: 125, 143—144) that given the diversity ofthe
possibilities for expressing CAUSALITY, and the subjective nature of the interpretation of
this relation, the list of possible expressions and the classification ofthe relations present
are necessariÏy incomplete and may be viewed differently by different individuals. In
taking a broad view ofwhat may constitute CAUSALITY (including any occurrence which
may be considered to provide an answer to a question introduced by pourquoi), she
chose to present an inclusive description ofthe possibilities ofexpressing this relation.
Nazarenico also discusses (2000: 13—49) some cases in which CAUSALITY is not
explicitly stated but may nevertheless be interpreted by a receptor from statements that
explicitly provide information about other types of relationships, including temporal
relations (such as anteriority and simultaneity) and correlation.25 She observes that there
is a strong tendency to interpret statements of these relations as causal, to the point that
it may ofien be necessary to explicitly deny the existence of a causal relationship in
utterances involving such relations in order to block a causal interpretation (2000: 47).
25 Nazarenko notes first (2000: 43) that there is an important difference between correlation at a
concepmal level (in which two situations or events vary in relation to one another), and linguistic
correlation (also called in frencli systèmes corré1atfs), in which two propositions are involved in a
reciprocal relationship of implication; she notes that while linguïstic correlation may express conceptual
correlation, it may also indicate other types of relations, whule a conceptual correlation may be expressed
by means other than those of linguistic correlation. Nazarenko is concemed solely with conceptual
correlation in her discussion, because this kind ofrelationship may often be interpreted as causal.
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1.5.2.4 Me1’uk et al.
In the context of Meaning —* Text Theory, Mel’èuk and his colleagues (Mel’èuk et al.
1995) have formalized various types of relations between the meanings of lexical units
that involve causation, using lexical functions (LFs). Some of these Lfs describe
syntagmatic relationships between lexical units at least one of whose meanings includes
a causal component (e.g., Caus, Liqu, Perm), while others describe paradigmatic
relationships between lexical units that are linked by a semantic relationship that
includes an element ofcausation (e.g., Sres, Resuit).
In associating different types of causation with the LFs Caus, Liqu and
Perm, the authors have shown that accurately representing relationships between
meanings of lexical units requires a breakdown of different types of causation.
In addition, Lfs representing these relationships include an indication of the
aspect of the effect, represented by Incep (designating beginning), Fin (designating
ending) or Cont (designating continuation). (In the case of causal LFs, Incep is seen
as a default value, and thus is understood if neither of the other aspectual functions is
specified.)
Caus represents the basis of the semantic relationship, what would
prototypically be thought of as causation and can be paraphrased as ‘cause’ or ‘do
something so that a situation begins occuning’ (Mel’uk in preparation: 53). Liqu can
also be represented as Anti (Caus) (Mel’uk in preparation: 25), that is, the negation of
Caus or ofone element ofits meaning, or CausFin (Mel’uk in preparation: 22). This
can be paraphrased as ‘liquidate’ or ‘do something so that a situation stops occumng’
(MePuk in preparation: 53). Finally, the third function ofthis type is Perm, paraphrased
as ‘permit’ or ‘allow,’ that is, ‘do nothing that would cause that a situation stops
occurring.’ It can also be seen as the negation of Liqu (Me1’uk in preparation: 53), or
as a double negation ofcaus, that is, Perm(P) = NonCaus(NonP).
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These relationships are ofien seen in complex lexical functions involving
support verbs, such as Oper and Func, as in the following examples (MePuk in
preparation):
CausFunco(crisis) bring about [ART
—]
PerrnFunco(aggression) = condone [ART
—.]
LiquFunco(traces) = wipe mit [ART =]
CausFuncl(hopeN) = raise [- in Nx]
As a supplement to the LFs mentioned above, it is also worth noting that others
may provide additional modifying information, representing some fundamental
meanings in quantitative (e.g., Plus, ‘more’, and Minus, ‘less’) or qualitative (e.g.,
Bon, ‘good,’ and AntiBon, ‘bad’) modification. Sucli Lfs are commonly combined
with causal LFs (ofien linked by the Lf Pred, which can be paraphrased as ‘be an (L)’)
in order to provide additional information about the type of change that occurs.
In addition to these syntagmatic lexical functions, which have as their values
lexical units (ofien verbs) that express different types of causation that are relatively
regular and useful for grouping together various occurrences of lexical relations with a
causal component, a number of paradigrnatic lexical firnctions that represent links
between the meanings of lexical units that can be seen as a “cause” and an “effect” may
be observed.
Sres represents a circumstantial noun designating the standard resuit of a
situation described by a meaning (generally the meaning associated with a noun or a
verb) (Mel’uk in preparation: 35). Examples are found in the pairs below, taken ftom
the DiCo (Mel’uk and Polguère 2005):
Sres (coup de foudre) = amour
Sres (labeur) fruit
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Resuit represents verbs meaning ‘the expected resuit of L’ (MeIuk in
preparation: 39). Examples include the following:
Resuit (buj;) O1i’l?v
Resuit (hcn’e Ïearnt) = knoit’26
The identification ofthe semantic relationships represented by these LFs as some
ofthe rnost fundamental in languages empliasizes the importance ofthe sense of ‘cause’
in lexical semantics
— as representative of the equally fundamental relation between
causes and effects that may be perceived in reality. In addition, the choice ofthe criteria
used to distinguish between the various causal sense relationships that may exist
identifies a number of aspects of causation that are important. First, a number of
different types of causation may be identified: causing something to exist, causing
something flot to exist, and allowing something to exist. Second. another important
distinction involves whether this “something” begins or continues to exist. or whether it
stops existing. In order to gain a complete picture of causation in language it is
necessary to take into account the cause, the effect. the aspect of the effect, and the type
of relation between the cause and effect. It rnav furthermore be argued that these
linguistic distinctions reflect important ones at a conceptual level as welÏ.
In a forthcoming article, Kahane and Me1’uk describe causation (once more
from the point of view of lexical sernantics) and evaluate the conditions that apply to a
representation of a real-world situation in order that this situation can be described using
the linguistic sense ‘cause,’ as welÏ as the conditions that must be satisfied in order to
describe a situation in terrns of specific linguistic means. They thus very clearly
differentiate their work from that of philosophers and logicians, who attempt rather to
identify the real-world situations that correspond to the concept of “causation,” or what
26 While the infinitive form tearii is more usual in lexical functions, the perfect form used here reflects the
fact that ‘knowing’ is a resuit of a finished process of ‘learning,’ rather than of the process as it is
occurring (Mel’uk 2006, personal communication).
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mental constructions and knowledge must be present in order for an individual to use
the concept “causation” in reasoning (Kahane and Me1’uk foilhcoming: 2).
Nevertheless, they note that these different Ievels of analysis are inseparable links in a
chain from real-world situation to a conceptual representation of that situation, which is
then transforrned into a semantic representation of sentences in a given language, and
flnally represented formally in these sentences (Kahane and MeI’uk forthcoming: 3).
In their analysis, Kahane and MeI’éuk identify a number of pertinent elernents in
a causal relationship, as well as two separate senses representing causation, and thus two
senses of the French verb CAUSER.27 The first, ‘causer1. is non-agentive causation.
which can be paraphrased by ‘être la cause de.’ The second, ‘causer2’ is agentive
causation. paraphrased by ‘être le causateur de.’ In this latter case. there is both volition
and a given goal for the causation (Kahane and Mel’éuk forthcorning: 25). Thus, the
major differentiating criterion used in this analysis is agencv (which links to the
observations made in Lyons (1977) above, and also refiects observations made by
Nazarenko (2000)).
In the case of ‘causer 1,’ the participants in the causal situation can be classified
as an effect, a cause, and an elaboration of the cause (cf. Lyons’ (1977) action of the
agent). This third, less obvious element in the situation represents an event involving the
cause (specifically, it is a predicate with the cause as its first actant). The elaboration of
the cause may or may not be realized at the surface level, but is always present at some
level. The effect must also be an event. Various representations of a situation involving
‘causeri’ may be observed in Examples 11 to 13 (Kahane and Mel’uk forthcoming: 6):
11. Les voitures causent l’irritation de Zoé.
27 The authors also mention briefly other complicating aspects of causation that they did flot address in
this article (Kahane and Mei’uk forthcoming: 4), notably the difference between direct and indirect
causation, the distinctions between different types of causation
— including ‘cause,’ ‘make possible,’
‘penïit’ and ‘prevent’
— and the case of internai causation (in which. to use a primitive decomposition of
the meaning, an agent causes itselfto do something).
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12. Les voitures causent l’irritation de Zoé par leur va-et-vient incessant.
13. Le va-et-vient incessant des voitures cause lirritation de Zoé.
Thus either two or three of the elements. the cause (les voitures). the elaboration of the
cause (le va-et-vient) and the effect (Ï ‘irritation de Zoé). are realized in descriptions of
the situation, in different surface syntactic structures. This means that there are two
possible surface realizations of the actantial structure of ‘causeri.’ one bi-actantial. the
other tri-actantial (Kahane and Mel’éuk forthcorning: 6): X cause }7 et X cause Y par
Z(’X,I, where Z is a predicate that lias X as its flrst actant (e.g., an attribute or action of X,
as in the va-et-vient des voitures).28 Moreover, this variation is recursive that is. can
be expanded almost infinitely — so that it is possible to identify many different
intercomiected “causes” (e.g., Le bruit dit va—et—vient des voitures cause l’irritation de
Zoé). The third actant is characterized as escamotable [Eng. syntactically optional]. i.e.,
compulsory in the semantic representation of the situation, but not necessarily reaÏized
at the surface level. The authors note (Kahane and Mel’éuk forthcoming: 8) that this
reflects the fundamental nature of causation, which relies on human (subjective)
judgment to identify flot only a single cause among a multitude of contributing factors
(e.g., necessary conditions for an event, the absence of other factors that could prevent
the event, other contributors to the situation, etc.), but also the correct level of detail to
use when describing the cause of an event (e.g., the choice not to express the situation
described in the examples above using a sentence such as L ‘activité des synapses dit
cerveau de Zoé en réponse à la stimitiation de ses nerfs auditifs par te bruit du va-et-
vient des voitures a causé l’irritation de Zoé.). In addition, there are several possible
combinations of semantic classes to which these surface actants may belong. This and
other types of variation (e.g., metonymy) ensure that there is likely to be a need for a
certain amount offlexibility in describing relations between lexical units participating in
causal variations.
28 The sernantic structure underlying these surface representations of course rernains the sarne and aiways
bas three actants; the formXcause Y[par Z(X)J accounts for both possible surface forms.
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In the case of agentive causation, ‘causer2,’ four possible actants may be
identified: the causal agent (which might be designated in French by the terms auteur or
responsable), the cause (the action taken by the causal agent), the effect, and the
instrument used in the action. The causal agent in this case is either a person or an entity
or event that is seen in a personified way (e.g., an animal, an “intelligent” machine, a
natural disaster, or even a disease). The authors stress (Kahane and Mel’éuk
forthcoming: 26—7) that the cause here is flot the same as the elaboration of the cause in
‘causeri,’ although there may be a superficial resemblance.
Example 14 illustrates the use of ‘causer2’ (Kahane and Mel’uk forthcoming:
26):
14. Zoé a causé2 la mort de la grenouille avec une fourchette en la
lui enfonçant dans l’oeil.
The authors go on to expand on this analysis by describing several transitive
verbs that have one of these two causal senses as their communicatively dominant
semantic component (i.e., when represented as a semantic network, can be minimally
paraphrased by this component); these include NETTOYER, ÉLIMINER,
EXPLIQUER, IRRITER and TUER. Moreover, some of these items also have (at least)
two senses (corresponding to two separate acceptions), one that contains ‘causeri’ and
another than contains ‘causer2’; these thus parallel the distinction made between the two
senses of CAUSER.
In discussing these lexical units, the authors have also found it useful to make
another distinction, this one between verbs of causa tion and causative verbs (Kahane
and Mel’uk forthcoming: 29—3 5). The first group, sucli as DÉCLENCHER and
ENTRÀNER, express causation alone, while the second, such as TUER and
CONSTRUIRE, also include in their meaning the effect of the causation. This
distinction reftects a number of differences that may be seen on both a semantic and
formai level.
‘7 ‘7
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1.5.2.5 Nuopponen
As observed in Section 1.4.3, in Nuopponen’s 2005 relation classification CAUSE—
EFFECT conceptual relations are identified as a type of ONTOLOGICAL INFLUENCE relation
(a category defined by the presence of some kind of causal component in the relation.
i.e., a one-sided or mutual influence). Although the classification surrounding them bas
evolved and the terrninology used changed slightly, that of the CAUSE—EFFECT relations
themselves is not obviously different from Nuopponen’s 1994 classification of the
relation. (In fact, very littie description of these relations is given in the article.)
In 1994, Nuopponen highlighted the importance of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation
between concepts from a terminological perspective, particularly in the domains of
science and medicine.29 She developed a classification of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation
(1994: 37—8) that, as illustrated in figure 2, may be grafied onto Wtister’s classification
of ontological concept relations (which appears above the dotted line), and then
introduces a classification of the CAUSE—EFFECI relation that she characterizes as largely
based on Mackie (1974) (below the une), figure 3 provides another representation ofthe
relationships between various types of causes and effects, while Figure 4 gives an
example of some CAUSE—EFFECT relationships involving the concept “measles.”
Nuopponen recognizes that not all CAUSE—EFFECT relations involve a single
cause and a single effect. In fact, many effects perhaps especially in medicine
— may
be associated with a number of causes, and many causes with a number of effects.
Nuopponen thus chose to define a category of relations involving more than one
cause or effect (causal concept coordination), to subdivide this category into cases of
multiple cause and multiple effect, and then to subdivide it further in the case of
multiple causes into relations involving alternative causes (with either one or the other
of the possible causes producing the cffect), and those involving co-operating causes
29 Similar classifications have also been used by other authors (e.g., Cabré et al. 1996).
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(which corne together to produce the effect). In the case of multiple effects.
Nuopponen identifies those that are alternative (in which one of the possible effects
occurs) or co-occurring (in \vhicli two or moi-e effects occur as a resuit of the cause).
In addition. the author identifies three different components of cause that may be
identified (1994: 39—40). The first is the causative agent, “substances. materials or other
elements that cause an effect” (1994: 39), as in the case of allergens causing allergies.
The second is the producing cause, cornmonly seen in philosophy as an event that
causes another event, as in the case ofthe action of an agent or the exposure to an agent
that causes disease. Producing causes can be further classified into causative events,
causative actions and causative processes. Nuopponen notes (1994: 40) that the patient
in a causal event (e.g., the metal in the case of corrosion) is also a pertinent elernent in
the description of the causal system. The third component is the explanatorv cause, a
fact or a state. The example given by Nuopponen (1994: 40) is the case of existing
allergies, which are triggered by the producing cause of exposure to an allergen. Finally,
Nuopponen cites counteracting causes, i.e., agents, events, states or facts that counteract
the causal process and prevent the effect, as taking allergy medications may interrupt the
reaction of a person with allergies to exposure to an allergen. She also notes that the
absence of such counteracting causes may in itself be considered to be a causal factor.
In a discussion of effects, Nuopponen also identifies several components (1994:
40—41). These include resulting states (e.g., disease or damage in the case of
pathological functions), resulting products (e.g., rust in the case of corrosion) and
resulting events (e.g., immunization in the case of vaccination).
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Nuopponen also identifies what she cails complications, indirect effects of a
first effect (as in the case of respiratory and neurological complications from measles).
In the same vein, she notes that often a given relation participates in a chain of CAUSE—
EFFECT relations, with the effect in one relation becoming the cause in another, and so
on. Nuopponen thus differentiates between simple causal concept sequences and causal
concept chains.
1.5.2.6 Synthesis
A number of critena used by these authors to describe different kinds of reÏationships
involving causation can thus be identified. In her conceptually-oriented analysis,
Nuopponen (1994) classifies relations in part according to the number of causes and the
number of effects involved in the relation, and on whether these occur together (in the
case of co-operafing causes and co-occurring effects) or separately (in the case of
alternative effects and causes).
These classifications may be compared to other comrnonly identified
classifications of causes, which deal with causes that are necessary and/or sufficient. For
example, in the MeSH definition of etiology cited in the UMLS Metathesaurus (see
Section 1.5.1.4), it becomes apparent that cases of multiple causes, as welI as necessary
and sufficient causes, are alI considered pertinent in the medical domain. Their absence
ftom other classifications noted here (except for brief mentions, for example in
Nazarenko 2000) may be linked to the rarity with which these charactenstics are
reflected in the meanings of lexical units expressing causal relationships, the perspective
ofmost ofthese studies.
Types of elements that may occur in the roles of causes and effects are also
mentioned both from a conceptual perspective (by Nuopponen (1994)) and a lexico
semantic one (by Lyons (1977), Nazarenko (2000), and Kahane and Mel’uk
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(forthcoming)).3° The granularity of the classification ranges from very precse, as in
the case of Kahane and Meluk
— who describe various possible combinations of
sernantic classes in CAUSE—EFFECT relations
— to relatively general in the case of
Nazarenko (2000) and of Nuopponen (1994). who limits the discussion to relatively
general classes considered individuaflv. Particularly important in many contexts is the
distinction made between causal agents and causing events: as noted by several authors,
either or both of these types of causes may be indicated in contexts expressing CAUSE—
EFFECT relations.
Another pertinent characteristic of the description of CAUSE—EFEECT relations is
the possibility of a cause potentially but not necessarily
— acting consciously and
voluntarily. Kahane and Mel’uk’s distinction of agentive and non-agentive causation is
pertinent here, dernonstrating that from at least sorne perspecti’es, both possibilities
may be valid. Analyses by Nuopponen (1994) and by Nazarenko (2000) refiect an
acceptance of both types ofrelationships as causal. As noted in the citation from Russell
(1914: 227) provided by Nazarenko (2000: 7), the role of voluntary causation may be
very limited in sorne scientific fields, such as physics (and. we may argue. medicine).
Perhaps the rnost pertinent criterion for classification, however. is by the nature
ofthe change that occurs to the effect. From a lexico-semantic perspective, this aspect is
the central one used in Meluk’s lexical functions (Meluk et al. 1995; Mel’uk in
preparation), and is also one ofthose identified by Nazarenko (2000) that is reflected in
lexical markers of CAUSALITY. This is also reflected in Nuopponen’s (1994) description
of counteracting causes at a conceptual level, which lead to the non-existence or non-
occurrence of an effect. While these classifications differ in their specific distinctions of
different types of relationships, general commonalities are observed in the
30 Nazarenko, for example, notes that causes may be events, situations or processes (2000: 147—148), but
that in some expressions of CAUSALITY agents of processes niay also be viewed as causes of those
processes’ results (2000: 140).
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differentiation between, for example, cases in which events occur or cease to occur, in
which they increase or decrease, and so on.
These diverse points of vicw on various ways of analyzing CAUSE—EFFECT
relations provide an opportunity to discuss the perspective used in this research, before
the classification of the relation used for the work is presented in Section 1.5.2.8.5.
1.5.2.7 Definïtion of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation in this researcli
for the purposes ofthis research, the CAUSE—EFFECI conceptual relation will be defined
as a relation between two concepts, i.e., a cause and an effect, in which the cause exerts
an influence that determines the existence or occurrence of an effect or changes the
existence or occurrence of that effect. These may include relations in which the
influence exerted by a cause leads to either the existence or the non-existence of an
entity effect or the occurrence or non-occurrence of an event effect (e.g., coming to be
or happen, as indicated for example byproduce or produire, or ceasing to be or happen,
as in destroy or détruire), in addition to cases in which the qualitative or quantitative
nature ofa cause’s influence on the effect identified in the context (e.g., modifying as in
change or modfler, increasing as in increase or augmenter, and decreasing as in reduce
and diminuer) are specified.
In this study, a choice was made not to lirnit the study of CAUSE—EFFECT relations
to those involving the voluntary action of a causal agent, for a number of reasons. First,
in the subject field and text types used in the work, the proportion of relations in which
there is both volition and a specific goal, and in which this agency is clearly manifested,
is likely to be relatively small, and interest in other types of causes widespread (cf.
Nuopponen 1994; Nazarenko 2000). Secondly, this volition is most likely to be
associated with human causal agents, who are not as likely to be named by terms
included in standard terminological resources, and thus for which the extraction of
CAUSE—EffECT relations is probably of limited usefulness in terminology work.
Moreover, the involvement of hurnan subjects has been observed to be downplayed in
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scientific and medical texts, making the likelihood of observing such contexts
minimal. Thus, while the validity of these distinctions for fine-grained semantic analysis
is recognized, they wilÏ flot be made in this work.
following this decision, it was also not considered to be necessary to limit
consideration to specific types of causes, elaborations of cause, and causal agents; ail of
these were considered pertinent in the research.
In contrast, the analysis in this research was restricted to what may be referred to
as basic or “core” CAUSE—EFFECI relations, and the markers that indicate them.3’
Nazarenko (2000) and Kahane and Me1’uk (forthcoming), in their analyses of
causation in lexical semantics, observed that the meanings of a large number of lexical
units (for example, a very large number of transitive verbs) contain a component of
causation. Kahane and Mel’uk, for instance, differentiate between verbs of causation
and causative verbs, which distinguishes between items whose senses include “pure”
causation from those that include components corresponding both to causation and to its
effect. As sucli, itt a semantic level it would be possible to identify very specific sub
types of causation conveyed by a vast range of lexical units, potentially accompanied by
expansion of corresponding relations at a conceptual level.
However, the complexity and specificity ofthese relationships also compromises
the usefulness of these markers for extracting KRCs indicating conceptual relations of
use in terminology work. The goal of using pattem-based tools in this field —
principally the identification of conceptual relations in extracted contexts involves
the identification of Ïinks between two elements realized in the text. The complex causal
relations in the cases described above do flot meet these criteria, as they ofien involve
relations that hold flot between the items realized in the context but between one ofthese
items and another element not realized separately or explicitiy in the context.
A discussion ofthis choice and some 0f its effects may be found in Section 5.5.3.1.
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In addition, at a practical level, the investment of time and effort in developing
marker forms for use in pattern-based tools for sucli a wide range of lexical units
indicating these more complex causal relations would be prohibitive, as would that
required to develop strategies for evaluating the information retrieved using such
markers.
finally, restrictions on the usefulness associated with more complex relations are
also clear when one considers the range of contexts in which a lexical item such as
CAUSER may 5e found, as compared to one such as NETTOYER or IRRITER, and the
informative value of systematically including information about the former type of
connection between concepts described in a tenninological resource, as compared to
that ofthe latter types.
Ail of these observations led to the decision to limit the evaluation of CAUSE—
EFFECT in this research to the basic “core” varieties that will 5e described below.
1.5.2.8 Classification of CAUSE—EFfECT relations
In this Section, two classifications of CAUSE—EFfECT relations, by Garcia (1997)
(Section 1.5.2.8.2) and Barrière (2002) (Section 1.5.2.8.3). will be presented. These wifl
be preceded by a brief description of the analysis used by Talmy (1985), called upon by
both of these classifications (Section 1.5.2.8.1). Then, in Section 1.5.2.8.4, the two
classifications will be compared and contrasted with one another and with the analyses
of CAUSE—EffECT relations presented in Section 1.5.2. The motivations for the choice of
classification used in this research will then 5e discussed in Section 1 .5.2.8.5.
1.5.2.8.1 Tahny
In devefoping classifications of CAUSE—EffECT relations for use in pattern-based tools,
both Garcia (1997) and Barrière (2002) refer to an analysis developed in the context of
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the theory of force dynarnics, as descnbed by Talmy (1985). This analysis is based on
a model in which CAUSE—EFFECT relations involve the interaction of two forces, an
agonist and an antagonist, which — as their names suggest — are in opposition. The
type of effect that resuits depends on the initial state of the element affected, the relative
strength of the forces, and the final state of the element affected given this opposition of
forces (i.e., rest or motion). Talmy outiines two possible sets of situations, cases in
which the strengths of the opposing forces remain constant (steady-state dynamics), and
cases in which the strength of one ofthese forces changes (shifiing-state dynamics).
Talmy (1985) asserts that this kind of classification forms the conceptual basis of
many of the distinctions reflected at a semantic level in languages. This makes the
classification particularly interesting for use as the basis of relation classifications in
pattem-based applications, as these should reflect important conceptual distinctions in a
way that mirrors those manifested in the choice of markers themselves as closely as
possible, maximizing the possibilities for identifying relations at a conceptual level
using their expression in texts (e.g., through the markers ofthese relations).
This conception of CAUSE—EffECT relations thus permits the evaluation of
relationships that result flot only in the occurrence of a situation (cf. motion), but also of
its non-occurrence (cf. rest), as well as the onset, end or continuation of these situations.
Moreover, it may allow for varying degrees of influence on a situation (as illustrated, for
example, by the discussion of hindrance). As such it provides a relatively broad portrait
ofvarious types of causal relationships.
1.5.2.8.2 Garcia
Garcia (1996, 1997) discusses relations involving efficient causes (cf. Aristotelian
terminology for CAUSE—EffECT relations, Physics II, iflustrated in Appendix A). Her
perspective is that of computer-assisted terminology, and more specifically the
development of a tool, called COATIS, for the extraction of CAUSE—EFFECT relations
from text corpora in the field of electncity. Garcia’s approach relies on the observation
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of verbs in a corpus. which she caïls indicateurs linguistiques of CAUSE—EEFECT
relations (1997: 10), verbes indicateurs de causatité or simply indicateurs (1997: 12).
She notes (1997: 10) that these markers may simply indicate the presence ofa CAUSE—
EFFECT relation (essentially of the semantic primitive ‘cause.’ as in the case of verbs
such as causer, provoquer, and résulter), or may also give information about the nature
ofthe effect produced or ofthe causal action that produced it.
Garcia’s classification ofthe efficient CAUSE—EFFECT relation (shown in Figure 5
and in more detail in Table 7). is largely based on that ofTalrny (1985), and also reflects
many of the aspects of Nuopponen’s (1994) analysis (Section 1.5.2.5). In the case of
relations in which a marker gives added information about a cause, she identifies a sub
category of relations involving contributing causes (indicated by maukers such as
participer dans and contribuer à), and within it another of collaborating causes
(indicated by markers such as coopérer à and collaborer à). Garcia thus separates
CONTRIBUTION from other types of CAUSE—EFfECT relations, in which the cause is
(presumably) sufficient to lead to the effect.32
For efficient causes in which additional information about the nature of the effect
produced is indicated, Garcia defines (1997: 11—12) a classification of CAUSE—EFFECT
relations between two actions. associated with some typical verbal markers:
• CRÉATION (e.g., déclencher,produire);
• EMPÊCHEMENT (e.g., empêcher, bloquer);
• MODIFICATION (e.g., changer, influencer);
o LAISSER-FAIRE (e.g.,permettre, autoriser), a neutral modificatiom
o FACILITATION (e.g., favoriser, faciliter,), a relatively positive modification;
— MAINTIEN (e.g., conserver, garder), an extreme case of facilitation in
which the cause not only facilitates but also is necessary to the effect;
o GÊNE (e.g., entraver, gêner), a relatively negative modification;
32 Nuopponen’s (1994) co-operating causes can also be considered to forrn a category of contributing
causes (althougli lier alternative causes cannot, as each of these individual causes could be sufficient to
bring about the effect).
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— SOUMISSION (e.g., accepter, souffrir de), in which the effect
submits to the influence ofthe cause; and
— RÉACTION (réagir à, résister à), in which the effect resists the
influence of the cause.
Figure 5. Garcia’s efficient causes (adapted from Garcia 1997: 11)
CAUSE efficiente
nature de la cause nature de l’effet
CONTRIBUTION EMPÊCHEMENT MODIFICATION CRÉATION
COLLABORATION GÊNE LAISSER FAIRE FACILITATION
SOUMISSION RÉACTION MAINTIEN
Garcia chose to limit her discussion to cases of CAUSE—EFFECI relations, i.e.,
INFLUENCE or INTERACTION, between actions in order to separate the discussion of
CAUSALITY from that of agency, aithough she noted that in discussions of verbal
polysemy these aspects are both important and closely connected (1997: 13). She noted
that various types of causes may nevertheless be reaiized in a given utterance, including
the action itself, its resuit, and the agent of the action, although rarely are ail of these
expressed in a single utterance; rather, the focus is usuaiiy placed on one of the three.
Again evoking terminology used by Aristotie, Garcia aiso mentioned formai
causes (12) (cf. footnote 15 in Section 1.5.1.1).
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1.5.2.8.3 Bcirrière
Barrière’s (2001. 2002) classification (Figure 6) is quite similar in many ways to those
used by Garcia (1997) and Talmy (1985). owing much to both of these. However.
Barrière further develops Garcia’s classification by emphasizing and developing a larger
hierarchical structure in which the types of relations identifiecl may be organized. This
structure highlights some of the important distinctions in the types of CAUSE—EFFECT
relations that may be identified in corpora using lexical markers. and offers possibilities
for classifying these types of relations autornatically and for dealing with sorne cases of
ambiguity of rnarkers.
This classification. developed for use in a marker-based application for
extracting CAUSE—EFFECT relations from text corpora (sec Section 2.1.8), reflects not
only a need to reflect conceptual realities and important distinctions between different
types of conceptual CAUSE—EFfECT relations, but also the goal of automatic
identification of different sub-relations through these markers. a task that may also be
infonned by more sernantic aspects ofmarker meaning.
Barrière’s classification begins with the identification of two categories,
depending on the type of element affected bv this interaction of forces. In the Existence
dependency, the interaction affects the existence or non-existence of an entity, or the
occurrence or non-occurrence of an event, while in the Influence dependency, it affects
a given feature or property of an entity or an event.
In the Existence dependency, Barrière establishes parallels between the different
interactions of forces identified by Talmy in the context of steady-state dynarnics,
associating Talmy’s rest with non-existence of an entity or non-occurrence of an event,
and motion with the existence of an entity or occurrence of an event. Conespondingly,
in the Influence dependency. referring to the set of situations identified in shifting-state
dynarnics, Barrière creates a classification based on the change in a feature of an event
or entity.
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hie Existence dependency is divided into four sub-types, CREATION,
DESTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, and PREVENTION. CREATION occurs when the interaction
between the opposing forces bnngs into being an entity that did not previously exist or
causes an event that was flot previously occurring to take place.
The opposite of CREATION, DESTRUCTION occurs when the interaction between
opposing forces causes something that previously existed to cease to exist, or an event
that was previously taking place to stop.
Figure 6. Barrière’s classification ofthe CAUSE—EFfECT relation (Barrière 2002)
MAINTENANCE designates a situation in which an entity or event existed or was
occurring before the interaction of the opposing forces and continues to exist or occur
thereafier. It is worth noting Barrière classes in this category the relations denoted by
verbs such as atlow and permit.
Cause
Existence Dependency Influence Dependency
CREATION DESTRUCTION MAINTENANCE PREVENTION
cause elirninate keep prohibit
MODIFICATION PRESERVATION
affect maintain
INCREASE
encourage
increase
DECREA S E
inhibit
reduce
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In PREVENTION. an entity or event did not exist or occur before the interaction
between opposing forces, and continues not to exist or occur.
Barriêre’s classification of the Influence dependency also includes four sub
types: MODIFICATION. INCREASE, DECREASE. and PRESERVATION. MODIFICATION is a
sub-category that in turn includes those of INCREASE and DECREASE. It groups together
ail types of the relation in which the interaction between forces causes a change in a
feature or property of an entity or event. However, this category is not limited to
INCREASE and DECREASE. but also constitutes its own sub-type of the Influence
dependency. This sub-group includes cases in which the forces’ interaction have an
effect on a characteristic or feature of an event or entity. but in which the kind of
MODIFICATION may not be specified. or inay be qualitative rather than quantitative (i.e.,
not easily identified as either an increase or a decrease). Examples are found in the
pattern markers inJluel?ce and chcinge: without further explanation there is no way to
know what form this influence may take or what kind of change occurs.
The category of INCREASE covers situations in which the feature of the entity or
event is intensified or augrnented hy the interaction between the opposing forces.
DECREASE is the mirror image of the INCREASE sub-tvpe: a feature of the entity
or event is iessened or reduced by the interaction between the opposing foi-ces.
PRESERVATION is analogous lu the existence dependency’s MAINTENANCE sub
category, since the feature of the entity or event exists before the interaction of the
forces and continues to exist unchanged afterwards. However, perhaps less intuitively, it
also includes those instances in which a feature or property is not present and continues
flot to be present afier the interaction between the forces.
Table 8 presents Barrière’s hierarchical classification of the relation and the
effects ofthe force interaction, in addition to sorne ofthe relation markers for each sub
type. The lefi-hand column indicates the dependency; the column to its right
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indicates the sub-categories. The third column indicates the effect of the interaction
between the opposing forces. E designates an entitv or event. —-E the non-existence of an
entity or the non-occurrence of an event. and / a feature of an entity or event. both
before and afler the interaction of forces. The right-hand column lists sorne English
relation markers discovered in the course of Barrière’s research (2001, 2002).
Table 8. BarrièreTs classification ofthe CAUSE—EFFECT relation (2002)
Existence dependency CREATION —E —* E create
genc’rate
produce
DESTRUCTION E —E kil!
eliminate
destroy
MAINTENANCE E
— E cillow
keep
Uiointti!)]
PREVENTION —E — —E prevent
disccnirage
conti-ol
Influence dependency MODIFICATION E:f, <> E:t influence
chai ige
niod/j
INCREASE E:f < E:f increa,çe
ilnproïe
promoie
enhance
DECREÀSE E:f> E:f reduce
decrecise
short en
sirni’ clown
deter
discourage
PRESERVATION E:f = E:f Inaintan7
keep
retuin
1.5.2.8.4 Synthesis
Both of these classifications have been used successfully in research on pattern-based
applications. Clearly and unsurprisingly, given their common links to Talmy’s
analysis (1985) and Baffière’s consultation of Garcia’s classification in her work —they
present strong similarities. Moreover, the development of Garcia’s system for use in
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Frencli and Barrière’s in English indicates that such systems — and particularly their
commonalities — are promising for bilingual use.
In addition, these classifications reflect many aspects of the analyses of CAUSE—
EFFECT relations in lexical semantics and terminology described above in Section 1.5.2,
highlighting features of the relations that are important from both perspectives. This
reflects the hybrid nature of the application itself, specifically its goal of using textual
items (i.e., relation markers) to access information for use in conceptual analysis.
Both of these classifications — and of course the analysis developed by Talmy
(1985), to which both of these refer — are heavily based on the nature ofthe change that
occurs (or does not occur, in the case of sub-relations such as PREVENTION). This
establishes commonalities with the lexical semantic analyses represented in MeVuk’s
lexical functions (MelTuk et al. 1995; Mel’èuk in preparation), and in Nazarenko (2000).
Similarities to the criterion of aspect as included in Mel’uk’s verbal lexical
functions (described in Section 1.5.2.4) may also be observed, since sub-relations are
distinguished according to whether a given entity’s existence or an event’s occurrence
begins, stops or continues.
The classifications diverge somewhat in the presence of some additional aspects
in Garcia’s (1997) classification. Like Nuopponen (1994), Garcia identifies sub-types of
the CAUSE—EffECT relation involving multiple causes. She also identifies specific ways
in which the elements affected in the relations characterized as GÊNE may react to the
influence exerted on them (i.e., by submitting or reacting to this influence). Moreover,
like Nuopponen (1994) from a conceptual perspective and Kahane and Me1’uk
(forthcoming) from a lexical semantic point ofview, Garcia (1996, 1997) also discusses
types of elements that may occur in texts in the roles of causes and effects as criteria for
classifying CAUSE—EFfECT relations.
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1.5.2.8.5 Choice OfC (]SE—EFFECT relation cicissification
Banière’s classification of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation (2002: cf. Section 1.5.2.8.3) was
chosen for use in this researcli. foi- a number of reasons discussed below.
In the medïcal field. differentiating between sub-types of the CÀUSE—EfFECT
relation and in particular the types of effects that may be expected vas considered
to be essential: obviouslv, it is important in medicine to be able to distinguish factors
that prevent an event from those that cause it. those that reduce an effect from those that
increase it. and so on. Both Garcia’s and Barrière’s classifications (as well as the
analysis by Talrny (1985). to which both authors refer) reflect these criteria. and thus
important aspects of CAUSE—EFFECT relations in the medical domain that would suit the
needs of terminologists attempting to describe and link concepts and terms terms in
terminological resources. (The classifications thus parallel counteracting causes as
identified by Nuopponen (1994), as well as important lexico-semantic distinctions made
by Mel’èuk et al. (1996) (in lexical functions such as Liqu). and Nazarenko (2000).)
Moreover, in previous research (Garcia 1996. 1997; Barrière 2001, 2002:
Marshman 2002) it bas been shown that the classifications discussed here ai-e adequate
for use in pattern-based applications, and that individual knowledge pattems can oflen
(although not aiways or aiways exclusively (cf. Barrière 2002: 102—3)) he linked to the
sub-types of CAUSE—EFFECT relations they include. Moreover, the two classifications
reflect a level of granularity that is realistic in semi-autornatic applications. Both were
thus considered to be good preliminary candidates for use in this research.
While in the field of medicine other aspects of CAUSE—EFFECT relations are
clearly important, it was felt that the nature of the field and the texts in the corpus, as
well as the goal ofsemi-autornatic extraction of relations, precluded the consideration of
a certain number offactors considered in the analyses presented above.
Given the fact that many of the corpus texts deal with current research in the
domain, they ofien describe knowledge that is developing, and may not yet be complete.
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In such cases, it can be very difficuit to determine definitively whether a given cause
is necessary andlor sufficient to produce an effect, and thus explicit indications of these
characteristics in texts are Iikely to be infrequent. for this reason, and ftorn observations
of the corpus. contexts that clearly indicate whether a given cause is necessary or
sufficient were considered likely to be too few for this distinction to be taken into
account in the classification used.33 In addition, given the evolving character of
knowledge in the domain and the complex and multi-criterial evaluations that are
necessary to attribute these characteristics to a given relation in many cases, the
definitive attribution of these characteristics may flot be advisable in ftiture applications
of the data extracted for terminology work, making these criteria marginal in their value
for the evaluation and/or sorting of contexts.
In addition, while in some cases (e.g., when two or more items representing
causes or effects are found in association with a relation marker) it could be possible to
identify cases of causal concept co-ordination, it may be extremely difficuit to determine
whether these causes are alternative or co-operating, and the effects alternative or co
occurring. Thus it was not considered to be advisable to use these criteria in the
classification of CAUSE—EFfECT relations extracted in the research, as was the case for
example in Nuopponen’s (1994) analysis, reflected in a less detailed form in Garcia
(1997).
However, this does flot preclude subsequent identification of indicators of these phenomena in contexts
extracted, for example using a technique that would search for lexical indicators (e.g., necessaiy,
sufficient, aiways, only) of these specific types of causes in proximity to markers of CAUSE—EFFECT
relations.
However, the presence of multiple elements sharing a role in a relation was noted in the applicable
relation occurrences (cf. Section 2.6.2); this ldnd of processing may allow for pertinent contexts to be
identified for a user, who can then interpret the kind ofphenomenon observed. Moreover, the analysis of
the type of lin]c that exists between these related elements at a surface level may serve as a cue to aid the
user in determining whether causes are co-operating or alternative, or effects are co-occurring or
alternative. (For example, observations of lexical indicators of the presence of these specific sub-types of
linics (e.g., botÏz... and, either... or) may be observed in proximity to more general causal markers. Sec
Section 4.9.1.2.1 fora discussion ofsome ofthese markers, and Section 5.5.3.3 fora discussion ofsome
ofthese possibilities.)
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Wliile the existence of causal chains, again reflected in Nuopponen’s (1994)
analysis of the relation, is clearly important in the field ofmedicine, the identification of
such chains is somewhat outside the scope of conceptual relation identification in the
kinds of applications discussed in this research, which are likely to involve identifying
links between specific pairs of objects (e.g., between term records in a tenninological
resource or nodes in an ontology), or the formulation of brief descriptions of relations
(e.g., in the case of definitions), rather than the comprehensive description of complex
interactions and chains of causation. Finally
— but most importantly — semi-automatic,
pattem-based knowledge extraction methods are simply flot adapted for locating chains
of causation in their entirety, since a given marker is rnost likely to indicate only one
instance of a relation at a time (although this relation may hold between different pairs
of elements), whule additional links in chains of CAUSE—EFFECT relations will probably
be associated with separate markers. Thus, in this research it was deemed preferable to
treat individual relations separately.35
Another distinction included in Nuopponen’s (1994) analysis and mentioned
briefly in Garcia (1997)
— also discussed by Nazarenko (2000) and Kahane and
Mel’èuk (forthcoming)
— but flot included in Garcia’s or Barrière’s classifications as
such, is that between different classes of causes and effects, including causal agents and
events. However, it may be observed in the descriptions by several authors that the
expressions of participants in a relation may vary significantly at a textual level from
occurrence to occurrence (with one or more types of causes or effects potentially
indicated in a single occurrence), without necessarily reflecting an underlying difference
at a conceptual level. While certain]y these types of distinctions may be pertinent in
In thematic research that attempts to identify ail of the relations present in a given text collection,
additional relations in a chain of causation should ideally be identifled through their own markers. If they
are flot, or if more targeted research is being carried out, the approach favoured for applying knowledge
pattems which allows the user to consult original contexts as needed — would give texmal information
about causal chains on demand. In addition, where specificaliy required (for example, for the acquisition
of domain knowledge, in which more comprehensive information may be required), causal chains could
be located in searches for a given term occurring as either a cause or an effect, or using multiple searches.
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many analyses, in terminology work focusing on the relations between concepts as
denoted in texts, and the identification of relation occurrences using lexical markers, this
criterion was flot considered to be a necessary one in the initial classification of
relations.36
for the above reasons, aspects of classifications such as those of Nuopponen
(1994) and Garcia (1997) were flot considered to be particularly well suited for the kind
of semi-automatic application intended here, and thus were not used in this research. It
is our belief that many such fine distinctions are certainly valid and important in
terminology work — and especially in medicine, to which Nuopponen’s classification
was applied — but are best left to an expert or tenninologist, and not attempted by an
automatic or semi-automatic application. While Barrière’s classification may stili pose
challenges for semi-automatic applications (see the discussion in Section 5.5.3.2), this
level of granularity should allow a preliminary sorting of contexts according to criteria
important in the field.
Some research in the domain — and how these projects may be compared and
contrasted with this work — will be presented in Chapter 2.
It may, however, be taken into account in applications such as the sorting of contexts or refinement of
pattern forms using semantic classes of actants, as described in Section 2.2. A brief discussion of some
cases in which variation in the expression ofrelated elements may be observed is also included in Section
5.5.4.
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2 The state of the art
In this chapter, key points in previous research projects will be identified and
summarized. Section 2.1 describes a number of research projects that have explored
knowledge-paffem-type approaches to extracting information from texts. Section 2.2
gives a description of some research on refining pattem forms using the semantic classes
of related elements. Section 2.3 outlines characteristics of knowledge pattems and their
markers that have been identified as pertinent in the development and use of pattem
based semi-automatic knowledge extraction systems, and Section 2.4 describes
additional textual elements that may present challenges in identifying and using
knowledge pattems for extracting information from text, and in re-using the contexts
identified using these kinds of tools for various applications. In light of this discussion,
Section 2.5 will then present the objectives of this work, and Section 2.6 its originallty
as compared to the other projects described in this chapter, including a description of a
number of factors evaluated from a new perspective in the course of the research.
2.1 Researcli in pattern-based knowledge extraction
Many researchers, including Hearst (1992), Ahmad and Fulford (1992), Pearson (199$)
and Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2000), have worked on developing lists of pattems
indicating semantic and conceptual relations and methodologies for discovenng and
applying these patterns. (for a summary of these research projects, see Appendix 3.) A
number of projects that have evaluated and implemented knowledge pattems are
discussed below.
2.1.1 Hearst
Hearst (1992, 199$) bas been recognized as one of the first researchers to use pattems
for the extraction of semantic relations from text corpora. At COLING in 1992, she
presented research focusing on the automatic detection of the relation of HYPONYMY
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from free text. Hearst focused on identifying pattems that were frequent (i.e., that
would locate a large number of relation occurrences), domain-independent, reliable (i.e.,
precise, almost’ aiways indicating the desired relation), and that did not require
annotation of the texts or previously-encoded knowledge. $uch an approach, in Hearst’s
view, complements statistical methods of semantic relation identification, specifically
because it does not require previously encoded (domain-specific) knowledge, and can
identify reÏationships that occur only once in a corpus, while statistical methods require
several occurrences.
Hearst’s approach focused on discovering relations between noun phrases, and
lier pattem forms were designed accordingly. They target noun phrases linked by lexical
markers, e.g., such as, including, and especiaÏly. Some examples are shown below:
NP such as {NP1, NP2 .. .., (andjor)} NP
NP {,} including {NP,}* {orland} NP
NP {,} especialÏy {NP,}* {orland} NP
The form indicated is quite restrictive, allowing for only minimal modification by
adjectives (including quantification by soine, rnany, certain, and other), and for the
possibility of mufti-item lists of hyponyms (as long as these are not interrupted by any
extemal elements), and the last item is preceded by and (indicating conjunction) or or
(indicating disjunction)).
In a later publication in the context of the WordNet project (199$), Hearst
described efforts to simply and effectively identify cases of the relation of HYPONYMY
from general language (joumalistic) corpora with minimal annotation, following a
similar approacli.
Hearst’s pattem discovery method — similar to that later applied by many other
researchers, such as feliu (2004) (see Section 2.1.11) — begins with the choice of a
relation of interest, and with a word (or terni) pair (taken from WordNet in Hearst’s
case) that illustrates this relation. Sentences containing the pair are extracted from a
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corpus and regularities
— possible patterns
— are observed. This kind of approach,
given its deliberate simplicity, should be relatively easy to transpose into new,
specialized subject fields.
2.1.2 Ahmad et al.
Ahmad and Fulford (1992) and later Ahmad and Rogers (1997) have also considered
and discussed knowledge pattems (or knowledge probes) for information retrieval in the
context of terminological description.
Ahmad and fulford studied an English-language corpus on automotive
engineering in order to identify knowledge probes that could be used to identify
semantic relations including HYPONYMY, MERONYMY, CAUSE, MATERIAL and SYNONYMY
to assist in term identification and term system development. Markers were initially
identified manually in the corpus, and the pattem sets were then expanded using
markers’ synonyms as given in a synonym dictionary and/or thesaurus. The markers
used belonged to several different grammatical categories, including verbs, nouns,
adjectives and adverbs, and were applied in a character-string-based approach that
integrated wildcard characters as needed. In the application of the markers to a corpus
for relation identification, the precision resuits obtained varied fairly widely; whule some
pattems were highly (or even perfectly) precise in the evaluation, others produced few
— if any
— usefiul contexts.
Ahmad and Rogers (1997: 749—750) mention briefly some of the paradigmatic
sense relationships into which terms can enter, including SYNONYMY, ANTONYMY,
HYPONYMY, HYPERONYMY, and MERONYMY. The indicators of these relationships as
described include paralinguistic markers
— sucli as parentheses following a domain
term (which may indicate SYNONYMY)
— as indicators of defining or explaining
information. Lexical markers, including is a and a ldnd of(presumably for HYPONYMY)
and is cornposed of consists of lias a (MERONYMY) are also mentioned. The authors go
on to note that “[w]hiïe sucli textual cues are language-dependent, the principles are
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valid across languages” (1997: 750). However, this point is mentioned only in
passing, and there are no examples from other languages given, much Iess any
discussion of the effectiveness of the approach in other languages.
2.1.3 Meyer et al.
0f the approaches described here, Ingrid Meyer’s is closest to that used in this research.
In 1999, Meyer et al. described the possibilities of using corpus-analysis tools to
perform conceptual sampling, targeting a subset of the contexts in corpora that illustrate
important conceptual relations for the term being researched (i.e., knowledge-rich
contexts in the updated definition of the term (1999: 256)). The authors note that
terminologists could use knowledge-rich contexts intact in definitions, as starting points
for constructing definitions, or as resources for their own knowledge acquisition and
conceptual analysis (1999: 256—257). The conceptual sampling approach developed in
the research was based on knowledge pattems, described as “predictable, recurring
pattems in text” that manifest the relations in which the terminologist is interested
(1999: 257). These knowledge pattems are classified into three categories: lexica],
grammatical and paralinguistic.37
This research differed from many projects in the field at the time because it deait
not only with the more conventionally investigated relations of
HYPERONYMY/HYPONYMY and MERONYMY/HOLONYMY, but also with relations sucli as
FUNCTION (i.e., the relation between an object and the function it fulfills) and CAUSE—
EFFECT. (One of the co-authors was Barrière, who went on to work extensively on the
CAUSE—EffECT relation (2001, 2002).) The research, which focused on the analysis of a
corpus on childbirth, identified knowledge pattems in the form of character strings (with
possible truncation) and could be used in combination with the terni being researched in
order to identify knowledge-rich contexts.
See Section 1 .2 for further description of Meyer’s classes of knowledge pattems.
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Several difficulties of the knowÏedge pattern approach were noted: among
them anaphora (see Section 2.3.1.5.2.1), marker polysemy (see Section 2.3.1.2) and
expressions of uncertainty (see Section 2.4.2). The research also identified some
knowledge pattems that were domain-linked, in this case to the medical domain, such as
risk, exposed to and complication. The article also mentions the possibility of pattems
that are linked to a particular semantic class.38 To explain this phenomenon, Meyer et al.
(1999: 262) used the example of MERONYMY in relation to processes: as processes have
temporal rather than physical parts, lexical markers that are useful may flot be (only) the
conventional ones (e.g., part, contain), but rather lexical items such as stage, phase,
during, ami throughout.
2.1.4 Pearson
Pearson (1998, 1999), used relatively strictly defined lexico-syntactic pattems, which
she called defining expositives, in order to identify contexts that would be pertinent for
terminologists for the construction of definitions. Whïle not explicitly separating
different relations that may underlie this kind of information, she nevertheless identified
pattems that can be associated with HYPERONYMY, MERONYMY, and FUNCTION. Pearson
worked on a senes of sub-corpora, one of English specialized texts in the field of
science (in an expert-tu-expert communicative situation), one of English, French and
Spanish specialized texts (in an expert-to-semi-expert communicative situation) in the
field of telecommunications, and a third, of didactic texts (in a teacher-to-student
communicative situation) used in preparing for the General Certificate of Secondary
Education (GCSE) examinations (given in Britain at the end of the secondary school
program in preparation for university studies). The pattems were composed of relation
markers (what Pearson called hinges or connective verbs) in relatively specific forms
(e.g., is/are defined as, denote(s)) which linked specific parts of speech. As discussed in
38 On this point cf also Pearson (1998: 209) cited in Bodson (2005: 86) and described in Section 2.14,
and other projects outlined in Section 2.2.
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the principal section of Pearson (1999). dealing with identifying foi-mai definitions.
Pearson’s defining expositives are subject to further restrictions on the relateci elernents
(e.g.. one ofthe elements hnked by the hinge heing n doinain term. the other belonging
to a set of labels that can be equated with sernantic classes). She also imposed specific
restrictions on the composition ofthe sentence containing the defining information (e.g.,
the principal clause containing the defining expositive. there being ver)’ little possibility
for separation between the hinge and the terms linked by it).
The author does however recognize that not aIl definitions are formai ones, and
that these rules must be modified if these less formal definitions are to be located in
texts. She describes (199$: 16$—190) what she calis connectives or connective phrases
(e.g., caïÏed, knolt?n as), which may introduce relations scich as SYNONY\’iY.
EQUIVALENCE and GENERIC—SPECIFIC in Iess formai structures.
2.1.5 Garda
Garcia (1996, 1997) worked on developing n tool, COATIS, for automatically analyzing
causal relationships in texts; this tool aims not only to identifv contexts containing
relation occurrences, but also the elements linked by the relation as expressed in these
contexts. Using linguistic rnarkers (i.e., verbs that often express CAUSE—EFFECT
relations), COATIS identifies contexts in parsed texts that appear to express this
relation, analyzes these contexts in order to confinn whether this initial interpretation
stands up to further tests, and finally identifies the cause (causai agent or action)
involved. The final result of the analysis is a network consisting of noUes representing
the causes identified, as expressed in the text, which are linked by arcs tagged with the
linguistic marker of CAUSE—EFFECT relations identified (which is associated with a given
sub-type of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation).
Thus, this tool provides a fine-grained analysis of the contexts. with a higlier
level of automation than many applications in semi-automatic knowledge extraction.
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2.1.6 Séguéla
Séguéla (1999) also developed an automated system. Caméléon. which uses colleclions
of lexico-syntactic knowledge patterns for the extraction of relations of l-IYPONYMY and
MERONYMY from a variety of corpora. Calling upon observations by authors such as
Jouis (1993; Jouis et al. 1997), he discussed the use of an approach integrating a base of
general, widely applicable patterns with more dornain-specific patterns for application in
each specific corpus.39 The combination of general and domain-specific patterns is an
interesting approach, because it flot only allows for the reusing of patterns where
possible, maximizing return on investment oftime and resources, but also allows for the
addition or substitution of patterns which give increased or more precise access to the
information likely to be contained in a corpus.
Another interesting aspect of some of the pattern forrns described by Séguéla
(1999: 55) is their representation in the form of regular expressions refiecting each
inflected form of the marker that vas considered Iikely to he pertment.4° This kind of
approach allows the precise identification of desired pattern forms. but also of course
requires detailed preliminary analysis of the pattern forms that are likely to be useful
(which may vary from corpus to corpus for example. depending on the level of
specialization and will of course vary by the part of speech of the pattern element in
question), and could also reduce recali if not ail pertinent pattern forms vere included.
Other patterns (1999: 57—58) included classes of markers or marker elements (e.g.,
indefinite articles) that may comprise a number of different members, or a list of two or
more possible options (e.g., dctns/sur; plus/nzoins). This strategy would also require the
Probable domain-specific patterns have since been noted in many works and in different fields, arnong
them Meyer et al. (1999) in medicine, Morgan (2000) and Marshman, Morgan and Meyer (2002), in
computing and genetics, Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2001) in software engineering. Meyer (2001) in
computing, and Bodson (2005) in computing and medicine. Cf also Bowker (2003) on this subject, and
Marshman and L’Homme (2006a) for an evaluation of the portability of markers of CAU5E—EFFEcI
relations between the fields ofmedicine and computing.
° Some ofthe more complex forms were represented as regular expressions in a separate resource, and a
placeholder representing the class of possible values in this resource used in pattern forms (1999: 55).
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description of various possible alternatives. but allows for some regularhies in
pattern structure to be exploited. reducing the need for specific pattern forms
conesponding to eacli unit.
2.1.7 Condamines and Rebeyrolle
In ber doctoral thesis (2000, cf also 2000a), Rebeyrolle characterized various forms
(and structures) of definitions (énoncés définitoires directs and indirects) in corpora
representing different communicative situations in the domains of science and
technology (including electricity, geornorphologv. knowledge engineering and software
development), in order to study potential differences in the distribution and expression
ofdefinitions indicated by linguistic markers in these situations. She identifled a number
of lexico-syntactic and paralinguistic knowledge patterns which she then represented as
regular expressions.
Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2001) discussed the construction ofa corpus-based
terminological knowledge base, a form of text modelling. From the perspective of
producing corpus-based terminological knowÏedge bases for corporations, they aimed to
develop an approach for creating a conceptual representation of a text (in this case, a
french-language text on software engineering) by automatically identifying candidate
ternis and the relations between the concepts they denote. Once the candidate ternis
were identified, they began by studying paradigmatic relationships, constructing a series
of hierarchies of concepts denoted by ternis. These hierarchies were based on the
inheritance of features and shared heads of candidate terms (CTs). This work was
canied out using a previously identified core set ofknowledge patterns for the relations
of HYPERONYMY and MERONYMY (e.g., a CTI is a CT2 which, a CTÏ is spÏit into C12
and CT3). The authors classified the results obtained into two categories: contexts that
show the expected relationship with a generic point of view (i.e., useful contexts); and
contexts that either do flot show the expected relationship, or show it from n specific or
subjective point of view (i.e., less useful contexts). They then vent on to discover
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syntagmatic relationships by searching for combinations of candidate terms from
different hierarchies.
The approach used was iterative: contexts including two candidate terms were
observed for regularities that were associated with a particular conceptual relationship.
The common linguistic elements (patterns) and their morphological. cornbinatory and
syntactic restrictions were observed. These patterns were then used as search terrns in
combination with the previously identified candidate terms, in order to locale new
pattems. This cycle was repeated as necessary.
Tn the testing phase of the approach described above, the authors used very
strictly morphologically, syntactically and combinatorially defined patterns linking two
candidate terms. in order to minimize noise produced. Below are two examples for the
relation of HYPERONYMY (13 8—9):
def_det + CT1 + Vtobe (present) + undef det + {kind, type, etc.
of’} CT2 + {relative clause, past participle. present participle.
adjective}
def_det + CTI + Vtobe (present) + undef det + CT2 ± {relative
clause. past participle. present participle, adjective)
Several syntagmatic relationships vere ideiitifled, each associated witÏi a
particular combination of classes of nouns (activities, documents, humans, and tirne
periods). These relations included the relations “is composed of’ (document/docurnent),
“precedes” (activity/time period, time period/time period), “starts during,” “ends
during,” “occurs during,” “conditions the start of’ and “conditions the end of’
(activity/time period). For these relations, a series ofverbs that may indicate the relation
were identified. It should be noted that since the goal of the research vas to create a
model of this particular corpus (although in this case it was for testing purposes), there
was no reference to previously established lists of relations; rather the relations were
takenfrom the texts themselves.
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Among the difficulties encountered in the research was that of ellipsis in the
expression of the items participating in a given relationship (2001: 142). In addition to
potentially causing problems with the identification of potential pattems using an
approach that depends on the presence of candidate terms, ellipsis can also cause
difficulties in the identification of classes of nouns involved occurrences of a relation
(e.g., in the sentence The project leader 1$ responsible for the devetopment plan
[document], which would be more precisely rendered as The project leader is
responsibte for the writilzg [activity] of the devetopment plan.)
The authors noted (2001: 135) that the observed linguistic pattems could be
stored and re-used in further research projects in various domains. However, they also
observed that some pattems are likely to be linked to a particular domain or text type,
and that an iterative approach like the one used above could be beneficial in locating
domain-specific pattems in new corpora. Moreover, they stressed (2001: 136) that tools
for automatic extraction of information do flot present perfect resuits, and stiil rely on
subsequent human analysis.
In another research project, Condamines (2000—2) examined the case of chez, a
particularly polysemous candidate marker for the relation of MERONYMY (or more
exactly
— to make a seldom-used distinction
— HOLONYMY) in French. Using corpora
in the field of the natural sciences, she attempted to formalize some of the possible
meanings of this marker, and the contexts in which it can be found, using internai
restrictions (syntactic structure, the semantic classes of co-occurrents) and extemal
restrictions (domain and text type). By taking into account the classes of verbs that can
co-occur with the marker, the semantic class of the noun that follows it, and the
presence and type of a determiner (definite, indefinite, quantifying) in this noun phrase,
Condamines perfonued a fine-grained analysis of the contexts in order to define cases in
which the context provides an example of a relation, and more particularly in which the
relation is the one that is sought, that of part to whole. She concluded that this marker
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was particularly frequently and reliably associated with the relation 0f HOLONYMY in
corpora in the domain ofnatural sciences, and especialïy in didactic texts.
In addition, Condamines (2002) noted a number of phenomena that can
complicate the prototypical but somewhat simplistic view of the knowledge pattem. One
observation made (2002: 146) was that the lexical markers generally described as
“denoting” a given relation may flot play this role in ail knowledge pattems; some
markers may be very reliably associated with a given relation
— i.e., may consistently
occur in contexts that indicate a particular relation — while not actualiy expressing it
themselves.4’ She went on to give the example (151) ofthe case described above
— of
the marker chez for the relation of MERONYMY in french natural science texts — noting
that in contexts containing this marker, the relation is not being asserted, but rather
simply mentioned in passing. The reader is expected to know this information already,
but from a terminological perspective, it may be new and valuable data that is worth
extracting.
The researcher also noted (Condamines 2002: 146, 153—5) that patterns may flot
aÏways take the binary form mentioned above, linking two and only two elements.
Rather, markers may participate in structures that involve two, three, or more arguments,
some or ail of which may be pertinent for the identification of various relations.
Moreover, these structures may vary in their surface realizations.
Finally, Condamines observed that knowledge pattem occurrences may flot
aiways be complete in a given sentence (or in sorne cases even in a larger context).42
One ofthe elements involved in a relation may be presented in a text a sentence or more
This observation is also clearly true ofmany— if not ail — paralinguistic knowledge patterns, aithough
these are of course ofien flot as reliably associated with a given relation as some of their lexical
counterparts.
42 This rejoins Pearson’s (1998) description ofwhat she cails complex defining expositives.
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before the occurrence of a rnarker that indicates the relation; whule such contexts are
valid. they do flot provide complete information.
2.1.8 Barrière
Barrière (2001, 2002) used an English-language corpus in the field of composting to
identify and test sorne lexical knowledge patterns for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation. Her
initial approach to finding candidate knowledge patterns was slightly different from the
others described above, as the corpus was read line-by-line and possible rnarkers
identified manually (in contrast to the more common method using terms or terrn pairs
to locate occurrences of relations and the markers that indicate them).
Like Garcia (1997), Barrière chose to concentrate primarily on the refinernent
and application of verbal patterns (although in this case there were sorne exceptions).43
The focus on verb fonns in this research was largely motivated b)’ the precision of
pattem rnarkers belonging to various part of speech (POS) categories as observed in the
initial results of pattern identification and testing (Table 9); patterns containing verbal
markers were found to be approxirnately twice as precise as those containing nouns,
adjectives and adverbs, which in turn showed precision approximately twice as high as
those containing conjunctions. This variation in pattern precision lcd Barrière to
consider verbs as the rnost prornising possibilities for research.
Table 9. Pattern precision by rnarker P05 (adapted from Barrière 2001: 145)
POS Occurrences Noise Precision
Conjiinction 1671 1387 0.17
Verb 1217 389 0.68
Noun 172 10$ 0.37
Adjective/Adverb 58 36 0.38
Total 3118 1911 0.39
A similar focus on verbal relation markers can also be observed in Garcia (1997) in french, Pearson(1999) and Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2001) in English, feliu (2004) in Catalan and Weilgaard (2004)
iii Danish. See the individual sections on these research projects for more details ofthe work.
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2.1.9 Marshman et al.
The goal of my research at the M.A. level (Marshman 2002, cf. also Marshman 2002a,
Marshman 2004) was to discover lexical knowledge pattems that could 5e used to find
knowledge-rich contexts indicating the CAUSE—EFfECI relation in the field of
biopharmaceuticals (i.e., pharmaceutical products that are produced, purified or
activated using biological organisms, systems or processes), in both English and french.
The research also included a description of some of the difficulties encountered in the
context of the research, and a preliminary comparison of the patterns and difficulties
encountered in English and French.
The methodology used was term-based, using domain terms (individually) to
discover simple character strings representing markers that could be used to search
unannotated corpora and extract contexts that (in a liberal interpretation similar to that
of Meyer et al. (1999)) couid 5e used by terminologists in their work. A character
string-based approach was chosen mainly because of the simplicity of its
implementation: these markers couid be put to use with minimal resources of time,
sofiware, and technological expertise. This is certainly an advantage for a terminologist
who is carrying out specific rather than thematic research or who does flot have access
to many technological resources.
This research led to the identification of iists of potential lexical knowledge
pattem markers in English and Frencli, many ofwhich showed excellent precision in the
corpora. Moreover, as these markers were classified using Barrière’s classification of
the CAUSE—EffECT relation (sec Section 1 .5.2.8.1), the researcli offered an opportunity to
test the classification flot only in a new domain and new corpus and in another language
(french) in addition to English, but also in a term-based approach that differed from
Barrière’s manual one. On ail counts, the classification was found to be largely
satisfactory. The research also offered an opportunity to consider markers belonging to
various part of speech classes.
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Howcver, inherent in sucS a character-string-based approacli are many
challenges, which a number of researchers have attempted to minimize using more
sophisticated approaches, such as more restricted pattem forms and linguistic analyses.
The resuits of the work — whule positive
— confirmed the usefulness of further
refinement of many of the pattem markers observed in order to improve the product of
the extraction.
The researcli also provided an opportunity to carry out a bnef comparison of the
results in Englisli and Frencli, taking into account flot only the pattems themselves, but
also some of the challenges encountered. This comparison highlighted the need to
evaluate the performance of pattem-based approaches in the two languages, in order to
determine the effectiveness that may be expected of this kind of application and the
challenges that will 5e encountered, and how these will affect pattem-based tool
development ami use.
In a preliminary interlinguistic comparison carried out in Marshman (2002),
some interesting phenomena were observed. Many (e.g., the relative prevalence ofverbs
occurring as pattem markers in Englisli, and of nouns in French) seemed to draw
parallels with observations already made in the field of comparative stylistics (e.g., by
Vinay and Darbelnet (1958)). Some other typical stylistic issues in scientific and
technical language (e.g., the backgrounding of the observer, often by using the passive
voice) can also be compared and contrasted in light of unilingual descriptions, e.g., by
Sager et al. (1980), for English, and Kocourek (1991), for french.
More discussion of difficulties confronted in the use of pattem-based
approaches, including difficulties related to language, was included in Marshman et al.
(2002). This article described the results of a study (Morgan 2000) focusing on pattems
indicating the relation of HYPERONYMY in French, using corpora in the fields of
computing and genetics that were built from texts and TERMIUM® term bank record
definitions. Some of the interlingual differences observed were pattem-specific (e.g.,
lack of easily identified equivalents in the other language, differences in frequency
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and/or precision, and differences in pattem variation), whule others were more
generaiized (e.g., more flexible word order, emphatic forms, more highly inflected
pattem forms, elision, more complex pattem structures in Frencli).
However, this description remained at the level of observations
— and oflen of
observations of individual markers or small sets of markers — rather than formai
evaluation of these phenomena. The Yack of large-scale, more formai evaiuations of
differences and similanties of pattems and difficuities of identifying and using them in
different languages leaves a gap in existing knowtedge of how knowiedge pattems may
be useful in a bilingual or multilingual context, and the need for such research is
evident.
2.1.10 Bowker
Bowker (2003) describes one of very few comparative studies of lexical knowledge
pattems in different ianguage varieties. In comparing occurrences of previousiy
identified knowiedge pattems for HYPERONYMY, MERONYMY, FUNCTION and CAUSE—
EFFECT relations (adapted from Davidson 1998, Morgan 2000 and Marshman 2002) in
corpora of French-ianguage popular science texts from France and Quebec, Bowker
identified some significant differences.
Overali, more contexts were located in the French than in the Québécois corpus.
Moreover, some specific markers showed significantly different productivity in the two
corpora. Bowker notes that these differences
— whuie they were observed in a piiot
project oniy and would benefit from further investigation on a Yarger scale under more
controlled conditions
— may be indicative of a need to adapt pattem iists to the
language variety of the corpus being analyzed, either by selecting appropnate pattems or
by ranking pattems according to their usefuiness in a given variety.
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2.1.11 Feliu
In her doctoral thesis, Feliu (2004) a member of the IULATERJVI research team
(IULA, Universitat Pompeu Fabra) working on the Genoma-KB project investigated
the prirnary relations in the field of genetics (specifically. the hurnan genorne). l-1er main
goals were the construction of a prototype system for the semiautomatic extraction of
conceptual relations from specialized texts, and the developrnent and evaluation of a
typology of conceptual relations using the data observed in the course of the researcli
(cf Section 1.4.4).
Feliu used lexical markers specifically verbs - to search texts for what she
identified as the most central conceptual relations in that field. In the Phase of pattern
discovery, she used an approach similar to 1-Iearst’s (1992), adapted for use in
specialized corpora (involving the use of pairs of terms previously identifieci as being
linked by the relation ofinterest).
Feliu then explored a number of contexts containing these verbal markers to
evaluate their usefulness with the tool Mercedes (Vivaldi 2003), which extracts
sentences that contain one of a series of verbal markers in addition to at least one
previously identified domain term and to identify possibilities for refining pattern
forms.
In her description of the rnarkers’ usefulness for extracting contexts containing
relation occurrences. Feliu noted (2004: 126—127, 137—1 38) that the structures in which
these verbal rnarkers occun-ed, and especially the prepositions that occulTed with them,
were often particularly useful in identifying the specifc conceptual relation present in a
given context. However, Feliu also noted (2004: 169) that the implernentation of these
markers using Mercedes was complicated by the possibility of interruptions of these
complex structures, and thus that the inclusion of these other elements in marker forms
for character-string-based applications may lead to significant numbers of silences in the
resuits of extraction.
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In the evaluation of the usability of contexts retrieved by Mercedes, Feliu
(2004: 1 73—1 $3) identified several phenomena that eau into question the presence or
usefulness of the conceptual relation observed and require the disqualification of these
contexts from further analysis: negation, expressions of possibility (i.e., uncertainty),
anaphora, impersonal verb forms, and the failure to express one or more of the entities
linked by the relation in the context.
Feliu then went on to discuss possibilities for future applications of these
markers in syntactically annotated corpora, describing fairly precisely pattem structures
involving the presence of elements linked by the marker (presumably domain terms)
directly preceding and following these markers for application (2004: 192—202).
2.1.12 Weilgaard
Weilgaard (2004), in a research project using a Danish hydraulics corpus and a popular
science corpus, studied the use of the Pronominal Approach (PA) in order to analyze the
application of verbs’ valency structures for the retrieval of information (definitions,
synonyms). For the simple reason that corpus-annotation tools for Danish are flot widely
available, she worked with corpora that were not syntactically or semantically
annotated, using data on verb valency structures drawn from the Odense Valency
Dictionary (Daugaard and Kirchineier-Andersen 1995).
The pronominal approach involves standardizing contexts found in corpora by
describing the argument structures of potential knowledge pattern markers in verb form
(including both compulsory and optional arguments) and by using pronouns, which
carry information about these arguments sucli as some of their most basic semantic
classes (human, animate, inanimate, etc.). (Further details of Weilgaard’s use of
semantic classes in the characterization of the verbs’ arguments are found in Section
2.2.2.) This information was used for the disambiguation of potentially polysemous
verbs, as well as for the identification of pertinent information for definitions (e.g.,
differentiating characteristics). The verbs studied feil into three categories:
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metalinguistic concept-related verbs (e.g., define, characterize), metalinguistic term
related verbs (e.g., cali, denote), and relational verbs (e.g., consist of belong to). Resuits
showed that the more promising verbs belonged to the first and third groups, those that
deait more with the conceptual than the term level. Que of the factors contributing to
this increased success was the presence of prepositions linking certain types of
arguments to the verb marker, which could 5e used to identify the role of a given
element in a context. In contrast, term-related metalinguistic verbs ofien took direct
objects with no linking preposition, which precluded this kind of analysis.
In light of her resuits, Weilgaard suggested using a structured system of corpus
analysis, using the verb pattems that showed the most regular valency pattems and class
associations in a first pass and adding less regular pattems to complement the
information observed in subsequent passes. She also observed that expanding the pattem
list (with this type of analysis) to include nominalizations of verbs, other lexical
elements, and paralinguistic markers could also 5e productive and should be explored.
2.1.13 Rodriguez Penagos
In developing MOP (for MetaÏinguistic Operator Processing), Rodriguez (2004, 2004a)
aimed to create an information extraction system that could help specialists in
specialized lexicography and terminology to keep lexical resources up-to-date. The tool
is designed as an aid to processing free texts in a variety of domains, in order to extract
metalinguistic information
— what the author cails Explicit Metalinguistic Operations,
primarily information about terminological creation and modification
— and help in
entering it into what he terms a Metalinguistic Information Database. This resource, a
kind of intermediary between raw corpus data and a terminological knowledge base
(TKB), contains serni-structured information that specialists can use to update and add
to lexical resources. While this information rarely constitutes a complete definition, it is
often extremely useful, providing pragmatic information about a term’s value,
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acceptance, or usage constraints. Such a database is seen both as a complement to
and as a tool for enriching 1KB s.
The system uses previously identified markers of metalinguistic information
sirnilar to those noted in definitional contexts (e.g.. by Pearson (1998) and Meyer et al.
(1999)). observed in a corpus of sociology and refined using concordances from the
British National Corpus. These markers may be lexical (e.g., is catÏed. terined, coined)
or paralinguistic (e.g., quotation marks, text layout). as well as pragmatic. However.
unlike Meyer et al. ‘s punctual. term-based approach, Rodriguez Penagos takes a more
thematic angle, beginning with the markers themselves. (This can be compared to
Condamines and Rebeyrolle’s goal oftext modelling an effort to collect the majority
of the pertinent information in a text collection and to applications in automatic
ontology construction, in contrast to approaches sucli as Meyer et al.’s in which users
are generally expected to trget a specific term.) These markers were studied in part-of
speech tagged corpora, and were subsequently refined to reduce noise, using contextual
information and applying restrictions by POS tag and by string in the context of the
marker (up to three words before or afler the marker).
A second phase of study using these markers involved the use of machine
leaming techniques to automatically discover patterns. These algorithms were cïeveloped
using POS-tagged examples.
Once identified, contexts containing metalinguistic information were
automatically processed (using POS-tagging, shallow parsing, and other analyses) and
inserted into a database template containing slots for the term described, the information
about the terrn that was provided, and the marker ofthe relation.
2.1.14 Gillam et al.
Gillam et al. (2005) carried out researcli on a corpus in the field ofnanolechnology with
the aim of ontology construction. To achieve their goal of identifying candidate ternis
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and the GENERIC—SPECIF1C and syoyrv1Y relations that hold between them — and
ultirnately of creating a concept hierarcli)’ or ontology — they began by using statistical
methods to create initial concept sub-hierarchies, which were then enriched using
linguistic analysis. Their approach vas iterative. using candidate terrns discovered in the
first phases of research, coupled with phrase pattems, to identify new candidates foi- a
similar analysis.44
In the first stage of the process, candidate terms were identified using their
“weirdness” in the specialized corpus as cornpared to the British National Corpus, and a
distributional analysis of the contexts in which they occurred vas cai-ried out. This
analysis produced a series of “trees” of candidate terms and their collocates,4 which
were then used as the stading point for a new series of analyses, and so on until the list
ofcolÏocates was exhausted.
In the pattern-based phase of research, candidate terms and their collocates were
used to identify linguistic patterns containing specific parts of speech that could indicate
a relation such as that between a generic and one of its specifics. Tue rnarkers in these
patterns included ADJECTIVE + PREPOSITION (e.g., such as) and ADJECTIVAL PRONOMINAL
(e.g., and other and or other) (2005: 70). These patterns were then represented formally
using regular expressions and applied to the part-of-speech tagged corpus to identify
corresponding occurrences, which were parsed to identify the terms involved. The trees
thus created were then unified to create an integrated concept hierarchy.
The research as described in the article appears to use a rather unusual approach
to the use of patterns, defining pattern rnarkers using their parts of speech. These
“ This iterative approach is somewhat similar to that used by Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2001).
The term collocate is used here to denote a unit that co-occurs with another in a text or texts. In sorne
schools (e.g., associated with Meaning-Text Theory), the term may be used speciftcally to refer to cases in
which a link exists between co-occurring elements that involves a change in the meaning of one of the
elements in that context. In this case, to refer to simple co-occurrence in a context, the term co-occurrent
may be preferred in order to avoid confusion.
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patterns thus have characteristics both of lexical or lexico-syntactic patterns
(including a marker of the relation that joins two candidate terms) and of grammatical
patterns (which are defined using their parts of speech). This approach can be contrasted
with the approaches used b)’ other researchers mentioned above. who in defining lexico
syntactic patterns generally associated syntactic information with specific lexical units.
rather than using any combination corresponding to a given part of speech or
combination of parts of speech.46 The technique is also distinguished from grammatical
patterns as identified by Meyer (2001), in which the parts of speech composing the
pattern (e.g., NOUN + VERB for the FUNCTION relation) correspond to the elements linked
by the relation, and flot to the rnarker of this relation (e.g.. as in the case ofa sccitpeÏ cuts
or a monitor displays).
In addition to this difference. this research cari also bè distinguished from those
described above because of its integration of both statistical methods (weirdness,
distributional analysis) and linguistic analvsis (patterns).
2.1.15 Malaisé et al.
Malaisé et al. (2005), described researcli focusing on the identification of semantic
relations pertinent for the construction of differential ontologies — that is, ontologies
containing information differentiating parent nodes from children and sibling nodes
from one another. Specifically, the tasks involved were the selection of terms for an
ontology, and then the structuring of the ontology both verticafly (with links between
hyperonyms and hyponyms) and horizontally (by differentiating between elements at the
46 Some ofthe more complex pattem forms described by Séguéla (1999) more strongly resembled those
described by Gillam et al., speciflcaÏly in their use in the panern forms of part of speech classes ofmarker
elements. However, these classes also often indicated information about the semantic characteristics ofthe
members ofthese classes (e.g., verbs of decomposition), and lists of specific units corresponding to each
class were specified in a separate resource (1999: 55). \Vhere possible, however, Séguéla’s pattern forms
included specific strings.
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In terms ofthe relations observed. Bodson noted (2005: 275) that the most
frequently observed relations in this study were not those that are most ofien studied in
the field of terminology; 1-IYPERONYMY and MERONYMY were not as comnion as
FUNCTION in these corpora, and CAUSE—EFFECT relations were quite common as well.
She went on to observe (2005: 276) that the use of a collection of relations such as the
ones observed in her research and the links that they have with specific semantic types
of terms would allow a user to predict the type of definitional information that is most
likely to be used (and useful) for a given terrn.
2.2.4 Marshman anti L’Homme
In Marshrnan and L’Homme (2006), a series of 14 polysemous verbal markers of
CAUSE—EfFECT relations in English medical texts were evaluated, on the basis of a
manual analysis of their actantial sti-uctures and the classes of their actants. The goal of
the work was to determine what possibilities these characteristics might offer for
disambiguation of markers in a medical corpus and for the distinction between their
causal and non-causal senses.
The WordNet and UMLS classifications (and particularly their upper levels)
were consulted in order to evaluate possibilities for assigning semantic classes to actants
ofthese verbal markers. Generalization based on UMLS classes where avaiT able — with
recourse to WordNet as necessary was chosen as the most functional solution (in
light of some ofthe challenges in using these classifications. described below).
This analysis provided promising resuits. In the first stage of disambiguation,
efforts were made to distinguish contexts containing non-causal senses of the rnarkers
from those containing causal ones. Using the actantial structures of the markers, 9 non-
causal senses among the total of 46 senses identified for the set of markers could be
completely excluded, and some occurrences of another 8 senses. for a total of
approximately haif of the contexts containing non-causal senses of the markers. In the
next step, using the semantic classes of the actants of the markers, 2 senses were
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eliminated completely and some contexts containing another 7 senses were
excluded, accounting for approximately 117t1i of the remaining non-causal contexts. This
step thus eliminated a total of approximately two-thirds of the original number of non-
causai contexts in the sample. In the second main stage of disambiguation involving the
sorting of various causal senses, nine senses, representing approximately haif of the
causal contexts, required no sorting because they were the only causal senses for a given
marker. Among the occurrences of markers with two or more causal senses, actantial
structures allowed for the sorting of ail occurrences of five senses and some occurrences
of another 4, approximateiy a third of the total number of contexts remaining. Semantic
classes allowed for the sorting of ail occurrences of 3 senses and some occurrences of 5
more, accounting for approximately three quarters of the remaining contexts. While
there were a number of senses and contexts that could not be disambiguated using these
techniques, the approach showed promise for disambiguation, especiafly if technical
difficulties could be overcome.
Difficulties were noted in the use ofboth classifications evaluated. The coverage
offered by WordNet was not comprehensive for this task, because of its generai
language orientation and the emphasis placed on single-word units rather than the
complex noun phrases that were most commonly observed in the contexts analyzed. The
UMLS with its specialized orientation offered more comprehensive domain coverage,
but the level of granularity of its classification ofien provided several possibilities for
each unit found, which required significant user intervention in class choice. In addition,
some apparent inconsistencies in the classification of some units (at least, for the
purposes ofthis project) posed challenges. The need for a resource more adapted to this
kind of task was thus clearly apparent, especially if automated approaches to
disambiguation are envisaged. As a resuit, neither resource was found to be particularly
well suited to this task.
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2.3 Pattern characteristics
This Section will review and discuss sorne of the characteristics of knowledge patterns
that have been addressed in some ofthe research projects described above and identified
as being pertinent for the identification and application of kiowledge patterns for
various purposes. These include the frequency of marker and/or pattern occurrences and
the types of pattern markers that are found (specifically the part of speech classes to
which they belons), marker precision and polysemy, as well as the number and form of
the elements linked by the patterns.
2.3.1.1 Number of occurrences of cadi markcr
The impact of the number of rnarker occurrences in a given corpus is significant in
terms of a pattem-based approach’s productivity, determining the number of potentially
valid contexts that may be retrieved using that marker. Logically. the fewer contexts
identified per pattem, the more pattems are likely to be required in order to obtain the
same number of potentially useful contexts fiom a corpus. While pattern precision is of
course also a factor in the ultirnate productivity ofmarkers (since frequent but imprecise
patterns may not provide any more useful information than rarer but more precise ones),
rnarker frequency is the starting point for evaluating potential productivitv.
Bowker (2003) addressed differences in numbers of occurrences of markers in a
comparison between two varieties of French. Variation in the productivity of a pattern
based approach using knowledge patterns was considered to be likely. as a general trend
towards more occurrences ofpatterns was noted in the texts from France.
In Marshman (2004) it was noted that mean pattern frequency for the English
pattems identified was significantly higher than that of the french patterns in corpora of
approximately the same number of tokens as calculated by WordSmith Tools (225,000
words in English and 224,000 words in french); mean frequency in English was 25, and
in French 20, a difference of 20%. This would seern to reflect conventional wisdom that
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French is less tolerant of repetition than English, and that patterns ma)’ be used less
frequently in order to vary expression. This difference in frequencv couÏd be indicative
of lower productivity of the french patterns identified as compared to the English
rnarkers observed in corpora containing comparable numbers oftokens.
2.3.1.2 Types ofpattern markers observed
In pattern-based applications, the types ofpatterns used may have a significant effect on
the productivity of a tool and on the difficulties associated with its use. In this Section,
the focus vill be placed specifically on the part of speech classes to which markers may
belong, and how these have been considered in various projects. This factor ma)’ be
pertinent in a number of ways in the developrnent and use of pattern-based tools, for
example because of its pertinence in guiding the choice of rnarkers for use, and in its
potential link with the recail and precision of the resuits obtained.
As noted in Section 2.1, in the course of research projects on pattern-based
identification of conceptual relationships, researchers have used different forrns of
kriowledge patterns, but in rnany cases (e.g., Garcia l997 Barrière 2002: feliu 2004)
ultirnately concentrated on those containing verbal markers. In Barrière’s case. this
decision was supported by observations that the verbal markers she identified were
observed in her corpus to be significantly more precise than those belonging to other
part of speech classes (Barrière 2001: 145).
However, both Garcia and Barrière were focused on markers of the CAUSE—
EFFECT relation exclusively, and Feliu also addressed this relation. for other relations,
e.g., in the case of definitions, which ofien contain GENERIC—SPECIFIC relations, very
productive patterns belonging to other grammatical categories have been observed (e.g.,
Pearson 1999; Meyer et al. 1999; Condarnines and Rebeyrolle 2001; Mever 2001;
Marsbman et al. 2002); an excellent example is one of the most commonly cited
examples ofpatterns for the GENERIC—SPECIFIC relation, type of
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In Marshman (2002, 2004), a difference in the part of speech classes of the
lexical units that conesponded to the markers identified in Englisli and frencli corpora
was observed.’ When only the three main categories of the patterns (nouns, verbs. and
adjectives) were considered, there were proportionally more nouns in French than in
English. and fewer verbs. Verb forms (including past and present participles) accounted
for 54% of pattern occurrences in the English corpus, noun forrns (including
nominalizations of verbs) for 32%, and adjective forms for 14%. In the French corpus,
verb forms accounted for 49% of the pattern occurrences, noun forms for 44%, and
adjective forrns for 7%. These figures reflect conventional wisdorn on the preference of
French for nominal forms, and of English for verb forms (e.g.. Vinay and Darbelnet
1958: 102—104).
While verbs may be among the more precise and thus effective markers for use
in pattern-based applications. it is nevertheless obvions that in making the choice to
limit patterns used to those containing a particular type of marker, the potential of a tool
for retrieving relation occurrences will be significantly diminished.
In terrns of the usefulness of various types of rnarkers for the application of
pattems for kiowledge extraction, one difficulty irnmediately suggested by differences
in the distribution ofrnarkers in part of speech classes in French and English observed in
Marshrnan (2002) specifically the higher proportion of nouns than verbs in French
and the opposite in Englisli
— is reliability with which the concepts involved in a
relation can be identified. For example, in a preliminary analysis of several patterns in
the previous project, it seerned that both concepts were clearly specified more frequently
in contexts with verb forrns ofthe pattern than with noun forms.
51 As the markers identifled in the project were in character-string forrn, some could be used to retrieve
occurrences of multiple units belonging to different part of speech classes. The comparison took into
account the POS-ctass distribution ofthe range of lexical units potentialty retrieved, in light ofthe forms
observed in the corpora.
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2.3.L3 Marker precision
Ail researchers in the field agree that one of the major criteria determining the
effectiveness of pattem-based resources is that of the precision with which markers
and/or pattems identify the relations of interest in research. Clearly, then, it is essential
to evaluate this aspect of marker performance in any project that studies knowledge
pattems for KRC extraction. This measurement is indicative of the efficiency of an
approach using knowledge pattems may offer, and the degree to which it succeeds in
reducing the time and effort required to identify a particular type of information in
corpora.
Precision is generally evaiuated (e.g., Meyer et al. 1999; Séguéla 1999; Meyer
2001; Barrière 2001, 2002; Marshman et al. 2002; Marshman 2002, 2004) by
calculating the proportions of resuits retrieved using a given tool, marker or pattern that
are considered to be valid (i.e., in pattem-based tools for KRC extraction, generally the
proportion of contexts retrieved that contain useful, complete occurrences of the desired
relation).
However, some authors (e.g., Meyer et al. 1999) have noted that not ail contexts
that do not meet the criteria described above are without value. Rather, these often
convey other types of information that may assist in the process of concept analysis and
terminological description, though from another perspective. These have been
characterized as good noise (Meyer et al. 1999: 261).
2.3.1.4 Marker polysemy
Many researchers (e.g., Meyer et aÏ. 1999; Séguéla 1999; Meyer 2001; Condamines
2000—2, 2002; Bowker 2003; Feliu 2004; Weilgaard 2004; Bodson 2005; Malaisé et al.
2005; Marshman and L’Homme 2006) have observed that one of the major difficulties
— if not the major difficulty
— of lexical-pattem-based approaches is the polysemy of
pattem markers. This polysemy is closely related to the issue ofpattem precision.
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Meyer et al. (1999), for example, discussed cases in which pattems may
represent more than one relation (e.g., consist* of, which may indicate MERONYMY, but
also HYPERONYMY or SYMPTOM (i.e., the link between a disease or other disorder and
of its manifestations)).52 Again, although the relation speciflcally targeted may flot
be present in these cases, these contexts may constitute “good noise.”
Condamines (2000—2), among others, noted that the usefulness of a given,
polysemous marker for identifying a specific relation may be linked to a particular
domain or text type (e.g., the marker of MERONYMY chez in didactic natural science
texts). The use of these types of markers outside these parameters would be likely to
produce more noise in semi-automatic extraction.
Studies of verbal markers of CAUSE—EFfECT relations in English and French
(Marshman and L’Homme 2006, 2006a)
— which focused on distinguishing different
senses of these verbs and evaluating the proportions of their occurrences that conveyed
causal and non-causal senses, and in the former case on the evaluation of strategies for
distinguishing these senses automatically
— identified a high level of polysemy in these
verbal markers, and the presence of both causal and non-causal senses for many of
these. These results indicate a need for disambiguation of marker senses in order to
decrease noise levels in the resuits of marker-based KRC extraction. Moreover, the
presence of distinct causal senses for many markers also indicates a possibility of further
refining the processing of occurrences of these markers to provide a more fine-grained
analysis of the relationships present in KRCs. Another phenomenon noted involved the
existence of flot only relatively basic, “core” causal senses of markers, but also senses
that included a causal component accompanied by additional components that increase
the complexity of the relationship expressed. As discussed in Section 1.5.2.7, the
practical value of these occurrences for specific applications
— and thus the precision of
markers as it applies to these different applications
— may vary.
52 Similar phenomena were observed by feliu (e.g., 2004: 19).
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As described in Section 2.2, some of the approaches used in order to deal
with polysemy include the analysis of contexts in order to identify the structures in
which pattern markers may participate and the semantic classes to which the elements
they coimectbelong, and to differentiate between senses ofmarkers on this basis.53
Evaluations ofthe polysemy of pattem markers in different languages, text types
or domains and of the performance of disambiguation techniques (e.g., Marshman and
L’Homme 2006, 2006a), provide information about some of the differences that may
affect the efficiency of pattern-based tools, and the problems that may be conftonted in
developing knowledge extraction applications.
2.3.1.5 Number and form of elements linked by pafterns
In designing pattem forms for use in pattern-based tools that specify the structures in
which markers may occur
— and specifically the forms that the elernents linked by these
markers may take
— or that attempt to identify these related elements automatically, it
is necessary to evaluate both the number and form of these related elements. The
occurrence of structures that are not taken into account in these activities may lead to
difficulties in the identification ofpotentially useful contexts or in the automatic analysis
of these contexts to identify pertinent information.
2.3.1.5.] Number ofetements tinked by patterns
The pattem forms used by some researchers
— such as those described by Malaisé et al.
(2005)
— would not allow for the appearance of more than one term in a given role.
However, as lias been obscrved in many research projects (e.g., Hearst 1992; Feliu
2004), the occurrence of multiple terms in the same roÏe in a given context is flot
unusual and should be taken into account when developing pattem forms. Malaisé et al.
do in fact note (2005: 28) that difficulties are encountered whcn more than one term is
The strategies explored in some research projects are described in Section 2.2.4.
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associated with a hyperonym in a given context. This observation indicates the
importance of developing pattern forms and strategies for analysis that reflect the kinds
of structures likely to be encountered in texts. (This issue will be discussed in more
detail in Section 2.6.3.)
2.3.1.5.2 foïm ofeÏements Ïinked bypatterns
In a common view of pattern-based knowledge extraction, rnost elements connected by
knowledge patterns are either intended or assumed to be terrns and thus usualiy
nouns and noun phrases. This assumption is reflected in approaches and pattern forrns
used in numerous research projects (e.g., Hearst 1992; Pearson 1998; Condamines and
Rebeyrolle 2001: feliu 2004). Researchers ofien either specify the nominal form of the
elements coïrnected to pattern markers. or use previously identified candidate terms that
are iikely to take noun forms, given the traditional noun-centred view ofthe terrn.
However. approaches that take for granted that related elernents xviii be terms,
and these terms xviii occur in nominal form, may not fmd ail occurrences of relations
that may be useful, particuiarly for the formulation of definitions and for domain
knowledge acquisition. Moreover, applications that atternpt to identifv the related
elements in a given context must also be adapted to accommodate these variations if
contexts containing non-nominal items are to be located and properly analyzed.
2.3.1.5.2.1 Anaphora
For any application in natural language processing, anaphora are among the most
difficuit elements to process, as automatically or semi-automatically identifying the ail
ofthe information that a human would understand in reading a text as a whole presents a
number of challenges. The most general factor, of course, involves the human’s ability
to make logical inferences from the use of anaphoric expressions, which is a difficuit
task for automated processes. (For descriptions of attempts to develop algorithms and
other techniques for resolving anaphora, see Boudreau (2005), discussing Hobbs (1978),
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Lappin and Leass (1994) and Mitkov (1998), as welJ as Boudreau and Kittredge
(2006).) Thus, in any computer application it may be difficuit to identify the relationship
between an anaphonc expression and its antecedent.
The importance of this issue in knowledge extraction using knowledge pattems
has been noted by several researchers, including Pearson (199$), Meyer et al. (1999),
Meyer (2001), Marshman et al. (2002), Bowker (2003), feliu (2004) and Malaisé et al.
(2005). At a formai level, Meyer et al. (1999), for example, noted that anaphora may
interfere with terrn-based approaches in pattem-based applications (i.e., tools that searcli
for a term in connection with a pattem) if the term is replaced by a pronoun or other
anaphoric expression. The impact of the phenomenon on the usefulness of extracted
contexts was noted, for example, by feliu (2004), who chose in lier evaluation of
contexts containing markers to exclude those that contained anaphoric expressions,
because they provided incomplete information for the intended application of lier
researcli.
In addition to tliese pattem cliaracteristics, the frequency and nature of several
difficulties involving items extemal to pattem forms may affect the development, use
and usefulness ofpattem-based tools. These are described in Section 2.4.
2.4 Challenges in using kuowiedge patterns and extracted
contexts
AIl researchers in the field agree that several issues must be addressed before effective
(semi-)automatic extraction of knowledge-ncli contexts and of information related to
conceptual relations can be achieved. In many research projects (e.g., Hearst 1992;
Pearson 1998; Séguéla 1999; Feliu 2004), attempts were made to minimize tliese
problems by using restricted sets of markers and/or pattem forms or by exciuding from
consideration contexts containing particular types of additional elements.
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Two challenges in using lexical knowledge patterns for knowledge extraction
— interruptions ofpattern forms and expressions ofuncertainty— are described below.
2.4.1 Pattern interruptions
The variation of knowledge pattem structures from their prototypical form is widely
recognized as a challenge for many types of knowledge pattem-based applications.
Interruptions that occur within pattem forms or their elements of course may interfere
with the recognition of KRCs in texts, and dealing with this phenomenon ofien involves
adapting pattem forms to allow for such divergences from the norm.
Different types of interruptions may pose distinct challenges for pattem design
and tool performance. One type of interruption involves the non-contiguity of relation
markers and the elements that they link; this phenomenon was noted, for example, in
Marshman (2002) and Bowker (2003) and poses difficulties particularly for applications
that specify the context in which markers may occur (either in the recognition or the
analysis of potential KRCs) and that attempt to identif’ the elements linked by markers
automatically. Interruptions of markers (e.g., as mentioned by Séguéla (1999), Bowker
(2003) and Feliu (2004: 169)) and/or of the elements they link may also be expected to
interfere with the recognition of KRCs, because of the risk that these will flot be
recognized in their modified form. (Such interruptions of related elements are of course
particularly pertinent for applications that search for previously identified terms andlor
candidate terms.) If high recali is to be maintained, the potential for interruptions should
be taken into account when developing pattern forms for use and choosing approaches
for implementing markers.
Some projects (e.g., Hearst 1992; Pearson 1998) have described fairly restrictive
pattem forms that do flot allow for the insertion of additional elements within pattem
structures. Such an approach may be effective for targeting the most immediately and
certainly useful contexts available, and also for ensuring that further analysis ofcontexts
identified is as straightforward as possible.
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However, this inevitably leads to the exclusion of a certain proportion of
potentially useful contexts, and alternatives may be sought. Séguéla (1999: 55, 58)
allowed in some pattem forms for minimal interruptions of pattern structures and/or
markers (e.g., the occurrence of a maximum of two words between a verbal marker and
a preposition with which it is used). Another approach, used for example by Meyer et al.
(1999), involves the representation of rnarkers alone as pattems, and the search for these
markers in proximity to (but not necessarily contiguous with) a specified term. Feliu
(2004) also chose at least in some applications (i.e., in ber use of the tool Mercedes, for
the gathering of contexts containing markers for the description of pattem forms) to use
simple marker forms to retneve any context that also contained a pertinent term, in order
to reduce silences in the resuits. (However, Feliu also noted an associated reduction in
the precision with which specific conceptual relations could be identified.)
Thus, the choice of approach for dealing with potential interruptions may vary
depending on the context in which pattems are to be used and the needs of the users
(including the user’s goals, the level of automation desired in the processing and use of
extracted contexts, the size of the corpus to be analyzed, and the requirements for
precision and recaïl that resuit from these factors): in cases in which a more automatic
approacli to establishing links between elements (e.g., in the construction of ontologies)
is intended (e.g., Hearst 1992), more restrictive and therefore more precise forms may
be chosen; in cases in which a substantial human participation in the evaluation of
contexts (e.g., for conceptual analysis) is envisaged (e.g., in Meyer et al. 1999), more
permissive forms may be appropriate and may allow for greater recall.
In a very specific potential source of interruption, discussed in Section 2.1.14 in
the context of work by Malaisé et al. (2005), more than one relation marker andlor
knowledge pattem may be observed in a single context. This phenomenon was also
discussed in Marshman et al. (2002: 9—10) and Marshman (2002: 103—104). Malaisé et
al. (2005) cited the presence of multiple markers in a context as a positive predictor of
the pertinence of a given context for knowledge extraction. However, while the presence
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of more than one pattem or pattem rnarker certainly does indicate that a context is
very likely be pertinent for analysis in some way (as it increases the chances that a
relation will indeed be present), recognizing such a context’s form as corresponding to a
pattem may become considerably more difficuit in the presence of multiple markers
because ofthe interruption ofknowledge pattem structures that may resuit.
Moreover, at a conceptual level the presence of multiple markers may pose
challenges for identifying the relation present in a given context if these markers are
generally associated with different relations or sub-relations, particularly if these co
occurring markers link the same two elements.
2.4.2 Expressions of uncertainty
In an article that focused on the intersection between fuzzy logic and linguistic
semantics, Lakoff (1975: 221) observed:
“[Njatural language concepts have vague boundaries and fuzzy edges and
[...] consequently, natural language sentences will very often be neither
true nor false, nor nonsensical, but rather true to a certain extent and false
to a certain extent, truc in certain respects and false in other respects.”
These fuzzy boundanes makc it difficult to reduce the truth value of many natural
language statemcnts to a form that meets formai logical principles; similarly, the
information contained in many such statements may be equally difficuit to process for
applications that attempt to identify clear-cut, universal assertions
— such as those of
the existence of relations between concepts
— in natural language texts (whether they
do so using knowledge pattems or other techniques). A sort of continuum between the
extremes of complete certainty and complete uncertainty of an assertion (or rather, the
certainty of the untruth of an assertion) may be established, and indicators of the place
ofa statement along this continuum must ofien be taken into account in the development
of strategies for information extraction from texts.
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for example, in an analysis of information appearing in a children’s
dictionary, and calling upon a classification set out in Cruse (1986), Barrière (1996)
identified five levels of certainty that may be identified in automatic processing of texts
using textual cues. Cruse (1986: 16—20) presented these five “statuses” in the context of
the analysis of semantic traits that are part of word meanings and the linguistic tests that
can be used to evaluate them: criterial (i.e., necessarily included in a word’s meaning),
expected (i.e., normally assumed to 5e included in the meaning ofa word), possible (i.e.,
neither assumed to be included in nor assumed not to be included in the meaning of a
word), unexpected (i.e., normally assumed flot to be included in a word’s meaning) and
excluded (i.e., necessarily flot included in a word’s meaning). Barrière applied these
criteria in her analysis of definitions and examples given in the dictionary, and identified
some markers of the status of information about a word’ s meaning.
The presence of expressions of the uncertainty of a statement may of course
affect the usefulness of contexts for a given application, depending on the requirements
ofthe task at hand in terms ofthe universality, strength and reliability ofthe information
identified. In some cases, automatic strategies for identifying levels of certainty using
textual cues may 5e developed (as in the case of Barrière (1996)); these may allow tools
to present only the most valid contexts to a user, or to sort contexts according to their
potential usefulness, presenting a user with the most promising contexts first.
Moreover, in addition to their impact on the interpretation of contexts’ content
and their usefulness for various applications in terminology work, expressions of
uncertainty can also affect the structure of KRCs by interrupting pattem forms. $uch
interruptions, if unaccounted for in pattem design. may interfere with the recognition of
KRCs in texts. These choices impact not only the form of pattems, but also the recali
that can 5e expected.
7li
2.4.2.1 Quantification ofrelated elements
Barrière (1996) identified quantification as one of the primary methods of expressing
either certainty or uncertainty in a statement of a i-elationship between two elernents. In
examples given in a children’s dictionary. she identified quantifiers that indicated
various levels of certainty, including aï! (criterial). inost, many (expected). some
(possible),few (unexpected) and no (excluded)) (1996: 187).
Another observation of this phenomenon — although from a different
perspective
— may be found in Sager’s (1990: 32) discussion of tests for distinguishing
“truc” GENERIC—SPECIFIC from quasi-GENERIC relations, which introduce quantifiers into
staternents designed to test the solidity of relationships (Section 1 .4.2).
This phenomenon is thus important to take into account. given that it can affect
the value of a context for future use (e.g., particuÏarly if the element present is excluded
from participation in a relation); however. the evaluation of the impact of quantification
requires that the specific indicator of quantification occurring in a context be taken into
account. as some quantifiers (e.g.. ail, tout) may indicate cei-tainty rather than
uncertainty.
2.4.2.2 Hedging
Hedging, i.e., the use of linguistic markers to express uncertainty in regard to or to
attenuate a staternent, is extremely common in scientific texts and is often found in
contexts that are potentially knowledge-rich.
Lakoff described (1975: 234) what he calis heciges as “words whose meaning
implicitly involves fuzziness — words whose job is to make things fuzzier or less
fuzzy,” i.e., intensifiers and deintensifiers. He cites (1975: 235) examples ofthese (and
related phenomena), including more or less. roughÏy, somewhat, mostiy, essentialÏy,
veiy, especiaïly, exceptionalïy, often, almost, practicaïïy, actztatly, and really. These
hedges (1975: 248—250) may affect the interpretation of various aspects of meaning
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(e.g.. may indicate that a staternent is true to a certain degree. or in a certain respect);
they may also apply not onlv to the predicate theï modify. but to the value of a
statement as a whole. Lakoli notes (1975: 249) thaï hedges may indicate different
degrees ofhedging in a kind of continuum. Moreover. be also notes (1975: 247) that the
context in which a hedge is used bas an important effect on its meaning, and on the
types of elernents to which the intensification or attenuation can apply.
Pearson (199$: 115) discussed the presence ofliedged definitions in ber corpora.
identifying two types of hedging. The first involves indicators of tentativeness, which
indicate that “an author is being tentative about bis/her daims” and is reserving the rigbt
to retum to, refine and/or revise a statement at a later stage. The second involves
indications of scope, wbich cail into question the general applicability of a statement.
and is used to avoid controversy and guard against challenges from others. Pearson
discussed this issue primarily in terms ofwhat she calledfocusing crcÏverbs.
Wbile Pearson (199$: 142—144) chose, in ber work. to consider contexts tbat
contain focusing adverbs such as coinmon!v. usuctllv and generally to be valid,
presenting a widely accepted definition of a terrn. she chose to reject those containing
markers such as chiefly, inostly.frequently and often. because she considered that these
restricted the applicability of a statement (i.e., if a statement often applies, it does not
aiways apply). However, she also noted (199$: 143) that many ofthe focusing adverbs
she considered to justify the elimination of potential definitions from consideration in
other contexts migbt be considered to be an assertion of the general appÏicabulity of a
staternent. rather than the reverse. This indicates, therefore, that the evaluation of the
validity or general applicability of contexts containing such expressions of hedging may
be extremely complex, and may be difficult to implement automatically.
However, adverbs are not the only available methods ofhedging; other examples
include the verbs seem, appear, suppose and consider, as noted for example by Lysvâg
(1975: 125), which convey the beliefand/or interpretation ofa human in regard to the
truth value of a given statement. Fuiihermore, Aijrner (1986), observed a number of
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English hedges involving nouns. adjectives, conjunctions, interjections, adverbial or
prepositional constructions, and clauses, showing that the means of hedging are
extrernely varied.
In contrast to approaches such as Pearson’s (1998). researchers including
Meyer et aI. (1999) and Barrière (Barrière 1996; Barrière and 1-lermet 2002) did flot
consider that expressions of uncertaintv j ustified exciuding contexts from consideration,
although they stressed the need to account for indications of certainty and uncertainty
when extracting knowledge from texts. In a section on assessing hits (1999: 265), Meyer
et al. note the prevalence of “attenuating phrases” (including expressions of hedging,
e.g., is thought to, appeal- 10 be, and modal verbs) in medical texts, and the fact that
some potentially knowledge-rich contexts also contain negation. both of which may eau
into question the usefulness of these contexts. However. given their semi-automatic
approach to information extraction. the authors chose 10 retain these potentially useful
contexts and leave the decision as to their validity to the terminographer.
Ibis perspective is reflected in the portrait provided by Bai-rière (2002: 105—
107). focusing on indications of what the author referred tu as the probabiÏity of a given
relationship existing. She identified varions means of expressing different levels of
certainty, and a selection of adjectival, adverbial and other markers of these levels that
may occur within contexts expressing relations.55 She also noted the importance of this
phenornenon and its evaluation in the processing of CAUSE—EFFECT relations in
particular, citing the many nuances of certainty that may affect the usefutness of various
statements for extracting information. The author stressed that the representation of
these levels ofcertainty can be challenging for formai representation and evaluation.
A similar approach xvas taken by Feliu (2004), who exc]uded from consideration in the evaluation of
pattem forms contexts containing indications ofwhat she referred to asposibiÏitat (i.e., possibility), on the
basis that the information they contained tuas thus flot universally valid or applicable.
Such expressions may include atu’ays (criterial). ofien (expected). sonietiines (possible) and neyer
(unexpectedlexcluded) (Barrière 1996: 188).
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2.4.2.3 Modal verbs
The presence of modal verbs in a given context can. like the use of quantification and
hedging, express doubt about the certainty of a statement. and may thus eau into
question the validity of that context for subsequent applications in terrninology work
(and thus the usefulness ofextracting that context). as observed in Pearson (1998: 115),
Marshman (2002) and Bowker (2003), arnong manv others.
The polysemy of modal verbs has been widely recognized. for example by Swan
(1995: 334—336), who identifies potential uses including indicating various degrees of
certainty (such as complete certainty, possibility and probabilitv (be it strong. weak.
theoretical, habituai, or conditional)). as well as ability. permission. obligation and
necessity. In the context ofspecialized language. Sager et al. (1980: 210—212) also noted
that modal verbs may be used in various ways. including indicating possibilities,
predictions, generally applicable statements and logical expectations.
The impact that these verbs may have on the interpretation of a relation may thus
vary from context to context; however. as mentioned bv Sager et al. (1 980: 210). there
may be a preference for some of the possible meanings over others in specialized
discourse, which may reduce the difficulties posed b)’ their interpretation to more
manageable levels. The authors noted, for example, that modal verbs such as may, might
and eau generally indicate possibilities in specialized language.
In the context of KRC extraction, Barrière (2002: 107) also discussed the levels
of certainty that may be expressed by these verbs in the context of relation occttrrences
in English, also identifying can, maj’ and might as indicators of possibility. as well as
must as an indicator of criterial certainty.
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2.4.2.4 Negation
Perhaps even more than the presence ofhedging and modal verbs. negation can eau into
question the validity of a context for knowledge extraction and subsequent use. This
issue lias been discussed by several researchers (including Bowker (2003) and feliu
(2004)); for example, Bowden at al. (1996) in their research used negation as a negutive
trigger, eliminating from consideration contexts containing negati on.
Whule exciuding contexts containing negation is certainly the rnost conservative
and thus probably “safest” approach in rnany (especialÏy more highly automated)
applications
— and vas also used, for example, b)’ Feliu (2004)
— there is aiways in
tliese cases the possibility of eliminating valid contexts.56
Moreover, it is worth considering whether negated contexts mav in fact
constitute “good noise” (Meyer et al. 1999: 261). i.e.. whether for some applications it is
as important to know that a given relation does not hold between a given pair of items as
that it does between another pair. This is a question that can only be answered by
individual users in the context of their particular research projects. In such cases. an
application miglit be designed to indicate the presence of negation to a user and/or to
sort resuits according to the presence or absence ofnegation.
At a formal level, pattern forms may thus need to take into account a variety of
different forms of negation in order to identify contexts in which negation is present and
further
— a far more complex task to distinguish between cases in which negation
affects the validity of a context from those in which it does not.
As the above discussion has illustrated, a number ofcharacteristics ofknowledge
pattems can affect the development and performance of knowledge-pattern-hased
applications, and these tools can confront numerous and varied difficulties. Few
56 This may be particularly significant when the data available for ana]ysis are lirnited.
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systematic studies of these issues have been canied out. and fewer stiil have
compared them between languages. The analysis of these factors vi11 constitute an
important part of this research. The rnethodology adopted in the evaluation will be
presented in Chapter 3. first. however. the objectives and originalitv of this research
will be presented.
2.5 Objectives
In light of the resuits of previous research, we have developed a series of research
questions and a methodology to be used to attempt to answer them.
2.5.1 Research questions
As a number of characteristics of knowledge patterns and their markers, as well as a
number of factors external to the forrns of patterns. can affect the development and
performance of pattern-based tools, a number of questions can be asked about the
potential for developing and using such tools in a bilingual environment: What are the
differences in knowledge pattems (and their components) and how they occur in English
and French? Are factors external to the patterns likely to affect these tasks in the two
languages differently? Will these (potential) differences affect the possibilities and
difficulties of identifying and designing patterns. of using them to extract knowledge
rich contexts containing information about conceptual relations in corpora, and/or of
using the extracted contexts in terminology work? If so, what ma)’ their impact be? 1-Iow
can these differences be taken into account in developing pattern-based applications, in
expectations of application performance, and the tise of the contexts retrieved?
2.5.2 Hypothesis
We hypothesize that differences exist in a number of the characteristics of knowledge
pattems and pattem markers and of the contexts in which they occur in English and
French medical texts, and that these indicate a need for adaptation of methodologies and
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expectations for knowledge pattern identification. developrnent. and use in the two
languages if comparable resuits are to be obtained.
2.5.3 General objectives
The general objectives of this research were thus to identify. analyze and evaluate a
selection of characteristics of knowledge pattems and markers indicating conceptual
relations of CAUSE—EFFECT and ASSOCIATION and some aspects of the contexts in
which they appear
— that are pertinent in the development and use of pattern-based
tools. The next goal of the work was to compare these results and observations of the
process to observe similarities and differences in these patterns and markers and the
challenges in their identification and potential use in Englisli and French, in order to
evaluate the impact that these similarities and differences might have on the design and
implernentation of knowledge patterns for the extraction of information about
conceptual relations for the purposes of concept analysis and terininological description
in a bilingual context.
2.5.4 Specific objectives
The specific goals ofthis research were thus:
• To identify in English- and French-language corpora of medical texts lexico
syntactic knowledge patterns indicating CAUSE—EFFECT and ASSOCIATION
relations involving concepts denoted by domain terms;
• b observe and classify the characteristics ofthe patterns identified
— including
the nature, form and characteristics of the markers observed and/or of the
elements that they link that may affect pattern-based tool developrnent and
performance and the subsequent use ofthe candidate KRCs identified;
• b observe and classify phenornena related to the presence of elernents external
to the pattern structures
— including pattern interruptions and expressions of
uncertainty
— that may pose challenges in pattern-based tool developrnent and
performance, and in the subsequent use of candidate KRCs identified;
• b compare the patterns, their markers and characteristics and the challenges
observed in English and French; and
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To evaluate the similarities and differences observed between the resuits in
• the two languages, in order to study their implications for KRC extraction using
these pattems in a bilingual context.
2.6 Origïnality of this research
In pursuing the objectives outlined above, this work will differ on several fronts from
others in the area of extraction of conceptual relations in the medical domain.
First, the descriptive and comparative orientation of the study, and thus its
general approach, set it apart from other research projects that have focused on
developing functioning knowledge-extraction systems, terminological knowledge bases,
or ontologies. Automatic knowledge structure or terni base development
— as in
research projects such as MENELAS (e.g., Bouaud et al. 1995; Nazarenko et aI. 1997,
2001; Zweigenbaum 1994; Zweigenbaum et al. 1995), GENIA (Ohta et al. 2001, 2002;
Tateisi et al. 2000) and Genoma-KB (Cabré et al. 2004; feliu et al. 2004), for example
— ofien requires conservative choices, in order to ensure highest-quality output and
littie noise. However, given its goals, the aim in this study is to start with a wide range
of potentially useful data (i.e., KRCs) that could be found using sorne kind of lexical
pattem-based technique.
In fact, these choices are inspired flot only from a desire to consider a wide range
of data for the purposes of interlinguistic comparison, but also from a liberal perspective
on what constitutes useful information in text corpora, and how this information may be
used. The needs of terminologists — the primary users envisioned in this research, and
those for whom the approach based on the extraction of knowledge-rich contexts was
developed
— are extremely vaned. Meeting those needs in as many ways as possible
requires flexibility, and thus may favour the consideration of an interactive approach,
which presumes a certain amount of human intervention and judgment (i.e., semi
automatic knowledge extraction (Meyer et al. 1999: 258; Meyer 2001)). Semi-automatic
KRC tools may, however, implement additional stages of context analysis, attempting to
provide the user with the rnost pertinent data in the most efficient way possible and thus
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to reduce the time and effort required to locate this information. Using the idea of
semi-automatic KRC extraction as a starting point and then considering various ways
extracted contexts might be processed to identify useful information provides an
opportunity flot oniy to observe phenomena that may be pertinent in a range of different
situations and applications, but also to consider how potential interlinguistic differences
may corne into play at each of these levels.
This perspective thus determines aspects of the methodology such as: 1) the use
of a single term rather than a term pair to generate the first set of concordances, which
allows the retrieval of contexts that would otherwise be excluded, for example due to
anaphora or “non-standard” forms of related elements; 2) in the wide range of candidate
pattem markers and forms identified and evaluated, which is intended to provide
maximum access to data on knowledge patteras and the ways in which they may appear
in texts, rather than restricting occurrences to a certain type of marker or specific,
standard forms and structures; and 3) in the choices made when analyzing the resuits,
notably in the decisions on the inclusion and evaluation of contexts presenting
difficulties sucli as interruptions or expressions ofuncertainty.
The evaluation in this work of a wide range of occurrences of knowledge
patteras according to a number of characteristics affecting their design and use (some
discussed by other researchers, others added or further developed as a function of the
observations made in this corpus and the comparative orientation of this project), thus
presents an opportunity for structured observation of how and to what degree various
factors may influence the semi-automatic knowledge extraction process and the results
of this extraction.
In addition, the systematic analysis and companson of challenges related to
elernents extemal to the knowledge patteras but occumng within contexts constitutes a
new contribution to knowledge pattera research, as the gathering of this data will permit
not only the evaluation ofthe relative frequencies ofthese issues and the forms in which
they occur, but also the interlinguistic comparison of these frequencies and forms. This
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will allow for further, more targeted analysis of the impact of tliese difficulties and
for making informed choices in developing strategies for dealing with them.
Another difference from many previous projects is observed in the relations
studied. Most research lias tended to deal with the most widely recognized, hierarchical
GENERIC—SPECIFIC and PART—WHOLE relations, particularly in relation to their use in
definitions. While there lias been increasing interest in the FUNCTION and CAUSE—EffECT
relations, others have stili been largely neglectcd. However, their importance in the field
(observable for example in their inclusion in the UMLS) shows that other relations sucli
as ASSOCIATION are important in medicine. The study of these relations may fil! some
gaps in the information about usefiil knowledge pattems in the fleld, whicli may be
particularly important given the volume of available data in text form.
Finally, perhaps the most significant points here are the bilingual nature of the
research and its comparative approach. While research on knowledge pattems has been
can-ied out in many languages (e.g., English, French, Spanish, Danish, Catalan), few
studies have evaluated the possibility of using parallel techniques in two or more
languages. Moreover, we are flot aware of other researcli that bas systematically
compared the process, results, and difficulties of a pattem-based approach in two or
more languages. This reveals a significant gap in knowledge about pattern-based
approaches, especially as so mucli terminology work, particularly in the Canadian
context, is carried out bilingually or multilingually.
The development of tools that may be used — equally effectively
— in both
English and Frencli, and that thus offer users a way to identify and evaluate occurrences
of relations from a similar perspective (for example, a similar search approach and
analysis of relation sub-types) in the two languages, would be a valuable contribution to
the field of terminology. However, it cannot be assumed that a knowledge-extraction
approach will be equally effective, or will meet exactly the same challenges and
successes, in the two languages. A truly bilingual approach must begin with an
evaluation of the characteristics of knowledge pattems and the contexts in which they
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appear in each language, and bilingual tools will likely need to be adapted to take
any differences into account, in order to optimize resuits in both languages. This
research will begin to fil the gap in our kriowledge by gathering data that will improve
our understanding of the approach and how it may perform in English and french and
suggesting strategies for future development.
In addition to the aspects of the methodology and goals described above that set
this research apart from other projects, the approach used in this work allowed for the
evaluation of a certain number of criteria flot explicitly described or flot described in
detail in many previous studies. These — and the motivations for examining them —
are described below.
2.6.1 Evaluation of pattern marker types observed: Simple and
complex
Different pattem types may be identified according to the form of the lexical marker
they contain, and one of the distinctions that can be made is between pattems containing
a simple marker (i.e., a marker that is in the form of a single lexical unit, such as the
verbs induce or induire, as seen in the pattems X induces Y or X induit Y) and those
containing a complex marker (i.e., a marker composed oftwo or more lexical units, such
as induction of as in X induction ofY, or induction of... by in induction ofY by X).
These variations are often simply different surface manifestations of the same
lexical unit, but the fact remains that if surface-stnicture-based methods of identifying
contexts in corpora (e.g., character strings, regular expressions) are used, different
pattem forms must be used in order to locate these contexts (since, for example, a
pattem that requires that by be present would not retrieve contexts in which other
variants are present, and the placement of the related elements differs from one structure
to another).
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The form of pattem markers clearly affects the complexity of identifying
(and then applying) potential pattem forms because it vastly increases the possibilities
for variation in marker form. Pattem rnarkers containing several different lexical units
may show not only morphological variation (potentially for each lexical unit included in
the marker), but may also vary in the order of the elements, which increases the number
of possible pattem forms required to locate contexts containing these markers (as
discussed in Section 2.6.2). Over and above the order of elements, complex markers
may also be interrupted by extemal elements, again indicating a need for adjustments in
pattem forms (as discussed in Section Because of this increased complexity in
pattem design and KRC identification, this criterion was considered to be worthy of
evaluation.
2.6.2 Evaluation of pattern variation
As mentioned in Bowker (2003), whule pattem-based tools rely on the representation of
forms of knowledge pattems identified as recurring and therefore promising for
information retrieval, occurrences in texts may vary (in the form of pattem markers
and/or of the structures in which they appear). This variation must be taken into account
when designing pattems for use in knowledge-extraction applications; this may require a
significant investment of time and effort when high levels of variation are present.
Additionally, several pattem forms corresponding to a single marker may be required in
order to implement these different structures. finally, the adaptation of pattem forms to
deal with variation may have consequences for the productivity of pattems; adapting
pattems to allow high levels of variation may introduce noise in the results of
knowledge extraction, and conversely, not taking into account certain kinds of variation
may reduce recail.
This phenomenon and its impact was mentioned, although flot formally evaluated, by Feliu (2004: 169),
who chose in the extraction of contexts for the description of potential pattem forms to use verbs alone as
markers, although she acknowledged the advantage of including additional elements such as prepositions
in marker forms for more precisely identifyïng relation types and occurrences.
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The significance of different kinds of variations in marker form and in
pattem structure will be addressed below.
2.6.2.1 Variation in marker form
Variation in marker forms occun-ing in the corpus can correspond to a difference in the
number ofpattem forms (e.g., character strings or regular expressions) needed to extract
pertinent occurrences of knowledge patterns. Differences in marker variation can be
significant both in terms ofthe time and effort required to develop pattem forms, and in
the possibilities for precision and recail offered by the pattems. As discussed, for
exampie, in Bowker (2003), the form of markers of relations can vary in various ways.
In addition to morphological variation (which wiÏl not be discussed here, although as
noted in Marshman (2002, 2004) and Weilgaard (2004), it can present difficulties in
cases when pre-established lists of inflected forms of markers are not available or not
used), these include variation in marker elements and variation in the use of active and
passive voices.
Markers may vary in the addition or change of auxiliary elements associated with
a “principal,” open-class marker; these additional elements are often, for example,
function words (particulariy prepositions or conjunctions) that combine with nouns or
verbs (e.g., resuÏtfrom, resuit in, suppression of suppression of... by, association of
with, correlation between... and).
These supplementary elements may be very important to take into account in
pattem forms, as they can not oniy ciarify the structure of a given context and the
directionality of asymmetric relations,58 but may also constitute formai indicators of the
elements that are invoived in it and be good indicators of the compieteness of a given
context (e.g., in the case of suppression of... by, which reiiably indicates that both
One example of this is the verbal marker resuit. In the pattern forms [cAusE] resuits in [EFFECT] and
[EFFECT] resuits from [CAUSE], the directionality of the relation changes depending on the preposition
used with the verb.
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elements of interest are present in a context, whilc suppression of alone may be
observed in contexts in which only one of the related elements is realized).
Variation in the voice of verbal markers may affect flot only the markers’ form,
but also the structure of pattems (including the relative positions of the participants in
asymmetric relations), as observed in Marshman (2002) and Bowker (2003: 1 59—160).
In scientific texts, it has been widely observed (e.g., Sager et al. 1980: 226;
Ouellet 1984, 1985; Kocourek 1991: 70, 83—85) that mentions of the observing subject
tend to be minimal and backgrounded, rnost likely in an effort to increase the
appearance of objectivity. One symptom of this effort is the frequent use of the passive
voice, which is common in English scientific texts. While conventional wisdom asserts
that french is less tolerant of the passive than English, it lias been observed (e.g.,
Kocourek 1991: 84) that the passive is nevertheless used, particularly in scientific and
technical writing, in an effort to give such an impression of objectivity. Given this
motivation, in cases in which the passive voice is used, ofien a context will not clearly
indicate the agent of an action, creating challenges for knowledge extraction (in cases in
which this information is pertinent). The relative frequencies ofthe use of the passive in
English and french may thus have an impact on the usefulness of the contexts extracted
and therefore the precision of the pattems, particularly in pattems that may involve the
presence of linguistic elements denoting human participants in a situation.
An alternative also exists in french: the use ofthe impersonal pronoun on, which
can fulfiil the same function as the passive, whule maintaining the backgrounding of the
subject. This is generally far more common than the use of on’s Englisli counterpart,
one. This phenomenon involves less variation from standard pattern structures than the
use of the passive (although it nevertheless constitutes a variation from standard pattems
involving related elements in noun form). Such constructions are also less informative
than a clear indication of the entity represented by the pronoun, but more so than a
passive involving no indication at ah ofthe agent, as they at least indicate that the entity
involved is animate and human.
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As different techniques may be preferred in the two languages, the effccts on
various types of applications may be expected to differ as well, and distinct types of
difficulties and possibilities for dealing with them may also be observed. An observation
ofthese variations is thus ofinterest in this type ofresearch.
2.6.2.2 Variation in pattern structures
One of the most widespread challenges of pattem-based applications is the inherent
variability of language and the resulting reality that pattem forms in use are rarely
invariable. For example, the number and order of elements within a pattem structure
may vary: different numbers of arguments of markers may be realized (e.g., as in X lias
been correÏated with Y versus Z has correlated X with Y), the elements of patterns may
appear in different orders (e.g., X pÏays a role in Y versus the role played by X in Y),
and additional elements may appear within pattem structures (e.g., a copula may be
present in X is associated with Y but not in X associated with Y).
Ail of these variants would need to be represented in one way or another in
pattem forms, in order to achieve maximum recali, and this would ofien require the use
of either multiple or complex pattem forms (e.g., that include indications of optional
elernents within marker forms, or allow for the possibility of marker elements appearing
in varying places relative to one another). Given its pertinence for developing pattem
based tools, the level of variation in pattem structures was evaluated and compared in
the research.
2.6.3 Evaluation of the presence of and relationships between multiple
clements sharing a role in a relation
Althougb the CAUSE—IFfECT and ASSOCIATION relations are considered to be binary,
corresponding to links between two concepts, in many cases in texts more than one
instantiation of a given role in a relation (i.e., more than one item filling a single “slot”
in a knowledge pattem) may be observed. At a formaI level, this type of variation must
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be taken into account in planning for semi-automatic knowlcdge extraction, because
pattem forms must represent the possible structures in which complex elements
participating in relation may appear, as was the case, for example, in Hearst (1992).
The analysis of the ftequency with which multiple elements may share roles in a
relation allows for the evaluation of the proportion of relation occurrences that may
require adaptations of pattern forms to accommodate this phenomenon, in applications
that attempt to identify related elements automatically or that impose restrictions on the
form and/or placement ofrelated elements.
The analysis of the structures in which multiple elements occur provides an
indication of the complexity of defining such structures (e.g., the numbers of different
markers that can link the various elements), as well as the impact this variation may
have for the development ofpattem forms that can recognize different forms and ensure
that ail elements iinked in a given relation are inciuded in an extracted context (and/or
are identified in further automatic processing ofthose contexts, as required).
In addition, the presence of multiple elements may also be associated with
additional phenomena, including those of ellipsis of part of multiple, complex elements
that share either a head or an expansion, and the repetition of part ofcomplex markers in
connection witli multiple related elements.
The difficulties of the former phenomenon have been noted by researchers
including Lauriston (1994: 164) and Ahmad and Rogers (1997: 753) (cf. also Daille
2005). It may, for example, affect the possibilities for automatic identification ofrelated
elements and the immediate usefulness of a given context for applications sucli as
linking term records and nodes in ontologies. For example, tools that attempt to identify
related elements, or that target specific items for researcli, may not be able to identify
these (correctly and/or completely) if their forms are modified by ellipsis. The searcli for
specific terms adjacent to pattem markers will encounter problems if the two items are
separated by an elliptical form of another element, or if the form of the tenu itself lias
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been interrupted. Pattem forms that specify POS classes of related elements
(generally restricting these to nouns and noun phrases) may also flot correspond to forms
observed in texts if ellipsis involves the absence of a noun directÏy adjacent to a pattem
marker.
Moreover, the ellipsis of different portions of related elements (i.e., of heads or
expansions) cieariy poses different types of difficulties for automatic applications. Both
the form of the element(s) and the value of the individual elements for information
extraction may vary depending on whether the head or expansion is omitted in a given
context. for example, expansions may more ofien take non-nominal form, potentially
interfering with the recognition of KRCs or of related elements by pattem forms that
search for elements in noun form, and in many cases, even if an expansion is identified
as a related element, it may not be productive for knowledge extraction without the head
to which it should be attached.59 Analysis of a considerabie amount of data wouid be
necessary to develop formai representations of this phenomenon that can automaticaily
and reliably process the vanous types ofellipsis observed; an alternative approach might
involve the design of pattem forms that allow for the extraction of the entire reiated
element structure for human analysis. Regardless, the phenomenon must be accounted
for in developing pattem forms and choosing strategies for pattern-based extraction.
Repetition of part of a complex marker may affect the requirements for pattem
design in such cases, as pattem forms that do not allow for this repetition may encounter
problems in identifying contexts and/or their components (as the repetition of the marker
wouid thus constitute an interruption ofthe pattem form).
In addition, the invoivement of multiple elements may have an impact on the
interpretation of a relation at a conceptual level (e.g., in conclusions that may be drawn
about the type of relation present and the necessity or sufficiency of a given eiement’s
Conversely, in some cases the expansion of a complex item may contain the essential information being
expressed. It may be extremely difficuit to distinguish these cases formatly.
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involvement in a relation). The relation classifications used by Nuopponen (1994)
and Garcia (1996, 1997) reflect the distinctions between types of CAUSE—EFfECT
relations that may be identifled in cases in which multiple causes and effects participate
in a relationship. Barrière and Hermet (2002) also described the impact of this
phenomenon on the creation of conceptual graplis representing CAUSE—EffECT relations.
From this perspective, the semantic analysis of the links between multiple related
elements can provide information that is useflil for assisting in sorting and/or using the
contexts extracted. The nature of the connection between multiple elements may
indicate that a given context describes a relation that holds between two or more
separate element pairs (e.g., in the case ofconjunction ofrelated elements), one that may
hold between only one of two possible pairs included in a context, or one that may hold
between a given pair of elements in only some cases (e.g., in the case of disjunction of
elements). Altematively, some types of connections may indicate that a relation holds
between a single pair of concepts that may be denoted by different linguistic units, thus
providing flot only data on the principal relation observed but also information about
additionaÏ relations (e.g., in the case of variants and abbreviations). Finally, some
connections between related elements may not only indicate that an additional relation is
present in a given context, but also that the scope ofthe relation indicated by the marker
may be larger than that of a pair of contexts mentioned explicitly in the context,
extending to additional pairs through inheritance (e.g., in the case of hierarchical
relations between related elements).
Because of their importance for the interpretation of conceptual relations and the
development ofpattem forms, these factors were evaluated in both ofthe languages, and
then compared in order to estimate their relative impacts in English and french.
2.6.4 Identification and evaluation of types of anaphoric expressions
Various authors (cf Section 2.3.1.5.2.1) have observed the challenges inherent in the
presence of anaphora within potential KRCs. However, the impact of anaphora in semi
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automatic extraction of KRCs is Ïikely to vary according to the type of expression
found in context. In particular the replacement of a given element participating in a
relation by a pronoun or generic term may be chalienging to deal with, although in
different ways.
The repiacement of a related element by an anaphoric expression obviousiy
reduces the usefulness of the context in which it occurs, particularly when the
antecedent of that expression occurs at some distance from the occurrence identified
using the pattem: the inability to identify (with an acceptable level of specificity) one or
more of the related elements in a context may make this context only marginally useful
or even useless for some applications. In addition, if such occurrences — particuiariy
involving replacement using pronouns
— are to be considered for extraction, pattems
must be designed to permit this possibility (allowing, for example, for a related element
to take the form of a pronoun in addition to a noun or noun phrase).
for applications that attempt to process contexts according to the semantic
classes of the actants invoived, anaphoric expressions
— and particuiarly those in
pronoun or possessive adjective form — are also problematic, as they may make
contexts very difficuÏt to classify automaticafly by the class of the antecedent.6°
In contrast, the use of a generic term in the place of a more specific one may
pose fewer problems at a formai ievel, and may also be helpful for the identification of
semantic classes. However, the iess obvious nature of the anaphora in these cases may
pose problems in the potential for identifying the anaphoric nature ofthe expression that
is present and the need to identify an antecedent to determine with precision and
speciflcity what concept is involved in the relationship The analysis of the forms in
which this phenomenon occurs may help to suggest strategies for ensuring that accurate
information may be identified.
60 However, Weilgaard (2004) describes another perspective on this phenomenon.
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Because of these factors, the types of anaphoric expressions found in the
research were analyzed to evaluate the ways in which pattern-based tools and the
usefulness ofthe contexts they extract may be affected in each language.
2.6.5 Text-related issues
In this research, occurrences of potential difficulties related to the forrn of individual
contexts were also annotated, in order to estirnate the prevalence of these phenomena.
By its very nature, ail corpus-based work is closely dependent on the texts that form the
corpus, and thus indirectly on the authors of these texts. Knowledge extraction
applications rely heavily on the presupposition that corpus texts vi1l present correct
information in ways that are relatively clear, easily interpretable and unarnbiguous. In
carrying out this kind of research, it is necessary to make the fLindamental assomption
that when authors use the relation markers identified. they are genera]lv doing so with at
least a minimal respect for the generally accepted meanings of these markers and for the
interpretation that a reader is likely to make of their use. Clearly. this is far from
guaranteed, however, and pattern-based applications can be afiected by various types of
problems in corpus texts; this is one ofthe major vulnerabilities of such an approach.
In addition to the fundamental issues of choices in expression made bv authors.
in some cases, issues in the original text (or possihly introduced in a text conversion
process necessary for preparing texts for analysis using tools) may pose problems for
semi-automatic and automatic approaches to knowledge extraction, interfering with
correspondences between patterns and contexts. These problems may range from
unusual structures that are not accounted for in pattern forms to stylistic variations that
involve changes in these paffern forms, to actual mistakes in the text (typographical
errors, incorrect punctuation, misspeilings, etc.).
In addition to the impact these phenomena may have on pattern identification
(affecting the recognition of the marker, of the pattern structure, or of the related
elements) and the interpretation of individual contexts (including the identification of
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the relation present and of how various elements are involved in it), at a more
general level they may also be indicative of the authors’ skill and care in the expression
of the content; problems in writing at this level may be indicative of problems on other
levels, which may eau into question the reliability and ultimate reusability of
information expressed.
However, it is our opinion that this kind ofanalysis is best deait with by the end
user of the information, taking into account the intended application. Moreover, the very
nature of the phenomenon entails a high degree of variability, and the construction of a
comprehensive and generally applicable typology of sucli problems would be almost
unthinkably complex. Certainly such a task is beyond the scope ofthis research.
Therefore, an evaluation of the frequency of such text-related issues was carried
out so1ey in order to determine whether similar proportions of contexts in English and
French were affected. This evaluation focused solely on the prevalence of phenomena
that may interfere with the identification and interpretation of candidate KRCs.
The methodology developed for carrying out the evaluations described above
will be presented in Chapter 3.
3 Metliodology
This chapter outiines the methodology used in the researcli: Section 3.1 describes the
corpus-building process, Section 3.2 the generation of the initial, term-based series of
concordances, Section 3.3 the manuaÏ anatysis of pattems and difficulties, and Section
3.4 the interlinguistic comparison ofthe resuits.
3.1 Corpus-building
Two corpora were constmcted, one in English and one in French. A full list of the
corpus texts appears in Appendix C.6’ The issues of languages and language varieties,
domains, corpus size, the dates oftexts and the text types selected are described below.
3.1.1 Languages and language varieties
In order to maintain a relatively broad linguistic representation, efforts were made to
include texts from a variety of sources and geographical areas. This geographical variety
was identified using the affiliations of the authors of the corpus texts, as well as the
place of publication ofthe sources (cf. Vandaele 2001). Englisli sources from the United
States, the United Kingdom, Canada, Ireland and Australia were included. French
sources originated in France, Quebec, Belgium and Switzerland.
Author affiliation was also used as an indication of the language communities to
which authors likely belonged. Texts were retained if at least one author was affihiated
with an institution in a Francophone or Anglophone country (depending on the corpus).
61 We wilI flot describe in detail the theoretical framework surrounding corpus-building in terminology
(for a detailed review ofthe literature and some issues in corpus-building, see e.g., Meyer and Mackintosh
(1996), Pearson (1998) and Bodson (2005: 13—33)).
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3.1.2 The domain and sub-domains
Within the medical domain chosen as the subject ofthe corpora for this project. the sub
domains selected were those ofbreast cancer and heart disease (with a specific focus on
atherosclerosis). Texts were located using terms that were identified as representing 1)
concepts that denoted central concepts in these fields (e.g., the diseases themselves), or
2) other concepts of interest in cunent research in the domain, identified through
background reading on the fields. In English these terrns included breast cancer, breast
neoplasm, p53, BRC4] and BRC’A2 for the breast cancer corpus, and atheroscÏerosis.
arteriosclerosis, cholesterol, and cardiovascitiar disease for the heart disease sub
corpus. In French, the keywords used included cancer dît sein, BRcA], BRc’A2 andp53
for the cancer sub-corpus, and athérosclérose, artériosclérose, cholestérol and maladies
cardiovasciilaires for the heart disease sub-corpus.62 The corpora in each sub-domain
included articles discussing the etiology ofthe disease, its development. its diagnosis. its
treatment, its effects, and its prevention.
3.1.3 Corpus size
The English corpus contains approximately 573,000 tokens in total (approximately
305,000 in the breast cancer sub-corpus and 268,000 in the heart disease sub-corpus).
The french corpus contains 692,000 tokens (478,000 in the breast cancer corpus and
214,000 in the heart disease corpus). b minimize variation in results of corpus analysis
due to differences in numbers of words and permit comparison of frequencies of
occurrence of various units in the two corpora, where applicable measures of frequency
were expressed and compared in occurrences per thousand corpus tokens.
62 Where this option was available (e.g., in MEDLINE), articles classified according to subject-headings
corresponding to these terms were used; in other cases, these terms occurred as keyw’ords, or in journal or
article titles or abstracts.
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3.1.4 Dates of corpus texts
The corpus documents were published between 1997 and 2004.63
3.1.5 Text types
The corpora for the research were built using texts available in electronic form from
various databases including MEDLINE and Repère,64 as well as online sources such as
the Canadian Medical Association Journal, Le Médecin du Québec and Le Clinicien.65
The texts were primarily specialized texts — including review and research articles,
with a few additional types, including continuing education articles, case reviews and
clinical cases although a small proportion of popularized texts (i.e., specialized
joumalism) were included in each corpus.66
The classification of the corpus texts by level of specialization was based on
criteria similar to those used by Pearson (1998) in defining communicative situations;
these focused particularly on the level of expertise of the author and audience. Articles
were considered to be specialized if their authors were experts in the medical domain
(e.g., physicians, specialists and/or researchers) and to be popularized if their authors
were knowledgeable in the field but flot experts (e.g., medical joumalists). The intended
audience also contributed to the classification: texts intended for the general public or an
interested general public (e.g., in the case ofspecialized science and medicaljoumalism)
were considered to be part of the popularized sub-corpus, while texts intended for
63 Most dated from between 2000 and 2004. The English breast cancer corpus also contained
approximately 15 older documents, published between 1988 and 1997.
Cf. Vandaele 2001 for an overview ofthe usage ofsuch databases in the medical field.
65 The exceptions are texts from La Recherche, which were scanned and processed using optical character
recognition software.
66 These popularized texts complement more specialized texts and moreover are often extremely useftil
for terminologists and terminographers, especially those who are beginning work in a new domain and
acquiring domain kl3owledge, or who are preparing resources for users who are flot themselves subject
field specialists. For this reason, it is important for pattem-based tools even those intended for use in
specialized subject areas
— to be able to process these documents as well as more specialized texts.
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experts (e.g., physicians. specialists and researchers) were considered to be
specialized.67
3.2 Initial concordances
Initial concordances were generated using candidate terrns and rnanually analyzed to
identify occuiences of the relations of interest and the andidate patterns that indicated
them. This reflects approaches used by many researchers in the field of markers of
semantic and conceptual relations, including Hearst (1992), Meyer et al. (1999), Meyer
(2001), Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2001), Marshrnan (2002. 2002a) anci Bodson
(2005).
In terrninology, this widely used technique generally aims to identify rnarkers
that may occur in association with one or more terms that terminologists and/or
terminographers might seek to include in a resource, and thus that may be of assistance
in the analysis and description (e.g., definition) of the concepts denoted by these items.
The methodology chosen thus reflects not only the practice in the dornain. but
also the principal needs of typical end-users of a pattern-based tool in this case
terminologists and terminographers carrying out conceptual analysis for terminological
description — while stili allowing for the evaluation ofa wide range of data that may be
helpful to these users, and the challenges in exploiting it. Moreover. it allows for the
observation of some situations and challenges such an approach may encounter.
67 is possible to subdivide these sections even more specifically if desired, by evaluating the relative
levels ofknowledge ofthe author and receptor oftexts. For example, a text on a very specialized subject
written by a specialist in that area for readers who have background knowledge in the field but flot the
same level of specialization (e.g., general practitioners) may show some characteristics that texts wriflefl
by specialists for other specialists in the same field may not. However, this fme-grained level of
classification was flot used in this study.
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3.2.1 Choice of the terms for initial concordances
The choice ofterms used to generate the initial concordances raises a certain number of
questions: What kinds of ternis would end-users be likely to researcli using a semi
automatic tool? How can appropriate terms be identified? What effects may term choice
have on the observations?
In regard to the first issue, more and more applications for the automatic
extraction of candidate terms are being developed, and interest is growing in these tools.
Several different techniques have been proposed, and can be grouped into three general
categories: 1) approaches based on statistics (repetition of forms; cf. Gillam and Ahmad
(2002) and Ahmad and Davies (1994) on the concept of “weirdness”); 2) approaches
based on common pattems of term formation (e.g., common forms of noun phrases);
and 3) hybrid approaches integrating both statistical and term formation pattem
approaches. This is a technique that is being more and more frequently used in the field
of terni extraction, and has been recognized to provide good resuits. (See also Drouin
(2002: 53—114) for an overview of various term extraction methods.) Promising resuits
have been observed for ail of these approaches, and they seem to present good starting
points for corpus analysis, providing terminologists with a list of candidate terms that
may be important in a given corpus, and by extension in a given domain.
Moreover, automatically identified candidate terms have been used as a starting
point in several research projects focusing on pattem discovery and application (e.g.,
Pearson 1998; Condamines and Rebeyrolle 2001; Gillam et al. 2005).
The use of automatic term extraction software to identify candidate terms for the
initial concordances thus offers both a starting point for the researcli that does not
require the involvement of a terminologist to analyze the corpus manually (which is
impractical in this context), and a relatively realistic picture of the kinds of terms a
terminologist might begin to research in a real-world project.
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In regard to the last question, Bodson (2005), working in French, observed in
her corpora that different types of semantic relations were strongly associated with
specific semantic classes of terms. Moreover, although the associations were far less
pronounced, she did consider the possibility that some patterns could be linked to a
particular class of terms (i.e., that the patterns indicating a specific semantic relation
between entities might not be the same as those that express the same relation between
activities, and so on). Given these observations, it was considered important to use terms
corresponding to a variety of classes in order to observe a range ofresuits.
finally, for the purposes of this project, focusing on an interlinguistic
comparison of results, it was important that a certain parallelism be maintained between
the terms chosen in the English and french corpora. Comparable numbers of terms in
each corpus, as well as ofterms associated with each semantic class, were required.
Three steps were thus identified for the selection of terms for the initial
concordances: 1) the identification of candidate terms in the corpus using a term
extraction tool; 2) the identification of terms representing different semantic classes and
each ofthe sub-domains, in order to ensure variety; and finafly 3) the selection among a
set of these candidates of terms that had similar characteristics in the two languages, in
order to maintain a level of interlinguistic paralleÏism.
3.2.1.1 First criterion: Specificity
The terms used were identified using the term extractor TermoStat (Drouin 2002, 2003)
(see Appendix D for a sample of the candidate terms proposed). This tool uses a hybrid
(i.e., linguistic plus statistical) approach: it identifies simple and complex terms
—
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generally, nouns and noun phrases
— in a corpus using a statistical measure of their
specificity, i.e., frequency in the corpus as cornpared to a reference corpus.68
TermoStat offers advantages over other tools that use statistical or linguistic
approaches alone: it proposes an integrated list of both simple and complex candidate
terms; it carnes out its calculations on data that bas been part-of-speech tagged and
lemmatized using TreeTagger (Schrnid 1994), to provide more accurate indications of
frequency in the corpora and thus of relative specificity; and it can use typical patterns
ofterrn formation to reduce some noise in the results.
The threshold set for considering lexical units as candidate terms was a score of
+3.09 (Drouin 2003: 14$). TermoStat identified a total of 14,536 candidate terms in the
English corpus and 14,05$ candidate terms in the French corpus that met this criterion.
A first, superficial sort of the candidate terms proposed vas carried ont to
eliminate those that were flot considered to be appropriate for the task of generating the
first set of concordances to search for patterns. Exclusions were made in the case of:
• candidate terms that were judged not to be domain terms (e.g .,•fois and mois in
the French heart disease corpus, fig. the abbreviation for figure in the English
breast cancer corpus);
• candidate tenus that were judged unlikely to occur in relations of interest in this
research (e.g., mg, the abbreviation for miÏligrain, in the English heart disease
corpus);
• candidate terms that very often occurred as modifiers in larger complex terms
(e.g., LDL in the English heart disease corpus, which occurred ofien in
compounds such as LDL-C. the abbreviation for Ïow-cÏensity lipoprotein
choÏesterol), or which occurred in other expressions (e.g., cours in the French
heart disease corpus, which ofien occurred in the expressions en cours, au cours
de, and au long cours);
• candidate tenus that were considered likely to occur as relation markers (e.g.,
risk in the English corpus, risque and augmentation in the French corpus); and
68 In this case, the Engtish reference corpus was taken from the Montreal newspaper Tue Gazette (articles
published between March and May 1989) and the French from Le Monde (artic]es published in 2002).
More details on the English corpus are available in Drouin (2002: 122).
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candidate terms that would provide too much overlap with other terms of
interest (e.g., cellule endothéllale, excluded from the candidates from the French
heart disease corpus because of the overlap with cellule).
3.2.1.2 Second criterion: Representation
3.2.1.2.1 Semantic classes
In order to ensure that a variety of term classes were used in generating the initial
concordances and later to permit interlinguistic balancing of the semantic classes
represented, the roughly sorted candidate terms identified using TermoStat were
associated with classes including entities, activities and processes.
Two classification systems, WordNet and the Unified Medical Language
System, were consulted in order to identify the high-level semantic classes with which
candidate terms might be associated.69 The two resources use a different approach to
classification, and each presents a certain number of advantages and disadvantages for
the purposes ofthis kind ofresearch.
WordNet is an English-only system based on the classification of sets of
synonyms and quasi-synonyms (synsets) according to their semantic characteristics.7° It
covers a large range of general language words, and also some specialized terms from
various domains (e.g., medicine, computing; cf. Bodson 2005). However, the entries are
largely single words, and few complex items are included.
The UMLS Semantic Network is specialized for the field of medicine, and
classifies concepts according to a hierarchy based on the harmonization of a number of
medical ontologies, terminologies, thesauri and other resources. This classification can
be accessed using a large number of complex (and some simple) terms through the
69 Only the higlier levels ofthe hierarchies were used, in order to remain as neutral as possible to the inter
system variations in classifications, as there is far more variation at the lower levels of the classification
systems than in the upper ones.
70 While WordNet is an Englïsh-language resource, many projects are underway to expand the
classification system used to other languages.
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Metathesaurus, which offers far more complete coverage of ternis in the medical
domain than that of WordNet and links these terrns to the concepts of the Semantic
Network. A multilingual resource. the UMLS Metathesaurus offers searching in many
languages. and synthesizes resuits in a single entry. It is freely available for research
purposes.
The UMLS was chosen as the primary basis foi- classification in this research,
and its classes of entities (including physical objects and conceptual entities) and events
(including activities and phenomenalprocesses) assigned to the candidate terms.7L?2
A choice was made, however. to exciude from the list of candidate ternis some
that were especially difficuit to classify (e.g., data, study). In the case of processes,
because the classification ofthese types of terrns was challenging (largely due to the fact
that the UMLS identifies a class of phenomena or processes rather than processes
alone), ternis that were described as denoting processes in hoth the UMLS and WordNet
were chosen, in an effort to ensure as precise a classification as possible.73
One problem encountered was difficult to overcorne. and vet extremely
important in the corpora being analyzed. Ibis was the classification of pathologies (i.e.,
diseases and other disorders), which were frequently represented in the list of candidate
terms. These may be considered to have multiple inheritance, possessing semantic
properties characteristic of both states and processes. This fluidity in the classification
71 In the rare cases that candidate terms (particularly in french, e.g., traitement, cellule) were flot present
as independent forms in the UMLS, their classification was deduced from the classification of more
specific concepts. In one case, oxydation, the French terni vas flot present, but its equivalence with the
English term oxidation was established and the class corresponding to the English term was used.
72 However, it is clear that neither ofthe systems tvas perfectly suited to the purposes ofthis project: the
classifications used by these systems for particular terms were often flot immediately clear or intuitively
understood, and were certainly flot aiways coherent between systems.
In the case ofthe French terms, English equivalents were used to consuit WordNet. As it vas relatively
difficult to find terms that were classified in both systems as processes, the specificity ofthese terms tends
to be lower than that ofthe other candidate terms used. However, their TermoStat specificitv scores stiil
far exceeded the threshold set for validity.
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of disease terms was easily observed when comparing the classifications given in
WordNet and in the UMLS. WordNet classified ail of these terms as states, while the
UMLS attached these tenus to concepts characterized as phenomena or processes
(specifically, diseases or syndromes, or pathologic ftmctions).74 Given both the
centrality of terms denoting disease in the medical field, and of the high number of such
terms among the candidates proposed by TermoStat, it was not considered advisable to
exclude these tenus because of the challenges of their classification. However, neither
were they considered to be reliable examples of terms denoting phenomena or
processes. As such, they were included as a special category of phenomena or processes
(pathologies). (Further discussion ofthis decision may be found in Section
3.2.1.2.2 Sub-domains
In order to ensure that candidate terms representative of each sub-corpus were chosen in
the two languages, the specificities of the tenus selected were also evaluated in the two
sub-corpora, and these specificities were also considered in the selection of terms from
among the candidates identified using the previous criteria.
3.2.1.3 Third criterion: Interlinguistic similarity
A number of pairs of candidate terms evaluated using the above criteria were identified
as equivalents in the two languages, and were given preference in the final selection.
One exception was the french term récidive, which vas flot classified at a more specific level than that
ofPhenomenon or process, but which on the basis ofthis classification and its definition was considered
to be most acceptably included in this category.
Somewhat less problematic, but nevertheless present, were challenges linked to the classification of
terms associated with treatments (chemotherapy, hormone reptaceinent therapy, chimiothérapie,
traitement) which may present some variation in usage, denoting either an activity (as reflected in the
classification used) or, for example, the agent used in thïs activity. Once again, as the focus in the use of
these classifications was to ensure variety iii the types of terms chosen and parallelism in the two
languages, and the potential for variation was observed in the two corpora, this variation was flot
considered to preclude the use ofthese kinds of central domain terms in the research.
3.2.2 Selected terms
These criteria were used to select 15 terms in each language (Table 10).
Table 10. Terms for initial concordances
. Frequency inTerm UMLS Semantic Type
the_corpus
English
chemotherapy Event/activity 540
hormone replacement therapy Eventlactivity 516
patient Entity/conceptual entïty7ô 3992
celi Entity/physical object 2143
C-reactive protein Entity/physical object 562
atherosclerosis Eventlphenomenon or process 410
breast cancer EventJphenomenon or process 2533
diabetes Event!phenomenon or process 425
coronaty heart disease Eventlphenomenon or process 373
tumour Event!phenomenon or process 1325
activation Eventlphenomenon or process 266
development Bvenilphenomenon or process 367
expression Eventlphenomenon or process 592
oxidation Eventlphenomenon or process 84
pathogenesis Event/phenomenon or process 61
French
chimiothérapie Eventlactivity 738
traitement Eventlactivity 2357
patient Entity/concepmal entity 3504
cellule Entity/physical object 1678
cholestérol Entity/physical object 359
athérosclérose Eventlphenomenon or process 392
cancer du sein Eventlphenomenon or process 2092
diabète Eventlphenomenon or process 233
récidive Event/phenomenon or process 272
tumeur
- Eventlphenomenon or process 1481
activation EventJphenomenon or process 237
coagulation EveniJphenomenon or process 41
oxydation Eventlphenomenon or process 54
prolifération Eventlphenomenon or process 138
transcription Event/phenomenon or process 101
Two terms classified as denoting activities and three as denoting entities were
chosen. Given the prevalence and importance of terms denoting pathologies (e.g.,
The terms patient in English ami in french are Iinked to a concept that is further classified as a Group,
explaining the somewhat surprising characterization of the term as denoting a conceptual entity.
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diseases), these were more numerous in the ternis chosen, with five representatives
of the class in each language. Processes were also considered not only to be of central
importance in the understanding of the field and particularly the aspects targeted in the
corpus-building process (e.g., disease development, effects. treatments). but also to be
likely to participate in the relations of interest in the research. and thus were also
numerous in the list of candidates retained. Five terms representing this class were
retained. Nine pairs of these ternis were considered to be equivalents. Six additional
non-equivalent terms in each language that provided relatively comparable distributions
between classes and sub-corpora as well as numbers of occurrences for analysis were
retained to complernent these pairs. (More data about the terms are available in
Appendix E, which presents the ternis chosen in each language. their semantic classes,
their frequencies, and their specificity in the corpora. In addition, Appendix F presents
definitions of each of the candidates selected.)
3.2.3 Generation of initial concordances
Once the Iists were finalized, the concordancer WordSmith Tools was used to generate
concordances for each of the selected terms. A random sample of up to approximately
100 occurrences of each terni
— for a total of approximately 1,400 contexts in each
language was then added to a Microsoft Access database, to be analyzed and
annotated if a relation was present.77
3.2.3.1 English terms
The 15 selected terms, shown in Table 11, were used to generate a sample of 1,412
concordance unes. The second colurnn in this table, identifying the terms’ class as
Sampling was carried out using a function ofWordSmith Tools that allows for the random selection of
a certain proportion of occurrences of a search string located using the tool, up to a desired number of
occurrences. Some variation in mimbers of occurrences retained resulted from the need to ensure that the
maximum was flot consistently attained before the end of the corpus vas reached, which could have
introduced bias in the resuits. In cases in which an approach using automatic random selection produced
an excessively large number of occurrences, a manual random selection was made within these.
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retained for the purposes of this project. reflects the choices made (cf. Section
3.2.1.2.1) to consider terms denoting diseases and disorders (in addition to turnours) as a
separate class ofterms, and to choose terms classified as denoting processes in both the
UMLS and WordNet.
Table 11. English terms used to generate the initial concordances
Engtish candidate Num ber otClassterm con texts
chemotherapy Activity 1 00
hormone replacement Activity 1 01
therapy
patient Entity (conceptuat entity) 100
ceit Entity (physical object) 106
c-reactive protein Entity (physical object) 1 01
activation Process I 07
devetopment Process 99
expression Process 100
oxidation Process 84
pathogenesis Process 61
atherosclerosis Phenomenon or process (pathology) $5
breast cancer Phenornenon or process (pathology) 99
diabetes Phenomenon or process (pathology) 92
coronaiy heart disease Phenornenon or process (pathology) 77
tumour Phenomenon or process (pathology) I 00
Total 1412
3.2.3.2 French terms
The 15 French terms, shown in Table 12, were used 10 generate a sample of 1,392
concordance unes. The distribution of contexts by terrn class is shown in Table
13. These contexts were then analyzed manually and annotated as described in Section
3.3.
Table 12. French temis used to generate the initial concordances
French candidate Nuniber ofClassterm contexts
chimiothérapie Activity 1 00
traitement Activity 100
patient Entity (conceptual entity) 100
cellule Entity (physical object) 100
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cholestérol Entity (physical object) 100
activation Process 100
transcription Process I 01
coagtdation Process 11
oxydation Process 54
pro!(fération Process 1 01
athérosclérose Phenornenon or process (pathology) 100
cancer du sein Phenomenon or process (pathologv) 96
diabète Phenomenon or process (pathology) I Ô0
récidive Phenomenon or process (pathology) 100
tumeur Phenomenon or process (pathology) 99
Total 1392
Table 13. Contexts analyzed by term class
Number of Number of
Class contexts — contexts —
glish French
Activity 201 200
Entity 307 300
Process 451 397
Phenomenon or process (pathology) 453 495
1412 1392
3.3 Manual identification of relation occurrences and
candidate patterns
The analysis ofthe term-based concordances bean with the identification of contexts of
interest for identifying and evaluating relation occurrences and the candidate patterns
indicating them. Contexts were retained and annotated if:
• the context expressed a relation of interest in this project;
• both ofthe elements participating in the relation were expressed in the context;78
• one of the elements linked in this relation corresponded to the terrn used to
generate the concordance, or to a complex term with this terrn as its beaU;
• a candidate lexical knowledge pattern indicating the relation (i.e., a knowledge
pattem containing a lexical marker — a verb (e.g., induce), noun (e.g.,
If a complex related element was incomplete in the context extracted, the context vas retained if the
head of the element was at least partially present in the context. In cases in which multiple elernents
shared a role in a relation and at least one ofthese occurred within the extracted context. the occurrence
was also retained.
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prevention), adjective (e.g., dependent). participial adjective (e.g.,
associated, conjunction (e.g., and), or preposition (e.g., with). a prefix (e.g.,
anti-), or a combination ofsuch units) could be identified in the context.
3.3.1 Annotation
For each context retained for annotation according to the criteria described above, a
certain number of elements were noted in separate database fields: the relation (and sub
relation in the case of the CAUSE—EffECT relation) and the base form of the pattern
marker observed, as well as the related elements (as observed in the context).79 The
form ofthe pattern as observed in the context was also noted. with the related elernents
and other intervening items replaced by placeholders (related elements by variables and
intervening items by parts of speech).8° A sample of an analyzed concordance is shown
in Table 14 (page 175).
If two or more distinct relations meeting the criteria were present, a separate
entry was created for each relation and the elements linked by it. Several characteristics
of the markers identified and their contexts were evaluated. analyzed and cornpared.
Characteristics of the pattern marker and the related elements (e.g., part of speech
classes) and challenges for pattern-based tool use were noted in fields designed for this
purpose (not shown in Table 14). More details of each aspect of the annotation are
provided below in Sections 3.3.1.2 to 3.3.1.5. However, hefore entering into this
discussion, a note on one aspect ofthe annotation is presented in Section 3.3.11.
Some markers were ambiguous in the sub-relation they represented. Occurrences ofthese markers were
classified according to the sub-relation that best represented the relationship as interpreted in the specific
context being annotated, and thus markers could be associated with different scib-relations in different
contexts. In addition, a small number of markers were difficuit to interpret within a single context; these
tvere classified according to the best interpretation possible of the context. A discussion of this
phenomenon and some strategies for dealing with it may be found in Section 5.5.3.2.
80 As described in Section 3.3.1.5.1.1, an exception vas made for cases in which multiple markers were
observed in a given context.
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3.3.1.1 Specia] case in the annotation
Although terrns (e.g.. risk in English and risque and augmentation in French) that were
initially suspected to be potential rnarkers of relations were excluded, in some cases
of activation in both English and French and of expression in English — it became
evident that a terrn identified as specific to the corpus and used to generate one of the
initial concordances could also play the part of a lexical mauker in a knowledge pattern
of interest in this project (e.g., the expression of a molecule by a celi involves a
CREATION relation). This issue was deait with by exciuding the term used to generate
concordances from consideration as a pattern in those concordance unes only. This was
chosen as the best solution. since: 1) these candidate patterns could also be found in
other contexts and thus were not apriori excluded from study; 2) this method prevented
the introduction of a serious bias in the observations of candidate pattem frequency at
this stage and gave these patterns the same likelihood of being observed as others that
were not used to generate term-based concordances; 3) the approach allowed for the
study of candidate terms that may be particularly interesting foci for evalciation and
description using information such as that offered by pattern-based tools. (Some further
discussion of this decision is found in Section 5.5.2.) It must nevertheless be
acknowledged that this may lead to some inconsistencies in annotation, since the same
context, if identified using another term. would likely have been annotated differently.
3.3.1.2 Relations
For each context, the relation present
— as described in Section 1 .5 — was determined.
The criteria for relation classifications are described below in Sections 3.3.1.2.1 and
3.3.1.2.2.
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3.3. 1.2. 1 Criteria for classification ofAssoci..iiioiv relations
As described in Section 1.5.1. within the larger framework ofthe ASSOCIATION relation.
some specific sub-types may be identified. Whule it would be possible
— and in some
cases beneficial to a user to separate these sub-types of ASSOCIATION (according to
the criteria of variable type or symmetry. for example), for the purposes ofthis research
only the main relation of ASSOCIATION was used. This decision was made because ofthe
relatively low number of occurrences of this relation as compared to the CAUSE-EffECT
relation, ofthe nature ofthe relation itself and of its prirnary function for the purposes of
this kind of research (i.e., indicating the advisability of a surveillance of connections
between two elements in order to determine whether a causal link is present. and if so
what its nature may be), and of the difficulty in many cases of differentiating between
the different potential sub-types of this relation. (However, a brief discussion of the
possibilities ofrefming the classification, in light ofthe resuits of the project. appears in
Section 5.5.3.4.)
3.3.1.2.2 Criteria for cÏassfication of cAUSE—EfFECT relations
In the first stage of the analysis of CAUSE—EFFECT relations, the relation occurrences
were airnotated using Barrière’s classification (2002; cf Section 1.5.2.8.3) to assign a
sub-relation (CREATION, DESTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE, PREVENTION, MODI FICATION,
INCREASE, DECREASE or PRESERVATION) to each occurrence.
One minor modification in the sub-relation names assigned by Barrière was
made: given that the inclusion in the MAINTENANCE sub-relation of cases in which one
element allows or permits the other to exist or to occur may be somewhat confusing, this
sub-relation was identified as MAINTENANCE (PERMISSION) to improve clarity.
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3.3.1.3 Number of relation occurrences observed
Once the relation (and, where applicable, sub-relation) present in each context was
identified, the number of occurrences of eacli type was tallied, in order to provide an
idea of the density of relation occurrences meeting the criteria set out in the project, as
compared to the number of contexts analyzed. This measure is indicative of the raw
potential of this kind of approach for locating relation occurrences in the two languages.
Once the number of relation occurrences present was determined, the analysis of
these occurrences themselves, and of the markers and pattems identified in them, could
proceed. This evaluation focused on two distinct aspects of the relation occurrences
identified: the characteristics of the pattems themselves (including the markers
identified, their characteristics, the structures in which they participated, and the
elements that they linked); and some challenges in the identification and use of these
pattems or the information conveyed by the contexts in which they occur due to items
external to the pattems themselves (including interruptions of the pattems and the
presence of expressions ofuncertainty in the contexts evaluated).
3.3.1.4 Annotation and analysis of pattern characteristics
The various pattem characteristics that were armotated and evaluated are descnbed in
more detail below.
3.3.1.4.1 Candidate markers
The first step in analyzing the term-based concordances was the identification of
candidate markers, which required a preliminary definition of what kinds of markers
were of interest in the project, and what information was needed about them.
The candidate knowledge pattems identified in the course of this research are
lexical, containing a relation marker that is a lexical unit or series of lexical units (or, as
discussed in Section 1 .2, in rare cases, a derivational affix). However, these may then be
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refined by the addition of syntactic information about these forms and the elernents
they link (cf. lexico-syntactic knowledge patterns).
Given the different relations being studied, the comparative focus of this project,
and specifically the goal of comparing various kinds of pattems in Englisli and frencli,
the pattems studied were flot restricted to those containing a marker belonging to a
specific part of speech class (as was the case of Barrière (2002) and Garcia (1996, 1997)
with verbal markers). Pattems containing markers that were verbs (e.g., to prevent),
nouns (e.g., prevention), adjectives (e.g., preventive), adverbs (e.g., preventatively) and
prepositions (Xfrom Y), as well as conjunctions (e.g., Xand Y) were considered.
Thus, in pattem discovery, word forrns that were associated with the expression
of a pertinent relation (e.g., for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation of PREVENTION, prevent,
prevents, prevented, and preventing) were noted. These individual forms were then
associated with a base form of a lexical unit (in this case, the verb to prevent).
Both simple (e.g., prevent, prevention) and complex markers (e.g., prevention
of.. by) were considered. The most complete possible form of lexical marker was
identified in each relation occurrence (e.g., prevention of.. by vas identified as the
marker form present in structures such as prevention ofX by Y, prevention in structures
sucli as X Y prevention), although forms such as these containing the same open-class
marker that differed only in the presence of additional closed-class elements such as
prepositions were considered to be occurrences of a single base marker. (The analysis of
these variations is discussed separately in Section 3.3.1.4.4.2.)
Through this annotation, the candidate markers identified were associated with a
specific (sub-)relation (or potentially more than one in the case ofpolysemous markers).
3.3.1.4.2 Number ofrnarkers observed
Once the lexical markers present were identified, these were counted in order to obtain
an idea of the number of distinct markers that were present in the relation occurrences
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analyzed. and for each relation and sub-relation. This measure permits the estimation
of the number and variety of distinct markers required to retrieve the number of relation
occurrences observed in the contexts analyzed. and thus of the variety of markers that
may be needed in pattern-based applications in each Iangciage.
3.3.1.4.3 À7umber ofoccîorences ofmarkers
Because the productivity of a pattern-based tool depends largely on the number of
potentially useful contexts accessible using pattern sets, the numbers of occurrences of
rnarkers are an important component in evaluating the potential ofthis kind of approach.
This analysis vas based on two separate measures: the proportions of relation
occurrences observed that colTesponded to the most frequent rnarkers in the sample
analyzed (which is indicative of the productivity of individual markers for retrieving
relation occurrences). and the frequency of the sets of markers in the corpus as a whole
(indicative ofthe overail number ofpotentially useful contexts that may be located using
these sets).
In the first case, the evaluation focused on the numbers of markers observed that
would be required to identify a given proportion of the relation occurrences identifled
(in this evaluation. 50% and 75%).
The evaluation of the frequencies of sets of markers in the corpora as a whole
was generally detenflined using concordances generated for the markers using character
strings and WordSmith bols, in a version of the corpora that had been part-of-speech
tagged and lemmatized using TreeTagger (IMS Textcorpora and Lexicon Group 1994;
Schrnid 1994). This allowed for the evaluation of marker frequency in such a way as to
take into account inflected forms ofthe pattern markers and eliminate (within the limits
of the performance of the part of speech tagger and lemmatizer) categorial ambiguities
presented by the rnarkers. In the case ofmarkers that could flot be effectively evaluated
using this approach
— for instance those that were complex and interrupted or that
shared elements (for example, in the case of complex markers that contained elements
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that may serve as markers in their own right, such as risk and riskfactor in English)
— occurrences were sorted manually to distinguish between forms and these figures
were retained for the purposes of the analysis.8’ To permit marker ftequency
comparisons between the two data sets, a measure offrequencies per 1,000 tokens in the
corpus was calculated.82
Combined with observations of the numbers of markers observed for each
relation, these measures may indicate the variety of markers used to express a given
relation and the potential of the marker sets to identify contexts, and thus help to
estimate and compare the number of markers required in pattem-based applications to
retrieve relation occurrences.
3.3.1.4.4 Types ofmarkers observed
In order to evaluate the types of markers observed, each occurrence of a marker was
associated with an indication of its part of speech class and form, as described below.
3.3.1.4.4.1 Part of speech class ofmarkers
Given the possibilities of targeting specific part of speech classes of markers for use in
pattem-based applications (e.g., Garcia 1997; Barrière 2001; Feliu 2004), as well as
possible links with marker performance, the part of speech class of cadi pattera marker
was noted in a database field included for this purpose, to allow for the evaluation of the
proportions of individual markers and marker occurrences belonging to each category.
In addition, when technical restrictions (e.g., the maximum frequency identifiable by WordSmith Tools)
did flot permit evaluation in the tagged corpus, the untagged corpus texts were used. As this vas an issue
only in the case of prepositions and conjunctions in these resuits, the possibilities of morphological
variation and categorial ambiguity were flot considered to be problematic in these cases.
82 This conversion was camed out simply by dividing the total number of occurrences by the number of
tokens in the corpus (as calculated by WordSmith Tools) and then multiplying the resuit by 1,000. The
choice of occurrences per 1,000 tokens as a basis for comparison was made because the resulting figures
were easily interpretable (i.e., were generally flot too large or too small) and could be easily manipulated
to estimate expected numbers of occurrences in corpora of different sizes, if desired.
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In the case of complex markers, the part of speech class of cadi marker
element was noted, and classification into pattern marker classes was based on the part
of speech of the base, open-class element (e.g., in the case of NOUN + PREPOSITION
combinations, the marker was considered to be nominal; in the case of VERB +
PREPOSITION combinations, as verbal). This annotation allowed for the evaluation of
different types of markers as coherent groups. To facilitate some aspects of this
evaluation and comparison, some categories were grouped together for analysis; for
instance, PARTICIPIAL ADJECTIVES (occurring both independently and in association with
a preposition) were included with verb forms.83 Moreover, as noted in the Introduction,
derivational affixes
— while flot strictly speaking lexical units — were also considered
in this research, as they may clearly mark relations at a textual level; these were
considered as a separate category.
Analyzing the part of speech class distribution of markers allows for the
evaluation of the types of markers that may be considered for pattem set development,
and the impact that choices of specific classes of markers may have on pattem-based
tool performance in the two languages.
3.3.1.4.4.2 Complex and simple marker forms
In order to allow for the evaluation of the proportions of complex and simple marker
occurrences observed
— and thus of the potential prevalence of the difficulties
associated with these characteristics (e.g., interruptions of the forms or variation in the
order of marker elements)
— each occurrence of a marker form was classified as simple
(in the case of single lexical items) or complex (in the case of marker forms consisting
of multiple open-class lexical items or of an open-class and one or more closed-class
items such as NOUN + PREPOSITION combinations).
83 The choice to include these with the verbs rather than adjectives was made because these items were
formally very closely related to verbs, and moreover were ofien difficuit to differentiate from verbal forms
appearing in elliptical structures.
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3.3. 1.1.5 Marker precision
Once the list of candidate markers xvas established. a sample cf 13 ofthese patteuns vas
used to evaluate the productivity cf these markers for the identification cf relation
occurrences. For the purposes cf this evaluation, the rnarkers that were observed rnost
frequently in the initial series of concordances were considered to be most interesting, as
they are likely to be among the rnost prornising for developing pattern sets. The sample
was designed to include markers of the two relations evaluated. as well as a range of
different part of speech classes cf markers.
The selected markers were then used to generate a second set cf concordances,
similar to the one below in Figure 7 a random sample of 100 occurrences (generated in
untagged corpora using character strings and the random sampling feature of
WordSmith Tools) was extracted from the corpora. The character strings used were
designed te allow for the retrieval cf inflected forms cf the rnarkers while exciuding
where possible sources of noise from similar forms (e.g., belonging to other part cf
speech categories). The longest standard form of the marker observed was used in the
two languages; for example. the forrn risk in English was used to find occurrences of
risk. riskfrom. risk of... from. and so on; in French the form risque de was used, as this
xvas the standard form observed in the initial concordances.
This second set of concordances was then manually analyzed, in order to identify
contexts that contained a pertinent conceptual (sub-)relation, those that indicated another
type ofrelationship (including more complex relations involving a causal component, as
discussed in Section 1 .5.2.?), those that iiwolved forms corresponding to other lexical
items (i.e., categorial ambiguities). and those that appeared to indicate the relation in
question, but in which the two concepts linked were not clearly denoted using linguistic
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means within the context extracted (i.e., that were incomplete), as well as non-
pertinent uses ofthe items in question (i.e., noise).84
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figure 7. Pattern-based concordance for the marker lead to
Using the classification of the pattems’ occurrences, pattem precision in the
sample was calculated by comparing the total numbers of occurrences evaluated and
those that were useful for identifying the desired relation. The evaluation of contexts’
validity in this research was more liberal than those used by many other researchers, as
the goal of the research was to study a wider range of occurrences of conceptual
“ A comment on the classification of categorial ambiguities in this evaluation may clarify the decision
made to distinguish these contexts systematically from valid hits. Certainly, character strings that
correspond to more than one lexical item can be used to identifi occurrences of specific relations (cf. the
approach used in Marshman 2002), and may ofien provide an efficient means ofretrieving a large number
of candidate KRCs using a limited number ofmarker forms. However, in light ofthe methodology used in
this project, which coupled markers with indications of their part of speech category and distinguished
between formally similar markers on this basis (e.g., distinguishing the verb cause from the noun cause),
the distinction was considered necessary in evaluating marker precision. Moreover, this also allowed for
preliminary observation of some differences in precÏsion linked to the part of speech category of markers,
which can help to provide a basis for gathering data to guide strategies for choosing markers for use in
tools.
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relations, in order to better understand how they are represented in texts and Unis
how they can be located semi-autornatically. Thus. not only contexts conforming to the
TERM + [MARKER] + TERM structure with no expressions of uncertainty or negation were
accepted, but rather any context in which the relation and the concepts involved were
clearly expressed.
In cases in which the results obtained for a specific marker suggested
possibilities for refinernents in the use of markers involving the use of lexico-syntactic
pattern forms in part-of-speech tagged corpora, samples of 50 contexts containing that
marker and its counterpart in the other language were extracted from the corpora as
processed using the tool Syntex (Bourigault et al. 2005), which analyzes syntactic
dependencies in versions of the corpora that have been part-of-speech tagged and
lernmatized using TreeTagger (Schmid 1994) and allows for contexts containing
occurrences of specific lemmas to be identified and extracted. These contexts were once
again analyzed manually in order to classify the occurrences as indicated above. This
allowed for the potential for improving results of extraction using more developed
approaches to be evaluated for specific markers that appeared to confront difficulties in
character-string-based techniques.
In addition to these evaluations of the set of markers as a whole. a sub-set of ten
markers in each language two of ASSOCIATION and eight of CAUSE—EFFECT
— that
had sirnilar distributions among the relations and part of speech classes was selected and
evaluated in order to permit the evaluation of precision without potential bias due to
differences in the performance of different classes ofmarkers.
3.3.1.4.6 PoÏysemy ofpattern markers
As discussed above in Section 2.3.1.4, pattern-based applications are very vuinerableto
problems of ambiguity. This arnbiguity can be identified in several ways. The first of
these involves the observation of cases in which rnarkers may denote more than one
(sub-)relation among those considered pertinent in the research. A second involves the
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occurrence of marker forms in contexts that do flot indicate the relations of interest
in this research, a major contributor to noise in analyses of marker precision. Finally,
markers may be observed to denote flot only one or more CAUSE—EffECT sub-relations of
interest, but also a more complex relationship that also includes an element of causation.
In the annotation of the relation occurrences analyzed in this research, the
relation (and for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation, the sub-relation) present in each context
was identified, as well as the pattem marker and pattem form observed. As markers
were associated with a relation and sub-relation in each context individually, those that
may indicate more than one sub-relation (according to the criteria set out for this
project) could be identified and the nature of their polysemy evaluated.
In order to evaluate this polysemy, the lists ofmarkers observed in each language
were analyzed, and markers that were observed to indicate two or more (sub-)types of
relations identïfied. In these cases, the variety of relations associated with the markers
was compared, and the contexts in which they occurred were analyzed, in order to
evaluate the impact that these factors may have on the usefulness of the results and the
possibilities for differentiating between the different types of relations indicated.
The two remaining types of evaluation were carried out on the data from the
evaluation ofmarker precision (as described in Section 3.3.1.4.5 and reported in Section
4.6). The prevalence and nature of phenomena such as noise and complex relationships
observed in the contexts extracted using candidate markers may indicate additional
types of challenges that may be encountered in pattem-based applications. The impact
ofthese types ofpolysemy may be significantly different from that described above.
In the case of noise, the markers may not indicate relations ofinterest (or indeed,
any relation at ail) and therefore may introduce non-pertinent context into results.
Ideally, strategies should be developed to eliminate these contexts from the results of
KRC extraction. A brief analysis of this kind of polysemy was carried out in the context
ofthe evaluation ofmarker precision (Section 4.6).
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In the case of complex relations, while the markers may indicate relations
other than the “pure” relations analyzed in this research, the contexts in which this kind
of polysemy is observed may constitute good noise, in that the information they convey
— while complex and therefore flot immediately useful for some applications
— may
indeed ultimately help a user to better understand a concept.
The possibility that markers may indicate flot only the type of “core” CAUSE—
EFFECT relations considered in this research, but also more complex relationships with a
causal component was also evaluated to some extent in the resuits of the study of
precision. This kind of polysemy indicates that contexts retrieved by these markers,
while useflul, may pose difficulties for the identification ofthe specific relations present.
Applications that attempt to sort or otherwise process these contexts automatically
according to the relations present will confront significant challenges. The evaluation of
the frequency of this phenomenon may help to determine its impact on pattem-based
applications; moreover, the analysis of the types of polysemy observed and the forms in
which polysemous markers occur may indicate possible avenues for dealing with the
issue.
3.3.1.4.7 Pattera variation
As discussed in Section 2.6.2, pattem variation may involve flot only morphological
variation in marker form, but also variations in the number and nature of elements
associated with a primary marker (e.g., the presence of prepositions or conjunctions in
association with an open-class lexical marker), or variations associated with the voice of
a verbal marker, as well as variations in pattem structure (e.g., in the location of the
marker and related elernents relative to one another, or the presence of additional,
regular elements within a pattem structure). As these variations must be taken into
account when developing pattern sets, and can also influence the recall of pattem-based
tools, they were considered to be important in this research.
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In order to observe these variations, a two-level annotation of the relation
occurrence and marker present was used in the database, the first reflecting the base
form of the marker, and the second indicating the structure of the context as it was
observed and including the pattem marker and the related elements in the order and
form in which they appeared. Additional characteristics, e.g., the voice of verbal
markers, were also described in database fields designed to receive this information.
Table 15 presents a sample of this annotation. The evaluation of marker and pattem
variation is described below.
Table 15. Sample of annotation accounting for pattem variation
Context Marker Marker Voice Pattern Form
Pos
... LDL-C remains the primary target of link... to y. + active [studies] linking X to Y1
lipid-lowering therapy based on a robust prep. [conjunctionJ Y2
database ofstudies linldng LDL-C to
atherosclerosis and cardiovascular events
... (Bittner 2003)
... these frndings, together with those in link... to y. + active [findings] ... [adverb]
chronic atherosclerosis, importantly link prep. link X to [article] Y
ligand-RAGE interaction to the
pathogenesis of exaggerated neointimal
expansion ... (Yan et al. 2003)
... Oxidative stress has been linked te link... to y. + passive X has been linked to
the activation ofboth NF-[kappa]B and prep. [article] Yl [quantifier]
AP- 1. (Granger et aI. 2004) Y2a [conjunction] Y2b
... homocysteine, dyslipidaemia, link... to y. + passive Xl, X2, X3 [conjunction]
malnutrition and inflammation [l*,2,3*], prep. X4 [ref], [quantifier]
some of which have also been linked to have been linked to
the pathogenesis ofanaemia itself. ... [article] Y
(Stevens and Levin 2003)
3.3.1.4.7.1 Variation in marker form
The methodology used in this pfoject, which identified the most comprehensive form of
markers present, allowed for variants in marker form to be grouped together and
analyzed. The data thus obtained were then studied in order to evaluate the numbers of
marker variants and the types ofpattem structures in which each marker participated.
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The data for the rnarkers that were observed two or more times in the
samples aimotated were analyzed to identify the level of variation in markers (including
the presence of additional elements such as prepositions or conjonctions in addition to
the principal marker elernents and the change in the order in which marker elements
appeared). The level of variation was evaluated using a simple ratio of the number of
fonns observed relative to the numbers ofmarkers overali and for each relation.
However, the variation that can be observed per marker is influenced by the
number of tirnes a given marker was observed. In order to present the level of variation
more accurately, the mean number of forrns observed was calculated for groups of
markers observed a specific number oftirnes in the sample analyzed.8
Variation in the voice of verbal pattem markers was also considered specifically,
as it affects flot onlv the forrn of the marker but also that of the pattern in which the
rnarker participates. including. for example, the inversion of causes and effects in the
pattern structure.
3.3.1.4.7.2 Variation in pattern structures
The annotation of pattern structures observed in relation occurrences allowed for the
identification of candidate pattern forms that may subsequently be evaluated and refined
for use in pattern-based tools. Moreover, the potential for variation in these structures
can be obseiwed in the case of markers that occuned two or more tirnes in these
contexts.
Variations considered involved the relative placement of pattern elernents (i.e.,
rnarkers and related elernents) and the presence of additional but regular items within
pattern structures (e.g., the presence of a copula before adjectival or participial adjective
markers). These variations were evaluated as a ratio of pattern structures relative to the
The range of frequencies that were observed in both languages, and thus could provide a basis for
comparison, was between 2 and 8.
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number ofmarkers overail and for cadi relation. and for groups ofrnarkers that were
observed comparable numbers oftirnes in the sample analvzed.
An additional specific case of pattern variation evaluated involved that observed
when a marker occurred within a structure involvine a relative clause introduced by a
relative pronoun. This kind of variation in structures may be one of the most interesting
to take into account in pattern forms. given its relative regularity.
3.3.1.4.8 Number and/àrm ofthe elements Iinked In’ patterns
As markers are oniy one part of the knowledge pattern, it vas also important to consider
characteristics ofthe elernents they linked. As described in Sections 2.3.1.5 and 2.6.3,
variation from the prototypical pattem structure involving non-nominal forms ofrelated
elements or the presence of multiple elernents sharing a slot” in a knowledge pattern
affects flot only the forms of patterns required to extract complete KRCs. but also the
value of the information they contain. Thus. for each relation occurrence observed. the
number and form ofthe related elernents were noted.86
3.3.1.4.8.1 Number of related elernents
Cases in which more than two elements were linked by a given marker — generally
when two or more elements shared a given role in a relation (e.g., two or more possible
causes or effects were indicated in connection with a single occuiience of a marker) —
were noted and their structures analyzed in terms ofthe relationship present between the
elements sharing a role and the form ofthe occurrences.87
86 As noted in Section 3.3, to be retained in this analysis contexts were required to include at least two
participants in a relation, e.g., a cause and an effect, or two associated elernents. Contexts that did flot
include one ofthe elements involved in a given relation because the context extracted was too short were
also excluded from study.
This vas flot considered in the evaluation of pauern variation, however, as it vas considered to be
distinct from other types of pattem variation (primarily because it is flot linked to specific markers but
rather may be observed in a wide range of relation occurrences).
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Each context containing multiple related elements sharing a role in a relation
was classified according to the relationship between these elements. These relationships
included the appearance of two or more variant expressions of a single concept
(including a full form of a linguistic item (generally a term) denoting a concept
accompanied by an abbreviation or symbol representing this same concept), the
conjunction (e.g., X and Y cause Z), disjunction (e.g., X causes Y or Z), and
conjunctionldisjunction (e.g., X causes Y and/or Z)) of linguistic expressions denoting
multiple related elements, and finally the case of co-occurrence of expressions denoting
concepts participating in GENERIC—SPECIFIC relationships with one another.
As part of the analysis of the form these occurrences may take, the lexical or
paralinguistic indicators (e.g., punctuation) of the relationship that existed between the
two elements were noted and their distribution analyzed; this permitted an evaluation of
the complexity of the task of developing pattem forms that could allow for complete
identification and analysis of contexts containing these types of structures and of the
information these contexts offer.
The presence of the associated phenomena of ellipsis of part of complex
elements and repetition of a pattem marker or part of a marker in association with the
phenomenon were also noted and evaluated. In the case of ellipsis, a further distinction
was made between cases in which the head of a complex item was omitted, and those in
which it was an expansion that was omitted, as the impact of these phenomena for
pattern design and the potential usefulness of extracted information may differ.
3.3.1.4.8.2 Forrn ofthe related elernents
As observed in the Introduction and described in Section 2.1, some paffern-based tools
attempt to identify contexts in which relations link specific types of elements (e.g.,
previously identified terms or candidate terms, or elements that appear in a form typical
of terms (generally NOUNS and NOUN PHRASES)). This raises questions about the
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proportion of relation occurrences that involve such forms
— and more irnportantly,
ofthose that do flot. This aspect ofthe relation occurrences vas thus also evaluated.
Any occurrence of a related element that did not occur in NOUN or NOLN PHRASE
form was thus annotated with an indication of its part of speech class (including
ADJECTIVES, PRONOUNS, VERBS, and propositions). The numbers and proportions of
these items were then evaluated in order to determine the proportions of occurrences
that diverged from the ‘standard” nominal forrns.
3.3.1.4.8.2.1 Anaphora
One specific type of variation in the form of related elements and one that may be
particularly problernatic for the analysis of KRCs and the identification of the
information they convey (as discussed in Section 2.3.1.5.2.1) is anaphora. The
database used for the annotation of the contexts contained a field that allowed for each
occurrence of an anaphoric expression that replaced a related element (or some part
thereof) to be identified, and for the form of this expression to be identified and
subsequently analyzed.
Moreover, other types ofanaphoric expressions that appeared in candidate KRCs
were also noted, as they may affect the form of pattern markers or of the patterns
thernselves, and certainly indicate a need for additional information to evaluate the
information conveyed in a given context fully.
Within the category of anaphoric expressions, a distinction was made between
the various types of part-of-speech classes identified (inc]uding PRONOUNS, POSSESSIVE
ADJECTIVES and generics introduced by a DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVE or DEFINITE
ARTICLE), given the differences in the characteristics of these classes of elements (such
as the location of the anaphoric expressions relative to their antecedents), the ways in
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which these could be integrated in pattern set design, and the usefulness of the
anaphoric expressions themselves for knowledge extraction.
This data was then used flot only to determine the proportion of potentially
useful contexts that might be lost if such contexts were excluded and to evaluate the
need for access to a larger context for knowledge acquisition, but also to identify the
types of anaphoric expressions that were used in the contexts in each language and the
ways in which their use might be taken into account in the creation ofpattem forms that
can be used to identify contexts containing anaphora.
In order to facilitate the evaluation of the most problematic forms of anaphora
for KRC identification and processing, the proportion of occurrences ofthe phenomenon
in which an entire related element or the head of a complex related element was
replaced by an anaphoric element was also evaluated speciflcally, and the types of
anaphoric elements observed in these cases analyzed.
3.3.1.5 Annotation of challenges for pattern-based tool use
As observed in Section 2.4, identifying knowledge-rich contexts using knowledge
patterns
— and even more so further processing these contexts automatically — is not
aiways as simple as it might first appear. The difficulties of pattem-based information
extraction from corpora must thus be taken into account when working in any language,
and it is also important to take into account any differences in their nature and ftequency
when adapting the pattem-based approach for bilingual use.
Throughout this project, a record was kept of challenges pertinent to the
identification and application of the pattems that were observed in the analyzed
contexts. The database structure used contained fields corresponding to the majority of
the types of difficulties described in Section 2.4, and for each annotated context the
appropriate information was entered in these fields, allowing the identification of ail
cases of a given phenomenon as well as specific details of the occurrence in a given
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context. The annotation of these difficutties vas carried out within the structure
illustrated in Figure 8. In the following sections, some of tÏ]e details of the decisions
made for the annotation ofspecific difficulties vi1l be presented.
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Figure 8. Annotation of challenges for pattern-based applications
3.3.1.5.] Pattern interruptio!?s
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, the challenges posed by the intelTuption of pattem
structures and/or eternents in the design of pattern forrns and the recognition of KRCs
are significant. and thus the occurrences of such interruptions were noted and analyzed.
The two-level annotation described in Section 3.3.1.4.7 allowed any such
interruptions ofpattems to be taken into account. In addition, fields were included in the
database for identifying contexts in which patterns were intelTupted by external
elements, and for describing the location of the interruption and the intenupting item.
Interruptions were evaluated in general, and in addition three main types of interruptions
were identified that may have different impacts on the developrnent of pattern forrns and
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the recognition of relation occurrences in corpora: those ofpattems by other pattems
(discussed below in Section 3.3.1.5.1.1), of complex markers, and ofrelated elements.
The annotation of these phenomena allows for the calculation of statistics of the
number of pattem occurrences that were interrupted (and thus of the proportions of
potentially useful contexts that would be affected by the phenomenon), and the
evaluation of the frequency of different types of interruptions.
3.3.1.5.1.1 Multiple markers and interruptions by other patterns
The presence of multiple markers in a single context can pose significant challenges for
the identification of relations present in a candidate KRC, as discussed in Section 2.4.1.
Annotating the cases in which multiple markers and/or pattems were present
required the evaluation and processing of occurrences on various levels. Relation
occurrences may be observed to contain multiple markers corresponding to separate
relations between distinct pairs of concepts or to a single relation between a pair of
concepts (or potentially more, in some cases of multiple elements sharing a role in a
relation). These required distinct forms of evaluation.
When multiple markers denoted distinct relationships, some chains of relations
were observed. Since in this annotation, one of the conditions for retaining and
annotating pattem occurrences was that the term used to generate the concordance
realize one of the concepts in a relation, the question of annotating chains of relations
within a single context was somewhat simplified. If the term in question was linked to
only one of the markers indicating relations expressed in the context, only the relation
indicated by that marker was annotated. If, however, the tenu was linked to more than
one rnarker and thus denoted a participant in more than one separate relation, the context
was duplicated and each relation annotated separately. If the pattern structure identified
in the relation occurrence was inteniipted by another pattem (e.g., occurring in a relative
clause inserted within the main clause), this interruption was noted.
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In contexts containing multiple markers describing a single relationship
between a pair of items, only the marker that was most decisive in characterizing this
relationship was retained in the annotation (and used in the calculation of pattent
statistics); the presence of another marker in the context was nevertheless noted and
included in the pattent form idcntified.88 This is ilÏustrated in Table 16.
Table 16. Annotation of contexts containing multiple markers
Concordance Relation lst element Pattern 2nd element Pattern form
Strenuous PA was ASSOCIATION strenuous PA associated breast cancer X [copula]
generally associated with [adverb]
with a reduced breast associated with
cancer nsk. (Dom et [article]
al. 2003) [reduced] Y
[risk]
Receptor-mediated CAUSE—EFfECT receptor- change in LFA-l X [Ieads toi
leukocyte activation (modification) mediated structure [adjective]
leads to leukocyte changes in Y
conformational activation
changes in LfA-l
structure... (Granger
et al. 2004)
L’activation de CAUSE—EFFECT activation de augmenta- [Ca]i X [produire]
récepteurs (increase) récepteurs tion de [article]
endothéliaux produit endothéliaux augmentation
une augmentation de de Y
[Ca]i dans les cellules
endothéliales...
(Feletou et al. 2003)
Cette activation CAUSE—EFfECT cette engendrer réponse X [permettre
directe permet (creation) activation cellulaire de] engendrer
d’engendrer une directe cytotoxique [article] Y
réponse cellulaire protectrice
cytotoxique
protectrice. (Catros
Quemener et al.
2003)
The presence of an additional marker of ASSOCIATION or CAUSE—EFFECT relations was also noted in the
canonical pattem form(s) ultimately identified for a pattern, if this occurred regularly. However, the
specific marker vas not indicated as in the pattera form illustrated in Table 16; an indication of the
presence of some marker of the appropriate relation was considered to be sufficient for these purposes.
This can be observed in the results presented in Appendix H.
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“Decisive” pattems in these contexts were identified based on the evaluation
of the relation that was identffied: if the markers present generally indicated (and were
interpreted by the annotator as denoting) different relations or sub-relations, the marker
that was associated with the relation that was judged to hold between the two items in a
general interpretation of the context was chosen.
Thus, for example, in the structure X leads to changes in Y, Ïead to generally
indicates CREATION, change in generally indicates MODIFICATION, and in a general
evaluation of the context, the overali relation was judged to be MODIFICATION, since the
overail effect is a change in a feature of Y; as such, change in was retained as the
marker and tead to was indicated only as part of the pattem form. When markers that
generally expressed ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EfFECT relations co-occurred, as in the
case of structures such as X is associated with reduced Y, the ASSOCIATION relation was
considered to be dominant, and thus the marker associated with was indicated as the
principal marker, and reduced was included in the pattem form. This decision was made
because of the unconfirmed nature of potentially causal relations inherent in
ASSOCIATION; thus, it was considered to be premature (and potentially misleading to an
end-user of the resuits produced by a pattem-based tool) to classify such occurrences as
CAUSE—EFFECT relations.
In the rare cases in which two markers of the same relation (and sub-relation)
occurred connecting the same pair of elements, the marker that was identified as the 1)
clearest and 2) most prevalent indicator of the relation was retained.
This approach allows for counting each relation between a given pair of elements
only once, rather than several times (once for each marker present). It also reflects the
most effective strategy for presenting contexts to an end user, with each context ideally
appearing only once for each related element pair it contains. Moreover, it avoids
potential problems of mis-classifications ofcontexts (as in the cases of co-occurrence of
markers 0f ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EFfECT relations). In addition, it ensures that cadi
marker can be analyzed separately, and that no false indications of polysemy of a given
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marker are drawn on the basis of occurrences containing multiple markers. The
tagging of each context with an indication of the presence of multiple markers and the
inclusion of these markers in the pattem form identifies these cases for further analysis
and study, and ensures that the presence of additional markers is taken into account in
the analysis ofpattem forms. (However, the approach does have an impact on the resuits
obtained; see the discussion ofthis decision in Section 5.5.3.5).
3.3.1 .5.1.2 Interruptions of complex markers and of related elcments
In addition to interruptions of pattem structures, in some cases extemal elements (e.g.,
modifiers, quantifiers) occurred between elements of complex markers or related
elements or between multiple related elements. As these interruptions can interfere with
the identification of KRCs and the information they convey by pattem-based tools, and
should also be taken into account when developing many types of pattem forms, these
cases were noted and their frequency evaluated.
In the case of interruptions of complex markers, a distinction was made between
cases in which the interruption was systematic (in the case of marker forms that
surround one of the elements that they link, e.g., prevention of X by Y) and those in
which the interruption was irregular (e.g., in the case of interruptions by modifiers). This
distinction allows for the differentiation between types of interruptions that are
relatively predictable and thus may be accounted for in pattem forms, and those that are
flot and thus present more senous challenges for pattem-based tools.
3.3.1.5.2 Expressions of uncertainty
As discussed in Section 2.4.2, the presence of expressions of uncertainty in candidate
KRCs may affect not only the recognition of these contexts but also the value of the
information they convey for subsequent use, and it is thus important to identify the types
of indicators that may be used, and to develop strategies for dealing with the
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phenomenon, for exampie by classifying contexts containing these markers semi
automaticaÏly according to the level of “reliability” that they indicate.
In this research, the presence of expressions of uncertainty in the relation
occurrences identified was noted where applicable. In addition, these expressions of
uncertainty were classified into four types: quantification of related elements, hedging,
modal verbs and negation. Each of these types was annotated and evaluated separately,
in order to permit the evaluation of the various characteristics of the different types of
expressions and their impact on pattem form and the strategies that may be developed
for dealing with the uncertainty indicated.
The potential for these expressions to interrupt pattem forms was taken into
account in the annotation of pattem interruptions. In addition, each type of expression of
uncertainty observed in the analyzed contexts was noted in a database field intended for
this purpose. This allowed for the description of the types of expressions used to
indicate degrees of uncertainty both at a formai level (including the part of speech
classes to which they belonged, for the purposes of their inclusion in pattem forms as
required) and at a semantic level (in order to describe the ways in which relations may
be characterized and to determine the effect on the reliability and reusability of contexts
for future applications).
3.3.1.5.3 Text-reÏated issues
for the purposes of this research, text-related issues related to individual texts or
contexts were identified only when they might interfere with the identification or
interpretation of a relation occurrence. Contexts containing writing problems or that
were written in complex style such that it was impossible to identify (using the manual
approach uscd in this research) the relation present, the element involved in a relation, or
a candidate pattem marker and/or form in the manual analysis were excluded from
study, as the possibilities for automating the identification of these occurrences were
considered to be limited. Cases of writing probiems that did not interfere with manual
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identification of these elements were retained, although the presence of potential
problems for pattem-based tools was noted.
3.3.1.5.4 Dfficu1ties overait
While, for organizational purposes, the discussion of the relation occurrences has been
divided according to the nature of the elements in question (i.e., on whether the
discussion focuses on an element is a part of the pattem itself — pattern characteristics
or an element that is extemal to the pattem form — challenges for pattem-based
applications), it is clear that a number ofdifficulties may affect the performance oftools
for extraction ofKRCs and the ultimate usability of the contexts extracted.
These include the form of related elements (particularly elements that are non-
nominal in form), anaphoric expressions occurring within pattems, interruptions of
pattem forms (including complex markers and related elements), expressions of
uncertainty, and text-related issues. The proportions of the contexts containing any one
ofthese factors is indicative ofthe frequency with which relation occurrences in the two
data sets diverge from prototypical knowledge pattem structures indicating a certain and
reliable relation, and therefore in tum may reveal the proportion of relation occurrences
that would be missed by the most conservative approaches (e.g., that rely on very
restricted pattem forms and that exclude contexts containing anaphora and expressions
of uncertainty).
for this reason, the proportion of relation occurrences containing one or more of
these phenomena was evaluated.89 This analysis indicates the importance of considering
such factors in the context of pattem-based applications, and may help to determine how
profitable investments in time and effort in developing strategies for dealing with them
89 However, the evaluation exciudes the interruption of complex markers by related elements, which is flot
generally considered as a difficulty as such, although it adds to the complexity of developing pattem
forms.
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may be. Moreover, it may provide data to support decision-making as to the
selection ofpattern-based approaches that are appropriate for a given situation.
3.4 Interlinguisfic comparison
We researchers use statistics the way a drunkard
uses a lamp post: morefor support than
illumination.
Winifted Castie, Statistician
Afier the annotation of the pattem characteristics and challenges for pattem-based
applications was completed, an interlinguistic comparison between the resuits of the
analysis for each ofthe criteria described above in Section 3.3 was carried out, in order
to evaluate the similarities and differences in the product of this methodology in the
English and French. This comparison focused on both quantitative data (e.g., the number
of occurrences of relations, markers of relations and of challenges observed) and
qualitative data (e.g., the forms in which these phenomena were observed, and the
potential impact of these for pattern-based applications).
The quantitative resuits were analyzed where appropriate using statistical tests in
order to evaluate the statistical significance of any observed differences. Qualitative data
were compared through general observations of the parallels observed and any
differences that became apparent in the course of the analysis.
Details of the methods used for the interlinguistic comparison of quantitative
data, specifically of the statistical tests used to determine the significance of differences
observed, are presented in Section 3.4.1, focusing on the comparison of the overail
numbers of relation occurrences observed, in Section 3.4.2, focusing on the comparison
ofpattems and their characteristics, and in Section 3.4.3, describing the comparison of
the challenges observed for pattem-based applications.
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3.4.1 Comparison ofnumbers of relation occurrences observcd
The overali proportions of the contexts evaluated that produced relation occun-ences
meeting the criteria for evaluation in this study were calculated from the frequencies of
relation occurrences identified; this calculation was also donc for each relation
individually.
Differences between the data samples in proportions of relation occurrences to
contexts analyzed were evaluated using the Chi-square (x2) test (Muller 1973: 109—127;
Oakes 199$: 24—29; Norman and Streiner 2003: 86—88), used to compare rates and
proportions and evaluate the probability that a variation at least as large as the one
observed could occur strictly by chance. More precisely. this statistical evaluation
allows for testing of what is generally referred to as a imÏÏ hypothesis. i.e.. in this case
that there is no difference between the samples in two languages in regard to the
criterion evaluated, and specifically for estimating the probability that. if this nuli
hypothesis is truc, any difference observed in the results can be entirelv accounted for
by chance. This probability is generally expressed as ap value. which can varv between
O and 1. A high probability valtie (i.e., a p value approaching 1) indicates that any
variation is very likely to be the result of chance alone. A lowp value (i.e.. approaching
0) indicates that chance is unlikely to be entirely responsible for the variation observed.
and thus suggests that the nuil hypothesis should in ah likelihood be rejected. and that
there is a statistically significant difference between the two samples in regard to the
criterion being tested.9°
The Chi-square test is generahly agreed to be applicable when the expected
occurrences of a given phenomenon in a given sample size are 5 or higher; srnaller
values may flot provide valid results. Most commonly, ap value less than or equal to
° It is important to note that a nuil hypothesis (e.g., in this case, that there is no difference between the
samptes in the two languages in terms of the criteria analyzed) can neyer be proven. When a non
significant difference is present, a statistical test can only suggest the scope of future research that could
allow for a statistically significant difference if one exists to be observed (e.g., in ‘hat size of
sample the level of discrepancy observed would be significant).
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0.05 is considered as the threshold of significance permitting the rejection ofthe nuli
hypothesis (e.g., Norman and Streiner 2003: 32); this criterion has been adopted in this
thesis. The exact calculations in this research were done in a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet (version 2003). (This test is described in more detail in Appendix G.)
The numbers of relation occurrences identified for the sub-sets of relation
occurrences involving terms that were equivalents in the two languages, and those that
involved non-equivalent terms were also compared. These sub-analyses permitted the
evaluation ofthe contribution ofthese sub-sets to the overali data.
3.4.2 Comparison of pattern characteristics
following the structure set out in the evaluation of the results in each language, in the
interlinguistic comparison the numbers of markers observed, the number of occurrences
of these markers, the types of markers observed, pattem variations (in marker form and
pattem structure), and the number and form ofrelated elements were compared.
3.4.2.1 Number of markers observed
In order to evaluate the variety ofpattem markers observed in the research, the numbers
of distinct markers observed for each (sub-)relation in each corpus were compared with
the total number of contexts analyzed and the number of relation occurrences annotated.
Comparison of the numbers of markers observed relative to the number of
contexts evaluated reflects the productivity of the methodology applied in this research
for pattem discovery in the two corpora. As the number of distinct markers observed
relative to the total number of relation occurrences identified in the sample may suggest
how many markers and pattems will be required to obtain a given number of pertinent
contexts in the two languages; variations observed between the English and French data
sets may suggest discrepancies that should be further evaluated and ultimately taken into
account in pattem-based tool development.
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The difference in the numbers of markers observed in the two samples is not
evaluated from a precise statistical perspective in this study, because of the restrictions
imposed by the data (i.e., the fact that the comparison involves the ratios of distinct
markers to a total number of relation occurrences associated with the set of markers and
flot a simple evaluation of proportions ofmarker occurrences, which can be measured as
above using the Chi-square test). Rather, the ratios of distinct markers relative to the
total numbers of contexts evaluated and relation occurrences observed are simply
compared in order to give an indication of the potential for differences between the
samples in the two languages that may be worthy of further investigation using a
methodology that allows for precise statistical evaluation.
3.4.2.2 Number of occurrences of markers
The counterpart to comparison of the variety of pattem markers observed is comparison
ofthe frequencies ofthe individual markers and ofthe sets ofmarkers in the English and
French data. In these evaluations, the numbers of occurrences of markers in the sample
of annotated contexts (specifically as a proportion of the total numbers of occurrences
observed). as well as the marker sets’ frequency in the corpus as a whole — using
occurrences per 1,000 corpus tokens— were contrasted.91
The nature of the data precludes precise statistical comparisons of the English
and French data in respect to these factors. Given that the lists of markers are of course
different in the two data sets (which consist flot only of different numbers of markers
observed in different numbers of relation occurrences, but also of markers that are in
themselves different in the two languages), it is flot possible to compare the numbers of
occurrences of each marker in the two corpora directly. The comparison carried out here
rather reflects the overall productivity of the markers observed in terms of the
proportions of relation occurrences identified in the sample that corresponded to the
See Section 3.3.1.4.3, footnote 82 for details ofthese ftequency calculations.
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most frequent markers (indicating the differences in the productivity of marker sets
for locating the relation occurrences identified in the two corpora, which in tum may
reflect the numbers of markers required to locate a given number of pertinent relation
occurrences in each language), and of the numbers of occurrences for the marker sets
per 1,000 corpus tokens (which may indicate differences in the number of potentially
useful contexts that may be retrieved using these marker sets).92 Discrepancies observed
in these measures may thus suggest the need for further study in a context that allows for
direct and precise statistical evaluation.
3.4.2.3 Types of pattern markers observed
The part of speech class of markers and marker occurrences and the proportions of
marker occurrences in complex or simple form were compared in the samples in the two
languages.
Potential differences in the proportions of markers and marker occurrences
belonging to the various POS classes were evaluated using the Chi-square test,
providing data on possible variations in the types of markers that indicated the relations
in the two corpora and the distribution of relation occurrences associated with each type
of marker, thus suggesting the potential usefulness of each class for inclusion in pattera
based applications in corpora in the two languages.
The Chi-square test was also used to evaluate potential differences in the
proportions of complex and simple marker occurrences, in order to reveal possible
interlinguistic differences in the challenges for pattera design and application associated
with complex markers.
92 0f course, since these figures indicate the presence of the marker only, and flot the proportion of
pertinent occurrences, for of specific pattem forms, they can only predict the total pool of possibly
pertinent contexts.
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3.4.2.4 Marker precision
An interlinguistic comparison of the resuits of the precision evaluation for a sample of
markers and some of the principal differences observed between the markers’
performances in the two data sets was carried out to evaluate potential differences in the
two data sets. The du-square test was used to evaluate differences in the proportions of
marker occurrences assigned to each category.
3.4.2.5 Marker polysemy
In light of the data gathered in the analyses in English and French, the observations of
various kinds of polysemy that were noted in the two corpora may be compared.
However, given the limited size of the data samples available, statistical testing would
flot be reliable and certainly does flot provide a strong basis for generalizations. A
comparison may only be considered as potentially indicating differences that ment
fiirther investigation with more data (ideally extracted specifically for this purpose using
appropriate criteria). Given this situation, no statistical test was applied for comparing
polysemy in the two corpora.
3.4.2.6 Pattern variation
The comparison oflevels of variation in marker and pattem forms is a complex task, and
one that cal-mot be undertaken in a strictly accurate way using the data gathered in this
project, as the numbers of occurrences of the markers — and thus the potential for
observing variation
— differed from one marker to another and between the sets of
markers observed in the English and French corpora.
For this reason, while the levels of variation of marker forms and of pattem
structures observed can be represented roughly by calcul ating a simple ratio of different
forms observed relative to the number of occurrences of each marker, and the mean
values calculated for the marker sets in the English and french data and for each of the
relations within these sets, these measures cannot be considered to be stnctly
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comparable. Rather, any discrepancies should be considered as possible foci for
future research in a more structured context rather than as statistically significant
differences.
The need for fiirther study of interlinguistic differences in levels of variation may
5e somewhat more accurately evaluated by comparing the mean numbers ofmarker and
pattem forms within groups of markers that were observed the same number of times in
the English and french data sets. For this reason, the ratios of marker and pattem forms
to markers observed from two to eight times (i.e., the numbers of occurrences that were
common to markers observed in the two data sets) were also compared in the English
and french data, overail and for the CAUSE—EfFECT and ASSOCIATION relations.
3.4.2.7 Number and form of related elements
The proportions of the relation occurrences in the two data sets involving the various
numbers and forms of related elements (as well as the related phenomena) described in
Section 3.3.1.4.8 were ah compared using the Chi-square test described in Appendix G.
The proportions of occurrences of different types of relationships between
multiple elements sharing a role in a relation were also compared using this test. The
prevalence of various indicators that identified these relationships was also analyzed, in
order to evaluate the challenges of the task of representing these formally in the two
languages. In the cases of conjunction and disjunction of related elements and of
GENERIC—SPECIFIC relationships holding between such elements, the distribution of the
occurrences of each phenomenon among the various lexical indicators observed was
also compared in the two data sets, to evaluate the potential for developing pattem forms
including these structures in each language. (However, the different numbers of
occurrences and markers observed in the two data sets precludes a formal statistical
evaluation.)
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3.4.3 Comparison of challenges for pattern-based tools
The quantitative data on the proportions of relation occurrences containing the types of
challenges for pattem-based applications discussed in Section 3.3.1.5 (interruptions of
pattems, complex markers and related elements, presence of multiple markers,
expressions of uncertainty), were also compared, and the differences evaluated using the
Chi-square test described in Appendix G.
The proportions of the various types of expressions of uncertainty present were
also analyzed using the Chi-square test to evaluate variation in the observations of the
phenomena in the two data sets. Where applicable, the proportions of occurrences of
cadi type of expression (e.g., specific modal verbs, hedges belonging to different part of
speech classes) were also compared in the two data sets, to evaluate the possibilities for
developing pattem forms.
The resuits ofthe analyses described above will be presented in Chapter 4.
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4 Resuits
This Chapter will present the resuits of the analysis of the data according to the criteria
identified above in Chapter 3, including characteristics of the candidate markers and
pattems observed for each relation as well as some challenges for pattem-based
applications. The discussion of each characteristic will begin with a brief restatement of
its pertinence, followed by the comparison ofthe results in the two data sets, and finally
some specific characteristics observed in each language.
4.1 Number of relation occurrences observed
As this project involved the use of an approach similar to that used in many pattem
discovery applications and the analysis of corpora similar to those that may be exploited
using pattern-based tools, the number of relation occurrences provides information
about the productivity of the methodology in each language and of the possibilities of
identifying relation occurrences that meet the criteria used in the proj cet.
As shown in Table 17, the proportion of contexts observed to contain
occurrences of relations was somewhat different in the two data sets, with
approximately 31% of the 1,412 contexts analyzed in English producing pertinent
relations associated with lexical knowledge pattems, and 25% of the total of 1,392 in
French.93 An evaluation using the Chi-square test confirms that the proportion of
relation occurrences to contexts analyzed is significantly higher in the English data than
in the french (p < 0.001).
However, as some contexts produced more than one annotated relation, the proportion of distinct
contexts that were retained is actually slightly lower. In the English sample, 413 distinct contexts
produced relation occurrences (123 distinct contexts with ASSOCIATION relations and 294 CAUSE—EFFECT),
and in the French sample this figure vas 325 (70 distinct contexts with ASSOCIATION relations and 258
CAUSE—EfFECT). This slight variation nevertheless does flot significantly alter the resuits of the statistical
comparisons reported.
Allp values in this thesis refer to the resuits of Chi-square tests.
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Table 17. Comparison of the proportions of ASSOCIATION (A+) and CAUSE—EFFECT
(CE+) relation occurrences relative to the total number of contexts analyzed in English
and French95
EN fR Total
125 70 195
317 279 596
1412 1392 2$04
In both languages, more occurrences of CAUSE—EFFECT relations were observed
than ASSOCIATION relations (72% CAUSE—EFFECT relations in English and 80% in
french). The proportions of the contexts containing the individual relations nevertheless
varied between the languages, with 22% of the contexts in English returning CAUSE—
EFFECT relations and 20% in French, and 9% of the contexts analyzed containing
ASSOCIATION relations in English and only 5% in french. The Chi-square test confirms
that these proportions are significantly different. If the relations are analyzed separately,
the difference in the proportions of contexts that retumed CAUSE—EFFECT relations is flot
as evident and is not statistically significant (p = 0.119) — but the proportion of
those returning ASSOCIATION relations is significantly different (p <0.00 l).96
The distribution among the sub-relations of CAUSE—EFFECT relations in the two
data sets was roughly parallel, with most occurrences found for the CREATION sub
relation, followed by MODIFICATION, INCREASE and DECREASE, as shown in Table 18.
Relative to the terms used to generate the initial concordances (Table 19) the
terms from the process class in both languages accounted for a high proportion of the
relations analyzed in this project, and the other elements fewer, with the class of
In this table, EN indicates the numbers of cases identified in the English, FR the number of cases in
French, and + the presence of the criterion evaluated (i.e., in this table, a pertinent relation). These
conventions have been retained in the Chi-square tables throughout the thesis.
Within the category of relation occurrences, again a significant difference is observed (p = 0.00$), with
French showing a lower proportion of ASSOCIATION relations and higher proportion of CAUSE—EFFECT
relations than English.
A+
CE-l-
Total
contexts
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pathologies next, followed by the activities and finally the entities. A comparison of
the proportions of contexts associated with each class that produced relation occurrences
indicates a perfect rank-order correlation in the two data sets in the productivity ofthe
various classes of terrns. However, a consistently lower proportion of the contexts
provided relations in french than in English, with a difference of 6.4% for the activity
class, 6.2% for the class of pathologies, 4.9% for the entity class, and 3.4% for the class
ofprocesses, resulting in a 6.1% difference overail.
Table 18. Comparison of distribution of relation occurrences in English and French
Number of Percentage Number of Percentage
. occurrences of relations occurrences of relationsRelation
.
annotated in annotated in annotated in annotated in
English fnglish French French
ASSOCIATION 125 28.3 70 20.1
CAUSE—EFFECT 317 71.7 279 79.9
CREATION 167 37.8 133 38.1
DESTRUCTION 8 1.8 9 2.6
MAINTENANCE/PERMISSION 12 2.7 21 6.0
PREVENTION 20 4.5 18 5.1
MODIFICATION 46 10.4 48 13.8
INCREASE 36 8.1 25 7.1
DECREASE 27 6.1 24 6.9
PRESERVATION 1 0.2 1 0.3
Total 442 100 349 100
Table 19. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences by term class in English
and french
_________
Errnlish frencli
%of %of
% of relation % t)f relationNumber Number Number Numbercontexts occur- contexts occurClass of of . of of
. with rences
. with rencescontexts relations . contexts relations
relations from relations from
class class
Activity 201 41 20.4 9.3 - 200 28 14.0 8.0
Entity 307 48 15.6 10.9 300 32 10.7 9.2
Process 451 24$ 55.0 56.1 397 205 51.6 58.7
Process 453 105 23.2 23.7 495 84 17.0 24.1
(pathology)
Total 1412 442 31.3 1392 349 25.2
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As shown in Table 20, there are rough parallels between the two data sets in
the productivity of each term class for identifying occurrences of the individual
relations. In both languages, the category of pathologies is particularly productive for
locating occurrences of ASSOCIATION relations. However, the proportion is somewhat
higher in French, and those for the classes of activities and entities somewhat lower than
in English, while the distribution of occurrences in English between processes and
pathologies is rnuch more even. The distribution for the CAUSE—EFfECT relation,
however, is very similar in the two data sets, although French shows a very slightly
higher productivity of process terms and lower productivity of pathology terms than
English.
These observations suggest that that on the whole, terms belonging to the class of
processes are both good candidates for observing these relations, and particularly the
CAUSE—EffECT relation, and also may be good candidates for description according to
their participation in these kinds of relations. In addition, the class of pathologies is
particularly productive for observing ASSOCIATION relations, especially in the case of
French.
This general parallelism indicates possibilities for the development and
application ofthis kind ofmethodology for pattem discovery and use in the two corpora,
and shows promise for further use of this kind of approach in corpora in both English
and French. Further research could also help to clarify the sources of the variation that
was observed between the two languages; possible explanations include variations in the
contents of the corpora and the choice of tenus uscd to generate the initial concordances.
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The primary exception to this parallelism is the overail number of relations
observed. and particularly that in the ASSOCIATION relation. As mentioned above. one
strategy for identifying the source of the variation in the numbers of relations observed
is the comparison of the terms used to generate the initial concordances. As observed in
Section 3.2.1. in the selection ofterms the primary criteria tised involved the specificity
of terrns in the corpora and theii- representation of semantic classes and the two sub
fields evaluated. As reported in Section 3.2.2, these criteria produced term lists in which
9 of 15 terms were candidate term pairs that can be identified as equivalents. while
another 6 were associated with the same semantic classes but were flot equivalents. It is
thus interesting to compare the resuits of the analysis of these concordances, in order to
determine whether these two groups produced significantly different numbers of relation
occurrences.
This is indeed the case. As illustrated in Table 21 and Table 23, the numbers of
relation occurrences and the proportions of relations observed for the pairs of
equivalents are more equally distributed. as cornpared to the groups of non-equivalents.
shown in Table 22 (with the processes ordered in increasing number of occurrences) and
Table 24.
If the figures for the group of 9 equivalent term pairs alone are evaluated. the
differences in the numbers of relation occurrences relative to the number of contexts
analyzed is still present (with the overail proportion in french slightly lower than in the
English), but the difference is much reduced, and is flot significant for the two relations
together (p 0.283) or for the relations separately (p 0.388 for the ASSOCIATION
relation, with the proportion of occurrences slightly higher in French, andp 0.153 for
the CAUSE—EFFECT relation, with the proportion of occurrences somewhat higher in
English). These figures are illustrated in Table 25.
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Table 25. Comparison of the proportions of ASSOCIATION (A+) and CAUSE—EffECT
(CE+) relation occurrences in the contexts with equivalent terms in English and french
CE+
Total
contexts
EN fR Total
47 54 101
180 152 332
873 849 1722
Semantic classes show rough parallels in their relation densities in the two
groups of terms, but the variability is somewhat higher in the group of equivalents than
in the set ofterms as a whole, and is much higher between the classes ofnon-equivalent
terms. In addition, there was more interlinguistic variation between the semantic classes
in terms of the proportions of contexts that were annotated and the proportions of
relations associated with each semantic class among the equivalents than among the
group as a whole.
As these data were flot gathered specifically in order to compare the productivity
of equivalent and non-equivalent terms, their scope and nature is flot adequate to
evaluate the role of equivalence in the discovery of relation occurrences and markers.
While the kind of analysis reported above reveals some interesting resuits, the variations
observed between these two groups may be related to a number of factors.
First, any particularities of individual terms and the relations in which they may
be involved
— and also potentially their associations with markers ofthese relations —
are of course likely to have a greater impact on the resuits based on a more restncted
term set, as each term accounts for a higher proportion of the total occurrences
observed.
Second, the effect of the degrees of resemblance between the concepts denoted
by these terms — and the semantic proximity of the terms themselves — cannot be
evaluated on the strength of these data. Evaluation of a range of terms representing
21$
differing degrees of resemblance would be necessary in order to evaluate the role of
equivalence specificalÏy in the kind of variation observed.
Third, the proportions of contexts analyzed belonging to each class vary
substantially between the groups of equivalents and non-equivalents (particularly in the
case of the processes. the majority of which were flot equivalents, and therefore account
for a much smaller proportion of the contexts observed in the category of equivalents).
This leads to a decrease in the proportion of occurrences of relations involving processes
in the equivalents, although this category stili provides the highest proportion of the
relation occurrences. Given the resuits of Bodson (2005), focusing on the Iinks between
semantic classes, relations and markers of relations, it is thus to be expected that the
relations and also potentially pattern sets associated with the two groups will be
different, which is likely in tum to create differences in certain characteristics of these
data and possibly in some ofthe difficulties observed in connection with them.
These factors make it challenging to ftirther evaluate the impact of differences in
the data gathered using equivalent and non-equivalent terms on the criteria analyzed in
this project, as the comparisons ofthe groups with the overail data and with one another
may be affected flot only by term choice but also by these other factors. For these
reasons, this kind of comparison was considered to be beyond the scope of this project,
but nevertheless to suggest very important subjects for future research. Some subjects of
and avenues for this further evaluation are discussed ftirther in Section 5.5.2.1.
4.2 Number of markers observed
In order to evaluate the overail possibilities of an approach based on lexical pattem sets,
the factor of marker variety
— as well as the impact this may have on potential recail of
a knowledge-extraction tool — may be analyzed.
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As illustrated in Table 26, relative to the number of contexts analyzed, the
data sets include comparable numbers ofmarkers. Therefore, these data suggest that (for
these relations at least) a pattem discovery approach that begins with the identification
of pattem markers in contexts generated using a methodology similar to that used in this
project shows a comparable potential for identifying candidate markers in the two
languages.
Table 26. Numbers of markers observed relative to contexts analyzed in English and
french
Relation English french Difference
Ratio of Ratio of Ratio of
Contexts Nlarkers markers to Contexts Markers markers to markers to
contexts contexts contexts
AsSOCIATION 33 0.02 30 0.02 0.00
CAUSE— 1,412 121 0.09 1,392 137 0.10 0.01EFFECT
Total 154 0.11 167 0.12 0.01
A rough parallel was observed in the two corpora in the numbers of distinct
markers ïdentified. However, the relations vary markedly in the number of markcrs
observed, with more markers for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation. In both corpora, the most
markers were found for the CREATION and MODIFICATION sub-relations.
The markers of ASSOCIATION show less variety than the CAUSE—EFFECT markers,
suggesting they are likely to be somewhat more productive than CAUSE—EFFECT markers
according to this criterion (althougli it is, of course, only one among many that are
pertinent in evaluating the value of markers for pattem-based KRC extraction). For
pattem-based tool design, the figures suggest that while both relations are promising
candidates for automatic extraction, the CAUSE—EFFECT relation may require a more
involved pattem set design process (given the larger numbers of markers to be
included).
Relative to relation occurrences, marker vanety shows more interlinguistic
differences, as shown in Table 27. For both relations, the number of different markers
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relative to the number of relation occurrences is srnaller in English than in french. A
more detailed analysis ofthe markers for the CAUSE—EEFECT sub-relations is provided in
Table 28. The differences in the proportions of distinct markers compared to numbers of
relation occurrences continue to show a trend towards less variety in English. with the
only exceptions the MAINTENANCE/PERMISSION and PRESERVATION sub-relations.97
Table 27. Numbers of rnarkers observed relative to relation occurrences in English and
French
Relation French Diflerence
Ratio of Ratio of Difference in
Occur- occur- Occur- j occur- ratio ofMarkers Markersrences rences to rences rences to occurrences
markers markers to inarkers
ASSOCIA-
-,
-125
.,., 3.8 70 O 2. I .TION
CAUSE— 317 121 2.6 279 137 2.0 0.6EFFECT
Total 442 154 2.9 349 167 2.1 0.8
Table 28. Comparison of number ofmarkers and occurrences in English and french
Ratio of Ratio ofNumber Number Number Ntimber
. English F rench
. of Engtish of French of ofRelation
. occur- occuroccur- occur- English French
rences to rences torences rences markers markers
rnarkers niarkers
ASSOCIATION 125 70 33 30 3.8 2.3
CAUSE—EFFECT 317 279 121 137 2.6 2.0
CREATION 167 133 51 54 3.3 2.5
DESTRUCTION 8 9 5 7 1.6 1.3
MAINTENANCE!
12 21 11 10 1.1 2.1PERMISSION
PREVENTION 20 18 6 11 3.3 1.6
MODIFICATION 46 48 20 32 2.3 1.5
INCREASE 36 25 14 10 2.6 2.5
DECREASE 27 24 13 12 2.1 2.0
PRESERVATION 1 1 1 1 1.0 1.0
Total 442 349 154 167 2.9 2.1
Note that the very low occurrences for the PRESERVATION sub-relation make this figure difficuit tu use
for generalization.
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Thus, a wider variety of markers are used to denote the relations in the
French data analyzed. Additional research could further investigate this apparent
difference in other corpora and/or using different methodologies. $uch researcli could
permit the evaluation of other potential explanations for this difference (for example,
related to the corpora evaluated, the methodology used, or the terms used to generate the
initial concordances).
4.3 Markers observed
The more frequent markers observed in the term-based concordances (i.e., those
observed twice or more) are shown below, in decreasing order of ftequency, in tables
that also present the number of occurrences observed in the sample concordances and
examples of contexts in which they were observed. full lists of the markers identified,
including those observed only once in the sample, appear in Appendix H.
4.3.1 Markers observed in English
4.3.1.1 ASSOCIATION
The markers identified for this relation included the 18 illustrated below in Table 29.
Table 29. English markers observed for the ASSOCIATION relation
Marker Occur- Sample contexts
rences in
sample
associated 17 Diabetes was associated with accelerated atherosclerosis at both 14 and(with) 20 weeks of age... (Yan et al. 2003)
risk There is good evidence that HRT increases the risk for VTE... (Kocjan(ofYfor/in 14 and Prelevic 2003)
relation_to)
risk factor Hyperhomocysteinaemia is a risk factor for the development of CHD.(for/as a - 10 (Mackness et aI. 2004)
for)
marker As carotid IMT is a good early marker of atherosclerosis and risk of
(of/for/ 9 cerebrovascular ischemic events... (Zambon et al. 2003)
as a__of)
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Marker Occur- Sample contexts
rences in
sample
relationship
... additional randomized clinical trials are necessary te further elucidate(between... 9 the relationship between CRP and CHD. (Rackley 2004)
and)
m 8 Moreover, these processes are exaggerated in diabetes... (Yan et al.2003)
association Overali, results ofour investigation indicate that the association(between... between risk ofbreast cancer and HRT varies by regimen. (Weiss et al.
andlof... 2002)
with)
CRP and Acute Myocardial Infarction The first association between
and 5 CRP and cardiovascular disease was in the context of... (Shah and
Newby 2003)
link LDL-C remains the primary target of lipid-lowering therapy based on a(to/with) 5 robust database cf studies linking LDL-C to atherosclerosis and[VERB] cardiovascular events... (Bittner 2003)
with A further aspect ofthe change ofatherogenicity of lipoproteins withHRT was taclded by Wakatsuki et al. ... (Seed and Knopp 2004)
... the risk of mortality from breast cancer related to HRT could flot berelated te 4 detenmned. (Watluns 2003)
correlate
... increased circulating IGF-l concentrations correlate very closely(with!... 3 with the relative risk for the development ofseveral common cancers,
and) including breast, prostate, colon, and lung. (McCance and Jones 2003)
... lipid-independent effects ofstatïns on various signaling pathways thatrelevant to 3 are potentially relevant to the pathogenesis ofatherosclerosis. (Balk et
al. 2003)
find... in 2 ... strong expression cf cyclin Dl, p21WAF1/CIP1, and Ki-67 wasfound in a DCIS lesion... (Wang et al. 2003))
linic Part 1 will provide a briefoverview ofthe link between inflammation,
between... 2 endothelial dysfunction, and atherosclerosis... (Szmitko et al. 2003)
and [NOUNJ
predict 2 In addition, baseline renal function predicted development cf CHF.(Coresh_et_al._2004)
prediction cf 2 High-sensitivity C-reactive protein and the prediction 0f coronary events
among patients with renal disease (Terres and Ridker 2003)
relation
... the exact nature of the relation behveen hepatic lipase and(between... 2 atherosclerosis remains controversial (Zambon et al. 2003)
an& cf...
te)
4.3.1.2 CAUSE—EFFECT
0f the 121 lexical markers observed for ail of the CAUSE—EFFECI sub-relations
combined, 52 occurred twice or more in the sample analyzed.
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4.3.1.2.1 CREATION
The markers identified for this sub-relation included the 26 shown in Table 30.
Table 30. English markers observed for the CREATION subreation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
role (for... William OsIer 3 was one ofthe first to propose a major role for acute
inlof... infection in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. (Madjid et al. 2004)
in!in!playa 33
r— in/in
which...
plays_a
By studying the normal function ofBRCA2, we can understand how
contribute to 13 changes in the protein contribute to the development of cancer...
(Graham 2002)
. hs-CRP lias also been reported to induce the expression ofplasminogenmduce I I
activator inhibitor-1 ... (Torres and Ridker 2003)
While the ADH3 [gamma]l allele Ieads to rapid oxidation ofethanol, the
lead to 9 {gammaJ2 allele results in slow ethanol oxidation. (Humphries et al.
2004)
1 d Recently, accumulating evidence lias shown that fractalkine is ïnvolvedmvove lin 8 in the pathogenesis ofvarious clinical disease states or processes, such as
L J atherosclerosis... (Umehara et al. 2004)
. There is a large body ofevidence tliat implicates inflammation andimplicate in
rvEp1 7 adhesion molecules in the pathogenesis of CVD, includingL 1 atherosclerosis, stroke, and myocardial infarction. (Granger et al. 2004)
resuit The response to injury hypothesïs developed by Russeil Ross in the late(inlfrom) 7 1970s suggested that atherosclerosis, at least, resutted from an initial
[vERB] injury to endothelial celis... (Griendiing and FitzGerald 2003a)
Endothelial dysfunction and the subsequent changes in blood flow
mediated 6 promote CD4O-mediated endothelial activation by decreasing the(by) [PPL.A.] intracellular expression ofa CD4O signalirig blocker. (Szmitko et al.
2003)
cause Preoperative chemotherapy often caused shrinkage of the tumour...{vERB] (Shenider et al. 2004)
importance Third, researchers increasingly recognize the importance of nonlipid
of... in factors in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. (Ballc et al. 2003)
We now appreciate that the fractalkine/CX3CRI system is important in
. various clinical diseases, such as atherosclerosis, cardiovascular disease,important in 5
.graft rejection, HIV infection, and inflammatory diseases. (Umehara et
al. 2004)
pathway Endothelial dysfiinction is a new pathway in cardiovascular disease(for!inl 4 (CVD) development. (Harris and Matthews 2004)
as_a__of)
due to 3 ... persons scoring higlier on a scale ofspirituality or religiousparticipation have lower mortality due to CHD... (Haskell 2003)
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Marker Occur Sample context
rences in
sample
mediate 11e chemopreventive effects ofretinoic acids might be mediated via(by/throughJ 3 PKC-[delta] activation. (Schondorf et al. 2004)
via)
produce 3 Activation ofthese receptors produces endothelium-dependent{vER.a] relaxation ofhuman coronary arteries. (Harris and Matthews 2004)
cause of 2 Atherosclerosis is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality in[NouNJ developed countries. (Jaffer and Weïssleder 2004)
It is presumed that aberrant cyclin Dl expression drives the
drive 2 phosphorylation and firnctional inactivation ofpRB in tumor ceils.
(Sicinski and Weinberg 1997)
. .
... we recently tested whether statins decrease formation of nitric oxideimphcated
. .
FPPL A 1
2 derived oxidants in vivo [22**], species implicated in development of
L
atherosclerosis. (Brennan and Hazen 2003)
As is the case for chemotherapy, radiation-induced NF-[kappa]B
induced (by) 2 activation lias been reported in a variety of cancer cell types... (Garg et
al. 2003)
mitiate 2 Thus, other triggers--including diabetes, high blood pressure, or[VERB] chemicals in cigarette smoke--can also initiate the signais... (Stix 2003)
key... in 2 Oxidation ofLDL is a key process in atherogenesis. (Mason et al. 2003)
. further, recent studies implicating transiocation of SKI to the membranemechanism 2 as a mecharnsm of activation have not been demonstrated for SK2.of (SabaandHla2004)
. .
... is consistent with this heme protein participating in the developmentparticipate
in 2 ofatherosclerosis and its thrombotic complications. (Breiman and Hazen
2003)
AGEs, the products ofnonenzymatic glycation and oxidation ofproteinsproduct of 2
and lipids, accumulate in the vessel wall... (Yan et al. 2003)
tri r This enhances retention ofthe lipoprotein and possibly triggers, along2 with oxidation, the formation of a recognizably foreign substance...
‘ (Caslake and Packard 2003)
via 2 Lipid oxidation via reactive nitrogen species (Brennan and Hazen 2003)
4.3.1.2.2 DESTRUCTION
The markers of DESTRUCTION observed included the two shown below in Table 31.
Table 31. English markers observed for the DESTRUCTION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sa mple
- 3 Administration ofVirulizin showed anti-tumor efficacy in the treatmentan i
ofhuman pancreatic cancers and melanoma... (Du et al. 2003)
COX-2 inhibition combined with immune-based therapy that wouid
a ainst 2 induce cytotoxic T-lymphocyte activity against tumor celis is a novelg
concept that needs further exploration in preclinical animal moUds and
in clinical settings. (Pockaj et al. 2004)
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4.3.1.2.3 M4INTENANCE (PERMISSION)
The one marker for this relation identified twice in the sample is shown in Table 32.
Table 32. English markers observed for the MAINTFNANCE/PERMISSION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
Therefore, it is currently suggested that ER[alpha] function may be
required for 2 required for maximum activation ofIGF-signaling patliways. (McCance
and Joncs 2003)
4.3.1.2.4 PREVENTION
Three markers of PREVENTION are iflustrated below in Table 33.
Table 33. English markers observed for the PREVENTION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
prevent 6 Normally, HDL prevents LDL oxidation. (Cabe 2000)
prevention HRT is effective for prevention or treatment of osteoporosis... (Kocjan(as... —1in- 6 andPrelevic2003)
oV_for—of)
suppressor BRCA1 and BRCA2 in their nonmutated forms function as tumor
[NOUN] suppressor genes. (Khoury-Collado and Bombard 2004)
4.3.1.2.5 MoDIFIcATION
Six markers occurred twice more in the resuits and are illustrated below in Table 34.
Table 34. English markers observed for the MODIFICATION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
effect Recognition of the effects of influenza on CHD provides the medical(oflonlof... 12 community with a valuable opportunity to fiirther reduce cardiovascular
on) [N0UN] death and morbidity. (Madjid et al. 2004)
affect In addition, interactions between dihydropyridines and these pathways
rVET1 7 affect lipid oxidation and cholesterol metabolism and can thereby reduceC j atherosclerosis development. (Mason et al. 2003)
... among ER-positive tumors, nearly 70% of those that are also
respond to 6 progesterone receptor (PR)-positive and 25-30% ofPR-negative tumors
vi1l respond to hormonal therapy. (Vogel 2003)
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Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
The conceptual advantage of in vivo assessment ofprimary tumorresponse (toi
of to response to the selected CTX regimen is another benefit denved from
‘ the neoadjuvant CTX approach. (Newman et al. 2003)
Emerging data reveals that a large number ofadditional proteïns (i.e.,
influence 2 growth factors) influence the transcriptional activation of ER[alpha] and
possibly ER[beta]. (McCance and Jones 2003)
d TNF-[alphaj-regulated SK activation is likely to be important in nuclearregUae 2 factor-[kappa]B (NF-[kappa]B) activation and inhibition ofapoptosis.
t . (Saba and Hia 2004)
4.3.1.2.6 INCREASE
Seven markers 0f INCREASE, shown in Table 35, occurred twice or more in the sample.
Table 35. Englisli markers observed for the INCREASE sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
IL-18 also promotes adhesion molecule expression on the endotheliumpromote 10 (Szmitko et aI. 2003)
Several recent reports have demonstrated that estrogen therapy increasesincrease 9
expression ofMMP. (Karas 2004)
enhance 2 Lp(a) also enhances oxidation of LDL. (Cabe 2000)
.
. Other preclinical studies show that CRP may facilitate the developmentfacihtate 2
ofatherosclerosis... (Racldey 2004)
increased 2 Receptor-mediated leukocyte activation leads to ... increased[PPL.A.] adhesiveness... (Granger et aI. 2004)
.
... activation ofthe B2-kinin receptor stimulates NO production...stimulate 2 (Mason et al. 2003
u re ulate 2 Because LDL upregulates angiotensin II receptor type 1 (AT1) receptorg
expression... (Griendling and fitzGerald 2003)
4.3.1.2.7 DECREASE
The markers identified for this relation included the seven illustrated below in Table 36.
Table 36. English markers observed for the DECREASE sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
samp]e
... CRP was recently shown to reduce synthesis of the vasodilator nitricreduce 6
oxide in cultured endothehal celis. (Rackley 2004)
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Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
s ample
inhbt Hydroxy metabolites ofatorvastatin... inhibit oxidation ofboth LDLI I
and very-low-density lipoprotein .... (Davignon 2004)
decrease 2 NO is an important vasodilator that decreases LDL oxidatïon and[vERB] smooth muscle ceil proliferation. (Terres and Ridker 2003)
downsizing
... breast-conserving surgery after tumor downsizing with preoperative(for... -.1 2 chemotherapy... (Meric-Bemstam 2004)
wïth)
...
free radical-scavenging abilities that may contribute to inhibition ofinhibition of 2
.
.hpoprotem oxidation. (Davignon 2004)
lower 2 ... studies showed that HRT Jowered low-density lipoprotem (LDL)[VERBJ cholesterol levels... (Aschenbrenner 2004)
reduced 2 Loss ofER[alpha] in MCF-7 celis causes reduced expression ofIGf[PPL.A.] signaling molecules... (McCance and Jones 2003)
4.3.1.2.8 PRESERVATION
No markers of PRESERVATION occurred more than once in the sample analyzed.
4.3.2 Markers observed in Frencli
4.3.2.1 AssociATioN
The 13 markers identified for this relation that occurred twice or more in the contexts
analyzed are shown below in Table 37.
Table 37. Frencli markers observed for the ASSOCIATION relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
et 10 Traitement hormonal substitutif et risque de cancer du sein (Serin andEscoute 1998)
L’hypertension artérielle exacerbe les complications liées au diabète,
lié à 7 telles que les complications microvasculaires (néphropathie et
rétinopathie)... (Gonzalez and Palardy 2004)
... enfants démontrant d’autres facteurs de risque cardiovasculaire
facteur de 6 (obésité, tabagisme, hypertension, diabète, consommation d’aliments
risque riches en matières grasses, prise de médicaments augmentant les lipides
plasmatiques...)... (Lambert 2002)
,
. Dans l’adénose sclérosante, affection bénigne du sein caractérisée parcaractense
.
.
. .5 une prohferation des cellules epitheliales et myoepithehales... (Angele etpar
al. 2001)
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Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
. L’obésité le syndrome métabolique et le diabète accroissent notablementrisque de 5
.le risque de maladies cardiovasculaires. (Lambert 2002)
... la dyslipidémie ou des autres troubles fréquemment associés à
associé à 4 l’athérosclérose (notamment le diabète et l’hypertension). (Gendreau
2003)
.. un suivi attentif permettant d’établir les liens entre les anomaliestien entre...
...
. r
. .
et 4 lipidiques, le tabagisme, 1 hypertension arterielle, le diabete et la maladie
coronaire. (Bauduceau et al. 2004)
La vitesse de l’onde de pouls est significativement altérée au cours du
au cours de 2 vieillissement, de l’hypertension artérielle, du diabète et de
l’athérosclérose. (Levenson et al. 2000)
. .
... ses changements peuvent être corrélés avec une activation ou unecorrele avec 2
.
repression de la transcription. (Chailleux et al. 2000)
En cas de diabète équilibré TG et LDL sont quasi normaux cependantencasde 2
on peut noter un taux de HDL... (fredenrich et al. 2004)
observé Par ailleurs, les anomalies qualitatives des lipoprotéines sont similaires à(dans/au 2 celles observées dans le diabète de type 2. (fredenrich et al. 2004)
niveau_de)
, .
.
. Nous présentons ici une mise au point des connaissances sur les gènes depredisposition
.
. .
.
de 2 predisposition hereditaire au cancer du sein.... (Bonadona and Lasset
“
‘ 2003)
Le profil lipidique le plus fréquemment retrouvé dans le diabète de type
retrouvé dans 2 2 associe une élévation du taux plasmatique des triglycérides (1G)...(fredenrich et al. 2004) à
4.3.2.2 CAUSE—EFFECT
In total, 52 CAUSE—EFFECT markers occurred twice or more in the sample analyzed.
4.3.2.2.1 CREATION
The markers observed for this relation incÏuded the 25 shown below in Table 3$.
Table 3$. French markers observed for the CREATION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sa m pie
Cette oxydation conduit à la déplétion des LDL en antioxydants, en
conduire à 8 phosphatidylcholines et en esters de cholestérol... (Bonnefont-Rousselot
et al. 2002)
Cette activation entraîne de nombreuses réponses cellulaires avec
entraîner 7 stimulation de la croissance et de la division cellulaire... (Penauit-Llorca
et al. 2002)
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Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sa m p le
induire 7 l’engagement de Fas induit la dénitrosylation de la caspase 3... (Kolb2001)
d Une hypothèse est que l’activation des récepteurs TP induite par lesinul par isoprostanes est responsable des effets indépendants des cyclooxygénases.
. (Cracowski 2004)
. . Cette prolifération musculaire lisse participe à la constitution de la plaqueparticiper a 6
atherosclereuse... (Teiger 2001)
résulter de 6 ... la formation d’adduits hépatiques résulte de l’activation des(il en
—) microsomes hépatiques. (Sasco 2000)
. En conséquence la caténine 13 n’est plus dégradée... et active laactiver 5
transcription sous le controle de LEF/Tcf. (Blanchard 2003)
. La cellule transfectée produisant du NO endogène exprimerait Fas etexprimer 5
.produirait du fasL autotoxique. (Gauthier et al. 2004)À l’opposé le facteur de transcription c-Jun, en se fixant sur le promoteurfacteur de 4
.
.de son propre gene, contribue a amplifier sa production. (Blanchard 2003)
. .
. Les ERO formées par la NADPH oxydase des cellules musculaires lisses
sont également impliquées dans l’activation par la thrombine du facteur
PPL A 1 de transcription hypoxia-inducible factor-1 ... (Bonnefont-Rousselot et al.C 2002)
Le dimère ainsi formé se lie au PPRE et provoque l’activation de laprovoquer 4 . .transcription du gene cible. (Gervois and fmchart 2003)
rôle (de... Le rôle des estrogènes dans la prolifération des tumeurs mammaires
dans!jouer hormonodépendantes a été montré depuis de nombreuses années [I]. (De
un dans! Crémoux 2000)
jouer un
lors de/rôle
joué_par)
stimuler 4 NO stimule l’activation de caspases et l’apoptose (Kolb 2001)
.
... les maladies métaboliques qui en découlent c’està- dire [sic] le diabète,consequence
. . . .
.
de 3 les dyshpidemies et 1 hypertension arterielle, sont les consequences du
mode de vie adopté par les humains... (Essiambre 2003)
déclenche- Lorsque la plaque est rompue, le déclenchement de la coagulation par les
ment de 3 cellules inflammatoires aboutit à la thrombose... (Collet et al. 2004)(par)
. L’oxydation exagérée des acides gras de ces lipoprotéines modifiéesdeclencher 3 . .declenche une reaction in- flammatoe [sic]... (ferneres 2004)
pour 3
... mastectomies subtotales pour tumeur maligne... (Liltiu et al. 2002)
.
... elle est ainsi plus fréquente dans les régions riches en cellulesproduire 3 .
.produisant des cytokines pro-mflammatoires. (Mallat and Tedgui 2004)
responsable 3 L’activation des ostéoclastes est responsable de l’hyperrésorption osseusede [ADJ.] et de la libération de facteurs de dégradation... (Tubiana-Hulin et al. 2001)
à l’origine 2 L’athérosclérose est à l’origine de la plupart des maladies coronaires.de (ferrières 2004)
important 2 ... les c-jun kinases (JNK), importantes pour la croissance et la(dans/pour) prolifération cellulaire... (Bonnefont-Rousselot et al. 2002)
intervenir 2 d’autres cellules vasculaires intervenant dans la pathologiedans thrombotique, principalement les monocytes... (Drouet 2004)
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Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sa m pie
... l’effet vasculaire de la 15- f2t-lsoP est médié par une activation du
médié par 2 récepteur T? (récepteur commun à la prostaglandine H2 et au
thromboxane)... (Cracowski 2004)
ar 2 ... peut réduire de façon significative la mortalité par cancer du sein.p
(Spyckerelle et al. 2002)
réponse à 2 L’athérosclérose est considérée actuellement comme une réponse
(en à) inflammatoire aux lésions de la paroi artérielle. (Duriez 2004)
4.3.2. 2.2 DESTRUCTION
The markers of DESTRUCTION observed include the two shown below in Table 39.
Table 39. French markers observed for the DESTRUCTION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
anti- 2
... un nouveau traitement antîtumoral ... (Tubiana-Hulin et al. 2001)
destruction 2 ... des processus qui conduisent à la destruction de la cellule. (Chênede 1999)
4.3.2.2.3 M4INTENANCE (PERMISSION)
Three of the markers identified for this relation are shown below in Table 40.
Table 40. french markers observed for the MAINTENANCE/PERMISSION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sa m pie
... l’exercice physique permet l’oxydation mitochondriaie des acides graspermettre 5
au niveau des muscles... (Ferneres 2004)
. . . ... l’activation du protéasome est, au contraire, nécessaire à
necessaire a 4
laccomplissement du processus apoptotique... (Kolb 2001)
dépendant Inhibition de la transcription REa dépendante de gènes de la
(de) prolifération par BRCAI (Pujol et al. 2004)
4.3.2.2.4 PREVENTION
Four markers for this relation are shown below in Table 41.
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Table 41. Frencli markers observed for the PREVENTION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
suppresseur Avec les gènes RB p53, WTA ou APC, est apparue une première
de [ADJ.1 génération de gènes suppresseurs de tumeurs. (Bénard 1997)
. Le THS nest recommandé quen cas d’intolérance à un autre traitementprevention
. . .
.
.
(de/de ) 3 mdique dans la prevention de I osteoporose et aptes une evaluationindividuelle précise et soigneuse... (Rozenbaum 2004)
Le tamoxifène bloque la prolifération cellulaire qui est rétablie parbloquer 2
. .
.I addition d estrogenes. (Vinatter and Orazi 2003)
, . ... les cellules dendritiques présentent un pouvoir curatif et préventif àpreventif 2 1 egard de tumeurs greffees. (Catros-Quemener et aI. 2003)
4.3.2.2.5 MoDificA TION
Eight markers of MODIFICATION are shown below in Table 42.
Table 42. french markers observed for the tvIODIFICATION sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
effet (sur!
... l’exercice physique n’a pas eu d’effet sur le cholestérol total ou le LDL
de... sur) cholestérol. (Ferrières 2004)
régulation
. . . il existe une régulation étroite entre apoptose et prolifération cellulaire(de/entre... 4
... (Lavelle and Jehanno 1998)
et)
Les molécules qui modulent sélectivement l’activation des récepteursmoduler 3 hormonaux (SERTVI)... (Vinatter and Orazi 2003)
anti- 2 ... une hormonothérapie (anti-aromatase) ou une chimiothérapie
antitubuline... (Guastalla et al. 2004)
L’activation de ces récepteurs commande la transcription des gènescommander 2
msuhnosensibles... (Leblond 2001)
- Les interactions entre système rénine-angiotensine et complicationscomp ica 2 vasculaires du diabète constituent un autre exemple de l’implication dution e TGF-B. (Michel 2004)
La prolifération des cellules cancéreuses mammaires est contrôlée par lescontroler 2
oestrogenes et les facteurs de croissance... (Chailleux et al. 2000)
nuire 2 Plus besoin non plus du coeur-poumon artificiel, qui dégrade le sang et
nuit à sa coagulation. (Simard and Dussault 1997)
4.3.2.2.6 JNCRE,48E
The markers identified for this relation included the five shown below in Table 43.
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Table 43. french markers observed for the INCREASE sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
.
. . l’expression de Cox2 favorise la prolifération tumorale en inhibantfavoriser 7 I apoptose... (Guastalla et al. 2004)
augmenta- 4 L’activation de récepteurs endothéliaux produit une augmentation detion de [Caji dans les cellules endothéliales... (Feletou et al. 2003)
.. . une chimiothérapie d’induction peut augmenter les possibilités deaugmenter 3
chirurgie.. (Lerouge et al. 2004)
,. Le traitement hormonal substitutif accroît l’incidence du cancer du sein.accroitre 2 (Nol et al. 1998)
faciliter 2 Si l’on considère que les macrophages peuvent faciliter la proliférationdes cellules musculaires lisses ... (Caligiuri 2004)
4.3.2.2.7 DECREASE
The markers identified for this relation included the five shown below in Table 44.
Table 44. French markers observed for the DECREASE sub-relation
Marker Occur- Sample context
rences in
sample
... l’activation de la protéine G Arf par ses GEF à domaine Sec7 peut être
inhiber 7 inhibée par stabilisation de complexes abortifs Arf-GD... (Cherfils and
Pacaud 2004)
. .
.... les inhibiteurs du système rénine-angiotensine diminuent ladiminuer 3 proliferation intimale des cellules musculaires lisses .... (Miche! 2004)
. . , Ces médicaments non seulement réduisent le cholestérol plasmatique etreduire j
.
.
ses derives, mais aussi ont des effets pleiotropes ... (Asmar et aI. 2003)
inhibiteur 2 L’activité paraoxanase 1 inhibitrice de l’oxydation des LDL est trèsde [ii.] diminuée chez les patients ayant des antiphospholipides. (Meyer 2001)
inhibition 2 Inhibition de la transcription REŒ dépendante de gènes de la proliférationde (... par) par BRCA (Pujol et al. 2004)
4.3.2.2.8 FRESERV4 lION
None ofthe markers observed occurred twice or more in the sample analyzed.
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4.4 Number of occurrences of markers
In order to evaluate the potential performance of the markcrs, their ftequency as
observed in the sample and in the whole corpora was evaluated. These measures are
presented below.
4.4.1 Number of occurrences of markers in the samples
Given the numbers of markers observed in the samples analyzed, as discussed above in
Section 4.2, it is not surprising that the french markers had lower mean frequencies in
the relation occurrences analyzed than the English ones.
Since in the context of designing pattem-based tools a selection of the most
promising pattems located may be chosen for inclusion in a pattern set — according to
criteria that may include the number or proportion of desired relation occurrences that
can be retrieved by a given marker98 — another way of evaluating the relative
frequencies of the markers observed involves the comparison of the numbers of markers
required to retrieve a given proportion of the relation occurrences observed in the two
data sets.
If the CAUSE—EffECT markers are ranked from most to least ftequent in the sets
of relation occurrences evaluated (in order to target those that appear most productive
for retrieving occurrences ofthe relations according to these data), in English the top 17
markers account for 50% of the relation occurrences observed, and the top 46 for 75%.
In Frencli, retrieving 50% ofthe occurrences would require the top 30 markers, and 75%
would require 73. The markers required to retrieve 50% of the occurrences are shown in
Table 45 and Table 46.
° Other criteria in pattern choice of course include the marker’s potential for recail (i.e., overail frequency
in corpora), precision, and the ease with which pattem forms may be developed for that marker.
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Table 45. Most frequent CAUSE—EffECT markers: Markers required to retrieve 50%
of English relation occurrences
Marker Occurrences in sample % of occurrences
role 33 10.4
contribute to 13 4.1
effect 12 3.8
induce 11 3.5
promote 10 3.2
leadto 9 2.8
increase 9 2.8
involvedin 8 2.5
implicate 7 2.2
result from 7 2.2
affect 7 2.2
mediated 6 1.9
prevent 6 1.9
prevention 6 1.9
respond to 6 1.9
reduce 6 1.9
cause 5 1.6
Total 161 139
Table 46. Most frequent CAUSE—EFFECI markers: Markers required to retneve 50% of
French relation occurrences
Marker Occurrences in sample % of occurrences
conduire à 8 2.9
entraîner 7 2.5
induire 7 2.5
induit par 7 2.5
effet 7 2.5
favoriser 7 2.5
inhiber 7 2.5
participer à 6 2.2
résulter de 6 2.2
activer 5 1.8
exprimer 5 1.8
permettre 5 1.8
facteur de 4 1 .4
impliqué dans 4 1.4
provoquer 4 1.4
rôle 4 1.4
stimuler 4 1.4
nécessaire à 4 1.4
suppresseur de 4 1.4
régulation 4 1 .4
augmentation de 4 1 .4
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conséquence de 3 1.1
déclenchement de 3 1.1
déclencher 3 1.1
pour 3 1.1
produire 3 1.1
responsable de 3 1.1
dépendant 3 1.1
prévention 3 1.1
moduler 3 1.1
Total 140 151
1f the ASSOCIATION markers are ranked from most to least frequent in the sets of
relation occurrences evaluated, in English the top 6 markers account for 50% of the
relation occurrences observed, and the top 12 for 75%. In french, retneving 50% of the
occurrences would also require the top 6 markers, and 75% would require 13. The
markers required to retrieve 50% of the occurrences are shown in Table 47 and Table
48.
Table 47. Most frequent markers of ASSOCIATION: Markers required to retrieve 50% of
the English relation occurrences
English
Marker Occurrences in sample % of occurrences
associated 17 13.6
risk 14 11.2
risk factor 10 8.0
marker 9 7.2
relationship 9 7.2
in 8 6.4
Total 67 68
Table 48. Most frequent markers of ASSOCIATION: Markers required to retrieve 50% of
the French relation occurrences
French
Marker Occurrences in sample ¾ of occurrences
et 10 14.3
liéà 7 10.0
facteur de risque 6 8.6
caractérisé par 5 7.1
risque de 5 7.1
associé à 4 5.7
Total 37 69
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These data show that for the CAUSE—EffECT relation, the number of markers
required by a pattembased tool to locate a given proportion of the relation occurrences
observed in the corpus would be lower in English than in frencli. (Although a large part
of this discrepancy can be traced to the most frequent marker, role, the overail trend is
stiil visible without this marker.) Such a trend would clearly have implications for the
creation of pattem sets in the two languages, as the investment of time and energy in
creating pattem forms for markers would be increased in French if the choice was made
to include more markers. Conversely, the performance of an application could be poorer
in French if this choice was not made.
However, the relation of ASSOCIATION shows far less variation, suggesting that
differences in pattem variety are less likely to raise questions for pattern design and
application performance in the case of this relation.
Further research could evaluate this apparent difference in light of results in
other corpora and/or using another methodology, to determine whether this trend is
widely observed or whether particularities of the corpus, methodology or data retrieved
have contnbuted to these observations. It would also be interesting to evaluate
individual markers more specifically to determine their contribution to the difference
observed.
4.4.2 Number of occurrences of markers in the corpora
Evaluating the number of occurrences of the markers in the sets observed in the corpora
as a whole can indicate their overali potential for retrieving contexts: markers that occur
more frequently in the corpora will give access to more potentially useful contexts.
Table 49 presents the total frequencies per 1,000 corpus tokens for the marker sets for
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each relation and sub-relation in each of the languages (based on data provided in
Appendix H).99
Table 49. Comparison of total occurrences ofmarkers in sets per 1,000 corpus tokens in
English and French
Relation English French Difference
ASSOCIATION 80.0 47.7 32.3
CAUSE—EFFECT 52.6 50.3 2.3
CREATION 24.6 22.7 1.9
DESTRUCTION 1.9 1.9 0.0
MAINTENANCE!
1.5 2.5
-1.0PERMISSION
PREVENTION 1.4 0.9 0.5
MODIFICATION 16.3 17.9
-1.6
INCREASE 3.6 2.2 1.4
DECREASE 3.3 2.7 0.6
PRESERVATION 0.05 0.1 -0.05
Total 132.5 98.1 34.4
In these resuits, the trend towards higher frequencies in English continues overali
and for the two relations individually, with only the CAUSE—EfFECT sub-relations of
MAINTENANCE/PERMISSION, MODIFICATION and PRESERVATION showing higher values in
French.’°° Both far higher frequencies and a substantial difference were observed in the
case of the ASSOCIATION relation (likely due to very common prepositional markers,
particularly in English, as weIl as markers such as risk and riskfactor in English and
risque and facteur de risque in French, also extremely frequent in the corpora). Lower
frequencies ami smaller differences were observed for the CAUSE—EfFECT relation and
its sub-relations.
A few comments, however, should be made on this subject. f irst is that these
statistics are based on simple numbers of tokens as calculated by WordSmith Tools, and
As noted above in Section 3.3.1.4.3, the evaluation of marker frequency expressed in occurrences per1,000 corpus tokens atlows for comparison in corpora of varying sizes.
100 Moreover, the single marker observed for PRESERVATION in each corpus does flot allow forgeneralization.
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the generally higher prevalence of articles and prepositions in French no doubt
affects this measure. Although these observations may be used as a guideline for
estimating productivity in corpus size measured using such means, an evaluation of
frequency that takes into account this kind of variation would provide a more exact
picture of the potential for variation between corpora in English and French. A second
observation is that of course these figures do not determine overali productivity: the
pattem forms used, for example, affect how many contexts are retrieved by a pattem
based tool, and the precision of each marker how many of these contain the desired
relation.’01
Nevertheless, on the basis of the data gathered in this analysis, and considering
the generally more numerous markers, more even distribution of relation occurrences
among the markers and lower marker frequency per 1,000 corpus tokens in the french
data, it appears that — at least for the CAUSE—EfFECT relation — in order to access the
same number of potentially useful contexts in the two languages (i.e., to achieve the
same potential for identifying relation occurrences) more French markers may be
required. The increased number of markers required would also be accompanied by an
increase in the number of pattem fonns required to exploit them.’°2 The use of more
markers would thus be likcly to involve a significant investment of time and effort on
the part of application developers. A larger corpus could also be used to equalize the
numbers of occurrences retrieved, although this would increase silences as well as hits.
The differences observed in the two relations, however, indicate that the
ASSOCIATION relation is likely to be less affected by the general differences in marker
frequency and the distribution of relation occurrences among the markers. Marker sets
that are comparable in number in the two languages are likely to show more similar
performance for this relation than for that of CAUSE—EFFECT.
lOI
Sec Section 4.6 for a discussion ofprecision in a sample ofmarkers in the two corpora.
102
Moreover, given that individual pattem forms containing a given marker may vary, this increase maybe flot linear, but rather exponential, with multiple pattem forms required to exploit a given marker.
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These observations must nevertheless be fiirther investigated, preferably
using other corpora, and certainly using methodologies that will allow for more precise
statistical evaluation of these criteria, in order to confirm whether the trends observed in
this study are widespread. It will be important to evaluate and/or neutralize other
potential sources of variation linked, for example, to the corpora used and their content,
the sample of data retrieved, or the methodology used to retrieve it (e.g., the choice of
terms for retrieving the contexts evaluated).
In developing pattem sets, it could also be productive, for example, to target
particular types of markers according to usage observed in the languages. The
characteristics of the markers observed, as evaluated in Section 4.5, may provide some
data to help in targeting particularly usefiul types ofmarkers or marker forms.
4.5 Types of markers observed
As discussed above in Section 3.3.1.4.4, the markers identified were characterized in a
number ofways, including their part of speech classes and their form.
4.5.1 Part of speech class of markers
Interlinguistic variation was also observed in the independent analysis in the parts of
speech of the markers observed. This analysis (presented in Appendix I) provides
information about general tendencies, and may also allow for the identification of a
potential link with marker precision (discussed below in Section 4.6).
4.5.1.1 Individual markers
As shown in Table 50, the proportions of markers belonging to individual part of speech
classes showed basic parallels between the two data sets, with the verbal (and participial
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adjective) markers most prevalent, followed by nominal markers, adjectives and
adverbs, function words, and finally affixes)°3
Table 50. Comparison of proportions of markers belonging to various POS classes in
Englisli and French
POS Both relations ASSOCIATION CAUSE—EFFECT
English french English french Engllsh French
Nouns,Nounphrases 48 54 12 $ 36 46
(31%) (31%) (36%) (27%) (30%) (34%)
Verbs, Verb phrases,
Participial adjectives, 84 77 16 10 6$ 67
Participial adjective (55%) (47%) (48%) (33%) (56%) (49%)
phrases’°4
Adjectives, Adjective 11 20 2 4 9 16p, Adverb (7%) (12%) (6%) (13%) (7%) (12%)
Prepositions, 9 13 3 8 6 5
Conjunctions (6%) (8%) (9%) (27%) (5%) (4%)
Affixes 2 3 0 2 3(1%) (2%) 0 (2%) (2%)
Total 154 167 33 30 121 137
The dominance of verbal markers in both languages is evident, indicating that
these are likely to be promising subjects for developing pattem-based applications for
both CAUSE—EFFECT and ASSOCIATION relations in the two languages. and especially
promising in English. However, it is apparent that nominal markers are also good
candidates for research, particularly for the ASSOCIATION relation. In light of these
observations, it is clear that research in pattem identification and pattem set
103 If the verbs and participial adjectives are considered separately, the rank order of the categories is not
identical, but strong similarities are noted.
104 If this group is broken down internally, 67 (44%) of the English markers are verbs and 17 (11%)
participial adjectives, and in French these figures are 62 (37%) and 15 (9%). for the ASSOCIATION
relation, in English 14 (42%) verbs were observed, and 2 (6%) participial adjectives, and in French the
figures were 6 (20%) and 4 (13%). For the CAUSE—EFfECT relation, in English 53 (44%) verbs were
observed, and 15 (12%) participial adjectives, and in french the figures were 59 (42%) and 9 (7%).
105 The categories of adjectives and adverbs are considered together for the purposes of this research.
However, adjectives are far more prevalent than adverbs. (See Appendix I for details.)
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development should certainly focus on both of these part of speech classes for the
two relations studied here, although verbs are likely to be particularly prevalent.
When the distribution across ail of the categories is compared overail in the two
data sets (with the categories of function words and affixes combined to allow for
accurate testing using the Chi-square test), no significant difference is observed (p =
0.299).b06 The percentages of markers for the two relations together that belong to the
POS classes of nouns ami noun phrases, function words and affixes remain reiatively
parallel between the two data sets, aithough a slightly higher proportion of function
words was noted in french.
However. differences in the percentages of adjectival or adverbial and verbal
markers individually are more apparent, with a higher proportion of the former in
french and the latter in English. However, when the Chi-square test is applied, no
statistically significant variation is observed in these proportions (p = 0.143 andp =
0.131 respectively). It may nevertheless be interesting to continue to evaluate these
potential differences, to determine whether more data could reveal a difference that
should be taken into account in pattem and marker discovery projects (i.e., in specifying
structures for analysis) and in the design of pattem-based tools (e.g., in planning the
types of markers and structures to include in order to maximize recall, and adjusting
strategies to deal with any variations that may be associated with differences in marker
P05).’°7
Although differences were observed in the proportions of the P05 classes of
markers in each relation, these variations also showed parallels in the data sets.
106 If the verbs and participial adjectives are considered separately,p = 0.450.
107 Such differences could involve influence of marker POS on the types of structures in whïch markers
occur, the complexity of representing these structures, and possibilities of ftirther processing contexts
using additional components of the contexts.
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for the ASSOCIATION relation, the rank order of the classes remained similar.
When analyzed using the Chi-square test, the proportions of ail of the classes considered
together (with the fiinction word and affix categories combined) were not significantly
different (p = 0.172).b08 Further, when the classes are compared individually, none of
the categories shows statistically significant differences. Nevertheless, once again in
French the proportions of adjectives and function words are slightly higher (with the
difference in the case of the function words trending towards significance,p = 0.066),
and the proportion of verbs is slightly higher in English.109 Moreover, slightiy more
nouns were observed in English. These latter results suggest that more data could reveal
some interesting variations, and that taking these into account in pattem discovery and
pattem set development could be important. French function word markers specifically
were prevalent in the ASSOCIATION relation, suggesting that at least this category would
be another promising avenue for the identification of markers for this relation in that
language. The potential need to take more types of markers into account could
complicate pattern set development, and would likely have significant effects on the
time and effort required for this task.
Moreover, the fact that these differences are more pronounced than those
observed overali suggests that the ASSOCIATION relation is an important contributor to
overali differences, and could be targeted for further research.”°
for the CAUSE—EfFECT relation, a perfect correlation between the ranks of the
POS classes of the markers is observed, with the verbal markers most numerous,
However, the expected values for the adjective and adverb category were too low for the Chi-square
test to be considered strictly valid; if the categories of adjectives/adverbs, function word and affixes are
combined and contrasted wïth the nouns and verbs, this value increases top = 0.235. The expected valuesfor participial adjectives were too low for this category to be considered separately from verbs for this
relation.
109 When the verbs are considered separately from participial adjectives, the higher prevalence of verbal
markers in English trends toward significance (p = 0.056).
110 Given the relatively low numbers of markers observed for this relation, more data would certainly be
necessary to obtain relevant and reliable conclusions.
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followed by the nominal and then adjectival or adverbial markers, function words,
and finally affixes. When the Chi-square test is applied, for ail categories considered
together (with the function words and affixes combined to allow for accurate resuits), no
significant difference was observed (p = 0.53 1).hh1112
further, no statistically significant difference was observed for the individual
classes.’13 However, the somewhat higher proportion of adjectivai and adverbial
rnarkers in French for this relation, similar to those observed overail and for the
ASSOCIATION relation, suggests that this phenomenon is one that would be particularly
interesting to evaluate in light of more data, as it could indicate that markers belonging
to this category should be considered in Frencli. The trend towards higher prevalence of
verbs in English, although fairly subtie, could also be interesting to investigate, to
determine what effect this might have on the productivity of approaches that focus on
verbal markers in the two languages.
The relative similarity in the distribution of markers among POS classes
indicates that pattern sets that are similar in regard to this characteristic may be located
using the kind of pattem discovery approacli used in this project, and that in order to
reflect usage in the two languages, candidate pattem sets may include similar types of
markers in relativeÏy similar proportions. However, the presence of minor variations
suggests that some categories (for example adjectival and adverbial markers) could be
interesting to investigate further in light of more data.
from another perspective, the choice to target markers of a specific part of
speech class for identification and development may have relatively but certainly not
exactly
— comparable effects on the potential of a pattem-based tool for retrieving
contexts in the two languages. for example, if the choices made in some projects to
Including the category of affixes, which are too few for accurate Chi-square testing,p = 0.645.
112 the verbs and participial adjectives are considered separately,p = 0.416.
113 This is stiil the case when verbs are considered separately from participial adjectives.
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consider oniy verbal markers of the CAUSE—EffECT relation are considered, it
becomes clear that while this category is the rnost prevalent, a significant proportion of
other types of markers — particularly nouns — are used in both languages, and a
number potentially useful relation occurrences would thus be excluded. However, it
appears that the impact ofsuch a choice may affect french somewhat (but as far as these
data indicate, flot significantly) more than English, signalling a potential problem with
obtaining comparable resuits in the two languages using this kind of approach. This is
worth evaluating on the strength of more data to determine if a significant difference
may be observed.
The study of marker POS distribution in further projects may not only provide
more data to assist in confirming whether the variations observed become significant,
but may also help to eliminate other potential sources of variation (for example, related
to the content of the corpora or the terms chosen to identify the contexts, which may
affect the resuits directly or indirectly).
4.5.1.2 Marker occurrences
The proportions of markers belonging to each class are only part of the equation in the
design of pattern sets; the comparison of proportions of marker occurrences
complements these observations, reflecting flot only the types of markers that may be
used but also their potential for productivity in identifying relation occurrences.
The proportions of relation occurrences associated with each POS class of
markers (Table 51) shows general parallels with the proportions of the individual
markers observed, with verbs most prevalent, followed by nouns. These data indicate
even more strongly than the distribution of the individual markers that both the
categories of verbs and nouns should be considered in identifying candidate markers for
locating both relations. The prevalence of nominal markers for ASSOCIATION in English
particularly underlines their importance in this relation and language, but the loss of
potentially useful contexts that would occur if this category of markers were excluded
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from consideration even in the case of the CAUSE—EFfECT relation is obvious. The
prevalence of function word marker occurrences for ASSOCIATION also suggests that this
category might be interesting to take into account in developing pattera sets, although it
is stiil far more prevalent in French.
Table 5 L Comparison of proportions of occurrences of markers of various POS classes
in Englisli and french
POS Both relations ASSOCIATION CAUSE—EFFECT
English french English French English French
Nouns,Nounphrases 159 96 59 21 100 75
(36%) (28%) (47%) (30%) (31.5%) (27%)
Verbs, Verb phrases,
Participial adjectives, 232 183 44 27 188 156
Participial adjective (52%) (52%) (35%) (39%) (59%) (56%)
phrases”4
Adjectives, Adjective 21 38 4 4 17 34
phrases, Adverb phrases (5%) (1 1%) (3%) (6%) (5%) (12%)
Prepositions, 26 27 18 18 8 9Conjunctions (6%) (8%) (14%) (26%) (2.5%) (3%)
Affixes 4 5 4 5
(1%) (1%) 0 0 (1%) (2%)
Total 442 349 125 70 317 279
Overail, the rank order of the POS classes shows a certain degree of positive
correlation, with the classes of adjectives/adverbs and function words varying between
third and fourth rank in the two data sets. However, in the du-square test of the
proportions ofmarker occurrences belonging to each P05 category for the two relations
together, the languages showed a significant difference in the types ofmarkers observed
(p = O.00l)J’5
If this group is broken down internally, 175 (40%) ofthe English marker occurrences wete ofverbs
and 57 (13%) of participial adjectives, and in french these figures were 140 (40%) and 43 (12%). For the
ASSOCIATION relation, in English 21 (17%) occurrences of verbs were observed, and 23 (18%) ofparticipial adjectives, and in French the figures were 23 (33%) and 4 (6%). For the CAUSE—EFFECT
relation, in English 152 (48%) occurrences ofverbs were observed, and 36 (11%) of participial adjectives,
and in French the figures were 136 (49%) and 20 (7%).
If the classes ofverbs and participial adjectives are considered separately,p = 0.004.
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The rnost pronounced variation is found in the category of
adjectival/adverbial markers. which when evaluated separately using the Chi-square test
are much more frequent in French than in English (p = 0.00 1). The proportions ofnouns
are also different, with the English significantly higher than the French (p 0.011),
while no significant difference was observed in the other categories. Interestingly. while
the verbal markers were more nurnerous in English than in french, the difference is
reduced in the comparison of occurrences, suggesting that the French verbal markers
observed are slightly more productive than their English counterparts.’16
When cornpared to the proportions of individual markers observed, these data
indicate that the more numerous adjectival/adverbial markers observed in French are
even more significant in the proportions of occurrences, and support the argument that
taking into account the types of rnarkers observed in a given language (e.g. the higher
prevalence of adjectival/adverbial markers in frencli) is important in the design of
pattern sets. Pattem sets that do flot include adjectival markers such as those observed in
this project would likely miss a higher proportion of relation occurrences in French than
in English. Although no significant difference was observed in the numbers of nominal
markers, a comparison of nominal marker occurrences indicates that these rnarkers were
somewhat more productive in the English data than the French. These observations
underline the possibility that even if comparable proportions of the various types of
markers are observed in the two corpora, the performance ofa given type ofrnarker may
differ. Thus. the evaluation of the proportions of occurrences containing different kinds
ofmarkers in the (types oD corpora being evaluated may be very important in the choice
of pattern-based application approaches.
The rank order of the marker occurrences colTesponding to the POS classes for
the ASSOCIATION relation showed a weak positive correlation. The categories of verbal
and nominal markers varied between first and second rank in the two data sets. In the
H6 There is no change in these results when verbs and participial adjectives are considered separately.
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distribution of marker occurrences among the POS classes for the ASSOCIATION
relation, a trend towards statistically significant variation was observed overali (p
0.066, aÏthough the low expected frequency of the adjectival markers may interfere
minimally with the accuracy of the Chi-square test).’17 When the individual classes are
compared, a significantly higher proportion of noun markers is found in English (p
0.019), and there is an extremely strong trend towards significance in the higher
prevalence of function word occurrences in french (p = 0.05 1). The other categories do
flot show significant differences, indicating that the nominal markers are the primary
source of the overail variation, although the function words do contribute)18 This once
again underlines the greater difference seen between the languages in terms of relation
occurrences, and the impact that the P05 of markers included in pattem sets may have
on the performance oftools.
The rank order of the POS classes in the two data sets for the CAUSE—EffECT
relation showed perfect positive correlation, with the verbal markers in first place,
followed by nominal and adjectival markers, with function words in fourth place and
affixes fifth. Overail, a significant difference in the distribution of marker occurrences
among the P05 classes for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation was obsewed (p = 0.019 when
the rarer category of affixes was merged with the function words to permit more
accurate Chi-square testing))’9 For this relation, most marker categories considered
individually do not show significant differences, but the proportion of
II? When the categories of verbs and participial adjectives are considered separately and the smaller
values (adjectives, function words, affixes) collapsed to allow for accurate testing using the Chi-square
test, a more significant difference is observed (p = 0.00 1).
When the categories of verbs and participial adjectives indicating ASSOCIATION are considered
separately, some differences in distribution may be noted. The proportion of verbs is significantly higherin French (p 0.010), whule the proportion of participial adjectives is significantly higher in Englïsh (p0.014).
119 This figure isp = 0.040 if the category of affixes is not merged with that of function words. If the verbs
and participial adjectives are considered separately,p = 0.0 14.
24$
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. 110adjectives/adverbs was significantly higher in Frencli (p 0.003). This once agam
suggests that this class of pattern markers is especially important to take into account
when designing pattern sets in French. or the recall oftools is likelv to suffer.
In these data, the relation being analyzed was very closely linked to the level of
inter-corpus variation observed. Less variation was observed for the CÀUSE—EFFECT
relation than the ASSOCIATION relation (although in terms of statistical significance. the
lower number of markers and of occurrences no doubt influenced the results). In both
data sets roughly parallel inter-relational variations in the proportions of marker POS
classes were observed, with a higlier proportion of verbal markers and verbal rnarker
occurrences in the CAUSE—EfFECT relation. and a more even distribution between the
nominal and verbal categories for the ASSOCIATION relation.
Nevertheless, sorne interlinguistic differences observed indicate the importance of
considering the types of markers used in each language and the proportions of relation
occurrences that may be indicated by different classes of markers. The resuits suggest
that potential differences (for example, in the use of relation markers in adjective form)
may be important to take into account in pattern discovery (as lirniting the search for
markers to a certain class may affect one language more than another), pattern set
developrnent (as the pattern sets retained should reflect the usage in each language as
closely as possible to ensure comparable recall) and application performance (as
decisions made in the prior two steps are likely to influence recali and even potentially
precision, and certain types of markers may be more productive in one language than
another). Moreover, the potential for variation between the proportions of markers and
of marker occurrences associated with each POS class indicates the importance of
evaluating both of these factors in order to more accurately identify the effect of POS
distribution on pattem set design and performance.
120 1f the verbs and participial adjectives are considered separately, there is also a trend towards higher
prevalence ofparticipial adjective markers ofthe relation in English (p = 0.080).
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Additional data on the proportions of markers and occurrences in each POS
class may reveal further differences, and allow for a more comprehensive look at trends
in each language and for each relation.12’ Testing in other corpora and/or using another
methodology could also help to eliminate the possibility of additional sources of
variation related to these factors.
4.5.2 Simple and complex markers
As discussed in Section 2.6.1, complex marker forms may encounter difficulties not
generally seen with simple markers, sucli as their interruption by extemal elements
(Section 4.10.1 .2) and variation in the order of their elements (cf. Section 4.8.1).
Despite the formai challenges posed by complex forms, and particularly in the
case of nominal and participial adjective pattern markers, contexts containing sucli
marker forms may be more likely to provide complete occurrences of relations than
those containing simple forms. The explanation for this becomes relatively obvious
when contexts containing the different types of markers are compared. for nominal
markers, variants such as those observed in Examples 15 to 17 may be observed.
15. These were the first findings demonstrating conclusively thatheat shock protein induction in the intact heart was able toproduce a protective effect against subsequent exposure toischemia and reperfusion... (Gupta et al. 2004)
16. The specific induction of cyclin Dl in the mammary
epithelium of pregnant animais raised the possibility that...(Sicinski and Weinberg 1997)
17. .. induction of apoptosis in MCa-35 and A549 tumor ceils by
celecoxib or by radiation... (Liu et ai, 2003)
121 The advisability of further evaluation is highlighted by the fact that these results reflect the distributionobserved in Marshman (2002; cf. Section 2.3.1.2) only to a certain extent (with a slightly higherproportion of individual, verbal markers in Englïsh and of nouns in French). Differences in approaches toevaluating the proportions of markers in each class may have contributed to this difference, as Marshman(2002) focused on identification of candidate markers in character string form (which thus could beassociated with multiple parts of speech) and thus compared the part of speech classes of the items in thecorpora that could be retrieved using these strings, rather than the proportions of markers or occurrencesobserved in the concordances analyzed to identify the markers.
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In Examples 15 and 16, the contexts provide only one of the elements linked
by the relation (the element that is created: heat shock protein and cyclin Dl), whule
Example 17, both elements involved in the induction (i.e., the cause and the effect) are
specified. In observations in both languages, occurrences of the most complete marker
forms were generally the most promising for observing complete relations, although
some individual markers may bchave somewhat differently (e.g., in English, the simple,
participial adjective markers stimutated and indttced are very precise in the pattem
structure X-[MARKERJ Y).
Although complex markers are likely to 5e particularly useful, representing them
in pattem design is more challenging: character strings or regular expressions that
represent markers, for example, have to take into account phenomena such as the
interruption of the marker form by extemal elements, either in fairly regular form, by
one ofthe elements it links (e.g., by apoptosis in Example 17), or by extemal elements
(also seen in Example 17). Problems in accounting for these phenomena (e.g., in flot
allowing for a long enough interruption of the marker, or for the type of interruption
present) may also interfere with KRC recognition in a significant proportion of cases.
The proportions of occurrences of simple and complex marker forms in the
English and French data (Table 52) were fairly parallel, with only a 1% variation
between the languages (60% complex in English and 59% in French). The Chi-square
test confirms that the difference in the two data sets is far ftom significant (p = 0.842).
Table 52. Comparison of proportions of complex and simple marker occurrences in
English and Frencli
EN FR Total
Simple L 178 143 321
Complex 264 206 470
Total 442 349 791
As shown in Table 53 and Table 54, in neither of the relations did the
proportions of simple and complex markers show a statistically significant difference
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(75% complex in Englisli versus 77% in French for the ASSOCIATION relation and
54% complex in both English and french for the CAUSE—EffECT relation; with Chi
square test resuits ofp = 0.734 and p = 0.835 respectively). Moreover, the inter
relational differences were parallel in the two data sets, suggesting that this aspect of
pattem marker form will vary more from relation to relation than from language to
language.
Table 53. Comparison of proportions of simple and complex marker occurrences for the
ASSOCIATION relation in English and Frencli
EN fR Total
Simple 31 16 47
Complex 94 54 148
Total 125 70 195
Table 54. Comparison of proportions of simple and complex marker occurrences for the
CAUSE—EfFECT relation in English and french
EN FR Total
Simple 147 127 274
Complex 170 152 322
Total 317 279 596
The resuits indicate that the types of pattem markers that may be integrated into
pattem-based tools for the two languages are likely to resemble one another in this
aspect of their form, and therefore also to involve comparable complexity in the
development ofpattem forms and to conftont some ofthe same difficulties.
As the distribution of simple and complex markers differed substantially
between the two relations (with the proportions in both data sets for the CAUSE—EffECT
relation more even than those for the ASSOCIATION relation, for which complex markers
were far more prevalent), the complexity of desiguing pattem forms for ASSOCIATION
and the prevalence of difficulties associated with these forms seem likely to be higher in
both languages.
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4.6 Markcr precision
Measurements of marker precision (i.e., the proportion of contexts retrieved using a
marker that express the desired relation) complement the evaluations of markers
described above, indicating the efficiency with which these markers retrieve useful
contexts. In this project, the precision of a set of 13 of the most frequently observed
markers in English and French was evaluated.
The markers retained for initial analysis, as well as the character strings used to
generate the concordances, are shown in Table 55 and Table 56. The sample analyzed
— a total of 2,549 randomly selected contexts (1,300 in English and 1,249 in french)
containing occurrences of 13 distinct markers in each language’22 — can be further sub
divided according to criteria such as the relation indicated and the part of speech class of
the marker. It provides data that may identify trends in the performance of markers in
the two corpora that are worthy of evaluation on a larger scale.123 The sample represents
approximately 8.5% of the 154 English markers obseiwed and 8% of the 167 French
markers. However, as these are the most ftequently observed markers, they account for
162 or 37% ofthe relation occurrences observed in English and 90 or 26% in French.
Table 55. List of English markers used to for evaluating precision
Marker Character string’24
AssociATioN
assocïated associated
risk risk/risks
risk factor risk fac torlrisk factors
marker marker/markers
122 The french marker résulter de was Jess (han 100 times in the corpus, and thus the sample for this
marker is smaller.
123 0f course the restricted size of the sample does flot allow for broad generalizations. More data from a
vider variety ofmarkers will be essential to establish the consistency ofthe potential variations noted.
24 In these representations of character strings, / represents alternative forms (the equivalent of the
operator OR), * represents a wildcard character replacing zero, one or rnany characters, and NOT
represents the exclusion of the forms that follow.
£33
CAUSE—EFFECI
role role!roles
contribute to contribut* to NOT contributiont to!contributor to
effect effect!effects
induce induc* NOT induction*
prornote promott NOT promotion*!promoter*
increase increas*
lead to lead* to/led to
involved in involved in
resuit result*
Table 56. List offrench markers used for evaluating precision
Marker Character string
ASSOcIATION
et et
lié à lié* à! liét au! lié* aux
risque risque!risques
facteur de risque facteur de risque*!facteurs de risque*
CAUSE—EFFECI
conduire à conduit à! condui* au! condui* aux
effet effet!effets
entraîner entrafn *
favoriser favorist
induire indui*
induit par induit* par
inhiber inhib* NOT inhibition*!inhibiteur*
participer à particip* à! participt au! participt aux
, résultt de!résult* du!résult* des NOT résultat* de!resulter de
resultat* des!resultat* du
The results of the evaluations are presented in Table 57 and Table 58, which
break down the contexts analyzed into those that were considered valid hits (i.e., that
presented complete relations of interest in the research). those that involved complex
relationships that nevertheless included a component of the relations considered in this
evaluation (cf. Section 1.5.2.7), those that were potentially pertinent but incomplete
(i.e., in which one or more of the related elements was flot explicitly indicated in a
context that rnight otherwise have been useful), those that presented categorial
ambiguities, those that constituted noise for the purposes of this research (including the
occurrence of the marker as part of a more complex unit), and finafly those that could
flot be classified (for example, due to problems related to the form of the context, or to
ambiguities that could not be resolved).
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Table 57. Resuits ofthe evaluation ofEnglish marker occurrences
. . Complex CategorialMarker Valid hits
. Incomplete Noise Unknown Totalrelations ambiguities
associated $8 0 0 3 7 2 100
risk 48 O 32 0 20 0 100
risk factor 29 0 69 0 2 0 100
marker 39 0 56 0 3 2 100
role 73 1 21 0 2 3 100
contribute to 95 0 0 0 2 3 100
effect 51 0 44 0 3 2 100
induce 35 4 1 59 0 1 100
promote 83 0 1 13 1 2 100
increase 24 0 0 69 7 0 100
leadto 99 0 0 0 1 0 100
invofved in 91 3 1 0 4 1 100
result 29 0 0 71 0 0 100
Total 784 $ 225 215 52 16 1300
Table 58. Resuits ofthe evaluation offrench marker occurrences
Valid Complex CategorïalMarker
.
. Incomptete
. . . Noise Unknown Totalhits relations ambiguities
et 2 0 0 0 98 0 100
liéà 96 0 0 0 3 1 100
facteur de risque 31 0 69 0 0 0 100
risque de 61 0 35 0 3 1 100
conduire à 97 0 1 0 1 1 100
effet 27 0 51 0 21 1 100
entraîner 87 0 0 11 0 2 100
favoriser 80 1 6 7 6 0 100
induire 52 0 1 44 2 1 100
induitpar 92 1 0 0 2 5 100
inhiber 62 22 4 9 2 1 100
participer à 58 0 1 6 34 1 100
résulter de 43 0 0 3 0 3 49
Total 788 24 16$ $0 172 17 1249
A rough parallel is observed in the distribution of marker occurrences overali,
with the majority in each language (approximately 60%) identffied as valid hits (f igure
9). Much smalÏer proportions were considered to be incomplete or to constitute cases of
categorial ambiguity or noise. However, as the data in the tables above indicate, there
was a significant amount of variation between the individual markers. Clearly, each
marker’s performance must 5e evaluated individually in order to target the most useful.
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Percentuge cf occurrences for ampIe of 13 markers
s
Figure 9. Marker precision for a sample of 13 markers in cadi language
While the distribution among the relations is consistent in the two groups, it is
worth considering that the part of speech distribution of the markers differs. This may
be expected
— in light of observations in the resuits and in projects such as that of
Barrière (2001; cf. Section 2.1.8)
— to have a significant effect on the results obsewed.
for example, the precision of et, a conjunction identified as a marker of
ASSOCIATION in french, is extremely low. This indeed reflects Barrière’s observations
— as well as intuitive expectations
— that such markers will tend to be less precise
indicators than nouns or verbs. This marker presents interesting examples of some
phenomena that may interfere with marker precision.
Not surprisingly, a major source of noise in the case of this marker is the use of
et to indicate the conjunction of two items, rather than their participation in one of the
relations observed in this project. (This will be discussed in detail in Section 4.9.1.2.)
Another phenomenon involves the possibility that a single marker may indicate more
than one type of relation or sub-relation. Interestingly, although the marker et was
identified as a candidate marker of ASSOCIATION in the contexts generated using domain
terms, in the sample of contexts retrieved using the marker itself, no examples of
Cim
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ASSOCIATION, but rather two occurrences of CAUSE—EFFECT relations were found. (In
both cases, et occtirred in conjunction with other potential rnarkers. including ainsi and
dol?c). While both ofihese relation types would be admissible according to the criteria
of this study, they are of course considerably different, and should be distinguished in
the presentation of resuits to a user. However, given flue fact that the same marker may
indicate ASSOCIATION. CREATION or neither ofthese, this distinction could be difficuit to
make automatically. Structural cues may assist in some cases (for example, the
propositional form of at least one of the items linked by the marker in the case of
CAUSE—EFFECT relations); in others, paralinguistic factors may also provide cues (e.g.,
the fact that the cases of ASSOCIATION were identified exclusively in headings or sub
headings). The implementation of these techniques for sorting occurrences would
nevertheless require both a meticulous evaluation of the contexts in which ihe rnarker
may occur, and a considerable investment of time and effort to develop effective
strategies for exploiting these eues effectively.
Given the variation in the part of speech classes observed in the initial sample, a
sub-set of the markers that have the sarne distribution arnong both the relations and part
of speech classes in the two languages may be chosen for more detailed evaluation, in
order to provide a more uniform basis for comparison. This set of ten niarkers (two for
ASSOCIATION and eight for CAUSE—EFFECT) is illustrated in Table 59.
Table 59. List of English and french markers for precision evaluation by relation and
part of speech category
English markers French markers
ASSOCiATION
Nourqs risk factor, risk facteur de risque, risque
CAUSE—EFFECI
NOuNS effect effet
PARTICIPIAL ADJECTIVES involved in induit par
VERBS resuit, contribute to, increase. entraîner, conduire à, favoriser,
induce, promote, Iead to induire, inhiber, participer à
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The distribution among the classes identifled for the 1,000 randomly selected
occurrences in each corpus containing this set often markers is illustrated in Figure 10.
Preclsloo o! markers w3th comparabI relatloo and pari o! speech class dIstributIon
o
cl..
Figure 10. Precision ofmarkers with comparable relation and POS class distribution
The general trends observed in the resuits of the occurrences of the set of 13
markers remain present, with the majority of the occurrences presenting valid relations.
Overail, according to a Chi-square test comparing the proportions of valid occurrences
observed in the English and French data sets, significantly more of the contexts
retrieved using the French markers were valid (p 0.004), and a similar difference was
observed in the case of complex relations (p — 0.002). The proportions of incomplete
contexts were not significantly different (p = 0.220), although once again the proportion
was higher in French. Conversely, the proportion of occurrences presenting categorial
ambiguities was considerably higher in English (p < 0.001).
These results indicate that the markers identified frequently in the study are
likely to be effective for identifying relation occurrences in corpora, a very positive
resuit. However, the French markers appear to be even more precise than the English,
possibly indicating that the resuits of KRC extraction using the English markers may
require more user intervention to eliminate noise and identify required information.
Vutd Coopler ,&atioo IooompIee Ctmoo&Iy Noce Unknoor
umbgooue
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However, as mucli of this difference was attributable to categorial
ambiguities, an approach using a part-of-speech tagged corpus as input could be
particularly beneficial in English, reducing some of this noise and improving the
effectiveness of the approacli. (In fact, if the occurrences of categorial ambiguities are
excluded from the data presented above, the proportion of valid contexts is somewhat
higher in the English sample, a difference that trends towards significance (p = 0.065).)
Moreover, while occurrences of character strings corresponding to lexical items
other than those expressly targeted in this evaluation were distinguished from valid hits
here, some of these occurrences may in fact indicate the desired relation. This
distinction was made in light of the methodology used in this research and the goals of
the comparison, but the observations could in future be reviewed from a more inclusive
perspective (e.g., similar to that used in Marshman 2002).
The evaluation of the sample data also allows for preliminary comparison of the
precision of markers from different part of speech classes. As illustrated in Figure 11,
Figure 12 and Figure 13, some differences between the two data sets are observed.
Precision 0f verbs: 6 markers with comparable relation distribution
.
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Figure 11. Precision of 6 verbal markers with comparable relation distribution
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Precision 0f nouns: 3 narkers with comparable relation distribution
Figure 12. Precision of 3 nominal markers with comparable relation distribution
Whule these data suggest that both verbal and nominal markers may be
productive for identifying KRCs in the two languages. a higher proportion of valid
occurrences was obtained using verbal rnarkers than using nominal ones. The difference
was far more pronounced in the French markers evaluated. as the French verbs were
more precise than the English. but the English nouns were more precise than the French.
This potential for variation could be an interesting subject for future work in order to
evaluate whether the difference is observed in an evaluation based on more data.
It is also obvious that a much higher proportion of the occurrences of nominal
markers evaluated in the two data sets were found to be incomplete (i.e., did not include
an explicit indication of one or more of the elements linked in a potentially valid
relation), ahhough the proportions were higher in French for both verbal and nominal
markers. The presence of a high proportion of categorially ambiguous verbal forms in
English is likely to have contributed to the decreased precision in this language.
o
20:
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Figure 13. Precision of participial adjective CAUSE—EFFECI marker
The fact that a single participial adjective was evaluated in each language makes
generalization impossible; however, the two markers showed good precision and fairly
close resuits in the two data sets.
Perhaps the most important information gained from this evaluation is the
proportion of contexts containing nominal markers that were found to be incomplete.
This clearly reduces the value of these contexts for knowledge extraction and introduces
noise in the resuits of KRC extraction (although of course the partial information
provided by such contexts may be usefuÏ to some extent in some contexts). These resuits
parallel the observations of Barrière (2001), who noted that the precision of verbal
markers in English was significantly higher than that of nominal ones, and also suggest
that this tendency is also present in French.
These data may be discussed further in light of the distribution of the markers
identified in this research between POS classes in the samples analyzed, as discussed in
Section 4.5.1. Overall, the proportions of nominal markers were approximately equal in
the two data sets, although English showed a higher proportion of nominal markers for
the ASSOCIATION relation and french for the CAUSE—EFfECT relation. There may thus be
Precislon 0f participial adjectIves: 1 marlrer cf Cause.effect
t’
o
O Enghsh
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a potential for variation in the f evels of noise observed for specific relations in the
two languages if marker sets that reflect the types of markers identified in this project
are used.
This information may also affect the choice of markers for inclusion in the
pattem sets, for example encouraging a focus on verbal rather than nominal markers, as
in several previous research projects on CAUSE—EFFECT relations. If this apparent trend is
observed in larger samples of data and does encourage such a decision, however, it wilI
be necessary to consider the potential for silences in the resuits if nominal markers are
excluded. Moreover, the difficulties posed by the fact that nominal markers of
ASSOCIATION are quite numerous but also — if the two evaluated in this analysis are any
indication — quite likely to be incomplete will be important to consider and further
analyze in the development ofpattem sets for this relation. Additional difficulties linked
to the prevalence of function word markers (as illustrated by the case of et) may also
greatly increase the complexity of creating pattern sets for identifying this relation.
Regardless, from the proportions of markers observed in this study, it is clear that
exciuding these markers of ASSOCIATION is not a valid option if a certain level of recail
is to be maintained. Other strategies will need to be developcd, which may require a
considerable investment oftime and effort.
It is also possible to compare the precision ofmarkers for the two relations in the
samples (Figure 14 and figure 15). Once again, parallels between the performances of
markers in the corpora may be observed. (However, it is important to note that the
markers of ASSOCIATION are exclusively nominal whule the markers of CAUSE—EFFECI
are primarily verbal, which is also likely to contribute to the differences observed.)
Precision 0f markers of Association: 2 markers o! comparable P05
Figure 14. Precision of 2 nominal ASSOCIATION markers
o
D Enghsh
Frenoh
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Figure 15. Precision of 8 CAUSE—EFFECT markers with comparable POS class
distribution
In both cases, the proportions of valid occurrences are slightly higher in french.
The proportions of noise also differ, with more observed in Englisli for the ASSOCIATION
relation and in French for the CAUSE—EFfECT relation. Categorial ambiguity, observed
VaI:d Cemrox rnla5on Inoomt4ete Caleger:afly Nose Unknov.n
amNgu005
CIaC
Precision et Caose-elfect markers: 8 markers oC comparable P0S
VahO CompVernlation IncomFele CaIrgoriaIIy Noise
ambgUOUs
dosa
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A flrst possibility for consideration is that the forrn of the markers résulter de
and risque de may play a role in the higher precision of these markers in French as
compared to risk and i-esttÏt in English, as a large amount of noise may he eliminated by
the specification of these additional elernents. In fact, in a sample of contexts retrieved
using the rnarker risque alone, only 31 of 100 occurrences were identified as valid,
indicating that the additio.nal element did improve precision. In a sample for the marker
résulter alone. however, 93 of 100 occurrences were found to be valid. which actually
constitutes an increase in the precision of this rnarker. This may be due to the fact that
the rnarker may occur in forms that were flot observed in the relation occurrences
initialÏy analyzed but that nevertheless indicate the presence of a CAUSE—EFfECI relation
(e.g., X résulte en Y).
It is clear that the difference in the distribution of occurrences of the markers
resuit and résulter de, with the French marker showing a much higher proportion of
valid occurrences than the English. is likely to be closely linked to the proportion of
categorially ambiguous occunences in English. This can 5e traced to the form of the
associated nouns in the two languages. resufl and résultat. The categorially ambiguous
form of the English verb and noun forms (i.e., resuit, resuÏts) causes serious difficulties
in a character-string-based approach: while the French noun résultat can be explicitly
excluded from the resuits of extraction without eliminating verb forrns. this is ;iot the
case in English. Moreover, the fact that the noun form resuÏts is very comrnonly used in
scientific tests such as those included in the corpus for this research (e.g., as a heading
introducing the observations in an experiment in research articles) produces an
extremely high proportion of character-string occurrences associated with the noun
rather than the verb (of which a large number are not used to indicate a relationship
between two elements).
These kinds of differences pose significant challenges for bilingual, character
string-based approaches. The performance of even very sirnilar markers may differ
considerably; moreover. possibilities for this kind of variation in performance must be
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evaluated for each marker individually. involving a detailed analysis in the two
languages.
The differences between the data sets in the proportions of contexts involving
categorial ambiguities, significant in the sample (p < 0.001), can be traced to rnarkers
such as restiÏt and increase, which shows a similar amhiguity. for the other rnarkers, the
levels are relatively consistent. These data illustrate at the level of individual markers
the possibility that English resuits could be considerably improved in a more
sophisticated approach using lexico-syntactic knowledge patterns in part-of-speech
tagged corpora. However. in French the need for such developments appears to be
considerably Iess.
in order to better evaluate the potential for using part-of-speech tagged texts,
resuÎts obtained using Syntex (Bourigault et al. 2005) may be used. In a sample of
contexts ofthe verbs resait and résulter, 47 of 50 English occurrences were identified as
expressing CREATION (whule two involved tagging problems and a third was
unclassified), and in frencli. 49 of 50 expressed this relation (the remaining context was
also unclassified). Thus the two rnarkers appear to provide mucli more similar
performance in an approach using lexico-syntactic knowledge patterns than in simpler
character-string-based tecimiques. Moreover, the markers are verv efficient for
identifying pertinent contexts in this kind ofapproach, identifying them as promising for
KRC extraction tools.
The difference noted for the markers induce and induire (Figure 19) is also
Iargely due to the presence of a significant amount of categorial ambiguity in both
languages, but particuÏarly in English. However, the source of this ambiguity is
somewhat different. The challenge with this marker lies generally in the differentiation
between forms that in this project were considered to be verbal and those that were
considered to be participial adjectives. Many applications (e.g., part of speech taggers)
do not differentiate between these forms, and thus the possibilities for using such tooÏs
to reduce the impact ofthis phenornenon are more limited. Another approach might lie
in simply considering these to
more) forms.
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constitute a unique marker that occurs in two (or
Percentae 0f macker occurrences: Inducelinduire
D Ince
J Indue
Figure 19. Marker precision: induce / induire
Figure 20. Marker precision: effect / effet
C Effeul
• Effet
When the case of the markers effect ami effet (Figure 20) is considered, the
interlinguistic difference may be observed to result from the proportion of noise
Percentage of marker occurrences: effectleffet
Vehd Con,Io reItn IrnpIote CtegnIty Nf ce Unkno5
e b f
Clece
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observed in french. Ail 21 of these cases involve the occurrence of the expression
en effet, which constitutes a noise level of over 20% in the results for this marker.
Conversely, although a similar expression, in effect, does exist in English, it was not
observed in the sample analyzed. Clearly, in french it is necessary to deal with this
phenomenon, for example by explicitly exciuding this form from the character strings
used to identify occurrences, or by using a part-of-speech-tagged and parsed corpus that
identifies this expression as a separate unit in itself. However, the need for these
measures is flot significant in English, as the noise level is quite low.
If data extracted using Syntex are analyzed, a more accurate picture of the
possibilities of using this marker in a more sophisticated, lexico-syntactic pattem-based
approach may be obtained, as Syntex distinguishes between occurrences of en effet and
of effet alone. In a sample of 50 English contexts containing effect identified using
Syntex, 27 cases of CAUSE—EFFECI relations were observed, while 22 contexts were
incomplete and one was unclassifiable. In 50 french contexts, 22 cases of CAUSE—
EFFECT relations were identified, with one case of noise resulting from a tagging
problem concerning an occurrence of en effet and the remaining 27 cases identified as
incomplete. This shows that although a more sophisticated approach to the identification
and processing of contexts may be beneficial, particularly in French in the case of this
marker, some differences in the productivity of the markers appear to remain.
The markers effect and effet also show a certain amount of polysemy as
discussed in Section 4.7, corresponding to both cases of CREATION and of
MODIFICATION. for the purposes of this researcli, both of these sub-relations were
considered to be pertinent. The distribution of occurrences of effect and effet among the
sub-types was proportionally somewhat different, with 16 cases of CREATION and 38
cases of MODIFICATION in English (a proportion of 30% CREATION and 70%
MODIFICATION), and in french 16 cases of CREATION and 11 cases of MODIFICATION
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(60% CREATION and 40% MODIfICATION))26 This difference in distribution indicates
a strong potential for variation in the productivity of even similar polysemous markers
for identifying occurrences of specific sub-relations of CAUSE—EffECT)27
Although the samples analyzed were limited, they nevertheless showed a strong
potential for variation in precision between various groups of markers, as well as
between individual pairs of markers. These resuits indicate the need to carefully
evaluate a range of markers in light of more data extracted specifically for this purpose,
to confirm and further analyze the trends identified in these observations. The
confirmation of these observations in other corpora and using other approaches would
also ensure that factors linked to the corpora or the methodology used are evaluated.
Nevertheless, the results show that there is likeÏy to be significant variation from marker
to marker and as a function of other factors such as the markers’ part of speech class or
the relation indicated, and that coherent trends may be difficult to identify and isolate.
4.7 Polysemy of pattern markers
In addition to the fact that markers may produce noise (as in the case of et, as described
in Section 4.6 above), the potential for candidate markers to indicate more than one type
of relation or sub-relation considered to be pertinent in this project, or to indicate either
a “core” CAUSE—EFFECT relation or a more complex relationship with a causal
component, may be observed. These phenomena are discussed below.
126 A similar distribution was found in the sample of Syntex data: 10 cases of CREATION and 17 cases cf
MODIFICATION in Englisli, for a total cf 27 CAUSE—EFFECT relations (i.e., 37% CREATION and 63%
MODIFICATION). In french, 12 contexts expressing CREATION and 10 cases cf MODIFICATION were noted,for a total cf 22 CAUSE—EFFECT relations (i.e., 55% CREATION and 45% MODIFICATION).
127 This potential for variation was noted for many cf the verbal markers observed in this research, asdescribed in Marshman and L’Homme (2006, 2006a).
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4.7.1 Markers associated with more than one (sub-)relation
In each language, a few markers were associated with two or more types or sub-types of
relations. The ftequency of the phenomenon in the sample analyzed was relativeÏy
comparable, with five such markers observed in English and four in French, ail
indicating CAUSE—EFFECI relations in at ieast some cases.
The five cases observed in the English resuits (3% of the total number of
markers, and 4% of the CAUSE—EFfECT markers) involved the association of markers
with two distinct CAUSE—EfFECT sub-relations. These are shown in Examples 18 to 27:
18. Although atherosclerosis is a multifactonal disease, oflen
occurring as a complication of hypertension, obesity, and
diabetes... (Umehara et al. 2004)
19. Ultirnately, these pathways synergize to construct a scaffold on
which the complications of diabetes in the vasculature and
heart may be built. (Yan et al. 2003)
20. Direct evidence for an important role for myeloperoxidase in
lipid oxidation in vivo cornes from recent studies... (Brennan
and Hazen 2003)
21.
... the role of radiation therapy for invasive breast cancer
treated with BCS iS 110W well accepted. (Meric-Bemstam 2004)
22.
... they are important targets of the biological effects of
fractalldne (je, chemotaxis, adhesion, and activation)...
(Umehara et al. 2004)
23. No study evaluated the associations between statins’ effects on
LDL oxidation and Ïipid levels. (Balk et al. 2003)
24. Witztum’s group 40,41 has developed a range of antibodies
directed against oxidation-dependent epitopes in LDL (anti
oxLDL)... (Griendiing and FitzGerald 2003a)
25. First, the estrogen-dependent step in mammary gland
development, the ductal elongation that takes place during
puberty... (Sicinsid and Weinberg 1997)
26. There was no consistency among these patients with respect to
prior chemotherapy (I for metastatic disease, 6 adjuvant, 3
chemonaive). (Housmaninger et al. 2004)
27.
... 28% beginning new medications for cholesterol, blood
pressure, or diabetes .... (Bena 2003)
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In each of these cases, the first example was classified as an occurrence of
CREATION; in almost ail cases the second was classified as MODIFICATION (for the
marker dependent the sub-relation identified was MAINTENANCE/PERMISSION). In
addition, one case of a PREVENTION relation was observed for the marker role, although
this occurred in a quite unusual context, as shown in Example 28:
2$. Although the role of dietary and vitamin antioxidants in the
development of breast cancer is not conclusive in human
studies... (Kang 2002)
The four cases (2% of the total number of markers, and 3% of the CAUSE—EFFECT
markers) observed in French are illustrated in Examples 29 to 36:
29. Les complications de l’ostéolyse maligne dans le cancer du
sein engagent rarement le pronostic vital immédiat, mais sont
source d’une morbidité importante. (Tubiana 2001)
30. Les interactions entre système rénine-angiotensine et
complications vasculaires du diabète constituent un autre
exemple de l’implication du TGF-B. (Michel 2004)
31. L’athérosclérose est considérée actuellement comme une
réponse inflammatoire aux lésions de la paroi artérielle.(Duriez 2004)
32. Cependant, la réponse osseuse au traitement reste toujours
difficile à évaluer de par la faible spécificité de la scintigTaphie
osseuse.... (Leriche et Bonneterre 1997)
33. Les avancées de la chimiothérapie antitumorale ont été
obtenues grâce à des médicaments ayant une nouvelle structure
chimique... (Lavelle and Jehanno 1998)
34. ... en situation métastatique associé à l’exemestane ou à une
chimiothérapie antitubuline, ou en néoadjuvant. (Guastalla et
al. 2004)
35. Les résultats obtenus avec le paclitaxel en monothérapie dans
le cancer du sein métastatique ont tout naturellement conduit à
associer ce médicament aux anthracyclines... (Ferrero et al.
2003)
36. Dans les cellules AT exposées aux rayonnements ionisants,
l’induction de p53 est réduite et très retardée... (Angèle et al.
2001)
However, unlike the regularities observed in English, the distribution of the
occurrences of these ambiguous markers among the relations and sub-relations is quite
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different. In the cases of complication and réponse, the divergence noted in English
is present, with the first case considered to be an example of CREATION, and the second
of MODIFICATION. However, in the case of anti-, Example 33 indicates flot CREATION but
DESTRUCTION, while Example 34 indicates MODIFICATION. finally, the case of dans
illustrates a more serious difficulty, as Example 35 indicates MODIFICATION, but
Example 36 expresses an ASSOCIATION. Ciearly, such cases of inter-relationai
ambiguities are even more critical to deal with than intra-relational variations between
sub-types.
As this phenomenon was so rarely observed, statistical comparison between the
English and French data cannot be considered reliabie. Therefore, the interiinguistic
comparison ofthe phenomenon observed will be restricted to qualitative comments.
In both languages, whiie approaches relying on the representation of the basic
marker element alone would encounter difficulties resulting ftom this polysemy,
promising avenues for disambiguation using formai criteria such as marker form and
pattem structure (including the form ofrelated elements participating in these structures)
wcre observed in most cases. However, also in both languages, some markers (such as
dependent and anti-, for example) seem iikely to require other strategies for
disambiguation.
It is difficuit to draw conclusions on the basis of the small samples observed in
this case, but it is interesting to note the relative regularity of the ambiguity obseiwed in
the Englisli (between the CREATION and MODIFICATION sub-relations), and the wider
variability (including inter-relational variation) in the French. However, the observation
of similar ambiguity in the markers complication in English and french suggests that
some parallels may exist in the two languages and couid be considered in developing
bilingual tools. Both of these observations suggest that more data should be gathered in
order to further evaluate this phenomenon and the challenges it may pose for bilingual
pattern-based tools, as well as potential strategies for resolving these kinds of
ambiguities.
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4.7.2 Complex relations denoted by markers
Another type of marker polysemy, noted in the resuits of the marker precision
evaluation, involved markers denoting relationships between elements that — while
including a CAUSE—EFFECT component
— were more complex than those considered for
the purposes of this research. This phenomenon was observed in the case of the markers
induce, inhibit and inhiber. These three markers may not only denote a “core” relation
of CREATION or DECREASE (depending on the marker), but also more complex
relationships that invoïve the causing or decreasing of the functioning of an affected
element (e.g., a molecule).
Whule these may be interesting to consider in at least some contexts, they should
nevertheless be distinguished from the core relations considered in this research in order
to prevent misinterpretation. Whule for the markers inhibit and inhiber similar,
significant proportions of these more complex relationships were observed, a more
complex relationship was observed in only a few cases in English for induce, and was
flot noted in french for induire)28 Clearly, for some markers it will be necessary to
determine whether tliese more complex relationships are to be considered for context
extraction, and if so in what capacity (i.e., included with the core relations or as a
separate category). More discussion and additional, similar cases may be found in
Section 5.5.3.1, as well as in Marshman and L’Homme (2006, 2006a).
It is clear that the phenomenon of rnarker polysemy that lias been widely
observed in other projects is not fully explored in this study. This is in large part due to
methodological choices: the comparative orientation of this work requires a relatively
general analysis of tlie relation occurrences and markers observed, while the evaluation
of polysemy requires a more specific analysis of individual pattems. Because of tlie
approach used in this study, the relatively low numbers of occurrences of cadi marker
128 The existence of a conesponding complex relationship indicated by induire was nevertheless noted in
another study ofcontexts from the French corpus in Marshman and L’Homme (2006a).
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identified did not provide as many opportunities to observe polysemy as projects
that evaluated large numbers of occurrences of the same marker.
Moreover, the limitations imposed by other choices in the methodology, and
primarily the exclusion of occurrences of complex relations from the initial analysis of
relation occurrences, reduces the range of contexts that could be evaluated in the first
phase of analysis of marker polysemy. In addition, in the study of marker precision that
provided the data for the second type of analysis of marker polysemy, the focus was
placed on the most frequently observed markers in the relation occurrences identified,
which are also likely to be among the most useful for identifiing the type of relation
occurrences targeted in this research. Further evaluation of more occurrences of a wider
range of these markers would doubtless reveal more about this phenomenon.
finally, the term-based approach to the observation of relation occurrences may
have contributed to the relatively restricted range of polysemous markers identified. As
noted in a number of projects
— including Marshman and L’Homme (2006, 2006a),
which focused on English and french verbal markcrs identified in the course of this
research
— close associations may ofien be observed between specific senses of
markers and the terms or classes of terms with which they are used.’29 The use of a set
of 15 domain candidate terms in each language is thus likely to have restricted the
possibilities for observing polysemy.
129 Marshman and L’Homme (2006) identified an average of approximately 3 senses per marker for a set
of 14 English verbal markers that were selected for study because they had been identified as being
ambiguous in the corpora used for this research. Marshrnan and L’Homme (2006a) identified an average
of 2.5 senses per marker for a set of 38 of french verbal markers observed in this research that werefrequent in the french corpus. Both projects distinguished “core” causal, complex causal and non-causal
senses on the basis of paraphrases identified for the markers in contexts extracted from the corpora, andincluded them in analysis.
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4.8 Pattern variation
In this Section, the interlinguistic comparison of the variation observed in the form of
markers and structure of pattems will 5e described. The principal types of pattera
variation evaluated in this research — variations in marker form (including the specific
case of variations in voice of pattera markers) and variations in pattera structures
(including the specific case of variation involving the presence of relative pronoun
constructions)
— are described below.
This analysis was of course canied out in English only on the 70 markers (18 for
ASSOCIATION and 52 for CAUSE—EfFECT) that were observed more than once in the
contexts analyzed, and in frencli on the 65 markers (13 for ASSOCIATION and 52 for
CAUSE—EfFECT) that were observed twice or more in the contexts analyzed. The
complete data on which these discussions are based are available in Appendix H.
4.8.1 Variation in marker form
Variation in marker forms (e.g., the addition or change of a preposition or conjunction
appearing with the principal (generally open-class) marker element or the change in the
order of complex marker elements) was frequently observed in the relation occurrences
analyzed. This phenomenon may be observed in Examples 37 to 45:
37. Abnormal endothelium-dependent vasomotor responses predict
the long-tenu progression of atherosclerosis and associated
coronary events.... (Davignon 2004)
38. ... the initiation and progression of cardiovascular dysfunction
associated with diseases such as hyperlipidemia, diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, ischemic heart disease, and chronic
heart failure. (Taniyama and Griendling 2003)
39. Both glucotoxicity and lipotoxicity play a primary role in the
development of diabetes. (Pantaleo and Zonszein 2003)
40. Could it be that BRCA1 and BRCA2 play roles in the
development of hereditary cancers but not sporadic tumors?
(Yang and Lippman 1999)
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41 . It has been recognized that atherosclerosis is an infiammatorv
disease in which various cytokines play a significant role..
(Tanivama and Griendling 2003)
42. ... de nombreux traitements ont des effets rhéoloiques..
(Boisseau 2004)
43. Les risques de saignements seraient reliés à l’effet de l’ail sur
la coagulation. (Trahan 2002)
44. La structure chromatinienne joue un rôle majeur clans des
processtis tels que la transcription, la réplication et la réparation
de l’ADN. (Chailleux et al. 2000)
45. Le rôle des estrogènes dans la prolifération des tumeurs
mammaires hormonodépendantes a été montré depuis de
nombreuses années. (De Crémoux 2000)
The ratio of marker forms observed relative to the numbers of markers in each
language indicates the level of variability of these marker forms. The resuits observed
are illustrated below in Table 60. which shows that the English markers overali and for
each relation showed more pronounced variation than the french. It is clear that at least
in English there is a fair amount of variation in marker forrns. and that more than a
single pattern forrn will be required to represent many ofthe markers observed.
Table 60. Comparison of ratio ofrnarker forms to markers in English and French
Enlish French Difference
Marker forms per marker, overall 1 .5 1 .3 0.2
Marker forms per marker, $ 3 0 5ASSOCIATION
Marker forms per marker. ] 4 0 1CAUSE—EFFECI
However, given the variation in the numbers of markers in each group and of
occurrences observed for each marker. these figures can only indicate potential trends.
The variation observed per marker is of course influenced by the number of occurrences
observed. In order to evaluate the level of variation more accurately (although stiil flot
strictly comparably), the mean number of forms observed for markers observed a given
number of times can be calculated (Table 61). These calculations show the resuits
observed for the markers observed between 2 and 8 times in the sample
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analyzed (i.e., the range of frequencies that were observed in both languages and
thus provide a basis for comparison). Overail. the level ofmarker variation in English is
higher in most groups, although the degrees vary.
Table 61. Comparison of marker variation (by number of marker occurrences) in
English and French
fnglish French
Number of Number of Mean Number of Mean Diiference
marker markers number of markers number of
occurrences marker marker
forrns forms
2 30 1.1 25 1.2 -0.1
3 6 1.7 12 1.3 0.4
4 3 1.7 Hi 1.4 0.3
5 8 1.3 5 1.2 0.1
6 5 1.8 3 2.0 -0.2
7 4 1.8 7 1.4 0.4
8 2 1.0 I 1.0 0.0
Total 58 64
The data for each relation separately are shown in Table 62. In the individual
relations, the srnall numbers ofrnarkers for the ASSOCIATION relation make it clifficuit to
confirm the apparent trend towards higher variation in English, but it generally remains
in the CAUSE—EFFECT groups. These data suggest that in the process of pattern set design
it could be necessary to include more pattern forms in EngÏish than in French to account
for this kind of marker variation; the investment of time and effort in this process may
be substantial. Certainly. the possibility is worth investigating in further, more
appropriately designed projects; these projects should permit the evaluation of larger
samples of marker occurrences of comparable size, for a wider range of markers and
markers of similar distributions arnong relations, part of speech classes, etc., in order to
neutralize other factors that may have contributed to the differences noted in this
analysis.
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Table 62. Comparison of marker variation for ASSOCIATION and CAUSE-EfFECT
markers (by number of marker occurrences) in English and French
English french
Number of Number of Mean Number of Mean Difference
marker markers number of markers number of
occurrences marker marker
forms forms
ASSOCIATION
2 5 1.2 6 1.3
-0.1
3 2 1.5 0 nIa nia
4 1 1.0 2 1.0 0.0
5 3 1.3 2 1.0 0.3
6 0 n’a 1 3.0 nIa
7 1 2.0 1 1.0 1.0
8 1 1.0 0 nIa nia
Total 13 12
CAUSE-EfFECT
2 25 1.1 19 1.2
-0.1
3 4 1.8 12 1.3 0.5
4 2 2.0 9 1.4 0.6
5 5 1.2 3 1.3
-0.1
6 5 1.8 2 1.5 0.3
7 3 1.7 6 1.5 0.2
8 1 1.0 1 1.0 0.0
Total 45 52
4.8.1.1 Variation in voice of verbal markers
One specific variation in marker form observed in the corpus was the occurrence of
verbal pattem markers in the passive rather than active voice, as in Examples 46 to 49:
46. Plasma levels of PAl-1 are regulated on a genetic basis, and its
expression can be augmented by insulin resistance and other
factors such as abnormal adiposity, hypertriglyceridemia...
(Pantaleo and Zonszein 2003)
47. Oxidative stress bas been linked to the activation of both NF
[kappaJB and AP-1. (Granger et al. 2004)
48. Dans les cellules hormono-dépendantes, la transcription de
CatD est contrôlée par les oestrogènes. (Chailleux et aI. 2000)
49. Conrnie toute réponse immunitaire, la réponse anti-tumorale
doit être déclenchée par des cellules présentatrices
d’antigènes. (Catros-Quemener et al. 2003)
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As easily observed in Examples 50 to 53, the voice in which verbal pattern
markers occur in contexts can have a significant effect on pattem marker form:
50. Specifically, mitogenic effects of oxidized LDL on vascular
smooth muscle ceils, which contribute to the atherogenic
process appear to require the activation of $K. (Saba and Hia
2004)
51. Therefore, it is currently suggested that ER[alpha] function may
be required for maximum activation of IGF-signaling
pathways. (McCance and Joncs 2003)
52.
... these findings, together with those in chronic
atherosclerosis, importantly Iink ligand-RAGE interaction to
the pathogenesis of exaggerated neointimal expansion... (Yan
et al. 2003)
53. Oxidative stress lias been liuked to the activation of both NF[kappa]B and AP-1. (Granger et al. 2004)
Differences in voice may affect the order of the components of complex markers,
as well as the placement of the related elements relative to the marker. One particular
case of this kind of variation involves the inversion of the order of participants in
asymmetric relations such as CAUSE—EfFECT, which would be pertinent for applications
that atternpt to identify related elements and assign a role in a relation to them.
Moreover, the insertion of additional marker elements may also be observed in the case
of passive transformations ofverbs (e.g., for in Example 51), which in some cases may
also entail the change of pattem markers from simple to complex, with the
accompanying differences in the potentials for performance and for difficulties (cf.
Section 2.6.1).
The proportion of the verbal marker occurrences in passive voice is illustrated in
Table 63, which shows a statistically significant difference between the languages (p =
0.002), with the passive proportionally more common in Englisli (observed in 14% of
the English occurrences of verbal markers and only 4% ofthe French occurrences). This
corresponds to 5% ofthe total relation occurrences in English, but only 1% in french.
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Table 63. Comparison of the proportions of verbal marker occurrences in passive
and active voice in English and French
EN FR Total
Passive 24 5 29
Active 151 135 286
Total 175 140 315
0f the 16 different English markers observed in passive form, 8 also occurred in
active voice in the sample analyzed, whule 6 occuned only once in the sample (so that
no conclusions can be drawn about their invariability), and the remaining 2 were
observed only in passive form. Thus, only 20% of the 10 markers that were observed
more than once occurred exclusively in passive form. As such, 68 (81%) of the total of
84 verbal markers were found in the active form only; 30 of these markers were
observed more than twice in the sample analyzed, and 20 (67%) ofthis latter group were
observed in active form only. In french, of the 140 verbal marker occurrences, only 5
(4%) were observed in the passive voice. Two of the four markers observed in passive
form were also observed in the active voice in the sample, while one was observed only
once and the other occurred exclusively in passive voice. Thus 4 ofthe total of 77 verbal
markers were observed in the passive voice, and 3 (12%) of the 25 markers observed
twice or more in the sample, while 22 (88%) of this latter group were observed
exclusively in the active voice.
These data indicate that it is important to take this variation into account in
designing English pattern forms; moreover, this need will oflen involve developing
supplementary pattem forms for verbal markers. (Such forms would be required to
account for the appropriate marker forms and
— in the case of asymmetric relations
sucli as CAUSE—EfFECT and/or applications that attempt to identify related elements and
the roles they filI in relations
— the placement of these elements). This is likely to be
accompanied by a corresponding increase in the investment of time and effort required
to for pattem set developmcnt. It is likely possible, however, to take advantage of
regularities in passive structures, and to apply similar models for a variety of different
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verbal markers. In French, however, the phenomenon is much less significant, and it
is debatable whether the investment required to create supplernentarv pattern forrns
would be justified.
Some specific observations related to this phenomenon in the two data sets are
discussed below.
4.8.].].] Differences related to variation in voice ofverbctÏ mcirkers
The use of passive voice in English was commonly associated with structures in which
an additional actant
— particularly a human actant such as a researcher — were present
on a semantic level but flot realized on a surface level. Manv of the structures of the
markers showed a potential for variation in the realization and/or number ofthe actants.
As illustrated in Examples 54 and 55. underlying tri-actantial structures may present
(i.e., X implicates Y in Z. X correlates Y with Z).’° but in few ofthese cases is the first
actant realized in the contexts observed.
54. . . . several other factors (cg, oxidative stress) ... have also been
implicated in the deveiopment ofCVD. (G ranger et al. 2004)
55. Ccli adhesion molecules have also been correlated with CHD.
(Rackley 2004)
In many cases, as with rnarkers such as find... in, report... in. detect... in and
note... in, this first actant is a researcher, who bas perceived an ASSOCIATION between
two or more variables. This phenomenon mav be Iinked to the scientific rnethod and the
effort to maintain objectivity in research. as welI as to the stylistic conventions that thus
favour (the appearance of) this objectivity in reporting resuits, as discussed in Section
2.6.2.1.
As illustrated in Examples 56 to 57, cases in which the first actant when
expressed indicates the resuits of research (again wilh ail of the possibilities of
130 This latter example can be contrasted with another possible structure of this marker, Y correlates with
z.
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subjectivity that the interpretation of these resuits by a researcher or researchers
involves) are also common; this can be observed in markers such as impticate... in and
Ïink... to:
56. There is a large body of evidence that implicates inflammation
and adhesion molecules in the pathogenesis of CVD, mcluding
atherosclerosis, stroke, and myocardial infarction. (Granger et
al. 2004)
57. ... these findings, together with those in chronic
atherosclerosis, importantly link ligand-RAGE interaction to
the pathogenesis of exaggerated neointimal expansion... (Yan
et al. 2003)
The potential for the expression of an additional actant, (e.g., evidence,findings),
with the active marker form recails the observation by Condamines (2002) that pattems
expressing relations may not aiways be binary, and may also complicate the analysis of
the context at both a syntactic and semantic level (e.g., given the fact that the source of
an observation is specified, which may have an effect on the certainty of a given
context).
The failure to express the first actant for some ofthese markers did flot affect the
consideration of occurrences for the purposes of this project, since the two elements that
were related by the relation in question were nevertheless present. However, if one of
the actants of a marker in a bi-actantial structure was flot expressed (e.g., X was
produced, X was initiated), this necessarily excluded contexts from study, because the
information about the relation present was incomplete. This phenomenon may pose
considerable challenges for semi-automatic applications, as precision would be affected
if incomplete contexts were retained in the results of extraction using these markers.’3’
In the french resuits, only one of the markers observed in the passive voice
corresponded to the kind of tri-actantial markers observed in the case of the English.
131 It is in part for this reason that pattem forms are often required to link two elements defined using
formai criteria. However, this ldnd of requirement may have an undesirable effect on recail in many
applications.
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However, altemate constructions, sucli as those invoïving impersonal pronouns,
were observed. These cases are illustrated in Examples 58 to 60:
58.
... la perfusion d’angiotensine II induit la formation
d’anévrismes, qui a été reliée à l’activation des leucocytes
circulants. (Michel 2004)
59.
... si l’on inhibe l’activation de la guanylate cyclase par NO,
on induit l’apoptose... (Kolb2)
60. On associe maintenant une faible capacité aérobie et une
mauvaise composition corporelle aux maladies
cardiovasculaires et au diabète, un manque de souplesse aux
maux de dos, etc. (Béliveau and Léger 2004)
While more data are required in order to evaluate the extent of these differences,
these observations suggest that the use of the passive voice to maintain objectivity could
be more prevalent in English. While the effect on knowledge extraction using pattem
based tools is minor (since the impersonal pronouns are barely more informative than
the ellipsis ofthe human participant), this difference constitutes an example of the types
of subtie differences that may be observed between the languages.
4.8.2 Variation in patteru structures
Pattem structures may vary in several ways; among the most important of these are the
insertion of additional but regular elements (e.g., copula verbs) within a pattem form,
and the variation in the order in which pattem eT ements appear (i.e., the configuration of
the related elements and the ;narker within the pattem structure). The former
phenomenon is illustrated in Examples 61 to 64, and the latter in Examples 65 to 68:
61. ... the initiation and progression of cardiovascular dysfunction
associated with diseases such as hyperlipidemia, diabetes
mellitus, hypertension, ischemic heart disease, and chronic
heart failure. (Taniyama and Griendiing 2003)
62. . . .the missense mutation in Lp-PLA2 is associated with
development of atherosclerosis in the elderly. (Caslake and
Packard 2003)
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63. Ce dernier est en effet capable de stimuler le recrutement et
l’assemblage des sous-unités p47phox et p67phox, étape
nécessaire à l’activation de la NADPH oxydase. (Bonnefont
Rousselot et al. 2002)
64. Ainsi une activation de caspases, clivant sélectivement certains
substrats, est nécessaire à l’induction de prolifération de
lymphocytes T (Kolb 2001)
65. It lias been recognized that atherosclerosis is an inflammatory
disease in which various cytokines play a significant role...
(Taniyama and Gricndling 2003)
66. Elevated compartmentalized cortisol may play a role in the
pathoenesis of insulin resistance in animais... (Pantaleo and
Zonszein 2003)
67. La première conséquence fonctionnelle majeure de l’activation
des plaquettes est le changement de conformation des
glycoprotéines GP llb/IIIa présentes à leur surface... (Collet et
al. 2004)
6$. ... ils peuvent aussi et simultanément, être la conséquence de
l’oxydation des lipoprotéines de basse densité (LDL)...
(Bonnefont-Rousselot et al. 2002)
It should also be noted that marker variation is also likely to be Iinked to the
types of structures in which markers are observed, as in Examples 69 to 74:
69. The inflammatory marker C-reactive protein (CRP) can
indicate low-grade chronic inflammation... (MacKenzie 2004)
70. As carotid IMT is a good early marker of atherosclerosis and
risk of cerebrovascular ischemic events... (Zambon et al. 2003)
71. If so, how could pnor assessments of the health effects of
hormone replacement therapy (HRT) have been so different?
(Grimes and Lobo 2002)
72. Recognition of the effects of influenza on CHU provides the
medical community with a valuable opportunity to further
reduce cardiovascular death and morbidity. (Madjid et ai,
2004)
73. ... de nombreux traitements ont des effets rhéologigues...
(Boisseau 2004)
74. Les risques de saignements seraient reliés à l’effet de l’ail sur
la coagulation. (Trahan 2002)
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Table 64 — based on data that appears in Appendix J — illustrates the ratio
of pattem forms to markers in the two data sets, which is indicative of a relatively high
level of variation in pattem structures observed in the analysis.
Table 64. Comparison of ratio ofpattem structures to markers in English and french
Englisli French Difference
Pattem structures per marker, overall 1.9 1.7 0.2
Pattern structures per marker, 2.4 1.9 0.5ASSOCIATION
Pattem structures per marker, 1 8 1 7 0 1CAUSE—EFFECT
The Englisli appears to show more variation in pattem form overail than the
french relative to the number of markers observed, particularly in the ASSOCIATION
relation. As the differences that were observed in this respect may be closely linked to
the higher numbers of occurrences of markers in English, however, a more accurate
—
but stiil indicative rather than precisely comparable — picture can be obtained by
comparing levels of variation for markers observed the same number of times. These are
shown in Table 65.
Table 65. Comparison of pattem structure variation for markers of both relations (by
number of marker occurrences) in English and French
English French
Number of Number of Mean Number of Mean Difference
marker markers number of markers number of
occurrences pattern pattern
forms forms
2 30 1.3 25 1.3 0
3 6 2.0 12 1.8 0.2
4 3 1.7 11 2.2 -0.5
5 8 1.9 5 2.2 -0.3
6 5 3.0 3 2.3 0.7
7 4 1.8 7 1.9 -1
8 2 2.0 1 1.0 1.0
Total 58 64
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These data show relatively littie variation between the markers in the two
languages, with no coherent trend revealed overail: some of the groups indicate slightly
higher variation in EngÏish, while others indicate the reverse.
The data for the two relations are shown in Table 66. As in the overall statistics,
the level of variation indicates that many of the markers observed are likely to
participate in two or more distinct structures.
Table 66. Comparison of pattem structure variation for ASSOCIATION and CAUSE-EFFECT
markers (by number ofmarker occurrences) in English and french
Englfsh French
Number of Number of Mean Number of Mean Difference
marker markers number of markers number of
occurrences pattern pattern
structures structures
ASSOCIATION
2 5 1.2 6 1.3 -0.1
3 2 2.5 0 nIa nia
4 1 2.0 2 2.5 -0.5
5 3 2.0 2 2.5 -0.5
6 0 nIa 1 3.0 nia
7 1 2.0 1 2.0 0.0
8 1 2.0 0 nIa nia
Total 13 12
CAUSE-EFFECT
2 25 1.4 19 1.3 0.1
3 4 1.8 12 1.8 0.0
4 2 1.5 9 2.1
-0.6
5 5 1.8 3 2.0 -0.3
6 5 3.0 2 2.0 1.0
7 3 1.7 6 1.8 -0.1
8 1 2.0 1 1.0 1.0
Total 45 52
Once again, these data do not show any strong trend towards higher variability
either of the two data sets: there are too few markers considered in the ASSOCIATION
relation to conclude as to whether the potential trend towards higher variability in the
French is real, and the variability from group to group in the CAUSE—EFFECT relation
makes conclusions difficuit. As such, no evidence of a specific need to further evaluate
the variability of pattem structures in either of the two languages was found. However,
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these data are flot ideally suited to this evaluation, and an opportunity to study
variation in a more appropriate context (i.e., with sets of larger, consistent numbers of
occurrences for a wider range ofmarkers) could provide a better idea of the overail level
ofpattem structure variation and ofthe possibilities ofobserving trends in this respect in
groups ofmarkers established on the basis of parts of speech, relations, or language.
4.8.2.1 Variations in pattern structure involving relative pronouns
One specific type of pattem structure variation observed in the project, which also
presents some commonalities with the phenomenon of anaphora (Section 4.9.2.1)
involved the presence of relative clauses. This phenomenon is illustrated in Examples
75 to 87. Examples 75 to 78 involve a fairly straightforward structure, in which the
antecedent of the relative pronoun, the related element, immediately precedes this
pronoun. As such, whule the pronoun does take the place of an antecedent, these
occurrences pose few of the problems of anaphora, constituting rather a fairly stable
variant ofpattem form.
75. In this environment, HDL changes into a molecule that
promotes LDL oxidation. (Cabe 2000)
76. This resuits in proinflammatory responses and autoimmune
reactions, which contribute to the atherosclerosis. (Gupta et al.
2004)
77. ... la perfusion d’angiotensine II induit la formation
d’anévrismes, gj a été reliée à l’activation des leucocytes
circulants. (Michel 2004)
78. ... c’est une protéine qj intervient dans la régulation de la
prolifération des cellules. (La Recherche 2002)
This is likely to be best dealt with in pattem design by adapting pattem forms
(particularly of verbal pattems) or strategies for identif,ing related elements as
necessary, to accommodate the structures observed. This might involve, for example,
allowing variations on pattem forms such as X that prornotes Y as well as Xpromotes Y,
and so on. Nevertheless, this would multiply the number of pattem forms required to
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cover the possible variations in a corpus, and in turn require time and effort to
develop and computer resources to apply.
However, in addition to these relatively simple structures, more complex ones
were also identified. Hierarchically related elements were also ofien observed in
structures including relative pronouns, as in Examples 79 to $1:
79. Antioxidants are molecules that can prevent or reduce the
extent of oxidation to the oxidizable substrate. (Kang 2002)
80. La chimiothérapie et l’hormonothérapie sont des traitements
systémiques qui ont pour but de diminuer la récidive, surtout
systémique. (Martin 2003)
$1. Les PPAR sont des récepteurs de la superfamille des récepteurs
stéroïdiens qui modulent la transcription de gènes contenant
des éléments de réponse du proliférateur de peroxisome.
(Guastalla et al. 2004)
In Example 82, the order of pattem marker elements has been modified. In
Example 83, another noun appears between the antecedent noun phrase and the relative
pronoun associated with it, and in Example 84, another type of cause (a causal event)
has been inserted within the relative clause:
82. It lias been recognized that atherosclerosis is an inflammatory
disease in which various cytokines play a significant role..
(Taniyama and Griendiing 2003)
83. A pleiotropic effect reported for CCBs J4 might affect the
development of atherosclerosis is the ability of these agents to
reduce oxidative modification of LDLs and membrane Iipids.
(Mason et al. 2003)
84. ... ceil recruitment into the developing plaque is enhanccd by
IL-l 8, which on ligation to its receptor on ECs, induces the
expression of the adhesion molecules ICAM-l and VCAM-Ï.
(Szmitko et al. 2003)
The antecedents of relative pronouns are also not always simple noun or noun phrases,
as in Examples 85 to 87, in which the pronouns replace propositions.
85. . . . cyclin DI is freguently overexpressed in human breast DCIS
specimens (9, 13), which coufers a high risk for the
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development of infiltraling ductal carcinoma. (Wang et aI. 2003)
$6. ... the other goes through a different class of molecules known
as Shc, which leads to the activation of the mitogen-aetivated
protein kinase (MAPK) pathway .(Pantaleo and Zonszein 2003)
$7. Les monocytes sont alors activés en macrophages (Ma) gç_qtjj
contribue probablement à accroître l’ox dation des LDL...
(Arnal et al. 2003)
Ail of these variations may constitute challenges for applications that attempt to
find contexts containing previously identified tei-ms occurring contiguously with
relation markers, that use patterns specifying the forms of re]ated elernents that can
occur with markers. or that atternpt to identify reÏated elements automaticaily.
In regard to this criterion, only a small difference is observed between the data
sets (Table 67): 41 cases of structures involving relative pronouns were found in English
(constituting 9% ofthe relation occurrences), while in French 30 cases were found (8%),
indicating that aithough this phenomenon was slightlv more frequent in English. the
difference in the proportions of relation occurrences affected is not signHicant (p
0.740).
Table 67. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing structures
involving relative pronouns (VRp) in English and French
Total
As seen in Table 6$ and Table 69. in the 41 English occurrences of relative
pronouns. 3 pronouns were used: that (25 occurrences, 61%). which (13 or 32%) and
who (3 or 7%). These figures produce a ratio of occurrences per marker of 13.7. In the
30 occurrences in french, 5 relative pronouns were found: qiti (with 21 occurrences or
132 As noted in the key to interpreting Chi-square tables presented at the beginning cf this thesis, + in this
table indicates the presence of the criterion being evaluated in the contexts indicated, and — its absence.
This convention is retained, where applicable, in the Chi-square tables throughout this thesis.
VRp+132
VRp
Total
EN
41
401
442
FR
30
319
349t t 71720791
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70% ofthe total), ce qui (4) and c’est... qiti (2), dont (2) and que (1). The occurrence
to marker ratio of 6.0, reflecting the observation of a wider variety of pronouns in the
French data as compared to the Englisli, may indicate that the task of representing these
structures may be somewhat more complex in this language.
Table 6$. English relative pronouns observed
Pronoun Occurrences
that 25
which 13
who 3
Total 41
Table 69. French relative pronouns observed
Pronoun Occurrences
qui 21
cequi 4
c’est (article).. qui 2
dont 2
que 1
Total 30
Representing such structures
— and the pronouns involved in them — in pattem
forms may provide access to a significant number of contexts that might be overlooked
by more conventional pattems that impose restrictions on the context surrounding
marker occurrences. Moreover, the relatively small number of different markers in both
languages makes this a relatively achievable goal. However, the task in Frencli could be
just slightly more complex, as a wider variety of pronouns was observed in the data in
this language.
However, the fact that the distribution ofmarkers is somewhat different — given
the concentration of occurrences in a single marker in french, qui, and a more
widespread distribution of occurrences in English between three markers, which, that
and who
— may lead to subtle differences in the possibilities for designing and using
these markers. At a formai ieveÏ, in French, including just a single pronoun in pattem
forms could locate a significant proportion of the occurrences of anaphora involving
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relative pronouns. whule in Englisli. two or even ail three of the pronouns observed
would be needed to reacli this level.
A finer-grained comparison reveals additional variations, as differences in
pronoun distribution in the two data sets are tied to the information conveyed. In the
french data, persons, things and phenomena may be represented by the relative pronoun
qui (although the case of persons was not observed in the sample of contexts analyzed).
Ho’wever, in the English data who indicates a human antecedent. xvhiie ihich and that
indicate things and phenornena. as in Examples 8$ to 90:
88. The locoregional management of patients with stage HIC
disease who respond to cliemotherapy should be
individuahzed. (Shenkier et al. 2004)
89. ... free radical-scavenging abilities that may contribute to
inhibition oflipoprotein oxidation. (Davignon 2004)
90. As compared to the treatment \vith novantrone. \vhich
dernonstrated anti-tumor efficacy with an optimal TIC value oC
56.8%... (Du et al. 2003)
This distinction could provide useful infomrntion. for example. for applications that
perform some level of semantic analysis (e.g.. that use semantic classes of actants to
disambiguate markers), which would potentially be able to identifv contexts involving
anaphoric expressions referring to persons without needing lu locate antecedents.’33
Another aspect of the English variation that is potentially useful in interpreting
contexts is the distinction between the use of that to introduce restrictive clauses (i.e.,
indicating characteristics of a given elernent that are particular to a given situation) in
contrast to the use of which to introduce non-restrictive clauses (which rather provide an
inherent characteristic of an element and thus a piece of information that applies in ail
133 The distinction in pronouns may also facilitate the work of applications that attempt to use information
about semantic classes to aid in the process of resolving anaphora (i.e., locating the antecedents of
anaphoric expressions), e.g., by matching terms found in the sentence to a resource that indicates their
semantic classes. However, this kind of application is beyond the scope oC the discussion in this project.
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situations))34 Access to this kind of information through the differences in relative
pronouns is thus possible in Englisli but flot in Frencli; unfortunately. this distinction is
flot universally respected and the possibilities ofexploiting it in information retrieval are
limited by the degree to which it bas been implemented in the corpus texts themselves.
A distinction that appears to be more widely — although flot universallv respected.
and one that exists in both languages, is the use of commas before and afier a non-
restrictive clause but not a restrictive one. This may also be taken into account when
designing pattem forms and in attempting to identify the nature of information provided
in such clauses.
The analyses of pattem structure variation and of variation involving relative
pronouns do flot provide conclusive evidence that it would be worth researching
possible interlinguistic differences in pattern form variation further. although very
slightly higher levels of variation may be observed in English. Whai variabilitv vas
observed may be explained in part by the use of optional elements within a single
pattern form (e.g., in the case of copula verbs that may or may not precede participial
adjective rnarkers), or distinct forms of patterns. both of which would require an
investrnent oftirne and effort required to develop these patterns and to refine their form
to ensure good performance. Further research, if undertaken. could focus on these
aspects in order to evaluate the question more fully. In variations involving the use of
relative pronoun structures, the regularities of some structures and parallelisrn in the
forms observed in the two corpora show potential for the development of pattern forrns
that can deal with the phenomenon. However, more complex structures may be difficult
to represent in either language. Moreover, in the analysis of the specific relative
pronouns noted, the french occurrences showed a higher level of variation that would
likely have to 5e reflected in the development ofpattern forms.
These may be contrasted in structures such as drugs that reduce chotesterot tevels a characteristic
that does flot apply to ail drugs and that is thus analogous to a statement using a quantifier to indicate
uncertainty, such as some drugs reduce cholesterol levels and statins, which reduce cholesterol levets,
which is analogous to ail statins reduce cholesterol levels.
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For the group of variations as a whole (of marker forms, in voice of verbal
pattem markers, and in pattem structures), a tendency towards higher variation in
English was observed, although this variation was observed in different degrees: most
pronounced in the case of the active/passive variation of verbal marker forms, slightly
less so in the case of marker variation, and only very subtly (if at ail) in paffem structure
variation. The data suggest that more rcsearch should be done to evaluate the cumulative
effect of these types of variation on the process of pattem set design, and to determine if
variation could necessitate the deveiopment of additional pattem forms (or optional
variations on pattem forms), requinng a greater investment of time and effort in
identifying and refining these structures in English.
Clearly, variation is an issue that must be taken into account in both languages.
This raises a significant point in relation to the analysis of the numbers of markers
required for pattem-based tools: as multiple pattern forms or pattem structures may be
required for a single marker, the investment of time and effort required to add a marker
to a pattem set is increased accordingly. Comparison of the languages in terms of the
process ofpattern set design thus requires that these factors be considered together.
The data analyzed above in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 suggest that in order to retrieve
similar numbers of contexts in the two languages, more markers may be required in
French; when the factor of pattem variation (i.e., the fact that each marker may require
more than one pattem form for many applications) is taken into account, the difference
between the two languages is likely to be even more pronounced. The compounding of
these factors couid counteract somewhat the potential tendency to higher variation in
marker form in English. The end result may be a more comparable number of pattem
forms required in the two languages than it might appear from an analysis ofeach factor
individually. More structured research into these factors could clarify their interactions.
The different sources of variation are also important to take into account in the
analysis of their impact on different types of pattem-based applications. In the case of
the simplest strategies for iocating relation occurrences, involving the representation of
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markers only (e.g., as character strings or regular expressions possibly accompanicd
by information about POS class), pattem structure variation is relatively unimportant,
but the number of different markers required is very significant. Variation in marker
form is also pertinent to many ofthese kinds of applications, as applications that specify
the most complete (and thus oflen most precise) forms are likely to be affected by this
variation. More highly developed pattem forms that specify the structures in which
markers occur and/or that attempt to identify related elements automaticafly will of
course be affected by ail of these factors, including that ofpattem form variation.
4.9 Number and form of the elements linked by the markers
Next to be analyzed is the number and form ofthe elements iinked by a relation marker.
Like the markers, in many applications (and specifically those that impose restrictions
on the form of related elements, either by specifying the P05 class of elements
surrounding relation rnarkers, or by searching for markers in proximity to previously
identified tenus or candidate terms), these elements must be adequately described and
represented in order for (complete) KRCs and the information they convey to be
successfully identified in corpora.
4.9.1 Multiple elements sharing a role in a relation
In both corpora, the prototypical X + EMARKER] + Y pattem was oflen modified by the
apparition of two or more elements in one of its siots; this occurred in 43% of the
English relation occurrences and 49% ofthe French, as shown in Table 70.
Table 70. Comparison of proportions of occurrences of multiple elements (ME) sharing
a role in a relation in English and French
EN FR Total
ME+ 189 169 358
ME- 253 180 433
Total 442 349 791
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This clearly indicates that pattem forms must attempt to take this kind of
variation in the canonical pattem form into account, or risk overlooking a significant
proportion of the potentially useful contexts in such corpora. It also is apparent that
while this phenomenon does flot occur with significantly different frequency in the two
data sets (p = 0.112), there is a chance that further data would reveai a trend towards
significance in the higher proportion of French relation occurrences that involve
multiple related elements.
Conceptuaily, contexts in which multiple elements share a siot in a pattem
contain more (or more specific) information than a standard context linking only two
elements. This fact underlines the importance of retrieving and analyzing such
contexts.135 However, accessing this information requires formai adaptation.
This phenomenon
— and any difference in its prevalence
— may affect both the
development and performance of pattem sets at a formai level. A relativeiy minor effect
may be noted for tools that use simpler pattern forms (e.g., character strings, lexico
syntactic forms of markers alone), and specificaliy those that extract contexts of fixed
iength, as the length ofthe contexts required for complete information to be iocated may
increase.136 A more significant effect may be observed in the substantially increased
complexity of designing pattems that specify the forms (e.g., part of speech classes) in
which the elements linked by a relation are expressed. Pattem forms must take these
structures into account in order to ensure that the structures indicated for relation
elements do not exclude these cases a priori because of their variation from “standard”
By extension, the potential for observing a higher proportion of contexts containing multiple elementsin French may indicate that french contexts could provide access to more information.
136 If this phenomenon were observed to be more common in french, longer contexts might be required in
this language for KRC extraction using tools that extract fixed-length contexts.
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form, and that ail ofthe eiements linked by the relation marker are identified.’37
These effects are even more significant for pattem-based tools that attempt to
identify reiated elements automatically; these applications must not only recognize such
contexts and ensure that ail of the related items are extracted, but aiso must analyze the
structures in which these items appear in order to distinguish between the separate
elements and present these to the user)38 finally, pattem-based tools that attempt to
identify contexts containing specific terms or candidate terms in connection with may
aiso be affected by the presence of multiple related elements. As in the case of the other
types of applications identified above, pattem forms must be adapted to accommodate
the variation involved in the occurrence of multiple elements, and particularly to allow
for other elements occurring between the marker and the term or candidate term in
question. In addition, as the form in which tenns and candidate terms appear may be
affected by the presence of other elements sharing a siot in a knowledge pattem, further
complicating the identification of pertinent contexts and potentially reducing the recail
ofthese applications.
In this section, the resuits of the observations of multiple elements that share a
role in relation occurrences will be discussed, according to a typology established from
the resuits observed in the corpora. The presence of variant expressions of a single
related element (including the specific case of abbreviations and symbols) will be
described, followed by the phenomena of conjunction, disjunction and
conjunctionldisjunction of related elements and finally of elements linked by GENERIC—
SPECIFIC relations. The frequency of the different forms of this phenomenon is
summarized in Table 71.
A higher proportion of occurrences of this phenomenon in french would indicate that it is particularly
important to develop these strategies in this language, as flot doing so would have a particularly greatimpact. Conversely, the retum on investment for the development of adequate strategies for analyzing
these cases would thus be higher in French.
Once again, a higher prevalence of this phenomenon in French would increase the importance of
taking these cases into account and the impact that difficulties in this process would have on resuits.
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Table 71. Detailed comparison of proportions of relation occurrences involving
multiple elements sharing a role, in English and French
EN FR Total
22 19 41
4 8 12
127 116 243
17 1$ 35
2 1 3
6$ 61 129
189 169 358
253 l$0 433
442 349 791
The ways in which multiple elements that share a role in a relation and a siot
in a kriowledge pattern
— are related to one another will affect the type of additional
information that is expressed and thus the applications for which it may be useful. This
in tum affects the strategies that are likely to be useful for accessing and processing this
information. The specific types of relationships observed between elements are
described individually below. In addition, two related phenomena vill be cliscussed: the
ellipsis of part of multiple elernents. and the repetition of a pattern marker or of part of a
complex pattem marker in the presence of multiple elements.
4.9.1.1 Variant expressions ofa single related element
The first category of multiple elements participating in a relation involves the presence
of two or more expressions denoting a single concept participating in a relation, as in
Examples 91 to 94:
91. The most common cause ofbrain infarction is hardeningpfthe
arteries (atherosclerosis). (DiGiovanna 1999)
92. Cette stratégie à pour effet de réduire le cholestérol total et le
chotestérol LDL (ou mauvais cholestérol) de l’ordre de 10 à 20
% et de 12 à 16 ¾ respectivement. (BIais 2001a)
Abbreviations and symbols
Other variants
Conj unct ion
Disjunction
Conjunction/ Disjunction
Generic(s) and speciflc(s)
Ail multiple elernents
None
Total
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93. ... toute variation brutale entraîne la jpilire de l’équilibre et
l’oxydation des éléments sensibles de la cellule, une situation
que l’on qualifie de “stress oxydant’. (La Recherche 1997)
94. La radiothérapie adjuvante sera offerte à toute femme ayant
subi une mastectomie partielle, que ce soit pour une tumeur
infiltrante ou in situ (intracanalaire). (Martin 2003)
As may be observed in Examples 93 and 94, this phenomenon ma)’ be observed in fairly
complex structures or with interruptions of additional elements, which can pose
significant challenges for automating the retrieval of such elements by automatic
applications.
One specific manifestation ofthis phenomenon, shown in Examples 95 to 97, is
significantly more frequent than other types in the corpus texts. In these cases an
abbreviation or symbol (e.g.. denoting a molecule, substance. disease or treatment)
appears with the full form of the term or other linguistic unit.
95. The inflammatoiy marker C-reactive protein (Ç) can
indicate low-grade chronic inflammation... (MacKenzie 2004)
96. More recently, it has become apparent that reactive oxyeen
pççjes (ROS) also play n role in the development of
vasculopathies... (Griendiing and FitzGerald 2003a)
97. F. Perret
... a ensuite analysé le lien existant entre traitement
hormonal substitutif de la ménopause (THSM) et risque de
cancer du sein chez les sujets à risque [12]. (Cottu and Espié
1999)
Such contexts may provide pertinent information in addition to the primary
relation involved, making these contexts quite information-rich. Moreover, the adequate
representation of these kinds of structures at a formai level is important for designing
pattern forms that correspond to the context in which pattern rnarkers occur and in the
automatic identification of related elements. Analysis of these occurrences can be
chaflenging, especially in cases in which an abbreviation or other variant is given for
one part of a more complex element involved in a relation, as in Examples 98 to 101:
98. Because LDL upregutates angiotensin II receptor type I (ATI)
receptor expression, ... (Griendiing and FitzGerald 2003)
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99. . . . the other goes through a different class of molecules known
as Shc, which leads to the activation of the mitogen-activated
protein kinase (MAPK) pathway. (Pantaleo and Zonszein
2003)
100.Cette protection passe vraisemblablement par une activation
de PKG, protéines kinases dépendantes du GMPc, maïs les
substrats de ces kinases sont encore mal defines... (Kolb 2001)
101. Les molécules qui modulent sélectivement l’activation des
récepteurs hormonaux (SERM) par compétition avec les
oestrogènes circulants... (Vinatier and Orazi 2003)
In these cases, reliably identifying the correct form of a participant in a relation may 5e
difficuit in an automatic approach, although the more knowledge can be gathered about
the possible forms ofsuch cases, the more successful such attempts are likely to 5e.
The co-occurrence of two or more variant expressions of an element was flot
observed in a very large number of occurrences in either language. The overail
frequency was similar in the two data sets (26 occurrences in English and 27 in french,
which constitute approximately 14 to 16% of the occurrences of multiple elements and
between 6 and 8% of the total relation occurrences). The data from the two corpora are
thus quite comparable in this respect (according to the du-square test, p = 0.3 00 for the
comparison of these cases as a proportion of relation occurrences andp = 0.555 as a
proportion of occurrences of multiple elements).
The proportions of abbreviations and symbols as compared with other types of
variants were also relatively comparable, with the majority of cases involving
abbreviations (85% in Englisli and 70% in french) and far fewer (15% in English and
30% in french) involving other types of variants. (A Chi-square test to compare these
proportions reveals a non-significant difference,p = 0.2 15.)
Each category and the contexts in which they appeared are described below.
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4.9. 1.1.1 A bbreviations and symboïs
The proportions of relation occurrences in which abbreviations or s rnbols accompanied
full forms of expressions indicating a concept participating in a relation are comparable
in the two data sets; the phenomenon occurred in 12% of the occurrences invoïving
multiple elements in English and 11% in French. and in 5% of the total relation
occurrences, as shown in Table 72 (p = 0.769).
Table 72. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences involving abbreviations or
symbols (AB) in English and French
EN fR Total
22 19 41
420 330 750
442 349 791
In the majority of cases, the abbreviation for a term was presented in parentheses
immediately following the full forrn (as in Example 102); however. in both corpora
some cases were found with the full form appearing in parentheses (as in Example 103).
I 02.The presence of TNF- [alpha], IL-6, and other cytokines cause
hepatic production of C-reactive protein (CRP) ... (Pantaleo
and Zonszein 2003)
103.We studied the expression of DMBJ1 (deleted in rnllt
brain turnor 1), a putative tumor suppressor gene. in normal.
proliferative, and malignant breast epithel iurn... (Bra idotti et
al. 2004)
These observations indicate that the phenomenon will likely present sirnilar
opportunities
— and challenges
— for exploiting the additional infonnation in these
contexts, both in designing pattern forms that can process these occurrences, and in
using the supplernentary information contained in the contexts (e.g., for identifying
relations of SYNONYMY). Given the proportion of relation occurrences affected in the
two corpora. the potential for identifying pertinent information over and above the core
relation expressed, and the pertinence of representing structures in which this
phenomenon occurs in order to ensure that applications that atternpt to do so can
recognize and/or identify and extract related elernents accurately, it may be beneficial to
AB+
AB
Total
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take the phenomenon into account in designing pattern forms. The relatively stable
structure in which these items ofien occur shows promise for representation. As in
general structural variations observed were fairly minor — and the relation of
SYNONYMY is symmetric in any case — these are not Iikely to critically affect the
representation of the phenomenon in pattem forms or the interpretation of the
information indicated. The major challenges for pattem design — the ambiguity of
paralinguistic indicators such as parentheses and the occurrence of abbreviations within
more complex elements — are also likely to be pertinent in both languages.
Examples 104 and 105 illustrate a phenomenon particular to french that may be
very pertinent for the extraction of information from corpora such as this one: the use of
English-language terms and/or abbreviations in french texts. As these Examples show,
there may be a certain amount of variation between occurrences, as both full terms and
abbreviations may be English forms, terms in full may be presented in french but
accompanied by the English forms ofsymbols or abbreviations, and so on.139
104.L’hypertrophie des cellules musculaires lisses induite par
l’angiotensine II résulte de l’activation des protéines kinases
mitogénigues (MAPKs)... (Bonnefont-Roussetot et al. 2002)
1051es ERO formées par la NADPH oxydase des cellules
musculaires lisses sont également impliquées dans l’activation
par la thrombine du facteur de transcription hypoxia-inducible
factor-1 (HIf-l)... (Bonnefont-Rousselot et al. 2002)
Not surprisingly, no cases were found in which French terms were used in
English texts. This apparent influence of English is a phenomenon that is worth
monitoring in a larger context, in order to determine whether these phenomena are likely
to pose difficulties for work on French texts. Certainly, the automatic extraction of such
139 In addition, relatively atypical formulations may be found in French under the influence ofthe English,
for example the pluratization ofthe abbreviation MAPK in Example 104 above. The processing ofsuch
variations might prove to be problematic: if an application attempts to identify the base form of related
elements, this phenomenon could pose problems because it is atypical in French and thus might flot be
properly analyzed using standard rules; the impact of this phenomenon is nevertheless not likely to be
very significant given the inftequency with which it was observed.
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elements by applications used to enrich ontologies or terminological resources could
pose difficulties in many contexts of use: for example, it is unlikely that these
abbreviations would be considered good candidates for inclusion in terminological
resources with full status as headwords for entries or term records. However, given that
they are clearly used in the literature (as their presence in the corpus attests), their
inclusion in resources as possible (if perhaps abusive) variants of French terms could be
helpfiil to users. Their potential for helping to establish interlinguistic equivalence
between terms is also flot negligible. For these reasons, such occurrences might be
beneficial (and thus important to take into account) in pattem-based tools intended for
some specific purposes, but not others.
4.9.1.1.2 Other variants in expression ofa reÏated element
Other types of variants were found in 4 contexts in English (2% of the relation
occurrences with multiple related elements and 1% of the total relation occurrences) and
8 contexts in french (5% of the occurrences of multiple elements and 2% of the total).
The Chi-square test does not reveal any significant difference (p 0.113), although a
higher proportion of occurrences was observed in french.14° Both apposition and
parentheses were used to introduce variants in the two data sets, as illustrated below in
Examples 106 to 109:
106.PD9$059 and U0126 also block activation of MEK5, ... the
kinase that activates ERK5, the sole member of the fourth
MAPK family. (f orce et al. 2004)
107.The most common cause ofbrain infarction is hardening ofthe
arteries (atherosclerosis). (DiGiovanna and Adams 1999)
108.Cette protection passe vraisemblablement par une activation de
PKG, protéines kinases dépendantes du GMPc. mais tes
substrats de ces kinases sont encore mal définis... (Kolb 2001)
140 Althougli the numbers of occurrences observed are low, the expected values required for the
application of the Chi-square test are above 5, indicating that the test can be accurately applied in thïs
case.
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109... .des facteurs de transcription comme myc, jun, fos ou erbA
(récepteur de l’hormone thyroïdienne T3).... (Blanchard 2003)
Given its rarity, in and of itself, the phenornenon would not likely be particularly
productive to account for in pattem design and in the processing of contexts extracted to
exploit the additional information present. However, both formai and conceptual
similarities with other phenomena sucli as the introduction of abbreviations may mean
that some variants — specifically those indicated by parentheses — could be processed
in parallel witli these more frequent cases. The ambiguity of the paralinguistic indicators
used, however, introduces its own challenges. Moreover, variants introduced by
apposition would be much liarder to identify automatically. Example 94 above, in the
presentation of the synonym tumeur intracanataire accompanying tumeur in situ, also
illustrates potential difficulties in representing the structures in which variants occur
because ofthe presence ofanother term and the modification ofthe form ofthe complex
term (cf. Section 4.9.1.2 on the disjunction of related elements and Section 4.9.1.4 on
cilipsis of part of compiex terms). The association of several phenomena observed here
can clearly complicate the task of automatic analysis and identification of related
elements.
One difference was observed, however, and should be evaluated for its
significance for pattem design: this is the presence of lexical indicators in French (ou in
Example 92, que l’on qualifie de in Example 93), but flot in Englisli. These kinds of
indicators which are similar to some that have been studied in lexical knowledge
pattem-based approaches to finding synonyms or metalinguistic information about
terms (e.g., Rodriguez Penagos 2004, 2004a) — raise some interesting questions.
first and foremost is the task of differentiating these indicators from the
elements that they accompany, whicli involves an analysis of the forms present and
potentialiy requires a list of potential indicators of this type. Second is the nature of
these indicators themselves, which may be quite ambiguous (e.g., in the case of ou,
which also indicates disjunction of related elements, cf. Section 4.9.1.2), and may also
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vary in their productivity (e.g., ftequency in corpora). Preparing pattem forms that
would be able to identify these kinds ofvariants in the expression ofrelated elements —
and differentiate them from other occurrences — could thus be a difficuit task, and one
that in light of these data does not appear Iikely to be rewarded by a significant return on
this investment. Alternatives might include considering the use of pre-established
pattems developed in research projects focusing on the extraction of SYNONYMY or
metalinguistic information, although their integration in more complex pattem forms
would not be without its difficulties.
4.9.1.2 Conjunction and disjunction of related elements
The conjunction and disjunction of elements that may share a role in a relation, as below
in Examples 110 to 121, are among the semantically and fonnally simpler cases of
multiple related elements. These occurrences may be relatively straightforward in form,
as in Examples ilOto 113.
110.... PD98059 and U0126 also block activation of MEK5...
(Force et al. 2004)
111 .Increased glucose levels, FFAs, inflammatory cytokines, and
oxidative stress cause activation of NF-[kappa]B with
initiation andlor perpetuation of the mflammatory process as
shown in Figure 4. (Pantaleo and Zonszein 2003)
I 12.L’obésité, le syndrome métabolique et le diabète accroissent
notablement le risque de maladies cardiovasculaires. (Lambert
2002)
1 13.Dans ce travail [12], l’exercice physique n’a pas eu d’effet sur
le cholestérol total ou le LDL cholestérol. (Femères 2004)
They may also involve more complex markers or structures, as in Examples 114 to 117.
114.Oxidative stress has been Iinked to the activation ofboth NF
[kappa]B and AP-l. (Granger et al. 2004)
115.Tbis enhances retention of the lipoprotein and possibly
triggers, along with oxidation, the formation of a recognizably
foreign substance which requires macrophage recruitment to
the loeality... (Caslake and Packard 2003)
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116.... lorsque l’association de metformine et d’une sulfonylurée
ne permet pas une maîtrise optimale du diabète ou ne peut
être utilisée en raison d’une contre-indication ou de
l’intolérance à l’un de ces médicaments (Leblond 2001)
117.Les stratégies hormonales de prévention pourraient ainsi
concerner à la fois les tumeurs sporadiques les tumeurs
génétiques. (Vinatier and Orazi 2003)
Quite complex structures may also be observed, as in Examples 118 to 121, in which the
conjunction or disjunction links only parts of more complex elements.t4l
11 8.The acceptance that endothelin may play an important role in
the pathogenesis and clinical manifestations of certain
cardiovascular disorders has paved the way for the
development... (Ram and Venkata 2003)
119....excessive activation of cytotoxic lymphocytes causes
incidental vascular and tissue damage... (Umehara et al. 2004)
120.Dans l’adénose sclérosante, affection bénigne du sein
caractérisée par une prolifération des cellules épithéliales et
myoépithéliales, Clarke et al. [13J ont montré ... (Angèle et al.
2001)
121.Par contre, p53 réprime la transcription de gènes anti
apoptotiques comme bd-2 et comme la NOSi elle-même.
(Kolb 2001)
Botli the overali ftequency and the distribution of these phenomena were
observed to be relatively comparable in the two data sets, with the figures in french just
slightly higher than in English: for conjunction 69% of the occurrences of multiple
elements as compared to 67%, and 36% ofthe total relation occurrences as compared to
29%, and for disjunction 11 % as compared to 9% of the occurrences of multiple
elements and 5% as compared to 4% of the total relation occurrences. The proportions
of relation occurrences containing conjunction and disjunction of related elements are
compared in Table 73 (p = 0.172) and Table 74 (p = 0.373).
‘ Some particularities ofthis latter phenomenon are described further in Section 4.9.1.4.
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EN FR Total
127 116 243
315 233 548
442 349 791
Table 74. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences involving disjunction of
related elements (DR) in English and Frencli
EN fR Total
17 18 35
425 331 756
442 349 791
For the case of multiple elements linked by conjunctionldisjunction, with two
occurrences in the Englisli sample and only one in the french sample, it is not possible
to draw any conclusions.
At a conceptual level, these contexts indicate relationships between multiple
pairs of concepts, and thus are particularly information-rich. Given this richness and its
importance for knowledge extraction, the data indicate that these phenomena are very
important to take into account in designing pattern forms in both languages, in order to
ensure that potential KRCs are recognized and that complete information is extracted.
While the interlinguistic difference observed was flot significant, it is nevertheless
possible that the higher proportion of occurrences observed in the french data could
indicate a somewhat greater impact in this language, increasing the retum on the
investment of time and effort in adapting pattem forms. Some potential applications for
this information, once identified, are discussed in Section 5.5.3.3.
In both languages, fairly straightfonvard structures involving two or more
elements presented separately were observed. However, in many other cases phenomena
that can pose more serious difficulties for representation
— such as the presence of
conjunction or disjunction within a more complex element, or the appearance of the
Table 73. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences involving conjunction
ofrelated elements (CR) in English and French
CR+
CR
Total
DR+
DR
Total
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elements that share a role in a relation in widely separated parts of a context
— are
likely to be encountered in both languages. The formai analysis and representation of
such cases would require a siguificant investment of time and effort. However, on a
positive note, the fact that similarities in the two data sets were strong suggests that this
investment in one language is likely to be adaptable to the other as well, and thus could
be far more easily justified than it would be in one language alone.142
One of the approaches that may be considered in the development of pattem
forms that can accommodate the conjunction and disjunction of elements sharing a role
in a relation is the creation of foniial representations of the structures in which these
elements may occur, and their integration into a range of pattem forms. These may also
serve as the basis for distinguishing the separate elements sharing the relation role for
applications that attempt this task, and identifying the relationship between them. Some
of the lexical items that indicate conjunction or disjunction and that thus may be useful
for this kind of task — as well as their frequency in the relation occurrences analyzed —
are presented below. It is nevertheless important to note that the more complex
structures indicating conjunction and disjunction would pose significant challenges in
sucli an approach, and would likely be very difficult to represent.
4.9.1.2.1 Indicators ofconjunction and disjunction’43
The numbers of lexical units indicating conjunction and disjunction were similar in the
two data sets, with 12 different markers of conjunction observed in English (Table 75)
and 16 in french (Table 76). And and et were by far the most ftequent, accounting for
142 It is likely that the needs of a specific project will determine the strategïes applied to deal with such
cases; for example, when human interpretation of contexts is possible, this may be the most efficient
option.
‘° In this section and the sections below, the term indicator will be used to refer to the lexical units that
mark relationships between multiple related elements in the contexts analyzed. This is done in order to
avoid confusion with the term rnarker, used to denote the lexical units that indicated the CAUSE—EFFECT
and ASSOCIATION relations analyzed in this research. However, many of the indicators discussed are also
markers ofsemantic or conceptual relations (e.g., SYNONYMY, GENERIC—SPECIFIC) in their owu right.
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121 of the 150 English cases and 101 of the 123 french cases, respectively.144
However, in English the distribution of occurrences among the less frequent markers
was very slightly more even, with a wider variety of more frequent markers observed
(both... and, as wett as, witÏi).
Table 75. English indicators of conjunction of related elements
Indicator Occurrences
and 121
both... and 7
by 5
as well as 4
with 3
both 2
through 2
together (with) 2
along with
ail
apart from... also I
on 1
Total 150
Table 76. French indicators ofconjunction ofrelated elernents
Indicator Occurrences
et 101
en 5
avec 3
par 2
à la fois.., et
accompagné de
ainsi que 1
association de... et de 1
cependant
d’unepart... etd’autrepart 1
également 1
en association avec I
non seulement... mais aussi 1
outre
puis I
via 1
Total 123
144 Moreover, they also appeared as part of more complex markers, such as both... and, à ta fois... et,
association de... et and d’une part ... et d’autre part.
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The distribution of the indicators, with their occurrences expressed as a
percentage ofthe total, is illustrated in Figure 21.
bdlcOn M cu,,flo..: Pn.,,Ifl. Q? ?Qb
figure 21. Indicators ofconjunction: Percentage of total occurrences
In the context of pattem design, these data indicate that in both languages it
seems advisable to ensure that pattems allow for conjunction of elements using and and
et. In English it might also be marginally more productive to deveïop forrns that include
more of the indicators observed. The question nevertheless remains open, and would be
worth investigating fiirther: is the investment in tirne and effort to develop pattern forms
to account for the many different indicators of conjunction that may be observed likely
to be reflected in a retum that justifies these measures? The necessary level of recali as
well as the volume of data (i.e., the size of corpora) to be processed may help to provide
an answer to this question: of course, the more data are available, the higher the retum is
Iikely to be. Another element that should be taken into account in answering this
question is the form of the markers, and specificalÏy the presence of more complex
indicators in french (e.g., association de... et, soit... soit). The complexity involved in
representing the structures in which these kinds of markers participate may be
considerably higher, and these structures may introduce more noise in resuits than
simpler indicators.
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Moreover, eacli of the five complex indicators observed accounted for less
than 1% of the occurrences analyzed. whereas in English one of the two complex
rnarkers. both... a,?d, was observed in more than four times that proportion. This
suggests that the English indicators may produce a more significant return on
investment of time in developing pattern forrns, while that of the French markers could
be less satisfactory
In addition to lexical indicators of conjunction, occasionally in English in
quite irregular structures paralinguistic indications ofconjunction, including commas
and forward siashes (I) were also observed. These structures mav be more clifficuit to
represent in pattem forms. due to their ambiguity. In some French occurrences.
conjunction was also indicated by paralinguistic means, such as a comma (7 contexts):
122.Cette croissance annuelle de 14 à 16 % est vieillissement
démographique, augmentation de l’espérance de vie. exigence
dune meilleure qualité de vie. (Chevallier et al. 2003)
123. Nous avons recherché chez tous les patients les facteurs tic
risque d’athérosclérose (diabète. hypertension artériel le.
tabagisme. hormonothérapie, intoxication alcoolique.
dyshpidérnie, hérédité)... (Desatiw et al. 2002)
While a formai representation of structures involving lexical indicators
— at
least of a prototypical nature shoufd be possible to develop. those involving
paralinguistic markers may prove more difficult because of these rnarkers ambiguous
nature. The prevalence of the phenomenon may be slightly higher in French, but die
small numbers of occurrences make it difficult to draw conclusions.
The lexical indicators of disjunction in the two data sets were comparable in
number and variety, as shown in Table 77 and Table 78. As in the case of conjunction,
the prevalence of the prototypical indicators of disjunction. or and ou, indicates that a
large proportion of occurrences of disjunction may be identified using a single rnarker,
which would be relatively easy to include in pattem structures. It is notable, however,
that disjunction occurred far less frequently in the results than conjunction; this indicates
that investments of time and effort in creating pattern forms that allow for occurrences
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of this phenomenon will have a significantly lower retum than in the case of
conjunction.
Table 77. English indicators ofdisjunction ofrelated elements
Indicator Occurrences
or 11
butnot 3
unlike (with) 2
compared with 1
Total 17
Table 7$. French indicators of disjunction ofrelated elements
Indicator Occurrences
ou 13
mais pas
parfois 1
plutôt que
soit.., soit 1
Total 17
Observations indicate, however, that at least typical indicators of conjunction
and disjunction could ofien be integrated into a single pattem form, with only the
marker distinguishing between the two possibilities. This would offer considerable
potential for formai representation of structures involving multiple related elernents with
relatively littie investment oftime and effort.
In both cases of conjunction!disjunction observed in English, the lexical
indicator and/or was present, and in the single context in which conjunctionldisjunction
was observed in the French sample, the lexical marker et/oit was used. Thus the lexical
indicators were also similar in nature. The inclusion of lexical markers ofthis type could
also be envisioned in a single pattern form.
Another phenomenon was noted in both languages and may also be important to
take into account when designing pattem forms: the use of specific lexical indicators,
such as by and through in English and en in French, to link different types of causes (cf.
the classification of the CAUSE—EFfECT relation by Nuopponen (1994; cf. Section
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1.5.2.5), as welÏ as the analysis of causation by Kahane and Mel’éuk (forthcorning;
cf. Section 1.5.2.4)). Examples 124 to 128 illustrate this phenomenon. These contexts
generally indicate both an entity (i.e.. in Nuopponen’s terrninology. a causative agent)
and an event (i.e., producing cause). that play a role in producing an effect. However. in
some cases (as in Example 128) two or more distinct events may be indicated.
124.By inhibiting ACC, AMPK elevates fat oxidation. (Force et al.
2004)
125.The R +enantiomer of arniodipine... prompts the production
of NO, ultimately through the activation of eNOS. (Mason et
al. 2003)
126.... IL-18, which on ligation to its receptor on ECs, induces the
expression of the adhesion molecules ICAM-l and VCAM-1.
(Szrnitko et al. 2003)
127.Les agents anticancéreux interféi-ant avec les microtubules
cellulaires (taxol, coichicine, nocodazole. vinblastine,
vincristine. I 7-f3-estradiol, 2-méthoxyestrad iol) stimulent la
transcription de Cox2 en favorisant la liaison du facteur de
transcription API à l’élément de réponse de PAMP cyclique du
promoteur de Cox2... (Guastalla et al. 2004)
128.... l’expression de Cox2 favorise la prolifération tumorale en
inhibant l’apoptose, en stimulant la néo-angiogenèse et en
favorisant le pouvoir invasif et métastasiant des cellules
malignes. (Guastalla et al. 2004)
Both ofthese types may be identified as causes, although they are not connected
by a typical lexical indicator of conjunction. These indicators may nevertheless provide
valuable dues for applications that attempt to differentiate between different types of
causes in order to sort contexts automatically or to identify cases involving a particular
type of element to a user. However, these cases are also particularly difficuit to
represent fonnally, as they generally have relatively complex structures, ofien with the
two elements separated by other elements in the pattern structure. This would pose
challenges for applications that seek to recognize and analyze such cases. More data
would be required to create adequate formal representations ofthese cases.
Moreover, while the forms of the elernents linked by these indicators (e.g., the
verbal form of the elernents introduced by by or en) may facilitate the identification of
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particular types of causes in both languages, such non-nominal forms may also pose
problems for applications that specify that related elements must occur in particular
(usually nominal) forms (see Section 4.9.2).
At a practical level, the representation of these kinds of combinations is unlikely
to be implemented in the same way as those for other, simpler forms of conjunction or
disjunction, as it would be very difficuit to integrate a standard representation of the
structures observed into more general pattem forms. This would reduce the possibilities
for maximizing retum on investment in developing pattern forms to deal with the
phenomena.
4.9.1.3 GENERIC—SPECIFIC relations bebveen elements
In the final category of multiple elements, the elements sharing a role are connected in a
hierarchical relationship, as in Examples 129 to 134:
129.The endothelium contributes to the regulation ofvascular tone,
platelet aggregation, and other processes relevant to
atherosclerosis. (Schwartz 2003)
130.... although hs-CRP and other inflammatory markers such as
IL-6 may independently predict adverse cardiovascular events
(Torres and Ridker 2003)
131... .the human subjects had a modest but significant reduction in
key markers of blood vesse! inflammation: C-reactive protein,
tumor necrosis factor, and the interleukins IL-1 and IL-6...
(Cabe 2000)
132.... Je cumul de certains gènes prédisposants et, bien sûr, les
maladies métaboliques qui en découlent, c’est-à-dire le
diabète, les dyslipidémies et l’hypertension artérielle, sont les
conséquences du mode de vie adopté par les humains...
(Essiambre 2003)
133.La chimiothérapie et l’hormonothérapie sont des traitements
systémiques qui ont pour but de diminuer la récidive, surtout
systémique. (Martin 2003)
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134.Uobésité est un facteur susceptible d’intervenir dans de
nombreuses maladies: maladies cardiovasculaires, diabète,
ypçrtension artérielle, accidents vasculaires cérébraux,
embolies pulmonaires, certains cancers, ostéoarthrite,
affections de la vésicule biliaire, anomalies respiratoires, dont
notamment l’apnée du sommeil. (Poirier 2003)
In these cases, although the elements that are connected can both or ail be
considered to participate in the same kind of CAUSE—EffECT or ASSOCIATION relation,
another potential relation, generally the GENERIC—SPECIFIC relation, is also present.
(However, it should be noted that not ail members of the class of generics are
necessariÏy involved in the relationship indicated.)
As illustrated above, hierarchical relations may take either simple or rather
complex forms (for example, with multiple levels of a given hierarchy represented), and
are ofien accompanied by either conjunction or disjunction of two or more specific
elements.’45 As a resuit, these contexts are relatively complex to analyze (at Ieast
automatically or semi-automatically), but also extremely valuable for information
extraction. The value of these contexts increases exponentially, since they provide flot
only examples of two separate relations, with at least three separate relation
occurrences, but also information about the potential for inheritance of relations from
generics to their specifics (including, potentially, specifics flot mentioned explicitiy in
the context itself). For example, in Example 131 above, it may be inferred that IL-l and
IL-6 are interleukins, that interleukins, along with C-reactive protein and tumour
necrosis factor, are markers of inflammation, and that both IL-1 and IL-6 are also
markers ofthis inflammation.
However, it is clear that the interpretation of the possible extension of the
relation to other element pairs on the basis of inheritance from generic to specific relies
145 In addition, the conjunction of an additional element, cumul de... gènes prédisposants may be observed
in Example 132, and in Example 133, ellipsis of part of the more complex specific term, récidive
systémique, is observed, no doubt due to the presence of the generic term and head of the specific term
immediately preceding it.
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on human input, and should be confirmed manually. This is certainly the case when
there is a disjunction of specific elements, which may disqualify one of the specifics
from participating in a given relation (e.g., in a structure such as Xs such as X’ andX”,
but not X”, are associated with...), but also may not (e.g., as in a structure such as Xs
such as X’ or X’ are associated with...). In addition, a number of other cases may also
require careful analysis of the information present, and potentially other input, for
judgrnents to be made.
A fairly large proportion of the relation occurrences analyzed involved elements
linked by a GENERIC—SPECIFIC relation: 15% of the total relation occurrences in English
and 17% in French, and 36% of the cases of multiple elements in both languages (Table
79).
Table 79. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences involving GENERIC—
SPECIFIC relations between related elements (GS) in English and frencli
EN fR Total
GS+ 68 61 129
GS- 374 288 662
Total 442 349 791
This difference in the proportions of contexts containing this phenomenon is not
statistically significant (p = 0.428 overali and p = 0.981 as a proportion of the
occurrences of multiple elements), although the proportions are slightly higher in
frencli.
As explained in Section 2.6.3, sucli occurrences are rich in valuable information
and ideally, in the context of automatic relation extraction, should be retained and
complctely analyzed. In a pattem-based approach, this would generally involve
developing pattem forms that represent structures such as those observed in the corpora,
including the indicators ofthe relationship between these multiple elements.
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In both languages, specifics were introduced using paralinguistic indicators
and apposition. In English, apposition (16 cases) or paralinguistic indicators such as a
colon or parentheses (in combination with another, lexical indicator) were used to
introduce specifics, as in Examples 135 to 137. In 17 cases in Frencli, apposition was
used, as illustrated in Examples 138 and 139; in others, paralinguistic indicators sucli as
a colon (e.g. Example 140) orparentheses (e.g., Example 141) were used.
135... .this agent can be cleaved by cathepsin B, an enzyme present
in biologically active macrophages 91 and implicated in the
pathogenesis ofatherosclerosis. (Jaffer and Weissleder 2004)
136.... IL-18, which on ligation to its receptor on ECs, induces the
expression of the adhesion molecules ICAM-1 and VCAM-1
(Szmitko et al. 2003)
137.Ernerging data reveals that a large number of additional
proteins (i.e., growth factors) influence the transcriptional
activation of ER[alpha] and possibly ER[beta]. ÇMcCance and
Jones 2003)
138.Ce dernier est en effet capable de stimuler le recrutement et
l’assemblage des sous-unités p47phox et p67phox, étape
nécessaire à l’activation de la NADPH oxydase. (Boimefont
Rousselot et al. 2002)
139.Dans l’adénose sciérosante, affection bénigne du sein
caractérisée par une prolifération des cellules épithéliales et
myoépithéliales, Clarke et al. [13] ont montré... (Angèle et al.
2001)
140.L’obésité est un facteur susceptible d’intervenir dans de
nombreuses maladies: maladies cardiovasculaires, diabète,
hypertension artérielle, accidents vasculaires cérébraux,
embolies pulmonaires, certains cancers, ostéoarthrite... (Poirier
and Després 2003)
141.... déminéralisation induite par les traitements antitumoraux
(hormonothérapie, chimiothérapie). (Tubiana-Hulin et al. 2001)
The use of parentheses to introduce specifics was more common in the Frencli
data (fine cases), whule in the English data the two occurrences observed also included a
lexical indicator. The use of these structures to express this relationship could introduce
some ambiguity, as they may also be used to present abbreviations, symbols and
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variants. The difficulties linked to this ambiguity could be more pronounced in
French, although more data would be required to evaluate this possibility.
More striking differences were observed in terms ofthe lexical indicators used to
identify the relationship and their relative frequencies. As shown in Table $0 and Table
$1, in the 61 English occurrences associated with lexical indicators, 14 distinct
indicators were observed (including such as (16 occurrences). including (14) and is a
(13)). In the 3$ frencli occurrences with such indicators, 15 were observed, the most
frequent being est un (6), comme (5), tel que (5), and autres (5).
Table $0. English indicators of GENERJC—$PECIfIC relations between elements
Indicator Occurrences
such as 16
including 14
is a (is an, is the, are [number], are) 13
(and) (several) other 7
as (an) 2
typeof
among
another 1
become a 1
example of
eg
i.e.,
in the form of
include
Total 61
Table 81. French indicators of GENERIC—SPECIFIC relations between elements
Indicator Occurrences
est tin (est te, sont des, étaient des) 6
comme 5
tel que (tels que, telles que) 5
autre (autres) 5
en particulier 3
c’est-à-dire 2
notamment 2
y compris 2
principalement 2
comme tout
de
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dont 1
regrouper (regroupent) 1
tel I
type de
Total 38
Although more distinct indicators of this relation were found in English, given
the numbers of occurrences the variety in French was proportionally higher, with a ratio
of 2.5 occurrences per indicator as compared to 4.4 in Englisli. Moreover, the
distribution of the proportions of occurrences among the indicators show that the most
frequent English items account for an overwhelming proportion of the occurrences,
while in French the distribution is more even. The top 5 indicators in EngÏish account
for 85% of the occurrences, whule in French the top 5 represent only 63% of the
occurrences, and more than twice asmany indicators are required to attain the 85% level
(Figure 22).
IndIstor 01 GENERIC-SPECIFIC e)tion.: Porsontge of totI oorSorsso.
29-
5-
—
-
‘• :-‘.
Ii 1IEh Eh EhShfh0...
I 2 3 4 S 8 7 8 9 0 Il la 19 14 5
figure 22. Indicators of GENERIC—SPECIFIC relations: Percentage of total
In this case, most results in the English data would be found using only a few of
the more frequent indicators, whule to retrieve the f rencli occurrences pattem forms
would need include a larger number of indicators. This could substantially increase the
investment of time and effort required to create pattem forms that integrate these
markers and properly represent the kinds of structures in which they may occur.
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Many of the indicators of hierarchical relations identified in these contexts
may also be used to identif,’ GENERIC—SPECIFIC relations independently, and have been
observed in previous studies of knowledge pattems (cf. Hearst 1992; Ahmad and
Fuiford 1992; Meyer et aI. 1999; Meyer 2001; Marshman et al. 2002). It is possible that
these existing data may be exploited for this application, facilitating the creation of
pattem forms.
In evaluating and using the supplementary information conveyed by the presence
of these elements, however, the need to take into account information conveyed by the
presence of multiple elements in a single relation occurrence will nevertheless require
additional research. For example, assisting users in identifying cases in which relations
with a given concept may be inherited from generic to specific may be a complex task.
It is clearly risky to assume that particular relations may be inherited from genenc to
specific; this kind of evaluation is necessarily best carried out by a human in light of
more than a single relation occurrence in a text.
Nevertheless, some formai characteristics may be expioited in order to aliow a
user to access information useful in this decision-making process more quickly, easily
and efficiently. Specific structures in which multiple relation participants linked by
GENERIC-SPECIFIC relations occur may serve as guidelines for differentiating between
cases in which a relation appears iikely to be inherited and those in which this is not the
case. Some ofthese are illustrated in Examples 142 to 148. In Exampies 142 and 143,
the relation indicated applies flot only to the specifics, but also to the generics:
142.Oxidation induces neuronal ccli death, including apoptosis of
SNS neurons... (Harris and Matthews 2004)
143.La transfection du gène de la NOSi inhibe aussi l’activation
des caspases, y compris la caspase 8... (Kolb 2001)
However, in Exampies 144 to 148, the relation applies to the specifics, but is flot
applicable to ail members ofthe generic ciass:
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144.Interleuldn-6 is an upstream proinflammatory cytokine that
induces both CRP and fibrinogen expression. (Rackley 2004)
145. CRP can also induce monocytes to express tissue factor, a
glycoprotein that plays an important role in coagulation.
(Willerson and Ridker 2004)
146.CRP was recently shown to reduce synthesis ofthe vasodilator
nitric oxide in cultured endothelial ceils. (Racldey 2004)
147.L’obésité est un facteur susceptible d’intervenir dans de
nombreuses maladies... (Poirier and Després 2003)
148.L’expression du g cycline E est alors directement sous la
dépendance des signaux extrinsèques, et ne nécessite plus une
activation préalable de la cycline Dl. (Blanchard 2003)
Generally speaking, cases in which generic-specific relations are indicated by the
indicators is a and by apposition in structures sucli as those observed above appear
rarely to indicate cases of the first type, and those indicated by other indicators (e.g.,
including, y compris) more likely to do so. More research into such occurrences would
be required to determine to what extent and how — formaI indications may be used
to guide users in making these decisions.
4.9.1.4 Eliipsis of part of complex related elements
An additional complication is present in some cases in which multiple elements are
involved in a relation: the use of elliptical forms of terms or other linguistic units (i.e.,
forms in whicli a part of a complex unit lias been omitted), as seen below in Examples
149 to 151. This phenomenon is prevalent in cases of conjunction or disjunction of
complex elernents (or even occasionally in hierarchically related elements).
149.These flndings collectively indicate the significant role of
oxidative stress in the development and progression of cancer.
(Kang 2002)
150.Thcre is evidence implicating oxidative stress in the
pathogenesis of stroke, ... myocardial infarction,
myocardial stunning, ... atherosclerosis, ... and congestive
heart failure... (Granger et al. 2004)
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151 .. . .the fractalkine/CX3CRI system may nevertheless be
important in the pathogenesis of atherosclerotic and coronary
vascular diseases. (Umehara et al. 2004)
As shown above, a variety of forms may be observed. In Example 149 and its
occurrence of a CAUSE—EFfECT relation between oxidative stress and the development
and progression of cancer, there are two heads (development and progression) that share
a single expansion (of cancer). However, the opposite is true in Example 150, in which
a single head, pathogenesis, is followed by several expansions (i.e., oxidative stress is
implicated in pathogenesis of stroke, pathogenesis of myocardial infarction,
pathogenesis of myocardial stunning, etc.). In Example 151, the situation is even more
complex, since there is a double separation: the fractalkine/CX3CR1 system is
important in the pathogenesis of atherosclerotic disease and the pathogenesis of
coronary vascular disease.
Similar forms and challenges were observed in French, as illustrated in
Examples 152 to 159. In Example 152, the head of a complex unit is omitted; in
Example 153, it is the expansion ofa unit. Examples 154 to 159 illustrate some ofthe
more complex structures that may be observed.
1521es mécanismes responsables des différences d’effet entre les
statines lipophiles et hydrophiles sur la prolifération des CML
ne sont pas encore élucidés. (Nalbone et al. 2002)
1 531es graisses alimentaires peuvent aussi nuire à la coagulation
et à la fibnnolyse plasmatigues, indépendamment de leurs
effets sur la cholestérolémie. (Blais200la)
154.L’importance de ces facteurs a été reconnue par le fait qu’ils
stimulaient la prolifération, la migration et la formation de
tubes vasculaires in vitro par des cellules endothéliales... (Blot
et al. 1999)
155.... les macrophages produisent et libèrent de l’IL-12, un
puissant promoteur de la voie de différenciation Thi, et les
cellules endothéliales des plaques expriment la P- et la E
sélectine qui recrutent préférentiellement les lymphocytes Thi.
(Caligiuri 2004)
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156.Cefte protection passe vraisemblablement par une activation
de PKG, protéines kinases dépendantes du GMPc... (KoIb
2001)
157.L’anion superoxyde produit pénètre dans le cytosol par des
canaux anioniques et conduit à l’activation de facteurs de
transcription comme NF-jB... (Bonnefont-Rousselot et al.
2002)
15$.Les IL1, 2 et 6 participent à la prolifération et à la maturation
des lymphocytes 3 et T. (Abrial et al. 2005)
159.L’induction de tumeurs bénignes ou malignes ovariennes par
une stimulation continue des ovaires est une hypothèse qui a
déjà été soulevée... (Sasco 2000)
Clearly, a pattem-based tool should extract the whole unit, given that a link, for
example, between oxidative stress or the fractalkine/CX3CR1 system and devetopment,
progression or pathogenesis would flot be very informative; that between oxidative
stress and cancer, stroke, etc. is the most essential information for extraction.
Specific variations in the forms of the elements participating in such structures
may also be observed (e.g., in Example 153, the plural form ofpÏasrnatique is present
due to the conjunction of elements in the elliptical structure). This kind of variation
could potentially be exploited to assist in identifying cases of ellipsis, but conversely
could also pose difficulties for the recognition ofrelated elements in some cases.
The challenges posed by this phenomenon for automatic identification of related
elements, described above in Section 2.6.3, are significant. Moreover this kind of
variation was observed relatively frequently, in approximately 16% of relation
occurrences in Englisli and 19% in French (Table $2).
Table $2. Comparison of the proportions of occurrences of ellipsis (E) of part of
complex related element in English and French
EN fR Total
71 67 138
E- 371 282 653
Total 442 349 79
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In both data sets, a substantial proportion of the total relation occurrences
and of those containing multiple elements (38% in English and 39% in french) were
affected by this phenomenon, which suggests that to obtain complete information in
applications that attempt to identify related elements it would be necessary to develop
strategies for breaking down these complex structures and/or identifying their individual
elements. Moreover, pattems that specify the form related elements may take and
applications that search for markers in connection with specific candidate terms should
ideally allow for such structures to avoid excluding KRCs containing related elements
that differ from the “standard” forms due to this phenomenon.
No significant difference was observed between the two data sets (p = 0.248),
although the phenomenon was slightly more common in the French data. Ibis suggests
that the difficulties of dealing with this phenomenon may have a relatively similar
impact in the two languages, but suggests that (especially if large amounts of data are to
be processed), applications could confront slightly more difficulties in French. It is
nevertheless necessary to evaluate this phenomenon in data gathered using a wider
variety of terrns, in order to determine whether methodological factors such as term
choice could have an impact on the observations (e.g., through the tendency of a given
term to participate in complex terms that may occur in elliptical form).
It is interesting to note that not only the frequency but also the structures found
were similar in the two data sets, and that perhaps analysis of one ofthe languages could
be used as a starting point for identifying structures in the other:
160.Recent data highlight mechanisms for how myeloperoxidase
can promote lipid and lipoprotein oxidation in vivo. (Brennan
and Hazen 2003)
161. L’activation du PPARy par les thiazolidinediones favorise le
flux d’acides gras et de triglycérides allant vers le tissu...
(Gervois and fruchart 2003)
162.These findings collectively indicate the significant ro]e of
oxidative stress in the devetopment and progression of cancer.
(Kang 2002)
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163.Les lésions ou stimulations vasculaires ... entraînent une
augmentation de libération et de synthèse de facteur
Willebrand. (Drouet and Bal Dit Sollier 2002)
164.Activation ofthe HER-2/HER-3 pathway induces activation of
the COX-2 promoter and expression of COX-2 mRNA and
protein. (Witters et al. 2003)
165.Par contre, p53 réprime la transcription de gènes anti
apoptotigues comme bel-2 et comme la NOSi elle-même.
Clearly, however, there would be some adjustments to be made; in the order of
elements (e.g., Examples 160 and 161) or in some cases possible variations in use of
noun and adjective forms as part ofcomplex terms (e.g., Examples 162 and 163) would
need to be taken into account.
In terms ofthe specific types ofellipsis observed (ofthe head or the expansion of
a complex unit), the proportions of the relation occurrences and of the relation
occurrences involving multiple elements showed some variation, but not to the point of
statistical significance, as illustrated in Table 83 (p = 0.066) and Table 84 (p = 0.533).
The higher proportion of ellipsis of the head of a complex element in French does
nevertheless trend towards si gnificance.
Table 83. Comparison of the proportions of occurrence of ellipsis of head (Eh) of
relation occurrences in English and french
EN FR Total
Eh+ 51 56 107
Eh- 391 293 684
Total 442 349 791
Table 84. Comparison of the proportions of occurrences of ellipsis of expansion tEe) of
relation occurrences in English and french
EN FR Total
Ee+ 26 17 43
Ee- 416 332 748
Total 442 349 791
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These data indicate that the proportions of relation occurrences in which the
head of a complex unit was omitted showed a trend towards more frequent occurrences
in the french data; more data could be analyzed to determine if this difference is in fact
significant. If this kind of ellipsis did prove to be more frequent in this language, french
could be more vuinerable to the difficulties linked to this phenomenon. One of these, for
example, would be the fact that if problems occur in the identification of complete
forms, the head of a more complex item may provide at least some pertinent
information, while an expansion alone may be less useflul. However, as discussed above,
in some cases the essential information for information extraction is found not in the
head of a related element (e.g., progression, pathogenesis, development) but rather in
the expansion (e.g., of cancer, of heart disease).
More data would be required to develop strategies for automatically analyzing
the different structures that may occur in order to target the most significant
information. On a structural level, however, it is clear that the heads of related elements
are more likely to occur in nominal form, creating fewer potential problems for KRC
recognition by applications that specifi the forms related elements may take.
It is interesting to note on this level that some differences in the prototypical
forms of complex terms in the two languages may also affect performance. for example,
complex terms composed ofnouns and adjectives (i.e., NOUN + ADJECTIVE in English
and ADJECTIVE + NOUN in french) would likely pose different challenges to pattem
forms used to identify contexts and related elements using a more automatic approach.
This may be observed when the following structures are considered:
ADJECTIVE and ADJECTIVE NOUN [MARKER] ADJECTIVE NOUN
ADJECTIVE NOUN [MARKER] ADJECTIVE and ADJECTIVE NOUN
NOUN ADJECTIVE et ADJECTIVE [MARKER] NOUN ADJECTIVE
NOUN ADJECTIVE [MARKERJ NOUN ADJECTIVE et ADJECTIVE
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The markers in the middle two structures are separated from the full forms of the
related elements by the interruption of an elliptical form of a term, while those in the
first and last structures are contiguous. Applications that reject contexts entirely if
proximity conditions are not met wilI reject a similar number of contexts, but may
exciude different kinds of contexts. If the examples illustrated had a similar,
prototypical X(cause) + [MARKER] + Y(effect) structure, an application might reject
proportionally more contexts in which an effect was present in elliptical form in
English, and more in which an elliptical cause was present in French. The overali effect
of this variation — given that ellipsis may occur in one or more of the roles in a given
context
— is hard to predict. However, variation in application performance in at least
some contexts is very plausible. One can imagine, for example, problems posed when
research focuses on specific terms or classes of ternis that are more likely to play a
specific role in a relation (e.g., in searching for information on the causes of a given
disease). In these cases and under the conditions described above, the recall of an
application in one language might be somewhat higher than in the other. (Nevertheless,
given that the proportions ofpotentially affected contexts are reduced by each additional
condition imposed (on the relation, pattem structure, class of related element,
participation of that element in a given relation, and so on), the ultimate effect of such
differences could well be insignificant. Much would depend on the volume of data being
processed and the requirements in terms of recall for a given application.)
The phenomenon of NOUN NOUN terms in English e.g., as in breast cancer) may
also pose difficulties for applications that attempt to identify related elements
automatically using POS classes, since their elliptical forms may be difficult to
differentiate from complete terms in contexts such as Example 166:
I 66.Recent data highlight mechanisms for how myeloperoxidase
can promote lipid and lipoprotein oxidation in vivo. (Brennan
and Hazen 2003)
An automatic application could easily 5e misled into identifying either a single related
element, tipid, or two distinct elements of which one is incomplete, tipoprotein
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oxidation and lipid (rather than lipid oxidation). The structures more commonly used
in french, including NOUN de NOUN and NOUN ADJECTIVE combinations, are not as
likely to raise this kind ofproblem (although of course they may pose other difficulties).
As well, although oniy a few occurrences ofthis phenomenon were observed and
thus statistical significance carmot be evaluated, more occurrences of multiple types of
ellipsis were observed in the Frencli resuits than in the English. A significant variation
in this phenomenon would create additional compiexities for any application attempting
to identify related elements automatically within extracted contexts in French.
As noted above, more data and considerably more in-depth analysis would be
necessary to develop formai representations of this phenomenon that could be
implemented in pattem forms. It will be very important in gathering this data to include
occurrences of as wide a variety as possible of complex elements (e.g., by using a
substantially increased range of terms or even a methodology that is flot term-based in
gathering the data), in order to reduce the possibility of observing variations linked to
the behaviour ofspecific terms.
4.9.1.5 Repetition of markers and marker elements
In connection with complex elements, the phenomenon of repetition of a marker or of
part of a complex marker form in connection with multiple elements sharing a role a
relation may be observed, and is illustrated in Examples 167 to 170.
1 67.Microalbuminuria (urinary ACR>2 mg/mmol) was detected in
32.2% of patients with diabetes and in 14.7% of patients
without diabetes. (Maclsaac et al. 2004)
16$.The mammographic density does not increase witli tibolone,
unhke with HRT. (Kocjan and Prelevic 2003)
169.Diverses recherches ont cependant montré que leur emploi au
long cours, conduit à la prolifération de la glande mammaire et
au risque accru de cancer de l’endomètre... (Kirkiacharian
2000)
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170.L’activation des ostéoclastes est responsable de
l’hyperrésorption osseuse et de la libération de facteurs de
dégradation... (Tubiana-Hulin et al. 2001)
As may be observed in these contexts, commonly repeated items included
prepositions such as in, with, à and de. 0f course, cases such as these ofien involve the
interruption of complex markers (discussed in Section 4.10.1.2). Clearly, this kind of
separation makes the identification of ail relations present in the contexts more
chailenging in more automated approaches, as the pattem form is complete in one
occurrence and only partial in another. Complex pattem forms that would allow for
repetition of a whole marker or a part of a complex marker would be more challenging
to develop and would also be vuinerable to considerable noise, given the frequency with
which these prepositions occur.
The phenomenon of repetition of a marker or part of a complex marker was
relatively widespread in the french data, found in 7% of observed relation occurrences.
In the English, however, it was quite rare, found in only 1%. Table 85 illustrates this
distribution and shows a significant difference between the two data sets (p < 0.00 1).
Table 85. Comparison of the repetition of markers or marker elements (RM) in English
and Frencli
EN FR Total
4 24 28
438 325 763
442 349 791
The significance of this difference remains high (p < 0.001) when this figure is
considered as a proportion of the occurrences of multiple related elements (3% of the
189 occurrences in English and 15% ofthe 169 occurrences in French).
Both this phenomenon and the difference between the languages have both
positive and negative effects for pattem-based tools. The primary difficulty posed by the
phenomenon is the risk that, for pattem forms that describe contexts in which markers
RM+
RM
Total
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may occur and do flot allow for this variation, this repetition may constitute an
interruption of the form and interfere with the recognition of contexts or one or more of
their constituents.
In contrast, however — and in french particularly
— repetition of parts of
complex markers may be a good indicator that multiple related elements are present, and
may help in identifying these more easily (since applications could search, for example,
for a preposition such as the frequently repeated à or de followed by a noun phrase).
However, the frequency of these combinations means that this kind of strategy would
likelybe veryvuinerable to noise or other difficulties, as in Examples to 171 to 174:
171.... une diminution importante des complications micro et
macrovasculaires, de même qu’une diminution de la mortalité
liée au diabète. (Gonzalez and Palardy 2004)
1 72.Dans des lignées de cancer du sein et de la prostate, BRCA1
inhibe la transcription dépendante du REŒ de gènes impliqués
dans la prolifération cellulaire. (Pujol et al. 2004)
173.Même très modéré, il fait craindre la rechute, car les femmes
pensent que cette séquelle est due à un traitement plus
important à cause d’une tumeur agressive. (Bobin et al. 2002)
174.En conclusion, BRCAI et BRCA2 pouffaient participer
activement à la prolifération et à la différenciation induite par
les oestrogènes, en particulier au cours des périodes
d’exposition hormonale... (Pujol et al. 2004)
In Examples 171 to 173, forms of de and à are found in the context of markers
containing these elements, but do flot introduce additional related elemcnts. This is also
the case in Example 174, but the structure is even more potentially problematic, since
the second occurrence is preceded by a marker that can link multiple elements, en
particulier, and thus closely resembles a structure in which repetition of part ofa marker
might occur.
Given this vulnerability, it is debatable whether there would be a significant
retum on investment for adapting pattem forms to use this phenomenon in identifying
elements linked in relations; what is clear is that if this were done, the effort is likely to
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be most profitable in French. It does seem evident, however, that French pattems
should at least be adapted to aiiow the repetition of markers or marker elements before
each one of multiple elements involved in a relation, to reduce problems in recognizing
contexts. This is an additionai, if minor, step to be taken in the design of pattem forms
as compared to English, for which this phenomenon is likely flot common enough to be
worth taking into account.
4.9.2 Form of the elements Iinked by markers
While many research projects have focused on pattems linking nouns and noun phrases
only, it is interesting to note that flot ail related elements are nominal in form. Non-
nominai forms that may be found using pattems that allow for variation in the POS of
related elements include some types of anaphora (i.e., those involving non-nominal
anaphoric expressions), adjectives (Examples 175 to 178), verb phrases (Examples 179
and 180) and propositions (Examples 181 to 184).146
175.ONOO[middle dot]- is an important mediator of lipid
peroxidation and protein nitration, including oxidation of LDL,
which lias dramatic proatherogenic effects. (Gnendling and
FitzGerald 2003a)
176.CRP, sCD4OL, and IL-18 are three inflammatory markers that
resuit in endothelial activation. (Szmitko et al. 2003)
177.L’événement osseux, quant à lui, a été ainsi défini
nécessité d’une radiothérapie antalgique ou recours à un
nouveau traitement antitumoral en raison d’une progression
osseuse. (Tubiana and Hulin 2001)
178... .les facteurs de risques cardiovasculaires traditionnels tels
que l’hypertension, les dyslipidémies, le diabète et l’obésité
tronculaire sont en effet observés avec une fréquence
croissante... (Duong et aI. 2003)
179.Thus, the fractalldne/CX3CR1 system may contribute to the
pathogenesis of vascular and tissue injury by enhancing ceil
adhesion... (Umehara et al. 2004)
146 See Section 2.3.1.5.2.1 for a description of the importance of anaphora and Section 4.9.2.1 for an
analysis ofthe observations in the corpora.
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180.... p8, en s’associant aux protéines Smad, pourrait alors
participer à un complexe transcnptionnel pour régler la
transcription de gènes cibles impliqués dans le déroulement des
phénomènes décrits ci-dessus... (Vasseur and Iovanna 2003)
l81.CRP can also ïnduce monocytes to express tissue factor...
(Willerson and Ridker 2004)
1 82.The basic grafiing procedure--bypass surgery--is performed
500,000 times a year in the US. to treat coronary arteries that
are becoming blocked as a resuit of atherosclerosis.
(Beardsley 2000)
183.Les cellules vasculaires sont avides de cholestérol, ce qui
aidera le mélange gène-cholestérol à se coller assez longtemps
sur la paroi pour freiner la prolifération des cellules... (Simard
and Dussault 1997)
1 84.Lorsqu’il est activé, il induit une cascade de phosphorylations
intracellulaires, conduisant à une transcription de protéines et
à une croissance cellulaire accrues. (Cornez and Piccart 2002)
The development and refinement of pattern forms that can accommodate these
types of elements poses certain challenges. An alternative is the use of an approach that
does flot place limits on the types of elements that may appear with markers (for
example, a character-string-based approacli using only the marker itself). The former
option would require an analysis of significant numbers of occurrences of markers in
order to identify the various forms that may occur with each one; the latter, due to its
reduced specificity, would open the door to considerable amounts of noise in the resuits.
Another issue in this area is the way in which information extracted from
contexts containing non-nominal related elernents may be used. This of course will vary
according to the user’s goals and the approach envisioned. More highly automated
applications, focused for example on automating ontology construction, are less likely
to be able to find immediately useful information in such contexts, since it is very
unlikely that propositions, adjectives or affixes wiIl correspond to the nodes of an
ontology. (However, these “non-standard” items may in fact be variants of terms
corresponding to concepts in the sense of Daille (2005).) The same problem may be
posed for semi-automatic applications used to establish links between entries in terni
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bases, although the difflculty is somewhat mitigated by the possibility of human
interpretation of the resuits, allowing such structures to be recognized as denoting
concepts that appear in the base associated with another (likely nominal) surface form.
However, in semi-automatic approaches for purposes such as acquisition of domain
knowledge and formulation of definitions
— which are likely to be much more heavily
dependent on user interpretation in any event — such cases should pose fewer serious
problems, and may be as usefiul as those linking two nouns or noun phrases.
The vast majority of the occurrences of pattems observed linked elements in
noun or noun form)47 This indicates that pattem forms that specify the POS class to
which related elements may belong
— generally nouns or noun phrases
— could
identify a large proportion of the occurrences identified in this researcli, in either of the
languages.
Some occurrences in both languages would nevertheless be excluded; the
significance of this would depend on the situation in which a pattem-based tool is used.
Cases in which high recail is desired would of course be more seriously affected.
Moreover, if large amounts of data are to be processed, the numbers of occurrences
excluded could become more significant. Conversely, applications in which littie human
interpretation is intended and/or that require a higli level of correspondence between the
items located in texts and terms or concepts in specific forms or types of forms that may
appear in resources such as ontologies or term banks, may flot be able to use
occurrences involving non-nominal forms in any case. In such a situation the exclusion
ofthese contexts could increase precision in thc resuits.
0f course, the approach used in the project is very likely to have contributed to this, as the terms
chosen to generate the contexts for analysis were nouns or noun phrases, and in order for contexts to be
retained and annotated these terms were requïred to be linked to the pattera marker (i.e., to denote one of
the concepts involved in the relation). This means that at least one item participating in every relation
annotated was required to be a noun or noun phrase. However, even taldng this phenomenon into account,
the proportions of related elements in noun form were very high.
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In an analysis of the types of non-nominal forms observed, it becomes clear
that the classes of these related elements are consistent in the two data sets, with
adjectives, verb phrases and propositions identified in both English and French (in
addition to cases of pronouns and some other types of anaphora). However, as
illustrated in Table 86, the languages differ in the ftequency with which this
phenomenon was observed.
Table 86. Companson of proportions of relation occurrences containing non-nominal
(NN+) related elements in English and french
EN FR Total
37 5$ 95
405 291 696
442 349 791
In English, 3% of relation occurrences involved adjectival elements, 2%
propositional and pronominal, and 1% verbal, for a total of 8%, while in french 6%
contained adjectives, 5% pronouns, 4% propositions and 1% verb forms, for a total of
17%. Thus, while the different categories show perfect rank-order correlation, the
proportions of occurrences involving these phenomena are quite different. The
distribution among the different types may be represented as in Table 87.
Table 87. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing various
types of non-nominal and exclusively nominal related elements in English and French
EN fR Total
15 21 36
8 15 23
10 17 27
4 5 9
405 291 696
442 349 791
1f the proportions of contexts containing non-nominal related elements are
compared using the Chi-square test, the difference is statistically significant (p <0.001),
with the phenomenon more common in the french results. The difference appears to
NN+
NN
Total
Adjectives
Propositions
Pronouns
Verbs
Nouns only
Total
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resuit primarily from the category of propositional and verbal elements (considered
together to permit statistically valid evaluation) and of pronominal elements, which
when considered individually are also significantly more frequent in French (p = 0.033
andp = 0.045, respectively). The proportion of adjectival elements also shows a trend
towards higher frequency in French (p = 0.079).
This consistently higher proportion of related elements occurring in non-nominal
form suggests that the exclusion of contexts containing such forms would have a greater
impact in french. eliminating a disproportionately high number of potentially useful
contexts in this language.
Another point may be raised in relation to applications that focus on the
identification of relation occurrences involving specific terms or candidate terms. As the
tenus used in such cases are also likely to be nominal in form, again there is the
possibility of a higher proportion of silences in the French resuits. Moreover, the
excluded contexts may in fact contain potentially interesting variants of terms of interest
for such applications (e.g., relational adjectives derived from terms, verb phrases or
propositions that are equivalents of more conventional term forms including nouns
derived from verbs, pronouns replacing terms).
In both corpora, regularities may be observed in the associations between
specific markers and non-nominal elements. In EngÏish, for instance, the marker marker
and in french the markers facteur de risque and complication de were observed with
adjectival related elements, as in Examples 185 to 187:
l85.The inflammatory marker C-reactive protein (CRP) can
md icate low-grade chronic inflammation... (MacKenzie 2004)
1 86.... les facteurs de risques cardiovasculaires traditionnels tels
que l’hypertension, les dyslipidémies, le diabète et l’obésité
tronculaire sont en effet observés avec une fréquence croissante
chez les patients VIH+ ... (Duong et al. 2003)
1 871es interactions entre système rénine-angiotensine et
complications vasculaires du diabète constituent un autre
exemple de l’implication du TGF-13. (Michel 2004)
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In addition, causal events as they appeared in conjunction with causal agents,
as discussed in Section 4.9.1.2, were ofien indicated by verb phrases introduced by such
markers as by and en.
Regular associations between specific markers (of relations or of the relationship
between multiple related elements) and forms of related elements may be of use in
developing pattem forms that can identify these kinds of contexts. If the importance of
the phenomenon were considered to ment it, the analysis in some cases could even be
extended to the identification of a nominal form from which these adjectives are derived
and that constitutes a more promising element for further applications (e.g.,
inflammation for inflammatory, vaisseau for vasculaire). The parallels observed in the
two data sets once again show promise for the adaptation of developments in one
language for use in the other, although of course adjustments would be necessary.
4.9.2.1 Anaphora
Challenges in KRC identification and processing may be introduced when one of
constituents of a KRC — and particularly one of the elements linked by a relation — is
represented by an anaphoric expression. This phenomenon may involve the replacement
of an element or part of an element by a pronoun (e.g., Examples 18$ to 190), a
possessive adjective (e.g., Example 191), a generic (e.g., Examples 190 and 192 to 195),
or a quantifier (e.g., Example 196).
188.This enhances retention of the lipoprotein and possibly
triggers, along with oxidation, the formation of a recognizably
foreign substance... (Caslake and Packard 2003)
189.... les métastases à distance demeurant dormantes aussi
longtemps que la tumeur primitive est en place, celle-ci
exerçant un rétrocontrôle négatif sur la croissance des
micrométastases ... (Brain 2000)
190.L’importance de ces facteurs a été reconnue par le fait qu’jj
stimulaient la prolifération, la migration et la formation de
tubes vasculaires in vitro par des cellules endothéliales. (Blot et
al. 1999)
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191.Regulation of the apoptotic pathway by NF-[kappa]B may
affect both the pathogenesis of breast cancer and response
to chemotherapy and radiation. (Garg et al. 2003)
192.While heredity can influence a person’s susceptibilïty to
development of the disease, a sedentary lifestyle and long-term
obesity are key triggering events for most people. (Haskell
2003)
193.Clinical studies assessing the relationship between
myeloperoxidase levels and acute coronary syndrome risks
may help answer the overail relationship between this enzyme
and development of the vuinerable plaque. (Brennan and
Hazen 2003)
194.... Les résultats publiés apparaissent très encourageants, ne
montrant pas d’effet apparemment délétère de ce traitement
sur la maladie cancéreuse mammaire préexistante. (Gorins et
al. 2003)
195.On se doit de dire ici qu’une réponse partielle était fournie par
le fait que les seules tumeurs induites chez les souris D1-/-
transgénisées par ces deux oncogènes étaient effectivement
des tumeurs de la mamelle. (Larsen 2001)
196.... dyslipidaemia, malnutrition and inflammation [1*,2,3*],
some of which have also been linked to the pathogenesis of
anaemia itsclf. (Stevens and Levin 2003)
This phenomenon may have a significant impact on approaches used for
identifying KRCs in corpora. The efficiency oftools that extract contexts offixed length
may be affected by anaphora (as more distant antecedents may not appear within
contexts), and even those that work at a sentence level may also be vulnerable in some
cases, as the antecedent of an anaphoric element may be extrasentential (as illustrated in
Examples 188, 194 and 195). A user may thus require access to a larger context in order
to identify pertinent elements in the relation. In more automatic applications, this
problem is clearly more serious, as human involvement may be impossible.
Approaches based on identification of lexical markers linking two terms or
candidate ternis (or even, for example, nouns or noun phrases) may miss occurrences of
relations because a given term form or part of speech is flot present in context, or the
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term form present in context may be significantly different from any form that is —
or should be — included in a term base.
At a conceptual level, the impact of anaphora for any knowledge-extraction
application is clear; the identification of concepts linked by a relation is more difficuit
for a human — and certainly extremely problematic for automatic applications — when
concepts are represented entirely or in part by anaphoric expressions. While in some
cases the anaphoric element may be useful to some degree (e.g., in instances where the
generic that replaces a related element may provide some indication of the nature of the
concepts involved in a relation), in others (e.g., in the case of pronouns and possessive
adjectives), the anaphoric element itself is not useful for gaining knowledge. Moreover,
even the replacement of a specific concept by a more generic one may be problematic,
in that if only a generic is identified in the context, some information will be lost or —
perhaps worse
— unwananted generalizations could be made about the existence of
relationships involving ail members ofa class rather than only a specific one.
Even in cases in which anaphora occur in elements outside the structure of
related elements, they can pose difficulties for the interpretation of contexts provided, as
they indicate that a larger context is required for full comprehension of the information
conveyed, including for example the specific nature of an interaction, the basis on which
conclusions were drawn and the strength of this evidence, and so on. Certainly, if
markers are modified or replaced by anaphoric expressions, the impact on KRC
extraction is also significant; however, this was rarely observed in the data in this study.
Minimizing these difficulties requires careful design of pattem forms that take
into account variations due to anaphora and the impact that these have on the usefulness
of candidate KRCs for the intended application.
A comparable number
— and considerable proportion
— of relation occurrences
containing anaphoric elements (in any part of the context) were observed (56 in English
and 60 in French, constituting 13% of the total number of relation occurrences in
3.)
EN FR Total
56 60 116
386 289 675
442 349 79]
If the proportions of occurrences of anaphora are compared (as some relation
occurrences contained more than one case). this trend becornes more pronounced, with
61 cases in English and 66 in French.
From this comparison. it is clear that difficulties posed by anaphora for the
identification of complete information about concepts and the relations linking them are
likely to be fairly widespread in both languages. Careful handiing ofthis phenomenon in
applications for knowledge extraction (particularly those that aim to identify the
elements linked by a relation automatically) is important, since a significant arnount of
potentially useful information could be lost if this phenomenon were not accounted for
in application and/or pattem developrnent (e.g., in ensuring that access to vider contexts
is available and in designing pattern structures that admit anaphoric expressions).
However, the higher prevalence observed in the French data suggests that this language
may encounter somewhat more difficulties in this respect, both at the level of their form
(in the challenges of adequately representing the phenomena in pattern forrns) and their
interpretation (in the identification of antecedents and the information they contribute to
the context). Strategies designed to deal with this phenomenon may be more important
to develop in this language, although more data would be necessary to confirrn whether
the apparent difference observed in this work is observed in other corpora and/or sets of
relation occurrences.
English and 17% in French). These figures can be represented as shown in Table 88.
which reveals a difference that is just short of statistical significance (p = 0.058). with a
strong trend towards a higher proportion of occurrences in French.
Table 88. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences including anaphoric
expressions (AE) in English and French
AE+
AE
Total
U.)
These challenges — and the strategies required to deal with them — may
vary in nature depending on the type of anaphoric element ohserved. The numbers of
relation occurrences containing various types of anaphoric expressions are cornpared in
Table $9, and the number of occurrences ofeach type in Table 90. The rank order ofthe
different categories of anaphoric elements in the two data sets shows a weak positive
correlation, with the second and third categories (pronouns and possessive adjectives)
inverted. The comparison of the proportions of occurrences of various types of
anaphoric elements in the two data sets using the Chi-square test (with the categories of
pronouns and quantifiers combined in order to ailow for statistically valid comparison)
does flot show any significant differences in the proportions of occurrences
conesponding to these types (p 0.200), although the proportion of possessive
adjectives in French is slightly higher.
The difference in the prevalence of the phenomena observed in the two data sets
resuits from an accumulation of smaller differences in rnost of the specific types of
anaphora in this category. The proportions of relation occurrences that contained
anaphoric elements in the form of pronouns and generics were not significantly different
(p = 0.290 and p 0.760 respectively), and the numbers of quantifiers playing this role
were too low to be compared using the Chi-square test. However, a significantly higher
proportion ofthe category of possessive adjectives was observed in French (p = 0.033).
This indicates that this phenomenon would be particularly important to take into account
in french; however, as even in this language it does not affect a large proportion of the
contexts overall (6%), the decision to do so would depend on the situation in which an
application is to 5e used.
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Table 89. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing
anaphoric elements of various types’
EN fR Total
4 1 5
16 18 34
12 20 32
28 24 52
Table 90. Comparison of the proportions of occurrences of anaphoric elements of
various types
EN FR Total
4 1 5
16 19 35
12 22 34
29 24 53
61 66 127
Some of the possibilities for analyzing contexts automatically and identifying
antecedents of these anaphoric elements can be evaluated according to the nature of the
anaphoric expressions observed. As shown in Table 91 and Table 92, 9 separate Englisli
pronoun forms were observed in 16 occurrences of this type, and $ of these were
marked for number and none for gender. In contrast, 5 pronouns were observed in
French in 18 occurrences; four ofthese are marked for number and three for gender.
Moreover, while the proportion of the pronouns that are marked for number is
high in both samples (50% and 80%), the lack of marking of pronouns for gender in
English and the high proportion ofthe french pronouns that are so marked (resulting of
course from the use of grammatical gender in French and not in English) may have
some impact on possibilities for automatic processing of contexts as well as human
interpretation in some cases. Pronouns that are marked for number and gender may offer
148 As more than one type of anaphoric expression was noted in some contexts, these figures total more
than the number of relation occurrences containing the phenomenon overall. for this reason, no total is
given here.
Quantifier
Pronoun
Possessive
adjective
Generic
Quantifier
Pronoun
Possessive
adjective
Generic
Total
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possibilities for locating antecedents of pronouns automatically, as these criteria
may help to identify the appropriate element in the context of occurrence of an
anaphoric element, or at least to eliminate incompatible possibilities. The lack of
marking for gender in English is thus a potential disadvantage for such applications in
this language.
Table 91. English pronouns functioning as anaphoric elements
Pronoun Occurrences
it, they 5
that, those 3
this, these 2
ail 1
both 1
itself 1
ones 1
other 1
which I
Total 16
Table 92. french pronouns functioning as anaphoric elements
Pronoun Occurrences
il (ils, elle) I I
en 5
celles
lui 1
ce 1
Total 19
The variety of possessive adjectives in the two data sets, as shown in Table 93
and Table 94, was relatively parallel, with two forms found in English, and two in
French.
Table 93. English possessive adjectives functioning as anaphoric elements
Pronoun Occurrences
its li
their 1
Total 12
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Table 94. Frencli possessive adjectives functioning as anaphoric elements
Pronoun Occurrences
son (sa, ses) 10
leur (leurs) 10
Total 20
Once again, these (its and their in English and son and leur in French) are
marked for the number oftheir antecedents in both languages; the marking for gender in
frencli is however not pertinent in this context because it is a function not of the
antecedent, but rather of the noun that it modifies. (The French possessive adjective
forms of course also reflect the number of the elements they modify — e.g., in the
distinction between son and ses — but this is also flot pertinent for this analysis.) Thus
in these cases, neither language shows particular advantages over the other.
The strong resemblances in the data sets in the form of structures involving
generics also suggest that there are similar challenges and possibilities in the two
languages. Anaphoric elements containing a generic generally took the form of a noun
preceded by a definite article or demonstrative adjective — in English generally this and
these and in French, ce, cette, and ces
— as in Examples 197 to 201, although in some
cases quantiflers were also present, as in Examples 202 to 204.
1 97.Although promising, this kinase is a critical regulator of many
basic cellular processes, including development, cardiac
growth and hypertrophy, and tumorigenesis. (force et al. 2004)
198.... this phenomenon contributed, at least in part, to
diminished atherosclerosis years later. (Yan et al. 2003)
I 99.A family histoiy of breast cancer is recognized as one of the
most important risk factors for the disease. (Yang and
Lippman 1999)
200.... entraîne l’activation de la fonction tyrosine kinase du
domaine intracellulaire du récepteur. Cette activation entraîne
de nombreuses réponses cellulaires avec stimulation de la
croissance et de la division cellulaire... (Penault-Llorca et al.
2002)
201 .Ce processus peut être modifié au cours de certains
phénomènes pathologiques comme le cancer, l’athérosclérose
ou le diabète. (Blot et al. 1999)
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202.... both ovarian steroids are known to play key role [sic] in
mammary gland development during pregnancy. (Sicinski and
Weinberg 1997)
203.Toxicity remains a major concem, because many of these
kinases not only play roTes in the pathogenesis of diseases but
also function in pathways that regulate the most basic of
normal cellular processes. (Force et al. 2004)
204.On se doit de dire ici qu’une réponse partielle était fournie par
le fait que les seules tumeurs induites chez les souris Dl-!
transgénisées par ces deux oncogènes étaient effectivement
des tumeurs de la mamelle. (Larsen 2001)
In two other cases in french, a generic was introduced by un tel (Example 205).
205.Un tel programme d’exercice physique permet
l’augmentation du HDL cholestérol ... (Ferrières 2004)
This phenomenon may affect an entire related element, as above, or only a part of a
more complex element, as in Examples 206 and 207.
206.Long-term activation of these appropriate responses leads to
left ventricular remodelling... (Stevens and Levin 2003)
207.L’activation de ces récepteurs commande la transcription des
gènes insulinosensibles... (Leblond 2001)
Another notable point is that ofthe possibilities offered by the GENERIC—SPECIFIC
link that holds between (at least some of) the anaphoric elements involving generic
terms to replace a more specific one. Depending on the approach used and the
information available, identification of antecedents rnight be assisted by using
established GENERIC—SPECIFIC links between known terms. Altematively, links between
a generic anaphoric element and its antecedent, once identified by the user, could be
added to the stock of information about relations between terms.
In a more specific analysis of only the proportions of relation occurrences in
which an entire related element or the head of an element was an anaphoric expression
(6% in English and 11% in French), this phenomenon was observed to be significantly
more prevalent in French overall (p = 0.021). The data are shown in Table 95.
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Table 95. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences with related elements
in the form of anaphoric elements (REae) in English and French
EN FR Total
27 37 64
415 312 727
442 349 791
This overail difference resuits primarily from smaÏler discrepancies observed in
two specific types of expressions. When the types of anaphoric elements are considered
individually as a proportion of the relation occurrences, higher — but flot significantly
higher — proportions of anaphoric expressions in pronoun and quantifier form (p
0.156), as weIl as those involving generics (p 0.109) are observed in french.
However, no differences are noted among the individual types as a proportion of
the occurrences including anaphoric expressions replacing related elements, indicating
that the proportions of occurrences belonging to each type are relativeÏy similar in the
two data sets. The figures are shown in Table 96.
Table 96. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences with related elements in
the form of anaphoric expressions, by type, in English and french
EN fR
10 14
4 5
12 17
27 37
As the phenomenon of related elements in the forrn of anaphoric elements is
significantly more frequent in the french data, more difficulties associated with it,
including the challenges for formai representation in pattern forms (particularly in the
case of pronouns) and the difficulty of obtaining complete information about the
concepts linked by a relation, may be encountered in this language. fortunately, much
of this difference comes from the use of generics, which
— although less precise than a
REae+
REae
Total
Pronouns
Possessive
adjectives
Quantifiers
Generics
Total
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specific
— at least provide some useful information, However, even without this
category, the prevalence of the phenomenon in French is higher.
From these resuits it may be concluded that overali the anaphora observed show
strong parallels in the data in the two languages, and that techniques for dealing with
these phenomena in one language may prove to be good starting points for the
development of strategies for use in the other, despite some relatively minor variations
in the distribution ofthe various phenomena overail. The exceptions to this mie may be
the use of possessive adjectives, which was significantly more frequent in the French
data, and some of the characteristics of the pronouns observed that may affect the
development of strategies for the resolution of anaphora for applications
— or even
humans
— that attempt this task.
The connection between the prevalence of related elements in non-nominal form
and that of certain types of anaphora (i.e., reiated elements that take the form of
anaphonc elements such as pronouns and possessive adjectives) should not be
disregarded. When the data are analyzed, it becomes clear that a relatively smail
proportion of adjectival related elements are cases of anaphoric elements in the form of
possessive adjectives (4 of 15 in the English data and 5 of 21 in the French data). This
proportion of the cases observed makes only a minor contribution to the higher
prevalence of related elements in adjective form observed in the french data. However,
in the case of pronouns, it becomes clear that those that are anaphoric expressions
constitute the majority of the occurrences overail (ail of the 10 cases in English and 14
of 17 cases in French). These contribute significantly to the higher prevalence of this
phenomenon observed in the French data, although according to these limited data
pronouns appear to be more widely used in contexts in this language both as anaphoric
elements and as independent entities.
More research into the prevalence and forms of anaphoric expressions could help
to determine whether the slight differences observed in many of these factors become
significant in light of more data. It may also be interesting to study the types of elements
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that are replaced by anaphoric expressions in contexts, to evaluate whether
regularities may be observed in their nature or the nature of their antecedents, as well as
whether methodological decisions in this research (e.g., the choice 0f C0US texts and
text types or of candidate terms, or the requirement that relation occurrences involve the
concepts denoted by these tenus) have contributed significantly to the observations.
4.10 Challenges in using knowledge patterns and extracted
contexts
In this Section, a number of difficulties for the identification, analysis, and ultimate re
use of knowledge-rich contexts will be discussed, as outlined in Section 2.4. These
include interruptions of pattems, the presence of expressions of uncertainty in candidate
KRCs, and text-related issues. In addition, proportions of relation occurrences in which
a range of challenges were observed will be compared, to provide an overview of
difficulties of the approach.
4.10.1 Pattern interruptions
In developing pattem forms for use in KRC extraction, it is clearly necessary to take
into account the natural variability of language
— and thus the frequency with which
basic pattem forms (e.g., X + [MARKERJ + Y) may be modified in texts, as well as the
ways in which this may occur.
Various types of extemal elements may interrupt pattem forms at different
locations; the part of the pattem form that is interrupted helps to determine the effect
this phenomenon may have on the recognition, extraction and processing of KRCs, and
the resulting effect on pattem-based tool performance. The different types of
interruptions observed will be described below, with specific attention to those that are
particularly pertinent for semi-automatic knowledge extraction: the interruption of
pattems by other pattems, of complex markers, and of related elements.
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A significant proportion ofthe contexts analyzed — 66% in English and 58%
in french contained pattem structures that were interrupted by external elements. The
proportions of relation occurrences including this phenomenon are compared in Table
97.
Table 97. Comparison of the proportions of interrupted relation occurrences (INT) in
English and French
INT+
[NT-
Total
EN FR Total
293 202 495
149 147 296
442 349 791
A significant difference in the frequency of pattem interruption was found in the two
data sets (p 0.015), with the phenomenon proportionately more frequent in Englisli
than in French. This indicates that although the phenomenon affects many relation
occurrences in both languages, its impact in English may be greater.
This strongly suggests that this phenomenon will 5e essential to take into
account in designing pattem forms for use in semi-automatic applications, particularly if
these pattems restrict the structures in which markers may occur, and if applications
attempt to identify the related elements in KRCs automatically. Unless a high level of
silences is considered acceptable for a given application, pattem forms must allow for
the insertion of these external elements within one or more of the elements of the
pattem.
Investigating the specific source of this difference between the two corpora may
help to determine exactly how this difference may affect the process of pattera design
and application performance. Below, the proportions of relation occurrences in which
complex markers and related elements were interrupted will 5e analyzed. First,
however, the proportions of occurrences of other types of interruptions will 5e
presented.
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4.10.1.1 Interruptions ofpatterns
In a significant proportion ofthe relation occurrences observed, the relation marker was
flot contiguous with one or more of the linguistic expressions representing concepts
involved in the relation. This is ofien the case, for example, when a sentence includes a
relative clause, as in Examples 208 and 209.
208.Activation that endures beyond the resistance stage is
hypothesized to cause disease. (Schwartz 2003)’
209.Dans les cellules, ce sont les facteurs d’échange qui collectent
les signaux qui déclenchent l’activation des protéines G.
(Cherfils and Pacaud 2004)
In addition, non-contiguity of pattem components may also be observed when more
than one relation and pattem (i.e., pattem marker) is present in a given context, as in
Examples 210 and 211.
210.Antioxidants are molecules that can prevent or reduce the
extent ofoxidation to the oxidizable substrate. (Kang 2002)
211 .Les rétinoïdes règlent la croissance cellulaire [19], modifient
la prolifération [20], inhibent l’omithine décarboxylase [21J,
facilitent la différentiation et l’apoptose [22,23].
It may also occur when two or more elements share a role in a relation (cf. Section
4.9.1), as in Examples 212 and 213.
212.This enhances retention of the lipoprotein and possibly
triggers, along with oxidation, the formation of a recognizably
foreign substance... (Caslake and Packard 2003)
213.Les lésions ou stimulations vasculaires en particulier
endothéliales entraînent une augmentation de libération et de
ythèse de facteur Willebrand. (Drouet and Bal Dit Sollier
2002)
Interruption may also result from the modification of a relation marker or one of the
elements linked by the relation, as illustrated in Examples 214 to 216.
The presence of an expression of hedging, is hypothesized to, in this context of course also constitutes
an interruption ofthe pattem structure. Hedges will be dïscussed separately in Section 4.10.2.2.
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214.The response to injury hypothesis developed by Russeli Ross
in the late 1970s suggested that atherosclerosis, at least,
resulted from an initial injury to endothelial celis, leading to
impaired endothelial fimction... (Griendiing and FitzGerald
2003a)
215.Valantine [261 a évalué l’impact du ganciclovir administré en
prophylaxie immédiate après transplantation cardiaque sur
l’athérosclérose du transplant au cours d’une étude randomisée
contrôlée versus placebo chez 149 patients consécutifs.
(Chidiac and Braun 2002)
216.... les LDL oxydées induisent à leur tour une activation de
l’endothélium.... (Arnal et al. 2003)
Finally, this phenomenon may occur when other elements such as discourse markers
and references are present, as in Examples 217 and 21$.
217.Toxicity remains a major concem, because many of these
kinases not only play roles in the pathogenesis of diseases
also function in pathways that regulate the most basic of
normal cellular processes. (Force et al. 2004)
218.L’accumulation de la cycline Dl résulte, d’une part, de
l’induction transcriptionnelle de son gène, et, d’autre part, de
l’activation de la traduction de son ARN messager. (Blanchard
2003)
Moreover, two or more of these factors commonly co-occur within a single
context, further complicating the structures of the pattems and the task of representing
them.
Any element occun-ing between a relation marker and the elements it links can
pose problems for recognition of contexts and identification of related elements if
pattem forms specify structures in which pattem markers may appear. Pattem forms
should allow for a certain amount of variation in structures in order to reduce silences
that may result from interruptions. However, the extreme variability in the form of
interruptions poses significant challenges for developing such pattem forms. The
adaptation of pattems to allow for this phenomenon thus complicates the process of
pattem design considerably, and moreover may introduce possibilities for noise in the
results of extraction. A delicate balance between recali and precision is required to
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obtain the best resuits for a given application; this balance may shifi depending on
the goals ofa givenproject and users’ needs.’5°
One additional difflculty at a formai level occurs in the analysis of the form of
related elements by applications that automate this task: delimiting the elements that are
linked by a marker may be particularly challenging. for example, modifiers of related
elements may be difficult to differentiate from the elements themselves automatically;
this may be particularly true as the typical forms of complex terms
— some of the most
interesting candidates for knowledge extraction
— may be very similar to those of
simpler items coupled with modifiers (e.g., in ADJECTIVE + NOUN or NOtJN + ADJECTIVE
form).
Approaches that target relations between previously identified candidate terms
avoid this particular challenge in many cases.151 The impact of this problem is also
considerably reduced when specific terms or candidate terms are sought in combination
with markers. These types of applications are more affected by non-contiguity of
markers and related elements (cf. Sections 4.10.1.2 and 4.10.1.3).
In addition to its effect at a formai level, this phenomenon may raise concems
about the value of the KRCs for knowledge extraction. Modifiers of pattem markers or
related elements that characterize some aspect of the relation being expressed may cail
into question the subsequent usability of the context for knowledge extraction. This is
most particularly
— but flot exclusively
— the case with modifiers that express some
kind of uncertainty, as described in Section 4.10.2. Conversely, some modifiers may
also provide additional, specific information about relations, which may increase the
value of contexts for knowledge extraction, as in Examples 219 to 221.
Morphological variation in marker forms may also resuit from the presence ofextemal elements within
pattem structures. While morphological variation of markers was flot specif;cally considered in this
project, it could certainly be an issue in some applications.
151 0f course, if automatic candidate-term extraction tools are used, similar difficulties may be
encountered.
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219.Receptor-mediated leukocyte activation Jeads to
conformational changes in LfA-1 structure... (Granger et al.
2004)
220. Le profil lipidique le plus fréquemment retrouvé dans le
diabète de type 2 associe une élévation du taux plasmatique des
triglycerides... (fredenrich et al. 2004)
221.L’obésité, le syndrome métabolique et le diabète accroissent
notablement le risque de maladies cardiovasculaires. (Lambert
2002)
Unfortunately, it may be difficuit to differentiate between these two cases on a
formai level, and human interpretation of each case may be required.
A very significant number of the relation occurrences observed were interrupted
by an extemal element: 45% of the relation occurrences in English and 40% in French,
constituting 71% and 75% of the interrupted relation occurrences respectively. These
results are compared in Table 98, which indicates that the proportions of interrupted
pattem occurrences in the two data sets are flot significantly different (p = 0.153).
Table 98. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences with interruption of a
pattem (1NTp) in Englisli and french
INTp+
INTp
Total
EN fR Total
201 141 342
241 208 449
442 349 791
However, the proportion of occurrences overail that were affected by pattem
interruptions were somewhat higher in English, indicating that pattem design and/or
application performance in this language could be somewhat more affected by this
phenomenon than in French. This kind of difference would involve a greater investment
of time and effort in developing pattem forms that could deal with this phenomenon,
and conversely a higher risk of silences in the resuits due to the inability to account for
ail possible types of interruptions. The accurate identification of related elements would
also be likely to pose additional challenges and require additional investment in English
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due to this phenomenon. However, more data would be required to determine
whether this apparent tendency could become significant.
One difference that can be identified
— although it was flot counted towards
statjstics of pattem interruption in this research
— is the relative consistency of the
article appearing with nouns in french (whether these are nouns that constitute parts of
pattern markers, elements linked by these markers, or extemal elements that appear
within patterns), while in English articles are less consistently present. In applications
that work with contexts of fixed length (in characters or words), the presence of these
articles may indicate a need to use a slightly longer context in french. However, this
consistency does provide some advantages over the less predictable use of articles in
English, as in this latter language, pattem forms that allow for the presence or absence
of articles may be required. However, ideally, this problem would be deait with
relatively systematically (e.g., by aiways allowing for an optional article in many pattem
forms) and should not pose serious problems for the development ofpattem forms.
4.10.1.1.1 Multiple markers andpattern interruptions by otherpatterns
One special type ofpattem interruption involves the occurrence oftwo separate pattems
with their own markers in a single context. These pattems may link different elements in
separate relations, or may denote a relation that holds between the same two elements.
11e presence of multiple pattems in a given context can raise some interesting questions
for semi-automatic KRC extraction, as these contexts are ofien both conceptually
infonration-rich and formally variable and difficuit to represent in pattem forms.
One case in which the presence of multiple pattems and pattem markers can be
fairly straightforward is in the presence of “chains” of relations, as in Examples 222 to
224.
222.The inflammatory marker C-reactive protein (CRP) can
indicate Iow-grade chronic inflammation, which can identify
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patients at risk for atherosclerotic complications. (MacKenzie 2004)
223m a situation of stress, activation of counterregulatory
hormones and release of cytokines increase insulin
requirement leading to hyperglycemia. (Pantaleo and Zonszein
2003)
224.Les gènes BRCA1 et BRCA2 sont impliqués dans deux tiers
des prédispositions génétiques à l’origine d’un risque majeur
de cancer du sein. (Coupier and Stoppa-Lyonnet 2002)
In these contexts, different kinds of relations between separate pairs of elements may be
observed. indicated by interconnected pattems that can be represented as follows:
225.X indicates Y (ASSOCIATION), which identifies Z
(ASSOCIATION)
226.X and Y increase Z (INCREASE), leading to W (CREATION)
227.X et Y sont impliqués dans Z (CREATION) [qui est] à l’origine
de W (CREATION)
At a formai level, these may be relatively easily recognized as corresponding to
pattem forms, and thus should not pose serious problems for most knowledge extraction
applications (except for the possibility of multiple occurrences in lists of resuits, with
the same context presented once for each relation occurrence observed).
In processing contexts (e.g., sorting extracted KRCs according to the relations
present), co-occurrences of relation markers associated with different (sub-)relations
indicate that the sorting process must involve the specific occurrences of each marker.
Clearly contexts cannot be sorted exclusiveiy according to the presence of a marker
anywhere in the context.
In addition, at a conceptual level, the question of the transitivity of relations —
particulariy of CAUSE—EffECT relations — does remain to be resolved. Decisions must
be made in interpreting contexts such as Example 223 whether to consider, for example,
that activation of hormones and release of cytokines flot only modify insulin
requirements, but are also causally iinked to hyperglycemia. (Cf. the analysis of
causation by Kahane and Mel’èuk (forthcoming) described in Section 1.5.2.4.)
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Evaluating the possibilities for this kind of analysis would involve the studv of a
significant and varied body of data.
However, these interconnected chains of relations are not the only combinations
of patterns observed in the contexts. An additional type of pattern interruption by
another pattem occurs in complex sentences. In the first case. the principal clause in a
sentence is interrupted b)’ a parenthetical clause that contains another relation, as in
Example 22$. This may pose difficulties for the identification of both relations present.
because of interruptions in the case ofthe relation in the principal clause. and ofunusual
pattern form in the case ofthe parenthetical. In the second case, two clauses containing
relations both involving a common element are juxtaposed, as in Examples 229 and 230,
and may again pose problems because of the interruption of a pattern. in this case by
insertions between the related element and the second pattern.
22$.A genetic background that sinificantly modulates hepatic
lipase activity in vivo may potentmlly impact on the risk of
coronary heart disease (CHD) and possiblv affect individual
CHD response to Iipid-lowering therapy. (Zambon et aÏ. 2003)
229.lmpaired ANS regulation is associated witii greater platelet
activation, contributing to enhanceci aggregation and
adhesion to vessel walls. (Harris and Matthews 2004)
230.... l’interaction avec I’ERE concerné peut conduire t
l’activation de la transcription d’un sougoupe déterminé de
gènes permettant une formation plus ou moins complète de
leurs ARN messagers ... (Kirkiacharian 2000)
IFie necessity oftaking these variations into account in designing pattern forms
may complicate this task, and difficulties encountered may interfere with recognition of
relations and reduce recail.
In other — and even more complex — cases, two or more rnarkers may link the
same two elernents, as in Examples 231 to 235:
23 1 .Overall, results of our investigation indicate that the
association behveen risk of breast cancer and HRT varies by
regimen. (Weiss et al. 2002)
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232.Aldosterone bas been implicated for many years as an
important substance in the pathogenesis of heart disease.
(Moore et al. 2003)
233.Endothelial ceils help create this antithrombogenic surface.
(Granger et al. 2004)
234.This effect was reversed by mevalonate and was attributed to
the ïnhibitory effect of statins on promoter W of MHC-II
transactivating factor, leading to suppression of T-lymphocyte
activation. (Davignon 2004)
235.11 en va de même après l’administration d’estrogènes lesquels
réduisent la production d’Il-6 et inhibent la résorption induite
par les ostéoclastes contribuant ainsi à maintenir une bonne
minéralisation et à protéger de la fragilisation des os.
(Kirkiacharian 2000)
In some cases, as in Examples 231 to 233, the two markers are associated with the same
relation or sub-relation, and thus the relation expressed in the context is fairly easily
identified. In these cases, the major difficulty posed by this phenomenon is the difficulty
for pattem recognition posed by the interruption of pattem structures. However, in most
cases observed in the corpora (e.g., Examples 234 and 235), the markers denoted
different CAUSE—EFFECT sub-relations. As a result of this phenomenon, applications that
attempt to classify knowledge-rich contexts according to the relation expressed may
encounter problems. In these Examples, the combination of a marker of CREATION such
as effect of.. on, leading to, and contribuer à with markers of another type of CAUSE—
EFFECT relation such as inhibitoiy, suppression or maintenir, indicating DECREASE,
PREVENTION and MAINTENANCE, require that the context be sorted into one category or
another, or appear in both (thus creating repetition in the resuits ofthe application).
Similar, but more complex, is the situation observed in Examples 236 and 237,
in which markers of ASSOCIATION, associated with, risk and risque de, are combined
with reduced and influencer, markers of CAUSE—EFfECT sub-relations (specifically
DECREASE and MODIFICATION).
236.Strenuous PA was generally associated with a reduced breast
cancer risk. (Dom et al. 2003)
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237.Gènes modificateurs. facteurs génétiques modulant
l’expression d’une maladie héréditaire (exemple gènes
influençant le risque de cancer conféré par une mutation
germinale de BRCAI ou BRCA2). (Bonadona and Lasset
2003)
Classifying such contexts requires a choice between maintaining the precision of
the latter relation, which identifies the type of change likely to occur, and respecting the
level of uncertainty remaining about the potential CAUSE—EFFECT link between the two
elements. as indicated by the markers of ASSOCIATION. Such difficulties and some
possibilities for dealing with them are discussed further in Section 5.5.3.4 and 5.5.3.5.
One phenornenon that must be discussed in this context is the fact that in many
cases in which multiple markers linking the saine element pair were present. one of the
markers present was a strong indicator of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation. while the other
was less clearly causal, but neveilheless determined the specific type of sub-relation that
was present. This may be observed in Examples 23$ to 242.
238.Loss of ERalpha] in MCF-7 celis causes reduced expression
of IGf-signaling molecules, diminished IGF signaling, and
failure to proliferate in response to estrogen or IGF-l.
(McCance and Joncs 2003)
239.These results indicate that SNS activation may contribute to
impaircd endothelial function, possibly because of activation
of [beta]-adrenergic receptors. (Barris and Matihews 2004)
240.As is the case for chemotherapy, radiation-induced Nf
[kappa]B activation lias been reported in a variety of cancer
celi types, including breast cancer. leading to decreased
apoptosis... (Garg et al. 2003)
241.... une athérosclérose prématurée responsable d’une mortalité
coronarienne et neurovasculaire augmentée... (Meyer 200 la)
242.Lorsqu’il est activé, il induit une cascade de phosphorylations
intracellulaires, conduisant à une transcription de protéines et
à une croissance cellulaire accrues. (Cornez and Piccart 2002)
The evaluation and classification of sucli relation occurrences may be
challenging, because the presence of a relation is most strongly indicated by markers
such as cause, contribute to, Ïead to, responsable de and conduire à. but the sub-relation
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present is determined by the additional element (i.e., reduced, diminished, impaired,
decreased (DECREASE), augmenté and accru (INcREAsE)).
In addition, some markers of ASSOCIATION were observed to be very commonly
used with others defining the type of relation present. In fact, some of these markers
were observed to occur exclusively or almost exclusively with another marker of a
relation; such markers included associated with, risk of and risk for in English and
risqtte de in french, as illustrated in Examples 243 to 252.
243.Moreover, calcification itself might be associated with an
increased risk for subsequent breast cancer development.
(Shaaban et al. 2002)
244.One registry of 727 consecutive patients found that an elevated
baseline C-reactive protein before PCI was associated witb
progressive increase in death or myocardial infarction at 30
days. (Shah and Newby 2003)
245.Jmpaired ANS regulation is associated with greater platelet
activation, contributing to enhanced aggregation and adhesion
to vessel walls. (Harris and Matthews 2004)
246.... there may be subsets of at-nsk populations in which high
plant-sterol levels significantly increase the risk of CHU.
(Davidson and Toth 2004)
247.Pike argues that oral contraceptives may slightly increase the
risk of breast cancer, a contention disputed by a number of
other researchers. (Fackelmann 1992)
248.There is good evidence that HRT increases the risk for VTE.
(Kocjan and Prelevic 2003)
249.... cyclin Dl is frequently overexpressed in human breast
DCIS specimens (9, 13), which confers a high risk for the
development of infiltrating ductal carcinoma. (Wang et al.
2003)
250.L’augmentation du risque de cancer du sein liée à la prise de
THS
... (foumier et al. 2003)
251.L’obésité, le syndrome métabolique et le diabète accroissent
notablement le risque de maladies cardiovasculaires. (Lambert
2002)
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252.Les gènes BRCAI et BRCA2 sont impliqués dans deux tiers
des prédispositions génétiques à t’origine d’un risque majeur
de cancer du sein. (Coupier and Stoppa-Lyontiet 2002)
As noted in Section 3.3.1.5.1.1, for the purposes ofthis project. such occurrences
were associated with the marker that vas most decisive in classifying the relation and/or
sub-relation present (i.e., DECREASE or INCREASE in the case of the first set of examples,
and ASSOCIATION in the second). Ibis does, however, resuit in the identification ofsorne
candidate markers that are poorer indicators of relations if they occur independently, and
the failure to airnotate additional occurrences of strong markers. (Fortunately. these
markers are also generally common, and were thus observed in other contexts.)b2
A fairly high proportion of the contexts in both languages contained multiple
markers (22% in English and 21% in French), and in many ofthese cases the principal
pattern form identified vas intelTupted by this other rnarker, with this phenornenon
observed in 1 5% of the relation occurrences in both English and f rencli and 22.5% and
27% ofthe interrupted pattem occurrences, respectively. These figures are illustrated in
Table 99 and Table 100, which reflect a strong sirnilarity in the prevalence of the
phenomena in the two data sets (P 0.709 andp = 0.833 respectively).
Table 99. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing multiple
markers (MM) in English and French
EN FR Total
MM+ 96 72 168
MM- 346 277 623
Total 442 349 791
152 One way of taking this phenomenon into account in some pattern-based applications is the
development of pattem forms for these markers that also require the presence of an additional, strong
marker. This of course may be challenging, but may also provide improved results in rnany cases.
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Table 100. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences with interruption
ofpattems by other pattems (INTpp) in English and French
EN FR Total
INTpp+ 66 54 120
INTpp- 376 295 671
Total 442 349 791
The frequency of the phenomena indicates that they will pose significant
problems for automatic applications (in the processing and sorting of contexts and/or in
application performance) unless pattem forms and candidate KRC processing strategies
can be developed to deal with such issues — with a reasonable investment of time and
effort.
The types of contexts in which multiple markers were observed show strong
parallels between the two data sets. The combinations of types of markers are oflen
similar, ofien with a strong ASSOCIATION or CAUSE—EffECT relation marker coupled with
a weaker but more specific marker. In addition, some individual markers in each
language are commonly observed in combination with others in such structures.
At a formai level, these regularities and similarities may present opportunities for
adapting pattem forms, since a selection of the markers or types of markers that are
most frequently seen in combination could be used in pattem forms that can process
such contexts, without requiring the development of variations on pattem form for ail
markers. In addition, similaritïes in structures between the two languages couÏd be
usefui, since pattem forms could possibly be adapted ftom one language to another.
Similarly, at a conceptual level, the development of strategies for dealing with
the occurrences of different types of markers may also be facilitated by such
regularities. Some suggestions to this effect are discussed in Section 5.5.3.5.
It would also be interesting to gather more data in order to more fully analyze the
potential interlinguistic variations in the types of markers that ofien occur in
combination with others. At a conceptual level, the similarities seem clear. However,
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differences at a formai level may potentialiy be obsenied (e.g., in the proportions of
the co-occurring markers that belong to various part of speech classes), and these could
affect the possibilities for development of pattem forms. For example, a fairly
significant proportion of the “relation-determining” markers observed in combination
with other markers in both languages were nouns; however, a higher proportion of these
markers were adjectives in French, and participial adjectives or verbs in English.
Nevertheless, more data would be required to properiy evaluate this kind of variation.
Moreover, in comparing these figures it wiil also be necessary to take into account the
overail distribution of the markers observed in the two languages, making this kind of
comparison even more complex.’53
4.10.1.2 Interruptions of complex markers
As noted in Section 2.6.1, complex pattem markers pose the unique challenge ofbeing
potentially interrupted by extemal elements, as in Examples 253 to 259. These
interruptions may take the form of elements related to the wider discursive structure of
the text (Examples 253 and 254) and modifiers of the marker or the relationship
indicated (Examples 255 to 259), among other possibilities.
253.... cndothelial CAM expression and several other factors (eg,
oxidative stress) that have also been implicated in the
development of CVD. (Granger et ai. 2004)
254.La NADPH oxydase jouerait donc un rôle majeur lors des
premières étapes du processus athéromateux (oxydation des
LDL, adhésion monocytaire, accumulation de cellules
spumeuses). (Bomefont-Rousselot et al. 2002)
255.Involved early on in the inflammatory process, VCAM-1
recruits white blood celis, including monocytes and
lymphocytes, to the surface of the endothelial ccli... (Stix
2003)
153 Conversely, the effect of this phenomenon on the proportions of markers in each class that were
retained in this research would also be an interesting subject to evaluate in further work.
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256.Reactive oxygen species are produced continuously by ail
celis in normal and pathological aerobic metabolism, from
xenobiotics to ionizing radiation. (Kang 2002)
257.MMPs have been broadly impiicated in a number of
cardiovascular diseases, including atherosclerosis, ... aortic
aneurysms,
... and heart failure... (Jaffer and Weissleder 2004)
258.It bas been recognized that atherosclerosis is an inflammatory
disease in which various cytokines play a significant role...
(Taniyama and Griendling 2003)
259.11 est intéressant de noter que cet effet des oestrogènes a été
associé chez le rat à une augmentation de l’expression de la
connexine 43, qui est exprimée par les cellules endothéliales et
musculaires lisses... (Feletou et al. 2003)
260.Les résultats publiés apparaissent très encourageants, ne
montrant pas d’effet apparemment délétère de ce traitement
sur la maladie cancéreuse mammaire préexistante. (Gonns et
al. 2003)
Some markers are more susceptible to interruption than others; this is
particularly true of the pattem X plays a role in Y. The marker may be interrupted by a
number of different modifiers of the element rote, among them the intensifiers
important, central, key, prominent, major, criticat, signflcant, and crucial, as illustrated
in Examples 261 to 264. The french counterpart of this pattem, X joue un rôle dans/lors
de Y, may also be interrupted by intensifiers such as important, majeur, essentiel, clé,
critique, fondamental, capital, principal, prépondérant, primordial, central, and crucial.
Another example is the pattem effet de X sur Y, which may be interrupted by a various
modifiers. These cases are illustrated in Examples 265 to 268.
261.... endothelin may play an important role in the pathogenesis
and climcal manifestations of certain cardiovascular
disorders... (Ram and Venkata 2003)
262.Endothelial dysfunction plays a central role in the
pathogenesis of CVD... (Pantaleo and Zonszein 2003)
263.Clearly, cyclin Dl plays a y role in mammary gland
development... (Sicinski and Weinberg 1997)
264.The inflammatory process plays a prominent role in the
pathogenesis of CVD... (Racldey 2004)
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265.La NADPH oxydase jouerait donc un rôle majeur lors des
premières étapes du processus athéromateux (oxydation des
LDL, adhésion monocytaire, accumulation de cellules
spumeuses). (Bonnefont-Rousselot et al. 2002)
266.La structure chromatinienne joue un rôle majeur dans des
processus tels que la transcription, la réplication et la réparation
de l’ADN. (Chailleux et al. 2000)
267.Les résultats publiés apparaissent très encourageants, ne
montrant pas d’effet apparemment délétère de ce traitement
sur la maladie cancéreuse mammaire préexistante. (Gorins et
al. 2003)
268.11 a été décrit un effet synergique des oestrogènes et de l’IGFI
sur la transcription de pS2. (Chailleux et al. 2000)
In addition to the potential conceptual impact of these modifications (for
example, when a modification indicates some level of uncertainty about a relation and
thus casts doubt on the value of a potential KRC for knowledge extraction),
interruptions ofmarkers have clear formai implications. These may be reflected flot only
in a need to allow for interruption of markers as they are represented in pattem forms,
but also in possible modifications to the central elements of the marker that may be
associated with the phenomenon, as in Example 261, in which a becomes an before a
modifier beginning with a vowel (important). This adds yet another layer of complexity
to pattem design in order to allow for the identification of such variations.
As in any pattem refinement process, the goal in creating pattem forms to
accommodate these interruptions is to identify forms that locate a maximum of pertinent
contexts without an inordinate amount of noise. In order to do this, researchers may
need to evaluate the frequency with which individual markers tend to be interrupted, and
the types of elements that may interrupt them. For example, the frequent interruption of
markers such as play a role in by adjectival modifiers indicates a need to design a
pattem form for this marker that can identify occurrences interrupted in this way.
Moreover, if the interrupting elements are pertinent in other respects — for
example, if they are intensifiers, hedges or other modifiers of the relation in question
(Cf. Section 4.10.2) — they may be of value in the process of sorting contexts and/or
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evaluating the information contained in potential KRCs in and oftliemselves. Sets of
modifiers that ftequently collocate with markers may be identified and could help in this
task, if they can be consistently linked to a given function in intensifying or attenuating
a relationship, or in otherwise characterizing it.
In another type ofphenomenon, complex markers may also be interrupted by one
of the elements linked by the relation, as in the case of pattems such as Z implicates X
in Y, importance ofX in Y, effect ofX on Y and rote ofX in Y in Englisli and effet de X
sur Y and déctencÏiement de X par Y in French, as shown in Examples 269 to 274.
269.There is evidence implicating oxidative stress in the
pathogenesis of stroke, myocardial infarction, myocardial
stunriing, atherosclerosis, and congestive heart failure.
(Granger et al. 2004)
270.The importance of lycaemia in the development of
microalbuminuria has also been demonstrated in the
framingham Offspring Study (Maclsaac et al. 2004)
271 .Recognition of the effects of influenza on CHD provides the
medical community with a valuable opportumty to flirther
reduce cardiovascular death and morbidity. (Madjid et al.
2004)
272.As with heart failure, the role of aldosterone in the
pathogenesis of hypertension lias also been studied for decades.
(Moore et al. 2003)
273.Les risques de saignements seraient reliés à l’effet de jjj sur
la coagulation. (Trahan 2002)
274.Lorsque la plaque est rompue, le déclenchement de la
coagulation par les cellules inflammatoires aboutit à la
thrombose... (Collet et al. 2004)
In these cases, the interruption tends to 5e both typical of a given marker form and
relatively regular in its own form, and would therefore be fairly easy to take into
account in designing pattern forms. However, in other cases, these markers may be
interrupted in a less regular way; for instance, in Example 275, the marker impÏicated in
is interrupted by flot only the modifier for many years, but also by as an important
substance, in which substance is a generic ofatdosterone:
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275.Aldosterone bas been implicateci for many years as an
important substance in the pathogenesis of heart disease.
(Moore et al. 2003)
IntelTuptions of complex rnarkers were observed in 73 contexts in English and
39 in French, constituting 16.5% of English relation occurrences and 11% of relation
occurrences in french. These constitute 25% of the interrupted pattera occurrences in
English and 19% in Frencli, and 28% of complex rnarker occurrences in English and
19% in french). These data are shown below in Table 101, Table 102 and Table 103.
Table 101. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences containing interruptions
of complex markers (INTcm) in English and french
EN ER Total
lNTcm+ 73 39 112
INTcm- 369 310 679
Total L 442 349 791
Table 102. Comparison of proportions of interrupted relation occurrences containing
interruptions ofcornplex markers (INTcrn) in English and French
EN fR Total
INTcm+ L 73 39 112
INTcm- 220 163 383
Total 293 202 495
Table 103. Comparison of proportions of occurrences of complex markers containing
interruptions ofcomplex markers (LNTcrn) in English and french
EN FR Total
INTcm+ 73 39 112
1NTcm- ]91 167 358
Total 264 206 470
While the proportion of interrupted contexts involving interruptions of complex
markers was flot signiflcantly different (p = 0.143), the English data do show a higher
proportion of interruptions of this type. Moreover, the proportions of relation
occurrences containing this phenomenon and the proportion of intenupted complex
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marker occurrences were significantly higher in English (p = 0.032 andp 0.028
respectively).
These figures suggest that while the difficulties involved in such interruptions
affect a significant proportion of relation occurrences in both languages, their impact
may be greater in English.’54 Pattem design in this language may thus be considerably
more complex, because representing variation in marker forms wilI pose particular
challenges.
However, a more detailed evaluation reveals that a fairly large proportion of
these interruptions (54 in English and 16 in French) belong to the more “regular”
category of interruptions, i.e., complex markers that are interrupted only by one of the
elements that they link. These interruptions are among the more straightforward to
account for in designing pattem forms, posing far fewer problems because of the
consistency ofthe occurrence and form ofthe interruptions.
When the occurrences of interrupted markers that belong to this category are set
aside, no significant difference between the two data sets is observed, as illustrated in
Table 104 (p = 0.1 54). Moreover, the proportion of occurrences is somewhat higher than
expected in frencli, rather than in English.
Table 104. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences with interruptions of
complex markers other than by related elements (INTcmo), in English and Frencli
EN fR Total
lNTcmo+ 19 23 42
fNTcmo- 423 326 749
Total 442 349 791 J
54 This is further supported by the observations that the proportïons cf complex marker occurrences(which are therefore vuinerable to this lUnd of interruption) are comparable in English and Frencli (cf.
Section 4.5.2).
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This suggests that the phenomenon of interruption of complex markers by
related elernents rnay be more prevalent in English than in french, both as a proportion
ofthe tota] number of relation occurrences as illustrated in Table 105 (p < 0.001), and as
a proportion of complex marker interruptions (p = 0.001), as shown in Table 106.
Table 105. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences with interruptions of
complex markers by related elements (ll\JTcmre) in English and french
EN fR Total
INTcmre+ 54 16 70
lNTcmre- 38$ 333 721
Total 442 349 791
Table 106. Comparison of proportions of complex marker occurrences with
interruptions by related elernents (lNTcrnre) in Englisli and French
EN FR Total
lNlcmre+ 54 16 70
lNTcmre- 210 190 400
Total 264 206 470
These data indicate that in the two languages, complex marker interruptions are
more likely to corne from different sources. In the English data, the overail proportion is
much higher, but much of this difference cornes from the category of “regular”
interruptions that are most likely to be taken into account in the design of basic pattem
forms, likely increasing the cornplexity of this task. In contrast, interruptions in the
Frencli occurrences tended to be of a rnore unpredictable type that would likely involve
more challenges in adapting pattem forms, and that could cause problems for KRC
recognition due to their unpredictable nature. The variation in the prevalence of the two
specific phenomena between the two data sets provides a striking example of the subtie
differences that can affect the developrnent and performance of various types of pattem
based tools, as well as the need to fully understand the phenomena observed in order to
predict the effect that these differences may have in a specific use situation.
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It is interesting to note that if the interruption of complex markers by rclated
elements alone is eliminated from the overail figures (as it is generally more a regular
occurrence than a specific difficuity), the proportions of interrupted relation occurrences
in the two data sets are extremely sirnilar, with 244 occurrences in English and 191 in
french (p = 0.894). This type of interruption is thus identified as the major source ofthe
difference betwcen the English and French data in respect to interruptions.
This in turn clarifies the impact the interlinguistic difference observed for the
phenomenon of interruption in general is likely to have. As complex marker interruption
of this type primariiy affects the compiexity of developing pattem forms — specificaliy
of representing marker forms and the structures in which they appear
— it is thus in the
investment of time and effort required to develop these forms that Englisli appears in
these data to be likely to present more difficulties than French. This phenomenon affects
a wide range of pattembased applications, as it must be taken into account in pattem
forms from character strings representing relation markers to highiy specific
representations of KRC structures. However, as this is among the more regular forms of
interruption at a formai level, the impact ofthe difference between the two languages is
likely to be considerably lower than if another type of interruption had been involved.
Moreover, the likelihood of effects at the level of application performance, due to the
difficulties of comprehensively representing ail forms of interruptions, are flot likeiy to
be as high as they would be expected to be with other types of interruptions.
It is interesting to contemplate the possibility of a link between the higher
prevalence of the class of nominal markers (cf. Section 4.5.1 .2) and of marker
interruption by a related element in the English data, as a large number of the
interrupted markers were noun-based. Further research couid clarify how these factors
may be inter-related.
Another interesting difference was observed in some recurrent structural
differences in the two data sets. These may be illustrated, as in Examples 276 to 283, by
variations in commonly modified markers such as those found in the English pattems X
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plays a role in Y and role of X in Y, as well as their French counterparts X joue un
rôle dans Y and rôle de X dans Y. In the case of X plays a ADJECTIVE role in Y and X
joue un rôle ADJECTIVE dans Y, modifiers interrupt the markers themselves. However,
in the case of structures such as ADJECTIVE role of/for X in Y and rôle ADJECTIVE de X
dans Y, in English the intensifier occurs outside the pattem entirely and thus does flot
interrupt the rnarker, while in Frencli the marker is interrupted:
276.Clearly, cyclin Dl plays a ççy role in mammary gland
deveiopment... (Sicinski and Weïnberg 1997)
277.La NADPH oxydase jouerait donc un rôle majeur lors des
premières étapes du processus athéromateux (oxydation des
LDL, adhésion monocytaire, accumulation de cellules
spumeuses).
278.Wiliiam Osier
... was one of the first to propose a major role
for acute infection in the pathogenesis of atheroscierosis.
(Madjid et al. 2004)
279.Direct evidence for an important role for myeioperoxidase in
lipid oxidation in vivo cornes from recent studies by Zhang et
al. (Brennan and Hazen 2003)
280.These findings collectively indicate the significant role of
oxidative stress in the development and progression of cancer.
(Kang 2002)
281 .Plusieurs auteurs ont évoqué un rôle potentiel des
Herpesviridae dans leur physiopathologie. (Chidiac and Braun
2002)
282.Le rôle potentiel du tamoxifène dans la prévention du cancer
du sein est basé sur ... (Serin and Escoute 1998)
283.Ils suggèrent par ailleurs un rôle important de l’apoptose des
cellules endothéliales dans le mécanisme d’érosion ... (Maliat
and Tedgui 2004)’
Whether these differences in structures affecting pattem interruption are
systematic enough to make a significant difference in tool design and performance
overall remains to be determined, of course, as significantly more data and analysis
Examples 281 to 283 are taken from the corpus used for this project, but were flot part of the set of
relation occurrences analyzed in this project. They are provided here simply to illustrate the potential for
variation.
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would be required to investigate the phenomenon. These observations do
nevertheless suggest that regular structural differences may be important factors in the
interruption of marker forms, and that identification of pattem forms for use in new
languages should include a phase of evaluation and adaptation to deal with such
variations.
4.10.1.3 Interruptions of rclated elements
In addition to relation markers, the elements that they Iink may also be interrupted in
various ways, for example by additional related elements (e.g., abbreviations, genencs
or specifics ofrelated elements, as in Examples 284 and 291), anaphora (Example 285),
quantifiers (Examples 286 and 292), modifiers (including intensifiers and hedges)
(Examples 287, 288 and 293), negation (Example 289), references (Example 290), and
other discourse-related el ements (Example 294).
2$4.TNF-[alphaJ-regulated SK activation is likely to be important
in nuclear factor-[kappa]B (NF-tkappalB) activation and
inhibition of apoptosis. (Saba and Hia 2004)
285.Long-term activation of these appropnate responses teads to
lefi ventricular remodelling... (Stevens and Levin 2003)
286.The acceptance that endothelin may ptay an important role in
the pathogenesis and clinical manifestations of certain
cardiovascular disorders... (Ram and Venkata 2003)
287.Emerging data reveals that a large number of additional
proteins (i.e., growth factors) influence the transcriptional
activation of ER[alpha] and possibly ER[betaj. (McCance and
Jones 2003)
2$8.The 26S proteosome, responsib)e for the degradation of the
inhibitory I[kappa]B[alpha] protein and subseguent activation
ofNf-[kappa]B... (Garg et al. 2003)
289.Oral but flot transdermal HRT induced APC resistance...
(Seed and Knopp 2004)
290.... chemotherapy,41 tamoxifen,42 and RT 43 aIl act to reduce
LR independently of surgeiy. (Naik et al. 2004)
291 .La chimiothérapie et l’hormonothérapie sont des traitements
systémiques qui ont pour but de diminuer la récidive, surtout
systémique. (Martin 2003)
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292.... la p53 qui régule la transcription de diverses molécules
impliquées dans l’apoptose (bax, inhibiteurs de kinases
dépendantes de cyclines) (Kolb 2001)
293.L’expression du gène cycline E est alors directement sous la
dépendance des signaux extrinsèques, et ne nécessite plus une
activation préalable de la cycline Dl.
294.Les monocytes sont activés en macrophages (Ma) ce qui
contribue probablement à accroître l’oxydation des LDL
(flèches pointillées). (Arnal et al. 2003)
In some of these cases (e.g., Examples 288 and 290), the interruption occurs
between distinct elements that share a role in a relation, applying to one or more ofthese
elements. However, this is flot always the case. Interruption ofien occurred within the
form ofa more complex related element (e.g., a proposition).
The automatic identification of related elements can thus be complicated by the
insertion of external items within these elements, particularly in the case of the more
complex structures observed above. Identifying the base forms of these elements (those
that are suitable for inclusion in term banks or for labelling nodes in ontologies, for
example) may be difficult or even impossible for automatic applications. The variability
in the form and nature of these interruptions makes this task ah the more challenging.
Moreover, the phenomenon may interfere with the recognition of KRCs by tools that
use pattem forms specifying the structures in which relation markers may occur, if these
impose restrictions on the form of the elements hinked by markers. Finally
— and
perhaps most strikingly
— applications that use previously identified terms or candidate
terms as starting points for extraction may confront severe difficulties in identifying
such contexts because of variations in form due to these interruptions.
This phenomenon was observed in 7% of the relation occurrences and 11% of
the interrupted occurrences in English and 12% ofthe relation occurrences and 21% of
the interrupted occurrences in Frencli, as shown in Table 107 and Table 108. The
statistical evaluation of the differences observed reveals that this phenomenon is
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significantly more frequent in french both as a proportion of the total relation
occurrences (p — 0.02 1) and ofthose that were interrupted (p = 0.002).
Table 107. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing interrupted
related elements (llTre) in English and French
EN FR Total
TNTre+ 32 42 74
ENTre- 410 307 717
Total 442 349 791
Table 108. Comparison of the proportions of interrupted relation occurrences involving
interrupted related elements (INTre) in Englisli and Frencli
EN FR Total
INTre+ 32 42 74 I
INTre- 261 160 421
Total L 293 202 495 I
In both languages, therefore, the proportions of contexts that pose this kind of
problem for automatic identification of related elements (either as terms or candidate
terms or represented by POS classes or other elements as part of pattem forms), should
be fairly substantial. However, the fact that a greater proportion of contexts was affected
by this phenomenon in French suggests that greater problems with the identification of
(appropriate forms of) related elements in that language may be encountered by
applications that attempt to automate this task, or in the recognition of KRCs involving
previously identified terms or candidate terms.
Moreover, the specific forms of interruptions of related elements show
significant variation, and thus the development of forms that can account for this kind of
variation would be extremely challenging. further research with more data would be
required in order to identify any regularities that could be exploited for sucli
applications.
14.10.2 Expressions ofuncertainty
In addition to challenges in identifying and extracting KRCs and the information they
convey, pattern-based tools may also confront difficulties in evaluating the value of the
information in these contexts (e.g.. by excluding candidate KRCs from resuits if there
are indications that the information may not be reliable), or assisting tisers in doing so
(e.g.. by ranking contexts to present those that appear most pertinent first in order to
save a user time and effort in interpreting the information retrieved, or even attributing a
level of certainty to information as suggested b)’ indicators in the context).16 One
pertinent phenomenon involves indications of reservation, doubt or uncertainty about
the relation expressed in a candidate KRC, which for some applications may make the
context unusable. and for others may reqt]ire special treatment.
As expressions of unceilainty affect ihe value of contexts for knowledge
extraction the goal of the applications sttidied in this research this phenornenon
can affect any type of pattern-based tool. Those that depend heavily on human
interpretation of extracted contexts may encounter fewer severe problems due to this
phenomenon, but even these tools may take the phenornenon into account. An
application that can classify relation occurrences tinely and accurately according to their
levels of certainty can help users to Iocate reliable information for a given application
quickly and easily.
The preference for a particular approach depends largely on user needs in a
situation; strategies for implementing it depend on the form expressions of uncertainty
take and the possibilities they offer for representation and autornatic processing.
from a formai perspective, in addition to the challenges at a conceptual level that
affect ah pattem-based tools. there are also in many cases difficulties for tools that use
156 Moreover, even if a tool does flot attempt to perform this task automatically, users of the contexts
retrieved must be sensitive to indications of the potential value of information extracted in a particular
situation.
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pattem forms representing structures in which markers occur, as expressions of
uncertainty may ofien appear within these structures ta phenomenon explored in Section
4.10.1, affecting the complexity of pattem design as well as application performance).
Expressions of uncertainty were common in the KRCs identified in both
languages, appearing in 40% of the English occurrences and 26% of the french (Table
109). According to a Chi-square test of these resuits, this type of phenomenon was
significantly more frequent in English than in French (p < 0.00 1).
Table 109. Comparison of relation occurrences containing expressions of uncertainty
(EC) in English and french
EN fR Total
175 90 265
267 259 526
442 349 791
When various types of expressions of uncertainty are analyzed (Table 110), the
rank order of the various types of expressions shows a weak positive correlation. This
indicates that while there are similarities in the types observed, these are somewhat
mitigated by the differences in their proportions, particularly of hedges and modal verbs
observed. The resuÏts of a Chi-square test comparing the proportions of expressions
belonging to each category do not identify any significant difference (p = 0.234).
Table 110. Detailed comparison of proportions of relation occurrences containing
various types of expressions of uncertainty in English and french
EN fR
32 21
105 52
56 20
21 15
175 90
‘‘ This figure reflects the number of individual contexts affected and flot the sum of the occurrences
observed, as two or more (types ot) expressions ofuncertainty were observed in some contexts.
EC+
EC
Total
Quantifiers
Hedges
Modal verbs
Negation
Ail types157
Below. each type of expression is anaiyzed in more detail, and the
observations in the two corpora compared using the Chi-square test.
4.10.2.1 Quantification ofrelated elements
In a number of the knowledge-rich contexts observed in the research. related elements
were accompanied by a quantifier. Examples 295 to 299 illustrate cases in which
quantifiers used with elements must be taken into account in ordei to achieve a complete
and accurate understanding ofthe relation indicated in the context.
295.... these mutations are responsible for 30 to $0 percent of ail
hereditary forms ofthe diseases. (Pistoi 2001)
296.Most strokes resuit from atherosclerosis in arteries either
within the brain or leading from the heart to the brain.
(DiGiovanna and Adams 1999)
297.Associations betw’een lyrnph node metastases. varions
clinicopathological features. and deveiopment of distant
metastasis were assessed with the Pearson [chi]2 test. (Susnik
et al. 2004)
29$.Les chercheurs estiment aujourd’hui que 5% des cancers du
sein sont dus ù une mutation du gène BRCA I . (Dussault 1997)
299.Ceilaines mutations engendrent aussi des protéines
oncogéniques... (Chène 1999)
As above. quantifiers of related elements rnav indicate proportions of a total precisely
(e.g., 30 to 80 percel?! of 5¾ de) or approximately (e.g.. mos!, various, certains).
Quantification of reÏated elements is pertinent on two levels. First, it may be
considered in the context of pattern interruptions, since quantifiers oflen occur between
a marker and one of the elements it links. This phenomenon is discussed in Section
4.10.1, and will flot be further considered here. More significant in this discussion, in
terms of the further usefulness of contexts, is uncertainty as to the validity of a relation
identified in the context. Quantification ofrelated elements often indicates some kind of
condition on the invoïvement of elements in a re]ation (e.g., indicating that a relation
holds between only sorne members ofthe class ofelements indicated).
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When quantifiers are used to indicate that a given relation is not universaliy
present between ail members of a ciass, as in the case of markers such as Xpercent ofor
most, the contexts — whule stiil potentially useful for the applications mentioned above
— must be considered with a certain amount of reserve.158 The case of various requires
somewhat more interpretation, but nevertheless indicates uncertainty by signalling a
distinction betwcen the relation as it would be interpreted from an unqualified statement
(in which the default interpretation would be that the relation holds between aIl
members of the class) and the statement as presented above, indicating that some of the
members ofthe class participate in the relation.
The use that can be made of the information extracted may depend on the goals
of the terminologist and the possibilities for indicating this kind of uncertainty about a
relation between elements in the application of the information obtained. for example,
in applications intended to assist in automaticaily iinking tenu records in a resource
such as a terminologicai knowledge base (e.g., by indicating a CAUSE—EffECT relation in
the form of a link between term records for the concepts denoted by the terms BRCAJ
mutation and breast cancer), contexts such as Examples 295 and 298, which indicate
the presence of a relation in varying proportions of cases ranging from very low to very
high, are not likely to be sufficient to justify a connection. However, terminologists
working on manually ennching term records in light of these contexts might instead
consider adding a note about the potential relationship to one or both term records, or
including such a context in one ofthe term records to make the information available to
users without representing it formally.
158 The (authors’ opinïon of the) certainty of a relation may be also expressed by the use of quantifiers
such as ail, tous and sa on, which correspond to the criterial level of certainty discussed by Barriêre(1996) (cf. Section 2.4.1). These ldnds of expressions thus may increase the value of the context forfurther applications (e.g., acquiring domain knowledge, formulating definitions or establishing linksbetween entries in terminological resources). They are not, however, discussed here, as this analysisfocuses on difficulties for use of contexts. The use of markers conesponding to the excluded range ofpossibilities (e.g., no, none, not... an)’) of course also pose problems in using contexts. Such cases wilI bediscussed in Section 4.10.2.4, which focuses on negation.
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Some tools may be able to take advantage of regularities in the use of some
of these quantiflers in order to identify a given level of certainty and potentially exciude
or sort affected contexts using this criterion. This might involve, for example,
implementing a scale of certainty levels on which each quantifier can be piaced, such as
that developed by Barrière and lier colleagues (Barrière 1996; Barrière and Hermet
2002), and using this scale to sort contexts containing expressions of possibility (e.g.,
sorne), probability (e.g., most) and so on. However, dealing with more specific
expressions of quantification, such as those involving numbers or percentages, poses
more challenges for formai evaluation of certainty levels. Moreover, the complexities
involved in differentiating between quantifiers that express certainty (e.g., ail) and those
expressing uncertainty, and in processing combined forms sucli as 30 to 80 percent of
ail or virtuaiiy ail, could compiicate this task.
In addition, while in most cases observed in the data quantification applied to a
related element in its entirety, in a few it applied to only part of a more complex element
or to one of multiple eiements sharing a role in a relation, posing additional challenges
for formal representation and analysis ofthe phenomenon.
Quantification of a related element was observed in 7% of relation occurrences
and 18% of cases involving expressions of uncertainty in English, amI 6% and 23% in
French, respectively. These figures are represented in Table 111 and Table 112.
Table 111. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences invoiving quantification
ofrelated elements (QR) in English and French
EN FR Total
QR+ 32 21 53
QR- 410 328 738
Total 442 349 791
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EN FR Total
32 21 53
143 69 212
175 90 265
These resuits reveal that quantification of related elements occurred in similar
proportions of the relation occurrences observed in the two data sets (p = 0.495) — with
the proportion in the English data only very slightly higher
— and also of those
containing expressions ofuncertainty (p = 0.33 1), in this case with the proportion in the
french somewhat higher.
Overali, this suggests that the retum on the investment of time and effort in
accounting for the possibility of quantification within pattem forms, as well as that of
developing strategies for automatically identifying sucli cases in extracted contexts in
order to identify them for a user or sort them according to this phenomenon, is Iikely to
be fairly comparable in the two languages.
However, the complexity of the task may not be as similar. More forms of
quantifiers were observed in the English data than in the Frencli. A total of 14 distinct
lexical indicators of quantification was observed in 29 occurrences in English (i.e., a
ratio of 2.1 occurrences per marker), with 7 indicators in 19 occurrences in French (i.e.,
a ratio of or 2.7 occurrences per marker). These markers are illustrated in Table 113 and
Table 114.
Table 113. English quantifiers ofrelated elements observed
Quantifier Occurrences
a (large) number of 4
several 4
various 4
anumberof 2
a variety of 2
Table 112. Comparison of proportions of relation occurrences containing
expressions of uncertainty involving quantification of related elements (QR) in English
and French
QR+
QR
Total
certain 2
many(of) 2
range of 2
some (of) 2
another 1
more than
most I
multiple
virtually ail I
Total 29
Table 114. french quantifiers ofrelated elements observed
Quantifier Occurrences
certains (certaines) 7
de nombreux (de 4nombreuses)
un sous-groupe
3déterminé de
divers (diverses) 2
la plupart de
plusieurs 1
unde I
Total 19159
In addition, in Englisli three relation occurrences involved quantification by
percentages and three by a number, and in French three contexts involving
quantification by a number were also found. Examples 300 to 302 illustrate these cases.
300m high-risk populations (i.e., Ashkenazi Jewish), the threshold
is lower; for exampie, 12% of the cases of breast cancer and
46% of ovanan cancer in Ashkenazi women were related to a
BRCA mutation. (Khouiy-Collado and Bombard 2004)
301 .In 2000 there were over an estimated over 1 million new cases
and approximately 373,000 deaths from breast cancer
worldwide, an age standardised death rate (A$R) of 12.51 per
100,000. (Carrick et al. 2004)
302.Pour 17 patientes, il y avait un haut risque de récidive pariétale
du fait de la présentation clinique récidive inflammatoire (4
cas), récidive multifocale (5_cas), nodules de perméation (5
cas)... (Racadot et al. 2003)
159 One context in this set contained two occurrences ofquantifiers. Multiple occurrences ofother types ofquantifiers discussed below were also observed.
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These resuits, although they are limited and require confirmation in light of
more and more vaned data, suggest that a larger variety of expressions may be used for
quantification in English. This would require additional time and effort if quantifiers are
to be accounted for in pattem forms andlor used as cues for sorting contexts according
to the certainty ofthe information they convey. This underlines an interesting point, that
the balance between the possibilities for recali offered by a given strategy and the time
and effort it may take to implement such a strategy may often vary inversely, requiring
that a choice be made according to the priorities set for a given project.
In both corpora, a range of both relatively standard expressions and of
expressions that were more varied in form and usage were observed. 0f course, the
latter are likely to pose more challenges for automatic processing.
4.10.2.2 Hedging
As discussed in Section 2.4.2.2, various authors have discussed expressions used to
express some uncertainty regarding statements made in texts. Some working with
knowledge pattems (e.g., Pearson 1998) have deait with relatively restricted sets of
these expressions in analyzing the value of contexts for extracting knowledge and the
possibilities of evaluating this value using formai eues, but it is possible to examine a
wide range of possible means of expressing uncertainty about or restrictions on
statements made in texts.
In this research, hedging was observed to focus on several different aspects of a
relation or the basis on which it is asserted. One group ofhedges refers to the necessity
of some kind of interpretation of resuits, showing a tendency that opposes that of
scientific style’s usual concem with maintaining (an appearance of) objectivity (e.g., in
English appear to, seem, view, suggest, hypothesis, theory, controversy, dispute and
presumption, and in French sembler, suggérer, considérer, apparemment,
vraisemblablement, hypothèse, and débats). A second group indicates restrictions on the
consistency of a given relation’s occurrence (e.g., in English likeÏy, generalty, normally,
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often, in some cases, tend to, potential or possible, and in French susceptible de,
tendance à, possible, éventuel, potentiellement and probablement))6° Another type of
hedge qualifies the importance of the role played by a given element (e.g., in part in
English). Stiil another qualifies the degree of the relationship (e.g., tittie and slightly in
English and essentiellement, plus ou moins, moins, moindre and peu ou pas in French).
Another type ofhedging related to the discourse structure in which a statement is
made involves the use of items sucli as atthough or neverthetess in Englisli and bien que
in french; these indicate some kind of reservation about the statement made, and often
occur in combination with other expressions of uncertainty, as illustrated in Examples
303 to 306.
303.Although it seems at present that there is no effect of HRT on
breast cancer mortality, more studies are needed to clarify this
issue. (Kocjan and Prelevic 2003)
304.Although their study has shown the importance of ARHI
inactivation in breast tumor pathogenesis, the technique they
used is real-time PCR... (Wang et al. 2003)
305.... these findings suggest that it is likely that the
fractalkine/CX3CR1 system may nevertheless be important in
the pathogenesis of atherosclerotic and coronary vascular
diseases. (Umehara et al. 2004)
306.Bien_qu’une RCH ne garantit [sic] p définitivement contre
une récidive, sa valeur puissante pronostique est confirmée
dans de nombreuses analyses multifactorielles. (Brain 2000)
Finally, hedging may be accomplished using descriptions of the availability,
sufficiency or reliability of data to justify conclusions. These tend to be formally both
more complex and more variable than those observed above, often taking the form of
phrases or propositions, as in Examples 307 to 310:
307. ... the nsk of mortality from breast cancer related to HRT
could flot be detenuined. (Watkins 2003)
160 Quantification of the types of e]ements that may participate in a given relation, using markers such as
certain, some, or virtualÏy ail (cf. Section 4.10.2.1), may ofcourse also play a similar role.
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308.To date. oniy Iimited data correlate Bcl-XL expression and
breast cancer treatment response in humans. (Garg et al. 2003)
309.No study evaluated the associations behveen statins’ effects on
LDL oxidation and Iipid levels... (Balk et al. 2003)
31 0.De plus, certaines données indiquent que l’extrait d’ail vieilli
réduirait l’oxydation des LDL. (Trahan 2002)
The most obvious challenge hedges pose at a formaI lcvel, for pattems that
specify the structures in which relation markers occur, resuits from their interruption of
pattern forms, complex relation markers, or related elements. This may require
adaptation in pattem design and/or interfere with the recognition of KRCs or the
elements involved in them. As interruptions were discussed in Section 4.10.1, this will
flot be discussed further here. The insertion of hedges (e.g., verbs or verb phrases)
within pattem forrns may also change the morphological forms of markers observed in
relation occurrences (e.g., from X causes Y to X seenzs to cause Y).6’
At a conceptual level, the interpretation of hedging is of course far simpler for
human users than for automated applications. Nevertheless, the level of certainty or
uncertainty indicated by a given expression can ofien be extremely challenging to
evaluate in both cases. As studies such as those carried out by Barrière (1996, 2002; cf.
also Barrière and Hermet 2002) have illustrated, some associations between specific
expressions and levels of certainty can be established. These may assist in evaluation of
this phenomenon and ultimately in applications such as automatic sorting of extracted
candidate KRCs or ehmination of those that are considered to be too uncertain for use.
The possibilities for implementing such strategies, however, hinge on the regularity of
the expressions observed. Whule the more predictable (and generally simpler) means of
expressÏng uncertainty could ofien be listed, automatically identified and used in a
sorting process, less frequent or more variable means will stili be difficuit to evaluate
automatically. Moreover, the question ofwhether contexts associated with a given level
161 while this issue will flot be discussed further here, as the morphological variation of markers was flot
considered in this researcli, some examples may be found in the sample contexts provided for markers inAppendix H.
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of certainty are useful for knowledge extraction is one that can only be answered bv
users in light oftheir specific goals and intended applications ofthis information.
Hedging occurred in 24% ofthe relation occurrences and 60% ofthose including
expressions of uncertainty in English, and 15% and 58% respectively in French. These
data are presented in Table 11 5 and Table 116.
Table 115. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing hedging
(HG) in Englisli and french
EN fR Total
105 52 157
I 297 634
L 442 349 791
Table 11 6. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing
expressions ofuncertainty that mvolved hedging (HG) in English and French
EN FR Total
105 157
70 38 10$
175 90 265
In the two data sets, hedging occurred in a very sirnilar proportion ofthe relation
occurrences involving expressions of uncertainty (p 0.727). This reflects the
prevalence ofthe phenomenon in both corpora, and its role as one ofthe prirnary means
of expressing uncertainty.
However, hedging was present in a significantly lower proportion of the total
relation occurrences in the French data than in the English (p 0.002). suggesting that
the value of strategies developed for dealing with the phenornenon as observed in this
research could 5e particularly high in this language. The difference in prevalence in the
relation occurrences indicates that this phenornenon contributes signiflcantly to the
overail difference observed in the category of expressions ofuncertainty as a whole.
HG+
HG
Total
HG+
HG
Total
-, o-,)Ô3
The higlier prevalence of the phenomenon is a difference that is worth
investigating further. in order to determine potential sources of Ibis variation. It is
possible, for example, that the concepts denoted by the terms chosen for use in each of
the corpora participate in relations characterized by varying levels of certainty; more
data gathered using a vider range of terrns or another methodologv designed to
neutralize this potential contributor 10 the difference observe could clarify this issue.
Another focus for further investigation couÏd be the prevalence of hedging in
relation occurrences involving various classes ofterms. to determine whether this factor
affects the interpretation and/or description ofthe relations that may be observed (e.g., if
authors present observations of relations involving entity, activity. process or pathology
concepts with more or less certainty, potentially reflecting the possibilities for observing
the real-world objects they represent and/or connections between these concepts and
others).162 The evaluation of more relation occurrences involving each type of concept
would provide an opportunity to study this factor as ‘ell.
4.10.2.2.1 .1 Types of expressions tised for hedging
Hedging can be accornplished using several different lexical means, including verbs,
adjectives and adverbs (and verb. adjective and aclverb phrases) as well as more
complex units such as propositions. These may be observed in Examples 311 to 31$:
311 .... effects of oxidized LDL on vascular srnooth muscle ceils.
which contribute 10 the atherogenic process appear to require
the activation of SK. (Saba and HIa 2004)
312.Activation that endures beyond the resistance stage is
hvpothesized to cause disease. (Schwartz 2003)
313.Strenuous PA was generally associated with a reduced breast
cancer risk. (Dom et al. 2003)
162
might be particularly interesting to investigate the prevalence of hedging in contexts indicating
relations involving artefact and activity concepts. These are likely to be associated with specific and
observable goals and thus could be Jess likely to be described in statements necessitating hedging.
n
-D
3 1 4.Although interactions between cardiovascular ANS regulation
and endothelial function are likely involved in CVD
developrnent, further research is needed to determine whether
ANS and endothelium interactions are a plausible pathway...
(Harris and Matthews 2004)
3 15.11 semble exister un lien très étroit entre le syndrome de
lipodystrophie, l’hyperlipidémie, l’intolérance att glucose et le
diabète, bien que chacun de ces troubles puisse survenir
isolément. (Baril and Junod 2004)
3 1 6.Cette prolifération musculaire tisse participe a la constitution
de la plaque athéroscléreuse et à l’éventuelle réduction de la
lumière artérielle... (Teiger 2001)
3 1 7.Les espèces lipidiques oxydées responsables de ces effets sont
essentiellement des dérivés d’oxydation des phospholipides tels
que le POVPC. (Bonnefont-Rousselot et al. 2002)
31 8.L’induction de tumeurs bénignes ou malignes ovariennes par
une stimulation continue des ovaires est une hypothèse qui a
déjà été soulevée... (Sasco et al. 1997)
These markers may occur in simple forms, or as part of far more complex
structures and combinations. In some ofthese more complex cases, one or more hedges
may appear in conjunction with other types of expressions of uncertainty, such as
negation, modal verbs, or quantification, as in Examples 319 to 324.
3 1 9.Although it seems at present that there is effect of RRT on
breast cancer mortality, more studies are needed to clarify this
issue. (Kocjan and Prelevic 2003)
320.It is possible that basal IGf activation of the ER be
necessary for maximal estrogen-mediated activation and y,
in p, explain the synergy observed between the two
mitogens. (McCance and Jones 2003)
321.... the findings suggest that dietarv intake of fat and fiber do
play a major role in the development of breast cancer.
(fackelmann 1992)
322.11 pourrait paraître illogiqtie qu’une augmentation de la
concentration extracellulaire de potassium puisse provoquer
Ihyperpolarisation des cellules musculaires lisses... (feletou et
al. 2003)
323.Les résultats publiés apparaissent très encourageants, ne
montrant pas d’effet apparemment délétère de ce traitement sur
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la maladie cancéreuse mammaire préexistante. (Gorins et al. 2003)
324.En revanche, les deux études randomisées les plus récentes ont
désormais démontré qu’une chimiothérapie d’induction peut
augmenter les possibilités de chirurgie diminuer
significativement les taux de survie... (Lerouge et al. 2004)
These complex forms are of course challenging to take into account in designing
pattem forms that attempt to describe the context in which markers may occur, and in
any application that attempts to evaluate levels of certainty on the basis of these formaI
markers. This kind of interpretation may be particularly challenging in cases involving
multiple expressions of uncertainty, particularly as the interactions of these various
elements with one another or with other elements may either reduce or increase the level
ofuncertainty present in a given context.
In addition to these lexical indicators, hedging may also be indicated by non-
lexical means, for example by question forms (3 occurrences in the English data) as in
Examples 325 and 326 or even potentially verbs in the future tense (1 occurrence in the
English and french data) as in Examples 327 and 328:
325.... the following critical question remains unanswered:
oxidation important in human atherosclerosis?’. (Brennan and
Hazen 2003)
326.Could it be that BRCA1 and BRCA2 play roles in the
development of hereditary cancers but flot sporadic tumors?(Yang and Lippman 1999)
327.... among ER-positive tumors, nearly 70% of those that are
also progesterone receptor (PR)-positive and 25-30% of PR
negative tumors wilI respond to hormonal therapy. (Vogel
2003)
328.... cette augmentation va favoriser l’adhésion, l’agrégation
plaquettaire et la coagulation par l’interrelation avec le facteur
VIII de la coagulation. (Drouet and Bal Dit Sollier 2002)
Hedging was indicated in some other occurrences in English by variation in the
form of modal verbs (cf. Section 4.10.2.3), e.g., from may to niight or can to couÏd. The
use ofthe latter forms vas observed in 7 contexts, including Examples 329 and 330:
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329.Conversely, angiotensin II can upregulate the expression of
receptors for oxidized LDL 25 and could in fact contribute to
oxidation ofLDL. (Griendiing and f itzGerald 2003)163
330.Moreover, calcification itself might be associated with an
increased risk for subsequent breast cancer devetopment.
(Shaaban et al. 2002)
A similar phenomenon observed in french was the use of conditional verb forms
to indicate hedging, as in Examples 331 to 334. In particular, pattem markers or parts of
pattern markers themselves fairly often occuiied in conditional form in the French data,
as in Examples 333 and 334. As in Example 331, this method ofhedging may occur in
conjunction with other indicators of uncertainty (e.g., susceptible de).
331 .Cette oxydation serait susceptible d’entraîner l’altération de
diverses structures nerveuses. (La Recherche 1997)
332.En conclusion. BRCA1 et BRCA2 pourraient participer
activement à la prolifération et à la différenciation induite par
les oestrogènes... (Pujol et al. 2004)
333.Dans le cas des tumeurs, l’expression de p8 faciliterait la
transcription de gènes indispensables à la progression tumorale.
(Vasseur and Iovanna 2003)
334.La NADPH oxydase jouerait donc un rôle majeur lors des
premières étapes du processus athéromateux (oxydation des
LDL, adhésion monocytaire. accumulation de cellules
spumeuses). (Bonnefont-Rousselot et al. 2002)
The variability in the means used to express uncertainty in these examples
clearly illustrates the difficulties that can confront automatic applications attempting to
deal with hedging at a formai level in context identification and/or evaluation.
Some of the simpler lexical means of hedging (e.g., adjectives, adverbs) may be
fairly easily represented in pattem forms, particularly as they ofien appear in relatively
regular structures associated with specific types of markers (e.g., adjectival hedges
preceding nominal markers, as in possible association beiween X and Y, or adverbial
The contrast between the levels of uncertainty conveyed by the forms can and coutd is particularly
evident in this example, as the two forms co-occur.
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hedges preceding verbal or participial adjective markers. as in X is generalÏy
associated with Y or X sÏightÏy increuses Y). However, the variability of the form and
location of the more complex items (particularly propositions) makes representing these
types of hedges particularly challenging. Combinations of multiple hedges or hedges
and other expressions of uncertainty are of course also extremely challenging to account
for in pattem forms.
When the proportions of occurrences of various categories of hedges are
compared (Table 117), it is clear that only a weak positive correlation is observed: the
elements used to indicate hedging — particularly verbs and non-lexical means (e.g.,
verb tenses) — vary in their prevalence in the two data sets.
Table 117. Comparison of occurrences of different types of expressions used for
hedging in English and french
EN fR
12 7
25 9
7 3
4 4
41 8
26 12
11 16
126 59
An evaluation of the individual categories using the Chi-square test (for those
that presented a sufficient number of occurrences for evaluation), indicated very similar
distributions in most categories as a proportion of the total occurrences of hedging,
although in English the proportions of adjectives and nouns were very slightly lower
than in French, and of adverbs was somewhat higher. English did show a significantly
higher proportion of verbs (p = 0.003). However, the most striking difference cornes
64 Although most comparisons in this thesis are based on the proportions of contexts containing eachphenomenon, this total reflects the total number of occurrences in order to more accurately reflect theproportions ofeach type ofhedge.
Adjectives
Adverbs
Conjunctions
Nouns
Verbs
Propositions
Non-lexical
means
Total’64
n
j
from the proportions of contexts containing hedging using non-lexical means. which
was significantly higlier in French (p = 0.002). 0f course, the primary difference is the
use of conditional verb forms in french, observed in I 5 contexts (1 3% of the contexts
containing hedging). In English the closest approximation was the use of modal verbs in
past tense (observed in 7 contexts. or 7% ofthe contexts containing hedging).
This variation indicates that strategies for dealing with the phenomenon of
hedging in the two languages would Iikely benefit from targeting different types of
expressions. Moreover, approaches used to deal with the different types of liedges
(padicularly those involving lexical or non-lexical means) mav be quite different in
themselves. The use of conditional verb forms. for example. offers sorne interesting
possibilities for sorting contexts, particularly when it is the marker itself that occurs in
conditional fomi. This could invoïve implementing an analvsis that links the conditional
forrn ofa marker observed in KRC detection with a given level ofuncertainty. This kind
ofanalysis would be considerably different from those likely to be useful in the English.
whicli shou]d focus more on the identification and evaluation of elements external to the
pattem forms observed. such as verbs, adjectives or adverbs linked b the markers.
While the proportions of occurrences of various types ofhedges in the two data
sets differed. there were nevertheless some general resemblances in manv ofthe simpler
forms of hedging, and on a conceptual level. similarities in the types of hedges
observed. Thus, sorne potential for adapting strategies for use in both languages may be
observed. Some common principles guiding approaches to processing this phenomenon,
and certainly the clarification and analysis of the underlying phenomena, could be of
significant benefit to users in both languages.
Further research, in addition to analyzing more occurrences of each phenomenon
in order to better evaluate the structures that may be observed and how they may be
implemented in pattern-based tools, could investigate the potential for observing
variations in the types of hedges used in connection with specific markers, marker types
(e.g., P05 classes), relations, or classes of ternis denoting the concepts participating in
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these relations. Such an analysis could help to target the sources of the differences
obsen’ed more exactly and to evaluate whether
— and if so, how
— methodological
choices in this research or the corpora analyzed may have contributed to them.
4.10.2.3 Modal verbs
As noted above in Section 2.4.2.3, another type of expression of uncertainty that
frequently interrupts pattem forms involves the use of modal verbs, as in Examples 335
to 338:
335.Accumulating data indicate that dysregulation of NF-[kappajB
y contribute to the pathogenesis of some breast cancers.
(Garg et aI. 2003)
336.The inflammatory marker C-reactive protein (CRP) can
indicate 10w-grade chronic inflammation, which can identify
patients at risk for atherosclerotic complications. (MacKenzie
2004)
337.... l’interaction avec I’ERE concerné 4 conduire à
l’activation de la transcription d’un sous-groupe déterminé de
gènes... (Kirldacharian 2000)
338.Les graisses alimentaires peuvent aussi nuire à la coagulation
et à la fibrinolyse plasmatiques, indépendamment de leurs
effets sur la choiestérolémie. (Biais 200 la)
By explicitly characterizing the relations expressed in these contexts as possible,
these vcrbs restrict the certainty of the information that can be extracted from them. As
mentioned above in the discussion on hedging in Section 4.10.2.2.1.1, the uncertainty
expressed by modal verbs in English is further increased when they occur in the past
tense, as in Examples 339 and 340, and a similar effect is observed when they occur in
conditional form in French, as in Examples 341 and 342.
339.New findings published online by the journal Science reveal
the crystal structure of the BRCA2 protein and demonstrate
how mutations in the gene could contribute to tumor growth.
(Graham 2002)
340.Moreover, calcification itself miht be associated with an
increased risk for subsequent breast cancer development.
(Shaaban et al. 2002)
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341.Ainsi la mutation du gène BRCAI pourrait empêcher la
réparation de gènes et induire une prolifération anarchique des
cellules... (La Recherche 1997)
342.BRCAI et BRCA2 pourraient participer activement à la
prolifération et à la différenciation induite par les oestrogènes...
(Pujol et al. 2004)
For at least some applications, valid and important information can be obtained
from contexts including indicators of uncertainty such as modal verbs. However,
iocating this information faces certain challenges at a formai level, as pattem forms
wouid need to be adapted to account for variations introduced by the presence of these
verbs in pattem structures. The restncted list of verbs and forms observed and the
relative regularity of the structures in which they occurred (i.e., aiways preceding a verb,
often either a verbal relation marker or a copula verb used in combination with
participial adjective, adjective or nominal markers) offer some possibilities for formai
representation of the phenomenon.’65 Identifying specific structures in which modal
verbs apply to the relation expressed in a context is particularly important, not only
because of the effect that the presence of these elements may have on the form of the
verb they precede, but also because the mere presence of these elements within an
extracted context does not necessarily affect the validity of the relation expressed in this
context (e.g., if modal verbs apply to other elements appearing within a pattem
structure).
At a conceptual level, for example in applications that attempt to identify levels
of certainty indicated by these items and sort or otherwise process contexts accordingly,
problems may resuit from the polysemy of these verbs, and the subtie shades of
meaning they can express. The modal verb can, for exampie, may indicate ability,
possibility or permission (Swan 1995: 104—109); may may indicate possibility,
165 As in the case of hedges, the presence of modal verbs within pattem structures introduces
morphological variation of markers from expected forms (e.g., as in X causes Y and X rnav cause Y).
However, this variation as well is quite regular and could likely be represented in a relatively
straightforward and standard way in pattem forms.
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permission, requests, suggestions and criticisms (Swan 1995: 322—328). Moreover, a
given modal verb may indicate varying degrees of certainty in different types of
contexts (Swan 1995: 335) (a phenomenon observed in the corpora in the past and
conditional forms identified). The sorting of contexts according to precise senses or
levels of certainty associated with the individual verbs would thus be a complex task,
especially given that even individual forms of verbs may be associated with different
levels of certainty.’66 Nevertheless, if the situation allows for such hurnan intervention,
it should be possible to distinguish occurrences containing these items from others
autornatically, and to present them to a user for precise evaluation.
Modal verbs were found in 12% of the relation occurrences and 31% of those
containing expressions of uncertainty in English, and 6% of relation occurrences and
22% of the occurrences with expressions of uncertainty in french. These data are shown
inTable 118 and Table 119.
Table 118. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences involving modal verbs
(MV) in English and French
EN FR Total
55 20 75
387 329 716
442 349 791
Table 119. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences with expressions of
uncertainty involving modal verbs (MV) in English and french
EN FR Total
55 20 75
120 70 190
175 90 265
166 However, as mentioned in Section 2.4.2.3, the fact that restricted numbers of forms anWor senses of
modal verbs are likely to be observed in specialized languages bas been noted, e.g., by Sager et al. (1980).
MV+
MV-
Total
MV+
MV-
Total
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As observed in the case of hedging, the difference between the data sets in
the proportions of relation occurrences containing expressions of uncertainty in which
these expressions took the form of modal verbs was not statistically significant (p
0.201), although the proportion in English was slightly higher. However, the proportion
of the total relation occurrences observed including modal verbs was very significantly
higher in the English data (p = 0.001), suggesting that this means of expressing
uncertainty is more common overali in English. These results indicate that investing
time and effort in developing pattern forms that take this potential variation into
account, and/or strategies for identifying and processing these contexts automatically is
likely to provide a significantly higher return in English.
When a more detailed analysis ofthe modal verbs and forms identified is carried
out, in order to further explore the possibilities for developing automatic strategies for
dealing with such cases, one challenge may be found in the fact that a wider variety of
distinct modal verbs was found in the English data (Table 120), while in the Frencli data
ail ofthe occurrences were ofthe verb pouvoir (Table 121).
Table 120. English modal verbs observed
Modal verb Occurrences
may 35
can 11
might 6
could 3
viIl 1
Total 56
Table 121. french modal verbs observed
Modal verb Occurrences
peuvent 8
peut 7
pourraient 3
pourrait 2
Total 20
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This suggests that in English, rcaping the benefits of developing pattcrn
forms and processing strategies for dealing with occurrences of modal verbs would
nevertheless require a somewhat more substantial investment of time than in French. If
leveis of certainty are to be assigned to cadi of tic verbs (and potentially to specific
forms) to assist in automatically classifying contexts, this complexity will be even more
significantly increased. Once again, with the prevalence of a phenomenon in a given
language, the complexity of representing it formally also increases.
Given the difference in prevalence of various phenomena analyzed above, it
would be possible to envision the development and use of different approaches to
identifying uncertainty in candidate KRCs in the two languages. While in English the
identification of certain types of lexical hedges and of tic use of modal verbs could be
productive, in French, pattem forms could be adapted to take into account other
indications of uncertainty, such as the use of conditional verb forms (considered in this
analysis as a type ofhedging using non-lexical means). However, these phenomena are
likely to differ substantially in both their impact on KRC identification (e.g., in
interfenng with the recognition of candidate KRCs) and pattem design (e.g., in the need
to adapt pattem forms to modified structures and/or to allow for interruptions), as weli
as the strategies required to resolve these issues. Thus these factors are likely to be best
considered separately in application and pattem set development, although advances
made in addressing tic challenges they pose may ultimately complement one another in
thc two languages.
4.10.2.4 Negation
Perhaps tic strongest indicator of “unreliability” of information present in candidate
KRCs is the presence of negation. In fact, the use of the term uncertainly in this case is
perhaps strictly inaccurate, as negation ofien does flot express any doubt at ail about a
statement. Rather, it may explicitly and categoncally deny that statement. Nevertheless,
following authors such as Barrière (2002), this phenomenon can be considered to be
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closely reÏated to those described in this categorv and thus to be best addressed in
this framework.
Negation within a context describing a relation (either of the relation itseif or of
some element of it) can certainly eau into question the validitv of the information
contained in that context for further use. and thus is animportant factor to considcr in
many pattern-based applications. As observed above in Section 2.4.2.4. some authors
have chosen to disregard ail contexts containing negation in semi-automatic
applications, in order to set aside those that rnight be misleading if used. However, as
will be discussed beiow, the rejection of ail contexts containing negation would result in
the reduction of recali. Moreover, for applications such as definition formulation and
dornain knowledge acquisition. contexts containing negated statements about relations
may stili provide useful information. and thus mav be of interest to users. However. the
status ofthese contexts is necessarily different than that ofcontexts without negation.
Negation was observed in a number of the contexts containing potentially
pertinent relation occurrences in the two corpora. as in Examples 343 to 348.
Considerable parallels in the types ofphenomena were observed in hie two corpora.
343.Lower levels of plasma folate and vitamin 36. however, werc
not associated with increased risk ofbreast cancer in an earlv
prospective nested case-control study with 1 95 case-control
pairs. (Zhang 2004)
344.... the findings suggest that dietary intake of fat and fiber p
not play a major role in the developrnent of breast caticet.
(fackelmann 1992)
345.Oral but flot transdermal HRT induceti APC resistance
rneasured by the alteration of the effect of APC on thrombin
generation. (Seed and Knopp 2004)
346.Dans ce travail [12], l’exercice physique na en d’elfet sur
le cholestérol total ou le LDL cholestérol. (ferrières 2004)
347.La grossesse n’a çuiç peu ou pas d’effet sur le risque de
récidive de cancer du sein. (Debourdeau et al. 2004)
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348.Les All’JS sont capables d’activer la transcription de leur
propre enzyme cible, notamment Cox2 (mais pas Coxi) via
l’activation de PPARy. (Guastalla et al. 2004)
The semantic implications ofnegation can be complex. As observed in Examples
349 to 354, at a general level the value ofa given context for extracting information may
or may not be affected by negation:
349.The cytotoxic effects of SC236 and docetaxel were
affected by HER-2/neu expression. (Witters et al. 2003)
350.This is in stark contrast with the properties of fibroblasts where
the ectopic expression of cyclin Dl shortens the Gi phase but
is not sufficient to trigger S-phase entry. (Sicinski and
Weinberg 1997)
351.... the findings suggest that dietary intake of fat and fiber do
not play a major role in the development of breast cancer.
(Fackelmann 1992)
352.Could it be that BRCAI and BRCA2 play roles in the
development of hereditaiy cancers but flot sporadic tumors?
(Yang and Lippman 1999)
353.The mammographie density does not increase with tibolone,
unlike with HRT. (Kocjan and Prelevic 2003)
354.Augmentation de la survie globale et sans récidive par la
suppression ovarienne (induite ou non par chimiothérapie) et
la prescription de tamoxifène (Debourdeau et al. 2004)
In the case of Example 349, the expression of the MODIFICATION relation itself is
negated, but the addition ofa condition in Example 350 may indicate that the relation is
potentially
— but not ccrtainly present (i.e., expression of this cyclin may help to
trigger entry into this phase although it is flot sufficient to do so). In Example 351, the
negation applies not to the rnarker of the relation or to the relation itself, but rather to an
intensifier ofthe relation, major. While the relation
— and thus the context remains
potentially valid, its expression is hedged by this combination of an intensifier and
negation. (Cf. Section 4.10.2.2.) In Example 352, the negation applies to only one ofthe
pairs of elements indicated; while it is not possible to draw a conclusion about the
validity ofthe relation, due to the question structure, it is suggested that a relation may
hold between the genes and hereditary cancers, but that no such relation links sporadic
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tumours with these genes. A similar phenomenon is observed in Examples 345 and
348 above, as well as Example 353, in which more than one pair of elements is present,
and the relation of one pair is affected by the negation in but flot, unÏike or mais pas
while the other remains unaffected. In Example 354. a similar situation is also observed,
as the relation may or may not hold (as indicated by ou non). (Cf. also Section 4.9.1.2
on disjunction ofrelated elements.)
Negation may also be combined with other expressions of uncertainty (e.g., X
may flot Y, X does flot aiways Y) or may occur in contexts placing conditions on a given
statement, and as a resuit may vary in its impact on the validity of a relation expressed.
Examples 355 to 360 below illustrate some problernatic contexts including negation:
355.Although Ras is flot ofien mutated in breast cancer... (Wang et
al. 2003)
356.... found no significant associations bebveen sequential HRY
and breast cancer risk... (Weiss et al. 2002)
357.Unlike combination HRT, therapy with estrogen alone did flot
have any effect (either favorable or adverse) on heart
disease... (Aschenbrenner 2004)
352.Chemotherapy containing platinum ... might flot increase
survival... (Carrick et al. 2004)
359.Toutefois, certaines de ces mutations n’affectent p la
capacité d’APC d’induire la dégradation de la caténine B
(Blanchard 2003)
360.Notons toutefois que les mutations ne sont pas le seul
phénomène empêchant la protéine de jouer son rôle. (Chène
1999)
It is thus clear that in automated applications. the use ofnegation to either sort or
elirninate contexts according to the certainty or uncertainty of the information they
contain will face numerous difficulties. The value of information expressed in contexts
containing negation is likely to vary according to the application envisaged for the
ultimate use of this information, and at least some applications may need to adapt
pattern forms to accommodate this kind of variation.
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This raises somc interesting questions about the usefuiness of individual
contexts and the advantages and disadvantages of automatic filtering (i.e., exclusion) or
sorting of contexts containing negation. If ail relation occurrences containing negation
are rejected, valid occurrences would almost inevitably be lost)67 A more conservative
strategy, and one that wouid be particularly pertinent in applications involving human
interpretation of candidate KRCs, wouid involve the sorting of contexts to present users
with non-negated occurrences first and to indicate that negated occurrences require
interpretation. However, given the varying scope and types of negation obseiwed,
properly processing such contexts to retain only those relations that are not negated or
developing strategies to sort contexts containing negation automaticaily would require a
detailed analysis ofthe many forms in which negation can occur, based on considerabiy
more data. (fortunately, the regularity of some of these structures observed could
provide a starting point for strategies for taking on the task in certain cases.)
Negation was observed in 5% of relation occurrences and 12% of those
containing some kind of expression of uncertainty in English, amI 4% and 17%
respectively in French. These data are shown in Table 122 and Table 123. Neither ofthe
differences observed between the two data sets is statisticaily significant (p 0.761 and
p = 0.294 respectively), although negation accounts for a slightly higher proportion of
the expressions ofuncertainty observed in the French data.
Table 122. Companson of the proportions of relation occurrences containing negation
(NG) in English and french
EN FR Total
21 15 36
421 334 755
442 349 791
NG+
NG
Total
167 Cf Bowden et al.’s (1996) description ofnegative triggers.
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Table 123. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing
expressions of uncertainty that involved negation in English and French
EN fR Total
NG+ 21 15 36
NG- 154 75 229
Total 175 90 265
The effects of negation on requirements for pattem forms and/or developing
strategies for evaluating occurrences involving negation thus appear likely to be of
comparable importance in English and french. Moreover, given the quantitative and
qualitative parallels observed in the corpora, the representation of the more complex
forms ofnegation may also pose significant challenges in the two languages.
Given the relatively infrequent occurrences of the phenomenon and its variable
but potentially significant impact on the value of the information contained in the
relation occurrences in which it is found, it is important to consider the investment of
both time and effort required to process occurrences of negation at a formal level. One
factor in this evaluation is the forrn in which negation is observed.
In both languages, negation vas generally indicated by an independent marker,
although some cases of negation using affixes were observed, as in Examples 361 and
362. When this is the case, this affixation like any other modification of a marker or
related element
— may make it difficuit to identify for applications in which negated
relations are considered pertinent.
361.(In)activation of aromatic amine carcinogens is catalysed by
metabolic enzymes including N-acetyltransferase I (NAT1)...
(Van der Fiel et al. 2003)
362.Les protéines mutées sont incapables de provoquer
l’élimination des cellules ayant, par exemple, un ADN
endommagé par les UV. (Chêne 1999)
A significant difference for approaches attempting to identify standard forms of
negation that may be allowed for in patterns is the wider variety of indicators of
negation observed in french. A total of $ different indicators (Table 125) were observed
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in 15 occurrences of negation in french (for a ratio of 1.9 occurrences per indicator),
compared to 5 indicators (Table 124) in 22 occurrences in English (4.4 occurrences per
indicator). As would be expected, the indicators ofnegation in the French data were also
more ofien complex in form (e.g., ne... pas, ne... jamais, mais pas) than in the English,
with 5 of 8 forms obseiwed to be complex in french and I of 5 in English (but flot).
Table 124. English indicators ofnegation observed
Indicator of negation Occurrences
flot 13
butnot 3
no 2
in- 2
un- 2
Total 22
Table 125. French markers ofnegation observed
Indicator of negation Occurrences
ne... pas 6
sans 2
non 2
ne... aucun
ne... que
in-
mais pas 1
ne... plus 1
Total 15
These data suggest that more distinct indicators of negation may need to be taken
into account in french when developing applications that are capable of identifying
and/or classifying contexts containing this phenomenon. Moreover, while the
representation of structures involving negation is of course a challenge in the two
languages, it may be even more complicated in french, given that the indicators of
negation tend to be complex.
More complex or variable structures wcre also noted, as in Examples 363 to 364:
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363.... n’a mis en évidence aucun bénéfice attribuable à l’HTR
Four contrer l’athérosclérose, ni aucune réduction de la
mortalité entre les groupes traités par rapport au groupe témoin.
(Bouchard 2001)
364.... lorsque l’association de metformine et d’une sulfonylurée
ne permet p une maîtrise optimale du diabète ou ç peut
être utilisée en raison d’une contre-indication ou de
l’intolérance à l’un de ces médicaments... (Leblond 2001)
The complexity of the structures in Example 363 as welÏ as the absence of one
part of a complex indicator of negation (pas, plus, etc.) in Example 364 could pose
challenges for pattem design and for applications in automatic identification and
analysis of negated relation occurrences. The additional semantic complexities of the
variations between the different markers ofnegation (e.g., ne... pas, ne...ptus, ne... que)
in Frencli may also be pertinent for some more semantically nch processing tasks.
The identification of complex forms poses slightly more significant challenges
for automatic applications attempting to identify negation for the purposes of either
eliminating or classifying contexts; this is particularly truc in less regular structures
involving a change in order ofthe elements of an indicator ofnegation, the separation of
these elements by large numbers of words, or cases in which potentially complex
markers are incomplete (e.g., Example 364 above). The complexity of the task of
recognizing and/or representing negation formally may therefore be somewhat higher in
French.
Future research on more data could help to clarify the ways that negation can
affect the value of candidate KRCs at a conceptual level, as well as the possibilities for
representing this phenomenon in pattem forms in order to process contexts containing
negation appropriately for a given application. It nevertheless appears ftom this research
that in both languages the complexity of the task of properly and precisely processing
such occurrences automatically could 5e aIl but prohibitive, given the semantic and
formaI variability observed. While some simpler structures that could potentially be
exploited were observed, a significant investment of time and effort would be required
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to meet many of the challenges observed. From the evaluation of the indicators of
negation observed, it appears that even the more basic strategies for identifying and
processing negation could be more complex to develop in french.
4.10.3 Text-related issues
As described in Section 3.3.1.5.3, particulanties of certain texts may interfere with the
recognition of KRCs. These may include minor problems sucli as spelling or
punctuation errors that may interfere with the analysis of a context (and therefore the
recognition of a pattem form) or with the recognition of a marker. In addition, some
problems may interfere with the interpretation of the information contained in a context
(e.g., the evaluation of whether a relation is present or what kind of relation is present,
what elements are involved in this relation, and how). Examples 365 to 369 illustrate
some of the phenomena observed.
365m animal models of diabetes, antioxidant defense capacity is
diminished is [sic] certain tissues. (Griendiing and FitzGerald
2003)
366.The presence ofTNF- [alpha], IL-6, and other cytoldnes cause
hepatic production of C-reactive protein (CRP)... (Pantaleo
and Zonszein 2003)
367.... examination of coronaiy arteries showed an interaction
bebveen social environment and social status on the
development ofatherosclerosis. (Schwartz 2003)
368.Ainsi, les effets procoaulants des cellules endothéliales est
augmenté lorsque celles-ci sont infectées p du virus herpes
simplex [39] ou j du cytomégalovims [40]. (Lizard et
Gambert 2001)
369. . . le haut taux élevé de croissance cellulaire observé au
niveau des tumeurs surcxprimant HER2... (Cornez and Piccart
2002)
Among the relation occurrences observed, a very comparable proportion
— 6%
in English and 7% in french were observed to contain sorne kind oftext-related issue
(p 0.454) (Table 126). A very slightly higher proportion of such cases was found in
french.
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TR+
TR
Total
Table 126. Comparison of the proportions of relation occurrences containing text
related issues (TR) in Englisli and French
EN fR Total
27 26 53
415 323 738
442 349 791
The variability of this phenomenon is such that the classification and
quantification of the problems is very complex, and as such is beyond the scope of this
project. However, clearly tools may not locate some potential KRCs in both languages
due to these problems.
4.10.4 Difficulties overali
As discussed above in Section 3.3.1.5.4, a number ofpattern charactenstics and extemal
difficulties may affect pattern-based tool performance and the use of extracted candidate
KRCs. It is thus useful to consider the total proportions of relation occurrences in which
one or more of these phenomena (related elements in non-nominal form, anaphora,
pattent interruptions, expressions of uncertainty, and text-related issues) were observed,
to gauge the proportions of contexts that diverge from prototypical, easily interpreted
pattem forms.
If the sum of ail of the contexts containing at Ïeast one of these phenomena is
considered, the results are very striking: in English, 333 ofthe 442 relation occurrences
identified
— 75%
— fall into this category, and in French, this figure is 252 or 72%)68
This indicates that the proportion of relation occurrences not admissible in the most
conservative approaches that exciude variants of restrictive, prototypical forms of
relation occurrences is very higli, and that — particularly in cases in which available
6$ Thïs figure exciudes the interruption of complex markers by related elements alone, which — as noted
in Section 3.3.1.5.4 — is not generally considered as a difficulty as sucli, although it does add to the
complexity of developing pattern forms. If the cases including this phenomenon are included, the figure
Tises to 364 occurrences (81%) in English and 260 (74%) in French, showing a significantly higher
prevalence ofthe phenomenon in English (p = 0.006).
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data are limited and/or high recail is desired
— such approaches may lead to an
unacceptable level of silences in the resuits of KRC extraction. In these cases, it would
oflen be advisable to use a semi-automatic technique that relies more on human
interpretation and/or human or automatic sorting of contexts rather than their exclusion
or elimination ftom resuits based on the presence ofthese kinds ofphenomena.
Moreover. the absence of a significant difference between the two data sets (p =
0.319), witli only a slightly higher proportion of occurrences in Englisli, does flot
indicate that either language will be significantly more or less vulnerable to such
difficulties.
This sirnilarity also underlines an important observation that can be made in the
results of the analysis carried out in this research, relating to the interaction of the
multiple factors analyzed in this project. Although significant interlinguistic differences
were obsewed in a number of the factors included in this measurement (e.g., the higher
prevalence of non-nominal related element forms, of interruptions of related elements,
and of certain types of anaphora in French; the higher prevalence of certain types of
expressions of uncertainty in Englisli), overail similarities may camouflage underlying
differences. Comparable results may in fact be obtained in the two languages by
applications operating with similar restrictions, but these data suggest that in the pursuit
of improvements in performance (e.g., the development of strategies for improving
recall) in cadi language, tool dcvelopers would do well to focus on different difficulties,
in order to address the most significant challenges in each language.
0f course, both the impact of addressing these difficulties and the requirements
for doing so vary substantially. Certainly the potential for and necessity of addressing
each one in a given context will vary depending on the needs of users and the
application envisaged for a pattem-based tool. In addition, the resu]ts of this analysis
reveal that both languages can certainly benefit from developrnents in any of these
aspects: only very rare phenomena were observed frequently in one language but flot in
the other.
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The development of effective strategies in one language
— in which a given
phenomenon is more frequent and in which therefore more data are available and the
strategies are more likely to be profitable
— may therefore open doors for the
subsequent adaptation of strategies to a new language. While certainly not ail
approaches will be directly transposable from one language to another, enough
similarities were noted in this research to suggest that comparing and contrasting the
languages in light of strategies developed to deal with particular phenomena may be
excellent starting points for improving performance overail.
The general significance of the observed similarities and differences will be
discussed ftwther in Chapter 5.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Introduction
In this Chapter, the resuits of the comparisons described above in Chapter 4, and in
particular the similarities and differences highlighted, will be discussed in light of
various aspects ofpattem-based tool development, performance and use.
The discussion wilI begin with the description of the effect these similarities and
differences will have on the design ofpattem-based tools, pattem forms and pattem lists
for semi-automatic tools (Section 5.2), whicli will be followed by a discussion of the
factors that may affect tool performance (Section 5.3), and finally a discussion of the
effect on the ultimate usefulness of extracted KRCs (or other information) for
terminological research and other applications (Section 5.4). Some additional
observations made and challenges encountercd in the course of this research will be
discussed in Section 5.5, and a brief discussion of semi-automatic and automatic
approaches to knowledge extraction in terminology work will be presented in Section
5.6. The chapter will conclude with an analysis of the limits of this research in Section
5.7.
In this project, as stated in the Introduction, the basic approach envisioned was
that of the semi-automatic extraction of KRCs for terminological research, including
domain knowledge acquisition. This choice was made because this application can
benefit ftom information of a wide variety of natures and forms, and thus the
information pertinent for such an app]ication includes that useful for other, more
specifically designed applications. Such an inclusive description can then be analyzed
from the perspective of information that is pertinent in more restrictive applications,
while also allowing the cost of such restrictions (e.g., in lost contexts or information) to
be evaluated. Less restricted pattems observed in such studies may later be refined in
order to adapt them to other applications, while work that begins with restricted pattems
does not provide information about types of relation occurrences that are flot retained by
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these pattem forms because of occurrences of variations on these forms or other
difficulties, and thus are harder to adapt for use in other, less restricted applications.
Therefore, the discussion of the observations of this research includes an overview of
aspects of the contexts observed that are pertinent for basic approaches such as semi
automatic KRC extraction using simple marker forms, accompanied by a discussion of
how many of the phenornena may affect possibilities for developing more sophisticated
tools that impose restrictions on pattem forms and contexts retained for various
purposes.
Each phenomenon will be discussed here in terms of its individual effect on
performance in the contexts in which it is pertinent, and some observations of general
trends likely to affect the various aspects ofpattem-based tool deveÏopment and use wiÏl
be made. While clearly the convergence and interaction of factors in tool development
and performance will be critical in determining the ultimate effectiveness of a pattem
based approach in the two languages, a discussion of the individual factors can help to
highlight some of the similarities and differences that should be taken into account in
designing tools for specific goals, and the ways that these differences may corne into
play in the performance ofpattem-based tools.
These may inspire further research on particular factors or combinations of
factors as they apply to specific projects It is with this perspective that the observations
in the research will be discussed below: as indications of a need to further evaluate and
examine some of the factors evaluated in this research, with specific applications in
mmd, in light ofhypotheses that may be drawn from the resuits ofthis study.
The phenomena evaluated, and their pertinence for the three aspects of pattem
based knowledge extraction identified above, are summarized in Table 127.
Table 127. Summary offactors analyzed and interlinguistic comparisons
Stageof Primary Signilïcantpattern
. types of differenceFactor analyzed Section based Details of difference
. patterns observed?extraction ff t d’9 170
affected - a ec e
Fewer relation
occurrences in French
data particularly of theNumber of
. ASSOCIATION relationrelation Tool Ail Yesoccurrences
. performance p < 0.001 Phenomenon could beobserved
hnked at least in part to
the terms used to
generate concordances
Number of A wider variety of
different markers 4.2 Pattem Ah Indications markers apparent indesignobsen’ed french data
Indications that the
English markers
observed are in mostPattem
. cases more frequentNumber of design
.
. than the french and thatoccurrences of 4.4 Ail Indications
relation occurrences aremarkers bol
more concentratedperformance
among the more
frequent markers in
English
Types ofpattem
markers 4.5 Ail
observed
Part of speech
Lexicoclassesof 4.5.1
syntacticmarkers
169 Potential types of pattem forms specified are: Character strings/Reguiar expressions, in which the
marker is represented using either of these means; Lexico-syntactic, in which the part of speech class of
the marker andlor of surrounding elements is specified, with the option of also specifying potentialdistances between separate elements in the pattem form; Rein ted eternent structures, in which the part of
speech class of the reiated elements is specified or automatic identification of related elements attempted
using this structure; Specfic rein ted elements, in which a term, other lexical unit, or class thereof is
coupled with a pattern form. Ail denotes that ail ofthese types offorms may be affected.
170 A p value of 0.05 or less was considered to be statistically significant. The possibility of a trend
towards significance is considered to exist when the p value for a given difference was higher than 0.05but less than 0.1. indications identifies cases in which statistica] tests are flot considered to be strictly
reliable but in which a potential for variation was suggested.
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Stageof Primary Significantpattern
types of differencefactor analyzed Section based Details ofdifference
. patterns observed?extraction 169 i70affectedaffecte U
Aithougli difference is
non-significant, slightly
more verbs observed in
English and adjectives
and adverbs in french
for the two relations
Individual 4 5 Pattem Lexico- Trend In the ASSOCIATIONmarkers
. design syntactic p = 0.066 relation, a trend towards
higher prevalence of
fiinction words observed
in french as well as
somewhat more
adjectives and adverbs,
and more verbs
observed in English
Overail, proportions of
Yes markers in POS classes
p = 0.00 1 signiflcantly different
Adjectives morePattem
. Yes frequent in french datadesign
p = 0.001 than in EnghshMarker occur- 4 5 1 Lexicorences
. Tool syntactic Yes Nouns more frequent inperformance
p = 0.0 11 Enghsli data than in
french
Similar trends observed
in the two relations
separately
Pattem
Very similar proportionsdesignSimple and 4 2 AIl ofcomplex and simplecomplex markers
markers observed in theTool
two data setsperformance
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Stage of Primary Significantpattern
types of differencefactor analyzed Section based Details ofdifference
. patterns observed?
extraction i69 170affected
affected
More valid occurrences
retrieved with french
markers in the sampie
evaiuated
More categorial
ambiguity observed with
English markers in the
sampie evaluated
If categorial ambiguity
Pattem is excluded from
design
. . consideration, more
. . IndicationsMarker precision 4.6 A]i vahd occurrences
Tool retrieved with English
performance markers in the sample
evaiuated
Differences also
observed between
markers of different
POS classes and for
different relations,
potentially indicating
effects on performance
from interaction with
other factors
Pattem
design
Tool Not Similar cases ofPolysemy of
. .4.7 performance Ail statistically ambiguity noted in thepattem markers
evaluated two data sets
Information
evaluation
and use
Pattem variation 4.8 Ail
Some suggestions that
variability ofthe
. .
. English markers isVariations in Pattern
.4.8.1
. Ail Indications higher than ofthemarker form design
frencli markers,
particularly for the
CAUSE—EFFECT relation
410o Stage of
pattern- Primary Significant
Factor analyzed Section based types of difference Details of difference
extraction patterns observed?
affected’69 170
affected
Pattem
Variation in design Passive voice
voice of verbal 4.8.1.1 Yes significantly moreAil
markers Information p = 0.002 commonly observed for
evaluation English markers
and use
Lexico
Pattem syntactic
Variation in design
Inconsistent results
4.8.2 Character No observed; nopattern structures
Tool strings! conclusions can be
performance Regular drawn
expressions
Very similar proportions
Pattem of relation occurrences
Variations in design involving these
pattern structure structures observed in4.8.2.1 AIl No the two data setsinvolving Information
relative pronouns evaluation
and use More variety in relative
pronouns observed in
the french data
Number and
form ofthe 4.9 Ailelements linlced
by the markers
Pattem No significant
design difference in proportion
Multiple of relation occurrences
elements sharing Tool involving multiple4.9.1 performance Ah No elements sharing a rolea role in a
relation in a relation, although
Information prevalence somewhat
evaluation higher in the French
and use data
Variant
expressions ofa
single related 4.9.1.1 Ahi
element
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Stage of
pattern- Prirnary Significant
Factor analyzed Section based types of difference Details of difference
extraction patterus observed?
affected’69 170
affected
Pattem
design
Very similar proportions
Abbreviations Tool of relation occurrences4.9.1.1.1 performance Ail No containing abbreviationsand symbols
pr symbols in the two
Information data sets.
evaluation
and use
Pattem Difference observed is
design flot significant
Other variants in Tool Aithough small numbers
expression ofa 4.9.1.1.2 performance Ail No of occurrences make
reiated element comparisons difficuit,
Information slightly more
evaluation occurrences were
and use obseiwed in the French
data
Proportions of relation
occurrences containing
conjunction and
disjunction ofrelated
Pattem eiements somewhat but
design non-significantly higher
Conjunction and in french4.9.1.2 Ail Nodisjunction Information
evaluation In both data sets and
and use types of relations
between the elements
one indicator of the
relationship accounted
for a large proportion of
occurrences
Proportion of relation
occurrences involving
Pattern the phenomenon only
design slightly higher in French
GENERIC—
SPECIFIC bol More variety noted in
relations between 4.9.1.3 performance Ail No the indicators of the
elements relation in the French
Information data, whule fewer
evaluation indicators in English
and use accounted for a higher
proportion of
occurrences observed
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Stageof
Primary Signiticantpattern
types of ciifferenceFactor analyzed Section based Details ofdilference
. patterns observed?
extraction 169 170affected
n ffected
Ellipsis ofthe head ofa
Pattern complex reiated eiernent
design somewhat more
prevaient in the french
Ellipsis of part of bol data. trending tow’ardsTrend
. -complex reiated 4.9.1.4 perforrriance Ail
= 0 066 signiticanceelements
Information Non-sii-inificant
evaluation differences observed for
and use eliipsis overail and for
eliipsis_ofexpansions
LexicoPattern
. .
. syntactic PhenomenonRepetition of design
Yes signi6cantiv moremarkerorpartof 4.9.l.
Reiated p < 0.00 1 prevaient in the Frenchmarker Tool
element dataperformance
structures
Non-nominai elements
Yes significantiy more
p < 0.00 1 frequent in French data
Pattera Propositionai and verbal
design Yes elements signi ficantiv
= 0.033 more frequent in French
Form ofelements Tool data
iinked by 4.9.2 performance Ail
mackers Pronominal eiements
Information Yes significantiy more
evaiuation p = 0.049 frequent in French data
and tise
Higher prevaience of
Trend adjectivai elernents in
p = 0.079 French data trends
towards signiflcance
413o
Details of difference
Higlier prevalence of
anaphoric expressions in
french data trends
strongly towards
signïficance
Signiflcantly higher
proportion of anaphoric
elements in the form of
possessive adjectives in
the French data
Significantiy higher
proportion of anaphoric
expressions replacing ail
or the head ofa related
element
Some variation in the
potential ofpronouns
occurring as anaphoric
reference both in terms
of variety (higher in
Engiish) and the
possibilities for locating
antecedents (more
promising in Frencli)
Challenges in
using knowledge
pattems and 4.10
extracted
Ail
contexts
Pattem
Pattem design
interruptions 4.10.1 Ail
Yes Significantly higher
Tool = 0.0 15
prevalence obsenied in
performance
Engiish data
Pattem Lexico
Interruptions of design
syntactic Non-significant
patterns 4.10.1.1
difference with
Tool Related
No somewhat higher
performance element
prevalence observed in
structures the English data.
p
p
Anaphora 4.9.2.1
Pattem
design
AilInformation
evaluation
and use
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Stage of Primary Significantpattern
types of differenceFactor analyzed Section based Details of difference
. patterns observed?extraction 169 170affected
affected
Pattem Very similar proportions
design of relation occurrences
involving thisMultiple markers
Tool phenomenon observedand interruptions 4.10.1.1.1 performance Ail No in the two data setsofpattems by
other pattems
Information Some reguiarities aiso
evaluation observed in structures in
and use the corpora
Significantly higher
proportion ofEnglish
Yes relation occurrences
p = 0.032 involve interruptedPattern
. complex markersdesignInterruptions of 4 10 1 2 AIlcompiex markers
. Difference observedTooi
Iargely due toperformance
Yes sigmficantly higher
p < 0.001 proportion ofmarker
interruptions by related
elements in English
RelatedPattem
d element Significantly higherInterruptions of 4 10 1
esign
structures, Yes proportion ofrelated
related elements
Tool Specific p = 0.021 elements interrupted in
reiated the French dataperformance
elements
Pattem
design
Phenomena sigrnficantlyExpressions of Yes4.10.2
. Ail more prevalent inuncertainty Information p < 0.001 Enghsh dataevaluation
and use
Similar proportions of
relation occurrences
invoiving this
Pattem phenomenon observed
design in the two data sets, withQuantification of 4 10 2 1 AIl No prevalence in therelated elements
. . Information English data only
evaluation slightly higlier
and use
More variety in
quantifiers observed in
the English data
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Stage of Primary Sigmilcantpattern
types of differenceFactor analyzed Section based Details of difference
. patterns observed?extraction 169 170affected
affected
Phenomenon observed
Yes significantiy more
p = 0.002 frequentiy in English
data
Pattera
design Verbal hedges
Yes significantiy moreHedgtng 4.10.2.2
. AilInformation p = 0.003 prevaient in the Enghsh
evaluation data
and use
Non-lexical means of
Yes hedging significantly
p = 0.002 more prevalent in the
French data
Pattera Phenomenon observed
design significantly more
frequently in the English
bol data
Modal verbs 4.10.2.3 performance Ail es
p= 0.001 More variety observed
Information in the modal verbs and
evaluation forms in the Engiish
and use data
Very similar proportions
of relation occurrencesPattera
. involving thisdesign
phenomenon observed
Negation 4.10.2.4
. Ail No in the two data setsInformation
evaluation
More variation noted inand use
. .indicators ofnegation in
the french data
Simitar proportions of
Tool relation occurrences
performance involving this
Text-related 4 10 3 Ail No phenomenon obsen’edissues
. Information in the two data sets, with
evaluation proportion oniy slightly
and use higher in die French
data
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Stage of Primary Sigmficantpattern
types of differenceFactor analyzed Section based Detafis of difference
. patterns observed?extraction 169 170affected
affected
Pattem Relatively similar
design proportions of relation
occurrences involving
Tool this phenomenonDifficulties 4.10.4 performance AIl No observed in the two dataoverail
sets, with a slightly
Information higher proportion of
evaluation occurrences in the
and use English data
5.2 Tool and pattern design17’
In the process of tool and pattem design, a number of decisions must be made that will
affect the kinds ofpotential KRCs that are identified and retained for use, and the means
used to identify these contexts.
Tool design should take into account the purpose for which a given tool will be
used, the needs ofusers, and the ways these users will participate in the evaluation ofthe
information identified. These factors will influence the balance of precision and recail
that is desired, as welÏ as the approaches needed to achieve this balance.
However, the possibilities of pattem-based approaches depend on the ways
relations are expressed in each langnage, and the decisions that are made may affect the
languages to different degrees depending on language-specific factors. Achieving
comparable performance may depend on the ability to recognize and manipulate these
factors. Adjusting expectations of the complexity of the task of designing and
developing bilingual pattem-based tools and of expected performance in the process is
also essential, and will rely on observations of pertinent phenomena such as those
discussed in this research.
171 In this discussion, the various factors evaluated wiIl be indicated in bold, in order to facilitate
consultation.
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5.2.1 factors affecting approaches to pattern discovery
This study demonstrated that a term-based approach to pattem discovery was effective
in corpora both languages, and that this kind of approach allowed for the identification
of a relatively wide (and more or less comparable) range of markers in both English and
French.
The distribution of relation occurrences among semantic classes in both
languages echoed Bodson’s observations (2005) of associations between specific classes
of terms and relations. Specifically, the terrns denoting processes were found to be
particularly productive for locating CAUSE—EFFECT relations, and those denoting
pathologies were particul arly effective for identifying ASSOCIATION relations. Including
a fairÏy high proportion of terms representing these classes in term-based pattern
discovery approaches is likely to allow for the identification of a range of markers in
both English and french. However, specific associations between terms belonging to
these classes and the markers that occur with them could limit the range of markers
observed if such a choice were made.
Observations of the term pairs that were equivalents and those that were not
suggested that the equivalents could be most effective for identifying comparable
numbers of relations in the two languages, although the variation observed between
individual terni pairs was higher than that between the term classes as a whole. The data
do not allow for this possibility to be fully evaluated, however, and more research would
be essential to determine the contribution that this and other factors may have made to
the observations. If further evaluation supports this possibility, bilingual approaches that
use relatively large sets of equivalent ten-ns belonging to particular classes may be the
most promising avenues for term-based pattem identification. An alternative teclmique,
less used in the field to date (the exception being Barrière 2001, 2002), would involve
the manual analysis ofa small corpus in its entirety, or ofa sample ofrandomly selected
contexts from a corpus, in order to observe potentially useful pattem markers.
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Additional refinement of pattern discovery approaches may take into account
the types of markers that are likely to be observed in each language; pattem discovery
strategies may involve targeting specific part of speech classes — sucli as verbs, as in
the case of the research carried out by Garcia (1997) and fchu (2004), cf. also the
observations of Barrière (2001) — in marker identification. The observations in this
project identified verbs and participial adjectives as very prevalent classes ofmarkers —
particularly of the CAUSE—EffECT relation
— in the two corpora, but also revealed that
other classes such as nouns are both numerous and productive.
Some interlinguistic differences, however, may affect the choices made in
specific cases. Adjectival markers were observed to be both more numerous and more
productive in the French data, and therefore may be stronger candidates for pattem
discovery in this language. From another perspective, their exclusion from pattern
discovery approaches would affect this language more than English, reducing the
numbers of markers that may be observed and thus the potential for recail in pattem
based tools in which the markers located are used. Conversely, the choice to limit
pattem discovery to the observation of verbal markers would provide access to a
slightly wider proportion of the markers observed in the English data, suggesting a
greater potential for identifying KRCs than in french. In addition, the proportions of
nominal marker occurrences indicating the ASSOCIATION relation was substantially
higher in the English data, suggesting a somewhat greater need to consider these types
ofrnarkers for the relation in that language.
The observations in this study also revealed variation between the relations in the
numbers and types of markers observed. In addition to the need to evaluate the numbers
of markers necessary or advisable in pattem sets for each relation, the differences also
highlight the importance of adapting pattem discovery approaches in the two languages
to retrieve the kinds ofmarkers most commonly used to indicate specific relations.
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5.2.2 Factors affecting the number and choice of markers
A number ofthe factors evaluated in this research may affect the number ofrnarkers that
are used in pattem sets for any type of pattem-based tool. These factors include the
numbers of markers that are observed to indicate a given relation, as well as the
distribution of relation occurrences among these markers and the numbers of
occurrences of markers, which determines the number of potentially useful contexts
that can be retrieved and thus the overali productivity of a pattem set.
The ratio ofthe number of markers observed relative to the numbers of relation
occurrences was almost universally higher in the french data (and particularly so for the
ASSOCIATION relation), although statistical confirmation of the significance of this
difference was not possible. This consistency nevertheless suggests that further research
should be undertaken to investigate this potential difference with more data. The
presence of more distinct markers for the relations suggests that a wider variety of
markers may be neccssary in order to retrieve the same number of candidate KRCs in
French.
This observation was also supported by the distribution of the relation
occurrences among the markers observcd. The occurrences of the two relations together
were more concentratcd among the most frequenfly observed markers (and therefore
those that are ofparticular interest for use in pattern sets) in the English data than in the
French, suggesting that a pattem set consisting of a limited number of these promising
markers would be more productive (i.e., locate a higher proportion of relation
occurrences) in English, ami that in order to achieve the same results in French, more
markers would be required. This difference was nevertheless much smaller for the most
frequent markers of the ASSOCIATION relation independently; the largest contribution to
the difference was observed in the markers of CAUSE—EfFECT relations.
Once again, aÏthough the difference is subtle, in the English data the marker sets
observed tended overali to be somewhat more frequent per 1,000 corpus tokens than the
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French markers, in both relations together and individually. The ftequency of the
markers of the ASSOCIATION relation was significantly higher in both corpora, but the
trend towards higher ftequency was also larger in this case.
Overali, aÏthough no formai statistical confirmation ofthis trend was possible in
the data gatliered in the study, the factors that affect the numbers ofmarkers likely to be
required in pattem sets and the potential for productivity of pattern sets showed quite
consistent tendencies suggesting that more French markers may required to retrieve the
same numbers of candidate KRCs in the two languages. The effect ofthese tendencies is
moreover likely to be larger than it at first appears, as the identification of markers is
oniy the first step in a labour-intensive process of evaluating marker performance and
designing and refining pattem forms.
Once the numbers of markers required are evaiuated, the choice of the types of
markers for inclusion in pattem sets is the next step in pattem set development.
As was the case in pattem discovery approaches, decisions involving the choice
of markers for inclusion in pattem sets may be affected by the types (e.g., part of
speech class) of markers that are commonly used to express a given relation in a
language. Differences on this level primaniy affect the representation of markers in
lexico-syntactic pattern forms, but may also be pertinent in applications that use
character strings. The prevaience of adjectival markers for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation in
the French data and of nominai markers in English for the ASSOCIATION relation
suggests that these types ofmarkers are good candidates for inclusion in pattem sets.
Such differences may also be associated with variations in marker precision,
which may also affect the choice of marker types for inclusion in pattern sets (cf.
Section 5.3.2). For example, in the analysis of the precision of a smali sample of
nominal and verbal markers in both languages, it appeared that in both corpora contexts
containing nominal markers were considerably more likely to be incomplete (i.e., flot to
contain an explicit indication of one or more of the elements linked in a potentially
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pertinent relation) than those containing verbal markers, therefore indicating that
nominal markers may produce a Ïarger amount of noise in the resuits of extraction
(although such noise may nevertheless be useful at some level). This observation
parallels that of Barrière (2001) in her analysis ofEnglish CAUSE—EFFECT markers.
These observations suggest that the process of marker selection should take into
account interlinguistic differences in marker part of speech, and that language-specific
processes of marker discovery may be necessary in order to discover the most
productive markers in a given language. Marker sets of comparable distribution among
POS classes may not retrieve comparable proportions of relation occurrences in corpora
in English and frencli. However, the potential for variations in performance linked to
the characteristics of markers retained may also affect the precision of marker sets,
requiring an analysis of the interaction of these ofien conflicting factors in pattem set
design.
5.2.3 factors affecting the desïgn of pattern forms
Once promising markers have been selected, strategies must be developed for
representing these markers in a form that tools can apply for KRC extraction. This step
invoïves choosing how precise the pattem forms should be in their description of
markers and the contexts in which they occur. Simpler forms such as character-string
representations of markers pnncipaÏly confront difficulties in the representation of
marker forms, but may allow more noise in results of extraction and provide ÏittÏe basis
for furtlier automatic processing of contexts. Conversely, more complex pattem forms
that specify the context in which markers may appear in addition to the form and
characteristics of that marker (e.g., lexico-syntactic knowledge pattems) face challenges
related flot only to the representation of marker forms but also to the identification and
analysis of pattem structures
— and in particular markers’ relationships with elements
participating in a relation
— and to the representation of the related elements. These
three factors will be discussed below.
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5.2.3.1 Factors affecting the representation of markers
Among the factors that must lie taken into account in representing pattem forms are
whether markers are simple or complex, how variable they are likely to lie, and what
forms this variation may take (e.g., interruptions of markers, variation in marker
form). These affect the representation ofrnarkers in any pattem-based tool.
No significant differences were observed in the proportions of simple and
complex marker occurrences in the two data sets, with the distribution between the
two categories approximately equal in the CAUSE—EFfECT relation and with more
complex markers the case of the ASSOCIATION relation. The two languages thus seems
likely to present similar challenges, while the representation ofmarkers of ASSOCIATION
is likely to be more complex than that of CAUSE—EffECT relation markers due to the
greater potential for variation and the need to account for this in representing these
markers.
The representation of complex markers is complicated by the potential for their
interruption by external elements, requiring careful representation of these markers to
ensure that pertinent occurrences are identified (i.e., that an excessive number of
potentially useful contexts is flot excluded by unduly restrictive forms, but that the levels
of noise are also not too high due to excessively permissive forms). Interruptïons of
complex markers were significantly higher in the English data, indicating a higher
level of complexity in representing markers in this language. However, the difficulty
associated with this task and the strategies that are most appropnate for dealing with the
phenomenon are affected by the specific types of interruptions observed.
Interlinguistic differences were observed pnmarily in the interruption of
markers by one of the elements that they link (e.g., association of X with Y,
corretation of X witÏz Y, effect of X on Y, role of X in Y). This constitutes the most
regular and predictable form of marker interruption, and one that is most likely to be
deait with systematically in the design of pattem forms, cither as character strings or in
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more restncted pattem forms. These markers are largely nominal, suggesting that the
effect of part of speech ctass variation in markers (e.g., a higher prevalence of nouns
in the English data) may be linked to this phenomenon.
In other types of interruption of complex markers, the situation is
considerably different, as the phenomenon is slightly — but not significantly — more
prevalent in the french data. These interruptions are considerably more irregular in both
their occurrence and their form (i.e., part of speech class and even length) than those
described above, and as such pose more challenges in designing pattem forms if these
occurrences are to be found. However, the frequency with which specific markers are
interrupted (e.g., the commonly observed modification ofmarkers such as mie of.. in or
rôle de... dans) and the relatively regular fom-i of these interruptions may provide a
basis for dealing with a certain proportion ofthis phenomenon.
Another concem in the representation of markers is that of variation in marker
form (e.g., the potential for the presence or absence of elements in addition to a “base”
marker or the change in the order in which elements of a complex marker appear in a
text, as well as variations associated with a change in the voice of verbal markers). The
levels of variation were fairly significant in the two languages, indicating that multiple
marker foi-iris could be required for a number of rnarkers in pattem-based tools (or at
least those that attempt to use as complete a marker form as possible, as in the strategy
adopted in this research). Although the differences observed were not very large and
precise statistical confirmation was not possible, the level of this kind of variation was
observed to be slightly higher in the English data, particularly for the CAUSE—EFFECT
relation. This indicates a potential need for more pattem forms or more flexible pattem
forms in this language.
The combination of these factors suggests that the representation of markers may
be somewhat more complex in English due to higher variability in marker forms overail,
and particularly in the CAUSE—EFfECT relation.
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5.2.3.2 Factors affecting the rcpresentation of pattern structures
The choice of types of pattem structures for use in a pattern-based tool should take into
account the possibilities and challenges of representing commonly observed KRC
structures and their elements, as weIl as the ways in which the structures observed may
reflect the kind of information that is pertinent and meet user needs in the situation in
which a tool is to be used. More specific forms such as lexico-syntactic pattems that
represent the structures in which markers occur can allow a tool to target contexts that
correspond to specific forms identified as the best candidates for identifying relation
occurrences, and can therefore reduce noise. This kind of description can also provide a
first step towards analysis of these contexts to extract and/or evaluate the information
they contain. However, these restrictive forms are also far more labour-intensive to
develop and are vulnerable to problems resulting from variation in such structures in
texts. Simpler forms are of course less likely to be affected by these phenomena and are
less problematic to develop, but conversely are generally less precise.
The choice to use more or less specific and restrictive pattern forms shouid
invoive the consideration of the number of potentially useful contexts that such pattem
forms will allow a tool to identify, the complexity of the task of designing these pattern
forms, and the impact that higher or lower recail and/or precision xviii have on the
effectiveness of a tool for a particular use. Evaluating these factors involves estimating
the frequency of phenomena affecting them in each language, inciuding variations in
pattern structure and interruptions ofthese structures.
In both languages, the fairly high level of pattern structure variation observed
suggests that for tools using specific pattern forms, multiple pattem forrns per marker
are iikely to 5e required in order to find ail pertinent relation occurrences. The observed
inter-corpus variability in the structure of pattems indicated by a given marker was
nevertheless very uneven, with no consistent trend towards a higher level in either data
set observable. More data collected using a more appropriate methodoiogy wouid be
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necessary to properly evaluate this phenomenon, but these data do not provide any
evidence that could support a hypothesis regarding potential interlinguistic differences.
A specific contributor to pattern variation in both languages is the presence of
structures fuvolving relative pronouns, observed in similar proportions of the two
data sets. This phenomenon would require adaptation of pattem forms for contexts to be
located, although regularities in the types of structures identified for different markers
show promise for developing strategies involving labour-saving, standardized
adaptations of pattem forms. However, the different numbers of relative pronouns
observed in the two corpora (with more variety observed in the French data), as well as
some differences in the nature ofthe pronouns and the information they convey, indicate
that representation ofthis phenomenon may be slightly more complex in french.
A significant variation in the form of verbal markers was observed in the
appearance of these markers in the passive as well as active voice; this phenomenon
affects not only the form of the marker itself but also the structure in which it
participates (generally including inversion of the order of relation participants in the
case of markers of asymmetric relations sucli as CAUSE—EffECT), often requinng
adjustment in or addition of pattem forms. The much higher prevalence of this
phenomenon in the English data indicates a probable need for more pattem fonns in this
language to deal with the phenomenon, particularly for tools that attempt to identify the
participants in a relation and to assign specific roles to these.
The observations of interlinguistic variations in the number of markers required
for retrieving a given number of contexts and the number of marker and pattem forms
required for each marker suggests an interaction of these factors that is important to take
into account when evaluating possibilities for developing pattem-based tools. The fact
that more markers may be required in French and that a relatively high proportion of
pattem structures to markers was observed in both corpora indicates a greater impact of
the difference than might othenvise be expected. However, as the challenges involved in
the languages are associated with different factors that may affect distinct tool types, the
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impact on individual projects will likely vary with the choices made in designing the
tool and choosing the approach. It is essential to understand the differences that may be
observed in order to determine what factors are likely to be pertinent and should be
evaluated in planning a specific proj ect.
Even if restrictive pattem foms are developed to represent potential variations in
pattem structures, these forms encounter another very problematic phenomenon in use:
interruption of pattern structures by external elements. Ihe interruption of pattern
forms was observed in 40 to 45% of the relation occurrences observed in this research,
indicating that restrictive pattem fonns that do not allow for this phenomenon witl not
permit the identification of a large proportion of potentially useful contexts. This is
particularly important to take into consideration when developing a pattem-based
approach, both in the choice of the kinds of pattems for use and in the development of
pattem structures if more restricted forms are used.
While the difference observed was flot significant, the proportion of intemipted
occurrences was somewhat (but flot significantly) higher in the English data, suggesting
that in this language it may be even more important to adapt pattern-based tools to deal
with the phenomenon, or a higher proportion of potentially useful contexts may be lost.
further study could confirm whether this difference becomes significant in light of more
data.
A specific type of interruption observed involved the cooccurrence of multiple
relation markers in a single context and particularly cases in which these markers
linked the same pair of elements. This oflen involves a significant variation in pattern
form from cases in which a single marker is found, because of the interruption of a
pattem structure by this additional marker. This phenomenon was observed in a fairly
substantial
— and similar
— proportion of relation occurrences in the two data sets,
indicating that this phenomenon is important to take into account if specific pattem
forms are used. Some recuning structures observed in the results in both corpora
indicate that the formal representation of at least some cases of this phenomenon for use
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in pattern forms is a possibility, although more data would be necessary to evaluate
both this possibility and the potential differences between the languages.
Given these data, it appears that some slight trends towards increased challenges
in English may be present, but that the major contributions are likely to corne from
specific sources sucli as the presence of passive forms. firm conclusions about other
contributions to increased difficulties in English canriot really be drawn.
5.2.3.3 factors affecting the representation of related elements
Related elements of course form part ofthe structure of knowledge patterns, and in more
restrictive pattem forms, the form of related elements may be specified not only in order
to target contexts that are likely to express relations of interest, but also as a precursor to
the automatic identification of these elements.
Pattem forms that include a representation of related elements should ideally be
adapted to reflect ways in which related elements may be expressed in texts. This
involves taking into account the forms (e.g., part of speech classes) individual related
elements may take, as well as variations in the structures in which they occur (e.g.,
interruptions, multiple elements sharing a rote in a relation).
Tools that target relations between specific types of items (e.g., terms) that are
assumed to take a particular form (e.g., nouns or noun phrases) ofien use pattem forms
that specify these part of speech classes. However, it became clear in this research that
this kind of approach would exciude a smafl proportion of potentially useful relation
occurrences, and moreover that the proportions of non-nominal related elements
obser\red werc somewhat different in the two data sets.172 The proportion of non-
nominal elements observed was significantly higher in the French data, suggesting that
172 As discussed in Section 4.9.2, footnote 147, in this research at least one candidate term in nominal
form was required to be linked to the felation marker for a relation occurrence to be retained for analysis,
potentially reducing the ftequency with which this phenomenon vas observed as compared to its actual
prevalence.
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this phenomenon could lead to the exclusion of more potentially useful contexts in
this language. The proportions of a number of individual types of non-nominal elements
(i.e., adjectives, pronouns, propositions and verhs) were also higher in the French data.
This indicates that the choice to specify the forrn ofrelated elements in patterns. and the
potential effect on performance in French, should be carefully considered in light of the
interlinguistic differences observed. One possibility for dealing with this phenomenon
involves adapting specific pattern forms containing markers frequently obsei-ved with
non-nominal related elernents (e.g.. riskfactor. marker,/iciettr de risque. compliccîtion
de) to allow for this phenomenon. Regularities observed in the two data sets suggest that
such an approach could permit some ofthese contexts to be retained.
A specific case of variation in the forms of related elements may involve the
presence of anaphoric expressions reptacing ail or paiÏ ofa related elenieni. The higher
prevalence of this phenornenon in the French data indicates a particularly strong
potential for observing challenges related to anaphora in this language. Adaptations
required may include developing pattern forms that admit the occurrence of non-
nominal elements such as pronouns, or fuliy representing structures such as those
involving possessive adjectives or combinations ofdemonstrative adjectives and generic
nouns in order to cieariy identify cases in which anaphora take these forms anci to allow
for ftirther processing of these cases if desired for a given application.
The potential for observing multiple etements sharing a rote in a rclation is
also important for such patterns to accommodate in order to cornpletely and accurately
extract (and possibly subsequently identify) of ail related elements. The somewhat
higher prevalence of the phenomenon (as weli as of a number of the sub-types
evaluated) observed in this language suggests that such measures may he slightly more
important in french.
One means of dealing with this phenomenon is to create formai representations
of the relationships and structures in which multiple elements may participate.
Regularities and interlinguistic similarities in the structtires observed for sorne of the
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sub-types of the phenomenon stiggest possibilities for using parallel approaches in
the two languages, although sorne of these may be more straightforward to develop than
others. However, some interlinguistic differences were noted in the cases of the
indicators of some relationships between related elements. While in the case of
conjunction and disjunction the occurrences observed showed a relatively comparable
prevalence of the prototypical indicators and, et, or and ou, in the case of GENERIC
SPECIFIC relations between multiple related elements, the most frequent indicators of the
relation in English accounted for a very high proportion of the occurrences, while in the
frencli data the distribution was much more even. This suggests a need to include more
french indicators linking multiple related elements if contexts containing these, or the
elements themselves, are to be identified and possibly further analyzed to identifv the
specific information present.173
The challenges of dealing with this kind of phenomenon are increased by a
related one, the ellipsis of part of one or more complex related elements that share a
role in a relation. Pattem forms must take this phenomenon into account to identify
contexts containing relations and to offer possibilities for further processing of these
contexts, for example in identifying related elements automatically. The variability of
the structures in which this phenomenon is observed (e.g., the eltipsis of a head of a
complex item in some cases and of an expansion in others, as well as ellipsis occurring
within even more complex structures that correspond to related elements) poses many
challenges for formai representation and pattem design. Although similar phenomena
were observed in relatively comparable proportions in the two corpora, the Frencli
results indicated a somewhat higher prevalence of the omission of a part of complex
related elements, and a significantly higher prevalence ofthe ellipsis ofthe head ofsuch
173 It is very interesting to consider here the unequal distribution of occurrences between the markers cf
GENERIC—SPECIFIC relations between related elements in the two languages, as it paraltels that observed in
the CAUSE—EFFECT relation in this research. While this is a smatl sample, it nevertheless identifies this
phenomenon as one that is potentially observable in other relations, highlighting its potential impact and
suggesting a need for further evaluation.
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elements, indicating the importance of considering the phenomenon in this language.
Interlinguistic differences in the typical structures that may be observed (e.g., the part of
speech classes of elliptical related element forms observed in proximity to markers) also
indicate that considerable interlinguistic adjustments may be necessary in order to
ensure that pattern forms reflect usage in the two languages. Evaluation of a larger
sample of data would be necessary to accurately describe the structures observed and
their prevaience.
Finaliy, tools that search for specific terms or candidate terms in conriection with
markers may encounter difficulties linked to most of the factors discussed above.
Certainiy the prevaience of non-nominal variants of the more usuai nominal terni
forms, the presence of variants involving anaphoric expressions or of el]iptical forms
of complex terms may interfere with KRC recognition using standard representations of
these terms, and alternate means may be necessary to locate ail occurrences of relations
involving a concept denoted by a term.
When these
— adrnittedly oflen closely related
— factors are considered
together, it becornes clear that a higher proportion of the relation occurrences in the
French data involved challenges in this phase of pattem development, suggesting that
the task may be more time-consuming and difficuit in this language.
Thus, when the factors of marker types and representation, pattem structure
deveiopment and the representation of related elements are considered together, some
significant differences between the two data sets suggest that the development of
pattern-based tools is likely to involve different needs and different challenges in the
two languages. Some of these differences (e.g., in the case of marker part of speech
categories) do flot necessarily pose more challenges in one language or another, but
would need to be taken into account in developing tools and considered in their potential
implications when linked to other factors. The major challenges in french appear to be
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linked more to the choice and number of markers required and the representation of
the elements that they link. Those identïfied in EngÏish, while more subtie, may involve
variations in the form of markers and/or of pattem structures from “standard” forms.
The choices of approaches for use in different languages and the planning of tool
development projects may take these factors into account in order to organize work and
address critical issues that may interfere with tool performance in cadi language.
5.3 Pattern-based tool performance
Pattem-based tool performance may be evaluated on several levels, including the
potential for recail offered by markers, the precision of these markers, and the potential
for recognition of KRCs, identification of related elements, and sorting and further
processing of contexts retrieved.
5.3.1 Factors affecting potential for recail
The potential of any lexical pattem-based tool is first determined by the density of
relation occurrences associatcd with lexical markers in the corpora it is used to process,
and then by the proportion of these that are associated with markers included in its
pattem sets.
Although the first resuits observed in this research suggested that a significant
difference in the density of sucli relation occurrences was lower in the French corpus
analyzed, further analysis suggested that this difference could be attributable to the
choice of tenns used. In the analysis of relations involving pairs of equivalent terms, the
proportions of occurrences observed in the two data sets were very comparable, with the
Englisli showing only a slightly higher retum for the two relations together and the
CAUSE—EffECT relation alone, and the French showing a slightly higher proportion of
occurrences of the ASSOCIATION relation. This supports the assertion that in general,
despite some minor variations, a pattem-based approach can be equally productive and
useful in the two languages for these relations, and encourages the continuation of
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further research into the development of bi- and multilingual tools. More
specifically, it also indicates a need to evaluate the various factors that may have
contributed to the difference observed in the terni pairs, in order to determine with more
precision the source of the variation and to identify the best strategies for selecting terms
(or even alternate methodologies) for use in sirnilar projects in the future.
The potential for identifying relation occurrences then depends on the markers
observed and their distribution in the corpus. As discussed above in Section 5.2.2. some
indications of slightly higher numbers of occurrences and lower variety ofthe markers
observed in English were observed. suggesting that pattern sets in the two languages
containing comparable numbers of rnarkers (e.g., a set of the most frequent markers
observed in a pattern discovery project) could provide access to fewer potentially useful
contexts in French. A difference can then be predicted in the baseline potential for
performance (i.e., recail) of sirnilar pattern sets in the two languages (although of course
this is only the first ofmany factors influencing the ultimate effectiveness oftools).
5.3.2 Factors affccting precision
The analysis of the precisïon of a small sample of markers in both languages allowed
for the evaluation of a certain number of criteria that may affect the precision of pattern
based tools. (As discussed above in Section 4.6, however, the size of the sample
precludes wide generalizations and rather suggests some possibilities for further
research.)
In the analysis of a set of 10 markers that represented a comparable distribution
between relations and part of speech classes in the two data sets, the French markers
tested retrieved a significantly higher proportion of valid contexts than their English
counterparts. The French markers evaluated also were observed to express complex
relationships more frequently than the English markers tested. Conversely, the English
markers tested were observed to present very significantly higher levels of categorial
ambiguity, which may very plausibly contribute to the difference in precision observed.
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ambiguity. which may very plausibly contribute to the difference in precision
observed. This likely also explains the fact that significantly more noise was also
observed in the contexts extracted using the French markers than in those found using
the Englisli markers.
Significant differences were thus observed in the kinds of challenges confronted
by the various markers and their counterparts in the other language. Individual markers
showed differing levels of vulnerability to challenges such as the prevalence of noise or
categorial ambiguities. These resuits underline the potential for significant variability
from marker to marker and the need to consider the impact these variations may have on
the overail performance of pattem-based tools, as well as to base further evaluation on a
wider range of rnarkers in order to provide a more comprehensive view of possible
trends.
One possibility for dealing with categorial arnbiguity in the resuits of pattern
based extraction involves the use of more sophisticated approaches using lexico
syntactic pattern forms in part-of-speech tagged corpora. The potential impact of this
kind of tecimique on the precision of markers as evaluated in this study can be
illustrated by a comparison of the results of the precision evaluation of ten markers in
each language as described above, but with the cases of categorial ambiguity (as
identified in human evaluation) eliminated.174 In this case, it was the English markers
evaluated that were observed to be somewhat more precise than their French
counterparts (although only a trend towards significance vas noted). Moreover, an
evaluation of two marker pairs in which one member was particularly vulnerable to one
of these difficulties, in contexts extracted using the tool Syntex from part-of-speech
tagged and lemrnatized versions of the corpora, indicated that this approach allowed for
a large proportion of these challenges to be overcome and for more comparable resuits
174 Clearly, this measure can only be seen as indicative, as hurnan evaluation (as in this work) and
automatic part-of-speech tagging cannot be expected to produce identical resuits, and automatic tagging is
far more likely to be used in the context ofsemi-automatic knowledge extraction.
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to be obtained for the pair of markers. (However, it is of course also essential to
consider the additional challenges conftonted in these more sophisticated approaches,
for example in terms of the complexity of representing marker and pattem forms.
Moreover, some categorial ambiguities, while distinguished from valid hits in this
context, of course may also indicate occurrences of the desired relation.)
When the precision data were evaluated in light of the part of speech class of
the markers analyzed (i.e., nouns and verbs), a striking difference in the proportion of
incomplete contexts was observed. In both languages, the proportion of incomplete
contexts containing nominal rnarkers was much higher than that of contexts containing
verbal markers, suggesting that nominal markers are likely to produce more unusable
contexts in the results of KRC extraction. When the proportions of individual markers in
each part of speech category for both relations are compared in the two data sets, the
proportions of nouns were similar in the two languages, indicating the likelihood of
relatively comparable effects of this factor. However, a somewhat higher proportion of
verbs in the English data and function words in the french may indicate that if pattem
sets reflect the observed distribution, relatively precise verbal markers could contribute
more to the results in English, while function words (which may be presumed to be less
precise, particularly in light of Barrière’s (2001) results and in the observations for the
marker et) may contribute more in French. Given the more pronounced differences
observed in the case of the individual relations, the likelihood of differences seems
greater. The complex interactions of individual marker part of speech class, the
proportions of occurrences associated with the classes of markers and the precision of
markers and marker classes ment ftu-ther large-scale and in-depth analysis in light ofthe
differences observed.
In ten-ns of the polysemy of markers, similar (and small) numbers of markers
were observed to present ambiguities, in both the analysis of the numbers of markers
that were idcntified in the sample as being associated with more than one of the relations
or sub-relations retained in this research, and in the analysis of the number of markers
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studied in the analysis of the data on marker precision that presented both a core
causal relation and another more complex relation with a causal component)75
From these observations, it appears that the choice of markers (in terms of their
part of speech classes and individual vuinerabilities to difficulties) and their
representation in pattem forms is likely to have a significant effect on the overali
precision of a tool. Differences were certainly observed that ment further investigation
in light of more data, particularly to determine how various factors interact.
5.3.3 Factors affecting KRC recognition
The performance of any pattem-based tool will of course be affected by variations in
marker form (e.g., interruptions of complex markers, many types of rnarker variation)
that are not accounted for in the process of pattem design. As discussed in Section
5.2.3.1, the higher prevalence of variation in marker form (suggested by evaluations
of variation in marker form overali and clearly indicated in the specific case of variation
in the voice of verbal markers) and of interruption of complex markers in the English
data suggests a possibility of encountening more such difficulties in this language.
(Although as discussed above, the relatively regular interruptions of many English
markers by one oftlie elements linked to them may be possible
— if not aiways easy —
to account for in the design of pattem forms in many cases, while the less regular
interruptions ofFrench markers in fact may in fact pose more difficulties at this level.)
In tools that use restrictive pattem forms that represent the structures in which
markers occur, interruption of these structures that is not accounted for in pattem
design will of course also interfere with KRC identification and extraction. As discussed
in Section 5.2.3.2, this kind of interruption was observed to be somewhat more common
in the Englisli data, although this difference was flot statistically significant and would
75 Because of the limited numbers of polysemous markers identified, it is flot possible to draw general
conclusions about the prevalence ofthe phenomenon.
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require more evaluation for certainty. No consistent trend towards a higher level of
other kinds of variation in pattern structures in either corpus was observed.
Tools that use pattems that specify the form of the elernents linked by a pattem
marker are affected by the various factors discussed in Section 5.2.3.3, and the failure of
pattem forms to account for these phenomena wiii interfere with the recognition of
potentiaiiy useful contexts. The liguer prevalence of phenomena such as non-nominal
reiated elements, multiple elemeuts sharing a role in a reiatïon and ellipsis of part
of a related element, as weli as greater variety of indicators of some types of relations
between these multiple elements in the french data signais a potentiai for observing
more difficuities in this language in the performance of sud tools if these phenomena
are not acceptably accounted for. Pattem forms that do not take this phenomenon into
account may be unable to (accurately) identify contexts containing relations, particuiarly
if a non-standard form of a reiated element (e.g., the expansion in a complex item of
whjch the head bas been omitted) occurs closest to the marker identified.
For pattem-based tools that focus on the retrieval of relation occurrences in
whidh previousiy identified (candidate) terms are found, variation in the form in which
these elements are observed can interfere with the identification ofpotentially pertinent
KRCs. In some cases, non-nominal forms may be used in connection with a marker
(e.g., inflammatoiy marker rather than marker of inflammation, or coronaiy arteries that
are becoming blocked due to... rather than coronary artely occlusion due to...),
reducing recail for these tools. The higher prevalence of non-nominal related elements
in tIc French data suggests that this language may be more vulnerable to the
phenomenon.
Cases of anaphora in which a reiated eiement is replaced can aiso interfere with
the identification of KRCs by these tools; once again this phenomenon was observed to
be significantly more prevalent and thus iikely to be more problematic — in French.
0f course, many occurrences of non-nominal related elements involved anaphoric
elements such as pronouns and possessive adjectives; however, even the proportions of
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anaphoric elements in nominal form (involving the use of a generic terrn) were
higher in the French data.
The interruption of related elements can also contribute to reducing the recail
of such tools by changing the form in which these elernents are observed; the higher
prevalence ofthe phenomenon in the French data is likely to resuit in a greater impact in
this language.
Finally, the occurrence of multiple elements sharing a role in a relation may
also cause significant difficulties for these types of tools. Pattern forms that require
contiguity between the marker and specific (candidate) term to be identified may not
permit many potentially pertinent occurrences to be identified if another related element
(and offen a marker of the relation between the two elements) occurs between the two.
This phenornenon was observed to be slightly more prevalent in the French data than in
the English. indicating a greater potential impact in the former language. Particular
difficulties in these cases can resuit from the ellipsis of the head or expansion of a
complex element that is frequently observed. This phenornenon was observed in a fairly
similar proportion of cases in the two data sets, btit was somewhat more frequent in the
french data. Overall. then. these resuits suggest that tools that search for relation
occurrences involving a specific (candidate) term will be more likely to confront
difficulties linked to a number of separate factors in French. Moreover, different
strategies would be required to deal with these diverse phenomena, making it difficuit to
reduce the difference between the languages by adjusting a specific parameter. It
appears that it will be necessary to accept that sucli tools are likely to show differences
in performance (specifically in recali) in the two languages.
Interlinguistic differences in the likelihood ofencountering difficulties with KRC
identification were thus observed for various types ofpattern-based tools. However, it is
interesfing to observe how the expected impact of these differences varies from one type
of tool and/or aspect of the KRC-identification task to another. This illustrutes the
degree to which the approach adopted — which is likely to be a function of user needs
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and the situation of use
— determines how that tool is likely to perform in the two
languages.
In these observations, it appears that English tools may face more challenges in
the design of pattem structures in general, while in French the representation of related
elements is likely to be particularly problematic. The overali effect of these factors may
equalize interlinguistic differences to some level in some contexts. However, the source
of difficulties determine the strategies that will be effective for minimizing them and the
ways in which they may be taken into account in the process oftool development.
5.3.4 Factors affecting the identification of related elements
Tools that attempt tu automate the identification of related elements depend largely on
the representation ofthe forms ofthese items and on their position in contexts relative to
the markers observed. Variations at either level may interfere with this process.
Non-nominal related elements, observed to be more prevalent in the French
data, may 5e particularly difficuit for these kinds oftools to identify. The interlinguistic
differences observcd may contnbute to making this type oftask more difficuit in french.
Pattems that specify the forms in which related elements occur may also confront
difficulfies linked to the interruption of related elements (e.g., by abbreviations,
anaphonc expressions, other related elements and the indicators of the relationships
between elements). The irregularity of the occurrence of this phenomenon makes it
difficuit to take into account in the design of these forms, and thus is likely to resuit in
difficulties. While the phenomenon was not excessively frequent, its significantly higher
prevalence in the French data suggests that it will have a greater impact on the
identification of related elements in this language.
The occurrence of multiple related elements sharing a role in a relation also
poses challenges for the identification of these elements, particularly in cases in which
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elliptical forms are present. The slighfly higher prevalence of the phenomenon in
general and of occurrences of elliptical forms in particular in the Frencli data suggests a
possibility that tools in this language may encounter more difficulties related to this type
of variation from standard pattem forms. However, the evaluation ofthe forms in which
this phenomenon was observed, complemented by additional data, may suggest some
strategies for dealing with these cases automatically.
One factor in French that may facilitate the analysis of such cases is the
repetition of markers or part of complex markers (or even of simple markers in a
few cases) before each of two or more related elements. These repetitions (e.g., of
prepositions such as à or de) before each element may serve as cues for the
identification both of the presence of multiple related elements and of these elements
themselves if pattem fornis are adjusted to take this phenomenon into account. (0f
course, if they are not, the phenomenon is rather likely to pose additional problems for
this task (e.g., to constitute interruptions of forms and therefore interfere with (accurate)
KRC or related element recognition). The additional dangers of structural ambiguity
associated with the phenomenon may also complicate analysis.) The significantly higher
prevalence of this repetition in the French data suggests that it is worth investigating to
assist with the analysis of contexts containing multiple related elements in this language;
its near-absence in the English data suggests that this kind of development would not be
productive in this language.
When re]ated elements are replaced (entirely or in part) by anaphoric
expressions, the identification of related elements is problematic at both a formaI and
conceptual level. Non-nominal anaphoric elements may not be recognized by pattem
forms or located by standard strategies for identifying related elements, while even
nominal forms are flot as likely as their non-anaphoric counterparts to provide complete
and precise information and thus are of dubious value for identification. Forms that are
interrupted by anaphoHc elements are also ofuncertain — or at least, lesser value for
extraction. Any anaphora will require some kind of process of resolution (either human
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or automated) in order to identify the precise information conveyed in a text, often
necessitating access to a context larger than a single sentence. The French resuits once
again indicate a higher prevalence of the phenomenon (significantly higher in the case
ofanaphoric expressions that replace the head ofa complex related element or an entire
related element), suggesting that this language will be more vulnerable to problems
linked to the phenomenon than English.
The variability of pattern structures also of course plays an important role in
the difficulties of identifying related elements automatically. The unpredictable nature
of the placement of these elements particularly for example when different types of
related elements (e.g., a causal agent and a causal event) co-occur within a single
context makes the identification of these elements problematic, because pattern forrns
that can consistently represent such cases would be ver)’ difficuit to develop. Additional
variations in pattern form, such as the interruption of pattcrn structures, also make
the identification of related elements more complex, particularly if these interruptions
introduce structural ambiguities (e.g., if they involve the insertion of an external elernent
similar in form to the related element between a rnarker and the element to which it is
truly linked). The somewhat higher prevalence of the latter phenomenon in the English
data, while flot statistically significant. suggests that this language could be more
vuinerable to such difficulties. Conclusions about the contribution of variability of
pattern structures are flot possible in light ofthe data gathered in this research.
One factor observed in the English data, which may somewhat reduce difficulties
in this task, is Ïinked to the higher proportion of the English relation occurrences
observed that involve the appearance of one of the elements participating in a
relation within a complex marker form (e.g., association of X with Y). While this
complicates the representation of the marker in the phase of pattern developrnent, in
tools that attempt to identify related elements this kind of structure may facilitate both
the identification and the delimitation ofat least one ofthe related elements. (Challenges
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of course remain in cases in which the element occurring within the structure is
modified or when the structure is otherwise interrupted.)
These observations suggest that tools that attempt to identify related elements
automatically in the two languages are likely to 5e affected by problems at different
levels. In french, additional challenges appear more likely to involve factors intemal to
the elements themselves, while the English data may suggest a slight tendency towards
the observation of difficulties linked to pattem structures in this language. The types of
differences involved suggest equally different strategies for dealing with this issue. The
implementation of these strategies may 5e common to both languages (e.g., in the case
ofthe resolution of anaphora or the design ofpattem forms that can analyze structures in
which multiple related elements occur) or specific to one (e.g., in the use of repeated
markers to help identify multiple related elements). In addition, some strategies may 5e
used in both languages, but are likely to 5e more productive or more straightforward to
implement in one than the other (e.g., strategies involving the appearance of a related
element within a complex marker form in Englisli, or integration of indicators of
relationships between multiple related elements into pattem forms to facilitate the
identification and analysis ofthese cases).
5.3.5 Factors affecting processing and sorting ofKRCs
Once candidate KRCs are identified, the possibilities for further processing these
contexts (e.g., to refine their classification, to eliminate those that are not considered to
5e useful for a particular application, or to sort them in order to save a user time and
effort by presenting those that are most likely to be useful first in a list of resuits)
depend in large part on formai elements of these contexts. These may involve the
classification of sub-types of relations according to markers observed (including cases in
which multiple markers are present, or those involving polysemous markers), the
identification of cases in which multiple related elements share a role in a relation (and
the relations that hold between these elements) and the presence of anaphora and of
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expressions of uncertainty. 0f course, automatic identification of related
elements may also be particularly useful in this context (for example, penriitting the
grouping of KRCs according to the elements involved to give users a coherent idea of
the type and variety of information retneved); the possibilities and challenges of this
task were discussed above in Section 5.3.4.
The classification of contexts according to the sub-relation present (particularly
of the CAUSE—EFFECT relation), as indicated by the marker observed, offers significant
possibilities for assisting users in targeting specific types of information and in obtaining
an overview of the types ofrelationships that may be observed in a given text collection.
Ban-ière’s (2002) classification of CAUSE—EFfECT relations used in this project was
largely satisfactory for sub-categorizing the occurrences of relations observed in both
the English and French corpora, although some challenges were observed (cf. Section
5.5.3.2).
Marker polysemy is of course a challenge for the automatic classification of
contexts according to the relation and sub-relation present. In both languages, a few
cases in which markers were associated with more than one of the relations or sub
relations retained for this analysis were observed, indicating that sucli difficulties are
likely to be encountered in both languages. Moreover, as some parallels were observed
in the prevalence, the types of phenomena and potential strategies for dealing with the
ambiguities observed, the implications for bilingual approaches may be similar.
However, more data on the phenomenon would be required in order to draw any
conclusions. More detailed evaluations such as those carried out in Marshman and
L’Homme (2006) and Marshman and L’Homme (2006a) could — and did — reveal
additional nuances of markers’ sernantic content that can provide valuable data for
context classification. The difficulties observed are of course closely dependent on the
markers observed; however, some possible techniques for resolving these (e.g., the use
ofactantial structures and ofthe semantic classes ofthe actants involved in them), have
been suggested in Englisli (e.g., Marshman and L’Homme 2006) and french (e.g.,
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Bodson 2005), as well as in other languages (e.g., feliu 2004; Weilgaard 2004), and
may offer strategies for this kind ofprocessing.
The presence of multiple markers in a given context, particularly when these
markers link the same element pair but are generally associated with different
(sub-)rclations, may pose challenges for the sorting of contexts. As this phenomenon
was observed in similar proportions of occurrences in the English and french data —
and moreover ofien in similar structures
— some possibilities for developing automatic
processing techniques to deal with these cases in both languages appear promising.
Some of these possibilities are discussed in more detail below in Section 5.5.3.5.
Contexts in which multiple e]emcnts share a role in a relation are ofien
particularly information-rich flot only because they indicate that a relation holds
between more than one pair of concepts, but also because they often indicate more than
one type of relation. The identification of these contexts as particularly worthy of
evaluation, or even of the different types of relationships present in these contexts, can
constitute an interesting addition to KRC extraction. The slightly higher prevalence of
this phenomenon in the French resuits observed would suggest that this kind of
approach could be more productive in this language; however, the French data also
showed slightly more complexity in the task of representing some types of this
phenomenon, one of the precursors to developing strategies for context sorting. Some of
the potential applications for this kind of information in sorting contexts are discussed in
more detail in Section 5.5.3.3.
The resolution of anaphora is a complex task that far exceeds the scope of any
analysis that can be made from the data in this project, and as such will flot be discussed
in detail here. However, as the presence of the phenomenon may constitute a criterion
for sorting contexts extracted using pattem-based tools, it is interesting to evaluate the
prevalence ofthe plienornenon in the two data sets. The greater prevalence in the french
data, particularly in the case of related elements, suggests that a larger number of
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contexts may be identifled as problematic (and therefore either eliminated from
resuits or separated from others not presenting this problem) in this language.
The possibilities for identifying contexts containing anaphora are most likely to
involve the representation of the various forms these may take. Regularities in the
occurrences analyzed in the two corpora show promise for developing similar strategies
in both English and Frencli. However, sotue differences may be observed in the nature
of the items observed that can affect possibilities for ftirther processing. Various
anaphoric expressions (e.g., pronouns, possessive adjectives) may provide some
information about their antecedents that can help in the process of interpreting contexts
and resolving anaphora. However. the pronouns in the French data offer additional
detaiÏs that may aid in identifying antecedents by indicating their grammatical gender
(or even real gender, in the rare case ofhuman antecedents).
Indications of the certainty
— or more importantly, uncertainty
— of the
information contained in a given context may also be extremely valuable to a user of a
pattem-based tool. The possibilities for identifying the level of certainty present in a
given context automatically depend largely on the potential for identifying expressions
of uncertainty. The higher prevalence of the types of markers of uncertainty evaluated
in this project in the English data suggests that this kind of approach could be
particularly productive if implemented successfully. However, the complexity of such a
task is signfficant. and will depend Iargely on the strategies available for dealing with
different types of these expressions.
The use of quantitïers of related elements was observed to be slightly higher in
the English data than in the French, but the variety of these quantifiers indicates a
potential for significantly more challenging implementation in the former language, as
both the recognition of quantifiers and the association of a level of certainty with each
one would involve a greater investment of time and effort. The proportion of relation
occurrences including modal verbs was significantly higher in the English data, and
once again the variety of distinct items observed was higher in this language, reflecting
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a situation similar to that involving quantifiers, with more possibilities for sorting
contexts in this language but a greater investment required to implement sorting. The
use of negation is very similar in both prevalence and overail form in the two data sets,
indicating that the possibilities for sorting offered by this are likely to be comparable.
However, the task in french could be somewhat more challenging because of the
complex forms of the markers of negation observed, which could complicate the process
of representing and thus recognizing and sorting contexts containing negation in this
language. The most difficuit expressions of uncertainty to process automatically,
principally because of the variation in their form and placement relative to the
components of knowledge pattems, are hedges. For this reason, while these items were
much more prevalent in the English data, given the challenges of automatic processing
the possibilities for sorting or otherwise evaluating candidate KRCs according to the
presence of the phenomenon may in the two languages are quite difficuit to evaluate and
compare.
Some exceptions cari nevertheless be noted, as the means used for hedging can
have a significant effect on the possibilities for automatic processing. Some simple and
recurrent markers (e.g., adjectives, adverbs. some verbs) may be identified and exploited
for context sorting, although more unpredictable and complex forms (e.g., propositions,
some verb phrases) may be too difficuit to use for this task. The principal interlinguistic
differences observed involved the prevalence of verbs in the English data, which in
many cases (e.g., suggest, tend, appear) appear in regular structures that could be used
in automatic processing, an approach that would flot be likely to be as productive in
French. Conversely, the prevalence of non-lexical means of hedging (e.g., the use of
conditional verb forms) in french would offer possibilities for automatic processing
using very different strategies involving the evaluation of the inflected forms of markers
that may be observed. This difference suggests the possibility that human evaluation of
hedging may be particularly important in English, whereas the means of expressing
uncertainty in French may be more easily deait with automaticaÏly, at least for
preliminary sorting.
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Thus, differences both in performance in tasks involving the identification of
levels of uncertainty and in the means necessary for accomplishing these tasks are likely
in the two 1 anguages, requiring adjustments in approaches implemented in English and
french in order for tools to take advantage of the possibilities available — and to
minimize problems
— as mucli as possible. Nevertheless, it is clear that many of the
tasks discussed above are extremely complex, and that much work remains to be done in
these areas.
5.4 Use of extracted KRCs and other information
Once KRCs have been extracted and processed to the degree considered appropriate
—
ami practical
— for a given application, the usefulness of the information contained in
these contexts may stiil vary depending on criteria including the availability of this
information, its validity and the possibilities for using it in a given situation.
Anaphora in relation occurrences, discussed in various contexts above
principally in terms of their form, of course are primarily important because of the effect
they have on the availability ofcomplete information in a given relation occurrence. The
significantly higher prevalence of this phenomenon observed in the French data
— and
particularly in cases in which an entire related element or the head of a complex item
was replaced
— may be reflected in a higher proportion of problematic contexts in this
language. The need for additional strategies for obtaining information (e.g., human
evaluation, access to a larger context) is likely to be particularly important in these
cases.
The immediate usefulness of the information in candidate KRCs extracted by
tools may be influenced substantially by the form of related elements, although this
impact varies significantly depending on the situation in which the information is to be
used. For purposes such as domain knowledge acquisition and the writing of definitions,
the form in which related items occur is often not particularly critical. However, for
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applications that focus on establishing relationships automatically (e.g., between
tenTi records, or between nodes in an ontology), forms that do not correspond to those
that are (or should be) used as terms or as labels for concepts may flot be usable, or may
require additional processing before they can be used. The challenges of processing
these cases automatically are many, and in a large proportion of cases human
interpretation may be necessary. The prevalence of non-nominal related elements can be
a good indicator of the proportions of relation occurrences likely to falI into this
category, as these are less likely than nouns to be tenns (or concept labels). The higher
proportion of such cases in the french data indicates a possibility for greater challenges
in this language; it may be more important in french to develop and implement
strategies sucli as those focusing on the identification of nominal bases from which
adjectival forms are derived or the nominal denvatives that may be associated with
verbs in order to help resolve some ofthese difficulties.
Challenges may also be observed in the case of contexts in which different
types of causes (e.g., causal agents and causal events) are observed: for some
applications only one of these may be pertinent, while in others they both may be
considered (although the causal events are of course more likely to pose difficulties
similar to those described above). The parallels in the prevalence and forms of this
phenomenon in the two data sets suggest there is a similar need to deal with these cases,
and that there are possibilities for developing similar strategies in the two languages.
Expressions of uncertainty of course are also primanly important because of
the restrictions they indicate on the validity or reliability — and therefore usefulness
—
of the information in KRCs. 0f course, the level of certainty required in a given
situation depends heavily on the application to which this information is to be put. The
prevalence ofthese expressions
— and particularly ofhedges and modal verbs —in the
English data indicate that in situations in which contexts involving uncertainty are flot
considered usable (or are considered separately from contexts containing more certain
information), a greater proportion ofthe occurrences in this language may be affected.
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Thus, as is the case with rnany of the factors evaluated here, the two
languages each present some particular difficulties, which may affect overali
performance. The sources of these challenges oflen differ, however, which indicates
corresponding differences in the possibilities and strategies available for dealing with
them. In the relation occurrences observed in both languages, however, the subtieties
involved in the evaluation of the usefulness of information and the challenges of
representing the factors that can contribute to this evaluation provide strong indications
of a need for considerable human intervention in the analysis of candidate KRCs
retrieved by pattern-based tools.176
5.4.1 Synthesis
Although the initial hypothesis in this research focused on the probability of observing
differences in evaluations of candidate KRCs in English and French, the most important
conclusion that can be drawn from these observations cornes not from differences in the
data analyzed in the two languages, but from similarities. The general possibilities of
using pattem-based approaches of various types, and of the challenges associated with
them, show a strong general resemblance in English and french. Moreover, many
strategies that could be developed to exploit these possibilities and overcome the
challenges may be useftil in both languages. This indicates a promising future for the
development oftools that can function adequately in the two languages.
Important observations also arise from differences observed between the
occurrences of ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EFFECT relations. Despite the close conceptual
links between these relations, the number of occurrences. the markers associated with
them, and some ofthe characteristics ofthe patterns in which the markers participate
176 These observations are of course coloured by the methodological choices made in this research and the
consideration of a wide range of contexts retrieved. More restrictive approaches may minimize many of
the factors that contributed to challenges observed, although of course these advantages are almost
inevitably accompanied by a decrease in recail.
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showed significant differences. Moreover, these differences may affect those
observed between the languages. Thus it is clear that the possibilities for developing
tools shotild be evaluated flot only as a ftmnction of language but also of the relations in
question. More data
— particularly for the ASSOCIATION relation
— should be gathered
to assist in this task.
When observations of specific factors in the data in English and french are
compared and contrasted. it must be kept in mmd that specific characteristics may have
differing implications for pattem-based tool development and use, and for the ultimate
use of information retrieved. Some differences may clearÏy be identified as presenting
particular challenges in the data analyzed in English or French, suggesting that more
difficulties may be encountered in a given language. In other cases, differences are
simply that: differences. While these should
— in fact, we argue, must
— be taken into
account in the various phases of development and use of pattern-based tools in order to
make informed decisions and to guide the choice of strategies, particular advantages or
disadvantages in a given corpus (and by extension, potentially in one of the languages)
cannot aiways be identified in light ofthe data in this research.
The trends identified in the English and French relation occurrences analyzed are
summarized in Table 128. Observations in the corpora used in this research suggest that
a number of aspects of the processes of pattern-based tool development and use may be
more affected by challenges in one language than the other.
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Table 128. Surnmary of interlinguistic variations observed by phases of tool
development and use
Phase oftool Contributing factors Particular
development challenges
or use observed in data
• 177in:
bol and pattern
design
Tool_design
Pattern discovery Semantic classes, Relation density, Matter POS Both languages
Number ofmarkers. Number ofoccuri-ences of FrenchNumber ofmarkers
markers, Marker variety (indications)
. Marker POS Simple and complex tarker forms,Choice ofmarkers Both languaresMarker precision
Pattern design
Representation of Simple atid complex marker forms. Variation in marker
Eiwlishmarkers form, Interruptions ofcomplex markers
. Variation in pattern structures, Pattem interruptions.Pattem structure design EnglishMtiltiple markers, Voice of verbal panera markers
Non-nominal related elements, Interruption of related
Representation ofrelated elements, Anaphora, Multiple elements sharing a role
Frenchelements in a relation, Ellipsis of part ofcomplex related
element
Tool performance
-________________
. Ncimber ofmarkers. Number of occurrences of FrenchPotential for recall
markers, Marker variety (indications)
Precision Marker precision, Marker polysemy, Macker POS Both languages
KRC recognition: Variation in marker form. Variation in pattern
character strings and strtictures, Interruptions of comp lex markers, Pattern EngI ish
lexico-syntactic pafterns interruptions
. Non—nominal related elements, Anaphora, InterruptionKRC recognition:
. ofrelated elements Multiple elements sharin a role inrepresentation of or
a relation Ellipsis of part ofcomplex related element Frenchsearch for specific
Variation in pattern structures. Pattera interrupti on.related elernents
Interruption of complex inarkers
. Non-nominal related elements, Interruption ofrelatedIdentification of related
elements Anaphora, Multiple elements sharing a role frenchelements in a relation, Repetition of(part oD rnarker
. Multiple rnarkers, Maiker polysemy Mciltiple elementsProcessing and sorting of
-
sharing a role in a relation. Anaphora, Expressions of Both laneuaescontexts
uncertainty
When factors were not clearly identified as posing greater challenges for applications in one or the
other ofthe corpora, their impact on both languages was noted.
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Phase oftool Contributing factors Particular
development challenges
or use observed in data
in:’71
Use of extracted
contexts
Availabifity of Anaphora Non-nominal related elements
. frenchmformation
. Non-nominal related elements, Conjunction of differentUsability of information french
types of causes
Reliability of Expressions ofuncertaintv
Englishinformation
The potential for recail observed in the french markers appears to be slightly
lower, resulting in a potential need for more markers in pattem sets, and consequently a
likely need for even more pattem forms. However, this difference in the numbers of
pattern fomis may be reduced slightly by the increased variability of some aspects of
these forms in the English data. Applications that involve the identification, processing
and analysis of related elements and the structures in which they appear seem likely to
confront more of the challenges evaluated here in french as compared to English, and
some of these factors may also influence the ultimate usability of the information
extracted. Conversely, difficulties such as certain expressions of uncertainty appear
more likely to be observed in the resuits of KRC extraction in English, although their
implications for the usability of the information identified require further analysis in
light ofspecific applications.
In considering the differences observed in the data in English and french, it is
nevertheless essential to keep in mmd that in the design and performance of pattem
based tools. many distinct factors that interact in complex ways depending on the needs
ofthe specific situation in which tools will be used can affect the ultimate useftilness of
these tools. The effects of interlinguistic differences may be cumulative in some cases,
but may also in some ways balance one another. It is thus difficuit to identify an overali
tendency that indicates that more difficulties wifl be encountered in one language or
another. Rather. differences suggest strategies for improving performance as required
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and guiding choices in the development and use of tools in both languages in
specific situations.
Most importantly, these differences indicate a number of promising avenues for
future research, to evaluate the observed differences in larger samples of data, to better
describe the phenomena observed, to more precisely identify sources of variation and to
develop effective strategies for dealing with these phenomena in the two languages.
In addition to the observations of these factors and their similarities and
differences in the resuits in the two data sets, this research provided an opportunity to
observe issues that may suggest additional directions for future research and
development of various approaches in the field, as well as possibilities for adjusting and
improving the type of methodology used in this project. These will be discussed below
in Section 5.5.
5.5 Additïonal observations and challenges
This section will present some challenges related to the methodology used in this
research, as well as some possibilities for further developing and adjusting it. The
discussion addresses aspects of the corpus-building process, the choice and
classification of terms for the initial concordances, the identification, annotation and
classification of these relation occurrences, and some issues in the interpretation of
different types of expressions ofthe concepts linked by these relations.
5.5.1 Corpus building
The process of corpus building is always influenced by both the criteria judged to be
pertinent in selecting texts for a given purpose and the availability of resources that can
satisfy these. In this section, two aspects ofthe process will be discussed.
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The first of these involves the availability of texts classified according to
subject headings identified in medicine. This kind of resource was readily available
and used — for the English texts, whule in French alternative strategies were used in the
corpus-building process. Subsequently, however, an alternative approach vas identified
that could allow a more parallel approach to be used. The CISMeF gateway
(www.cismef.org), a directory that provides access to “quality-controlled” French
language Internet resources indexed using the U.S. National Library of Medicine’s
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) could offer an excellent complement to the approach
used here to build the English corpus, and is well worth explonng in future work.
The second factor for discussion involves additional text-classification critena
that could be very useful in the specific context ofthis kind ofresearch. A classification
based on what is referred to in the domain as quaÏity of evidence or grades ofevidence
(GRADE Working Group 2004, 2004a, 2004b; Higgins and Green 2005; Liberati et al.
2001; Schtinemaim et al. 2003; University of California at San Francisco—Stanford
University Evidence-based Practice Center 2001; Upshur 2003) could provide important
information about the types of texts in which contexts and markers were identified.
In evidence-based medicine, judgments on the strength of evidence (i.e., the
reliabiÏity of evidence for drawing conclusions, particularly on the presence of causal
relationships on the basis of associations, as reflected in the cnteria proposed by Hill (cf.
Section 1.5.2.1)) may be based on cntena that in large part reflect the context in which
associations were observed. Streiner and Nonnan (199$: 29—71) descnbe a number of
criteria that assist in the ranking of study designs from those providing the strongest
evidence, generally double-blind randomized controlled trials, to the weakest, clinical
case studies. Judgments on the quality of evidence may also be assigned at a textual
level, generally based on the kind(s) of study or studies that are discussed in a particular
text, as well as the number of studies covered. The texts that are considered to be most
reliable are those that report meta-analyses (i.e., that provide a synthesis ofresuits ofthe
major studies that have focused on a given subject); these may roughly correspond to at
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least some of the review articles included in the corpora used for this research. The
research articles included in the corpora cover a variety of other study types that provide
a somewhat lower range of evidence strengths. Thus, the quality of evidence provided
by each article in the corpora is reflected to some extent in the criteria used in corpus
building in this project, although the quality of evidence is flot explicitly stated. More
exact indications could be made according to specific grades of evidence assigned to
articles in databases and other resources.
A more precise division of the corpus texts used in this research into sub-corpora
according to the criterion of quality of evidence and an analysis of observations in the
texts according to these categones could provide extremely interesting material for
identifying the types of markers that may be associated with each type of article.
Moreover, the analysis of the use of ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EFFECI markers could
provide interesting material for discussion of the precision with which these markers are
used by authors. However, the complexity of such a task is undeniable (given, for
example, that in different sections of articles, authors may refer to or even cite a
particular study and its conclusions, allude to generally accepted information, or make
direct observations and interpretations of these observations). A multicriterial analysis
of texts and text segments in which markers were observed would likely be necessary to
produce a fine-grained representation of the interactions between these factors and
relation markers observed.
This kind of analysis could nevertheless be worthwhule, particularly since it
could also be useful in another context: the presentation of resuits by a semi-automatic
knowledge extraction tool. If such a tool could assign to each candidate KRC an
indication of the grade of evidence associated with a text (or text segment) in which that
context appeared, a user would have a better basis for evaluating the results of KRC
extraction. This kind of distinction thus provides some extremely interesting
possibilities for future researcli.
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5.5.2 Choice of terms for initial concordances
Several issues linked to the choice and classification of terrns used to generate the
concordances that were analyzed in this work, the methodology used to deal with these
questions, and possible adjustments in the methodology in future work can be discussed
in light of observations in the course of this research. The issues addressed below
include the choice to group terms denoting pathologies in a class of their own, some
specific associations observed between markers and classes of terms or specific terms,
and difficulties associated with the classification and/or use of particular terms, as well
as the fact that some of the ternis chosen could be markers in themselves. finally, the
effect of term choice — specifically the use of equivalent and non-equivalent terms to
generate the initial concordances — on the results observed is also worthy of discussion.
The choice of terms for generating the concordances for analysis invofved
identif,ring both terms of interest in the domains of study and terms that represented a
balance of various classes in order to reflect a broad range of possibilities for observing
relations and markers. According the first criterion, it is clear that terms denoting
pathologies are likely to be of central interest; in terms of the second, however, these
terms posed challenges for the identification of appropriate classes. Afier consultation of
lexical and conceptual resources, including WordNet and the UMLS, as well as analysis
of occurrences in the corpora, it appeared very difficult to definitively and consistently
classify even a single term as a state, process or an entity.’78 The choice to establish a
separate class for these terms was made in order to allow for these important concepts to
be observed while maintaining as good a balance as possible between the two languages.
However, it is clear that this class is flot at the same level of abstraction as the others
used, and that ideally comparable levels of abstraction would be used in every case. One
‘ As ïndicators of very different points of view on just one term, for example, collocations such asÏarge/smaÏï turnour (which is appropriate to the point of view of tumours as concrete entities) and
advanced turnour (which involves viewing tumours as processes or possibly states) can be cited. The
former view of the term is also reflected in the flrst definition given in the UMLS Metathesaurus, although
the UMLS classification of the concept Iinked to by the term places it in the category of pathologic
functions.
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solution to this type of challenge could be a comprehensive evaluation of each term
and potentially the contexts in which they occurred, in order to atternpt to identify the
best applicable class either overail or for each occurrence. However. this was considered
to be too labour-intensive an approach in this kind of project. Conversely, the cost of
exciuding these terms was seen as too costly in terms of dornain coverage. Therefore,
classifying these terrns separately was chosen as the best solution.
Moreover, the evaluation of this class allowed for the identification of some
specific associations between these terms and the relations in which they often
participated. as well as their use with some specific markers of these relations. These
suggest that exploring more specific classes and their participation in various relations is
a promising aveiuie for further research. Thus the choice made presents both challenges
and opportunities for insight into the relations in the domain and the concepts that
participate in them.
In another type of specific association, in the results of the analysis there
appeared to be specific associations between markers (or groups of markers) and terms
(or groups of terms). One good example may be seen in the connection between the
french rnarkers of CREATION activatetir de (N0uN + PREPOSITION or ADJECTIVE +
PREPOSITION) and activer (VERB) and the term trcinscription, with which this marker was
exclttsively associated. 179 Another example is found in the frequent occurrences of
combinations such as tumour suppressor gene and gène suppresseur de tumeur. Once
again, these kinds of associations are interesting subjects for further evaluation, as tliey
may affect not only the potential productivity of these markers but also possibilities for
marker disambiguation, for example using semantic classes of elements occurring in
conjunction with markers.
79 It is notable that activc!tiol?, related to the markers mentioned here, vas one of the initial terms used to
generate concordances in the two tanguages and identified as a potential relation marker. However, it was
flot identified in this analysis other than in cases in which it occurred as the term used to generate the
concordances, and thus vas excluded from the analysis. as described in Section 3.3.1.1.
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Another issue in term choice involves the resources used to assign a class to
candidate terms. The use of an established and widely used resource allows for the
classification of candidate terms in a systematic and coherent way, and can offer a
method of minimizing bias in the resuits obtained. Nevertheless, as discussed in Section
3.2.1.2.1, no resource perfectly adapted to this kind of task is available, and the
assignment ofa single class
— and moreover a class that reflects a place assigned to that
term or the concept it denotes in a much larger structure defined according to numerous
criteria
— to a given term oflen does not reflect the specificities or variability of the
usage of that term in practice. One example is that of the terms tumour and tztmeur,
mentioned above. While these issues of course present challenges in application,
particularly in natural language processing, the use of the UMLS nevertheless allowed
for the interlinguistic and inter-class balancing required in this project.’8°
A more specific issue related to classification and term choice is linked to the
selection ofthe term récidive for the french research. As described in Section 3.2.1.2.1,
footnote 74, récidive was classified neither as a disease or syndrome, nor as a pathologie
flrnction; however, on the strength of its less specific classification as a phenomenon or
process and its definition, which clearly linked the term to a pathology, its inclusion in
this category was considered to be acceptable. However, the resuits observed in relation
identification
— which was considerably lower than that of the other members of this
category in both English and French — suggest that this term is significantly different in
its performance for this kind of research. In light of these observations, and of those
described above, it seems that the supplementing of high-level semantic classes of terms
used in term-based approaches by more specific criteria when possible, in order to
provide a better portrait ofterms’ characteristics and likely performance, is advisable.
180 Moreover, the use ofthe terms tuinour in English and tumeur in French, and the observation ofsimilar
phenomena in both cases provides a certain parallelism for the purposes ofcomparison in this research.
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As noted in Section 3.3.1.1, a few of the terms used to generate the initial
term-based concordances analyzed were observed in the course of the evaluation to
constitute markers of relations in and of themselves. In the annotation of these
concordances, a choice was made not to annotate occurrences of relations marked by
these terms in the concordances generated with the term, in order to minimize bias in the
resuits in terms of the frequency of relations observed and of individual markers of these
relations.
The inclusion of these candidate terrns was considered to be justified in the
context of this project, as these terms may in fact be particularly good candidates for
description using a pattem-based approach to identify KRCs: the concepts they denote
are flot likely to be satisfactorily described or defined using traditional approaches such
as a generic and differentiating characteristics. Evaluation in KRCs allows for the
observation of usage and collocates of these terms and thus can provide information that
is particularly helpful for terminological description, including differentiation between
multiple senses, if necessary.
However, it is clear that this phenomenon nevertheless did have an effect on
consistency in annotating relation occurrences. It may be advisable in future work in
pattem discovery to consider this factor, and to develop strategies to maintain
consistency as far as possible. In comparative studies, it would be possible either to
exclude these terms, or to consider them as markers but to ensure that
— insofar as
possible — similar cases are studied in the two languages. Both of these strategies,
however, also clearly present disadvantages and challenges of their own. Since these
terms
— as potential domain-specific markers of relations (given their specificity as
suggested by the resuits ofthe TermoStat analysis and in their identification as potential
relation markers in the analysis of the concordances)
— occupy a special place in the
language ofthe field, they could be interesting subjects for study in and ofthemselves. It
thus seems advisable to pursue researcli including these candidate terms, while keeping
in mmd the potential challenges in the process ofevaluation due to their dual natures.
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In addition to these points, a major issue in the evaluation of the
methodology involving the selection of terms for generating the concordances analyzed
involves the use of some terms that were equivalents in the two languages, and of some
that were not. The impact of this choice on the resuits, and what this can suggest about
this general approach for pattem discovery, is discussed below.
5.5.2.1 Use of equivalent and non-equivalent candidate terms
As described in Section 3.2.1, the term-based approach used in this research was
intended to parallel that likely to be used by a terminologist working in the field, who
would be likely to be searching for information about terms to be described, and might
ofien, in today’s context, use computer tools to assist in this process.
Moreover, given the resuits observed in work such as that of Bodson (2005),
steps were taken to ensure that the choice ofterms did not unduly bias the resuits due to
associations of given classes of terms (e.g., denoting entities, activities, and so on) with
specific relations in which they are likely to participate (and indirectly
— or even
directly
— with the markers used to express them). These criteria produced lists
composed in large part, but not exclusively, of equivalent pairs in the two languages.
However, as discussed briefly in Section 4.1. differences were observed in some
analyses of data obtained using terms that were identified as equivalents in the two
languages and those that were not, suggesting that the number of relations observed may
be more influenced by the choice of specific terms than expected, and that this
performance may have implications for observations of other aspects of the approach’s
performance.
The discrepancy between the numbers of relations identified in the two data sets
in the overail results evaluated in this project originally inspired the comparative
analysis of the numbers of relations observed for the pairs of equivalent candidate terms
as compared to non-equivalents used to generate the initial concordances. This study
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revealed that the proportions of relations observed in the group of equivalents, and
particularly of ASSOCIATION relations, were much more comparable than those involving
the non-equivalent terms, and suggested that the difference in the numbers of relations
observed in the two data sets could be linked to inter-term differences.
Tt is possible that in a term-based approach to bilingual pattem discovery,
equivalent ternis may be particularly good candidates for research into developing
bilingual tools, as they may be more likely to produce comparable results in terms ofthe
number and distribution of relation occurrences that are observed and therefore that can
be analyzed to create pattern sets and evaluate possibilities for performance.
Differences in a number of other factors were also observed in the analysis of
data gathered using equivalent terms in the two languages as compared to that found
using non-equivalent terms. While some of the variations may be fairly easily explained
by direct relationships between the terms observed and the criterion in which variation
was observed, others appear to resuit from more indirect and/or complex interactions of
factors that are worthy of further evaluation in larger amounts of more comparable data.
further study may shed light on the ways in which various factors inter-relate
and may help to expand knowledge about the performance of knowledge pattems and
the strategies that may be used to develop pattern-based tools and to maximize their
efficiency. Some areas in which this kind of evaluation may be of particular interest
involve the occurrences of complex and simple markers, the form of elements linked by
pattern markers, the prevalence of anaphoric references, and the occurrence of some
types of expressions of uncertainty, such as modal verbs. ah of which showed soine
variation between the two groups.
However, the data available do not allow for the role of equivalence between
candidate terms used to extract contexts for analysis to be evaluated systematically and
differentiated from other factors that may contribute to the differences observed.
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first, while the data for the groups of terms appear to indicate differences,
the resuits for individual terms showed considerable variation in the numbers of relation
occurrences in which they participated (as illustrated in Section 4.1), making it more
difficult to observe coherent trends.
In addition to the differences in individual terms, the two groups of term pairs
show different distributions among the varions semantic classes considered (e.g., with a
large proportion of the ternis denoting pathologies constituting equivalents in the two
languages, but most of the terms denoting processes flot equivalent). Because many of
these cnteria may be iinked directly or indirectly to differences in terms or in terni
classes, it is difficult to trace the exact origins of many differences observed.
Neutralizing differences in classes would invoive a term-by-terrn comparison, which is
flot only an extremeiy detailed and thus labour-intensive process, but also one that
wouid involve far smaller numbers of occurrences of each of the phenomena analyzed,
ofien making comparisons of prevalence in the two data sets statistically impossible or
unreliable.
Moreover, because pattem characteristics and difficulties can be inter-related in
complex chains (e.g., a marker may be associated with a specific term class or terni; this
marker may participate in specific pattem structures; these structures may be
particularly vulnerable to certain kinds of difficulties such as interruptions; and so on), it
may flot be possible to explain ail of the variations observed without an extremely fine
grained, multicriterial evaluation of ail ofthe occurrences.
Therefore, the differcnces in the various factors could not be reliably evaluated
in detail on the strength of these data. However, this variation does appear to ment
further study using a methodology that allows for the effects of equivalence to be
properly evaluated in the context of pattern-based tools (i.e., using an appropniate
methodology and a sufficient amount of data).
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If further evidence is found indicating that the choice to use equivalent and
non-equivalent terms has an impact on resuits of relation and marker discovery, this may
suggest modifications to the methodology that could be considered in future work —
provided that the challenges and potential for bias in other areas inevitably associated
with these choices are also taken into account.
Rather than relying exclusively on the use of semantic classes to reduce potential
bias, one approach to pattem discovery in future work might be to couple a technique
based on the results of an evaluation ofterms’ specificity in a given corpus, such as that
produced by TermoStat, with consultation of existing terminological resources in order
to identify term pairs that are considered to be equivalents. This approach certainly is
flot perfect (given, for example, that no such resource is exhaustive and that the
coverage of terms in the corpora evaluated could well be uneven), and would be likely
to reduce the specificity of the terms retained somewhat (as some of the more specific
items in one corpus might flot have equivalents that are equally specific in the other), but
it could increase the chances that the sets ofmarkers observed in the two corpora will be
comparable.
Anothcr potential approach would be similar to that used for example by Barrière
(2001), which involved a comprehensive, manual analysis of a smaller corpus of texts
(or, altematively, of random samples of texts). This approach would eliminate bias
linked to term choice entirely, and moreover depending on the scope of the analysis
— could provide a more complete overview of the relations and markers present in a
given corpus. It would be an interesting approach, for example, if corpus size were
limited, or an exhaustive coverage ofpattems in a corpus were the goal.
However, such analyses involve their own challenges and raise some different
questions about whether the data obtained are representative. First, a comprehensive
manual approach entails the limits of human processing and the selection of a corpus or
sample ofa corpus ofmanageable size for this kind of analysis. The challenges posed by
the selection ofthis kind of sample could involve difficulties related to whether a sample
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is representative (e.g., a reduction of the variety of authors and texts that can
reasonably be represented, or the sections of various texts that are evaluated). Moreover,
an approach intended to locate data for use in terminology, but that does flot begin with
ternis, may flot provide as accurate a reflection of the use to which the pattems located
will eventually be put (particularly in applications that use sets of candidate terms or
specific terms for searching). The contemplation of an approach involving the random
selection of contexts may also raise questions about criteria for identifying pertinent
contexts. A (candidate) term-based approach provides some measure of assurance that
the relations identified involve at least one concept that could potentially be researched
by a temiinologist in the course of conceptual analysis and terminological description.
However, a manual approach would involve the definition of criteria for the
admissibility of relations observed according to their usefulness for an intended
application, the nature of the elements that are linked, and so on. The task of
establishing these kinds of criteria could prove to be quite complex. In addition, the use
of a term-based methodology for pattera discovery, which is commonly used in the
domain in unilingual projects. offers possibilities for observing phenomena that are
likely to confront others using the methodology, for higliligliting
— as these resuits
clearly do
— some of the difficulties and challenges likely to be encountered this kind
ofapproach, and for suggesting ways ofimproving it.
In considering the two types of approaches available for such projects, it may be
interesting to consider the differences observed in the markers observed in projects that
focused on the same relation but differed in the approach taken. One such basis for
comparison may be found in the data gathered in Barrière (2001, 2002) and Marshman
(2002) (cf. Sections 2.1.8 and 2.1.9). A brief overview ofthe markers observed in these
projects is provided below.
Barrière’s work (2001, 2002) involved the complete, manual analysis of an
$0,000-token, 5,500-sentence corpus on composting, in order to identify lexical patteras
for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation. Marshrnan (2002, 2002a, 2004) targeted lexical markers
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of the same relation classified according to the same typology, but in a 225,000-
token, 7,600-sentence corpus on biopharmaceuticals, using a term-based approach. This
second research pfoject involved the analysis of occurrences oftwelve terms, accounting
for approximately 4,000 contexts in total (although several contexts contained more than
one ofthe terms in question, and thus would have been viewed more than once).
In comparing the resuits, a striking amount of overlap between the patterns
identified was found, but with some interesting differences related to the nature of the
pattems located. In Barrière’s articles, a list of 42 verbal markers (e.g., cause [vERB],
destroy), 19 with associated nominal derivatives (e.g., cause [NouN], destruction), as
welI as 5 non-derived nouns is given. 0f the verbs, 26 or approximately 62% were also
located in Marshman.’81”82 Approximately the same proportion (63%) of the nominal
derivatives listed was also found. However, of 28 conjunctional pattems identified by
Barrière (e.g., X so that Y, since X, Y), only 8 or approximately 29% were found in
Marshman, and only 20% of the nouns not derived from verbs. While these figures are
indicative only, they nevertheless suggest that specific types of markers might be
favoured in each approach.
Interestingly, Barrière’s further analysis (2001: 145; cf. Section 2.1.8), indicates
that she found verbal patteras to be much less noisy than conjunctional patteras (with a
noise ratio of 0.31 as compared to the conjunctional patteras’ 0.82), explaining her
subsequent decision to concentrate on the former class. Thus, while it must be
recognized that the patterns identified may be influenced by the approacli used, it
appears possible that a term-based approach will in fact favour the identification and
81 is important to note nevertheless that the criteria for identifiing marker occurrences used in this
thesis (cf. Chapter 3) are somewhat stricter than those used in Marshman (2002). In this research(following models used by many researchers, including Bodson (2005)), for an occurrence of a relation to
be retained a coimection between the term used to generate the concordance and the marker was required,
whule in Marshrnan (2002) occurrence in the context alone vas considered to be sufficient.
182 As Marshman (2002) used a character-string-based approach, verb and noun forms often corresponded
to a single marker.
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study of markers that are likely to be particularly useful for subsequent applications
in terminology. Nevertheiess, formai evaluation would be necessary in order to explore
this possibility and to permit the drawing of conclusions, as these data constitute only a
smali, ad hoc sample.
In conclusion, the use of a term-based approacli involving both equivalent term
pairs and non-equivalents in this study has revealed some interesting resuits that — if
confirmed in more targeted studies
— will be pertinent for bilingual work and could be
taken into account in future projects, and has provided concrete data on which future
research mav be based.
5.5.3 Challenges in identifying and classifying relations
Among the issues related to the identification and classification of relation occurrences
that may be discussed in light of the results of the research are the criteria for retaining
occurrences of CAUSE—EFFECT relations, the challenges of using the relation
classification for the CAUSE—EFFECT relation, and possibilities for enhancing the
classifications of both CAUSE—EFFECI and ASSOCIATION relations, as well as for
classifying candidate KRCs containing multiple markers.
5.5.3.1 Criteria for retaining CAUSE—EFFECT relation occurrences
As noted above in Section 1.5.2.7. a decision was made in this research to set aside
occurrences of relationships that involved an element of causation but were considered
to be too complex and specific to be used for the purposes of temiinology work as
envisaged here (e.g., relations that may be indicated by markers such as IRRITER or
NETTOYER). This distinction may be compared to that made by Kahane and Mel’uk
(forthcoming), between verbs ofcausation and causative verbs (cf. Section 1.5.2.4).
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This is flot to state, however, that more complex rclationships and the
rnarkers that denote them may not be of interest for knowledge extraction in certain
specific contexts. Reference may be made here to the observations by a number of
researchers, including Sager (1990) and Nuopponen (2005) that the types of
relationships that are important for a given project are likely to depend on the specific
context and goals of that project, and to the work of researchers such as Faber et al.
(2006), who noted
— in the context of a study focusing on the creation of frame-based
representations of relations in domain-specific applications (in their case, the field of
coastal engineering) — that in particular, domain-specific situations, more specific types
ofrelationships may be extremely useful for structuring knowledge.
Two specific observations of difficulties related to the distinction between core
and complex causal relationships may be made, in light ofthe analysis carried out in this
work. The first pertains to the forms in which a given CAUSE—EffECT relation is
manifested at a textual level, while the second relates to ambiguities ofmarkers retained
in this analysis.
A potential inconsistency in relation identification related to the distinction
between core and complex relationships may be observed in examples based on those of
Kahane and Me1’uk (forthcoming). Occurrences such as Le va-et-vient des voitures
cause t ‘irritation de Zoé or Zoé tite ta grenouille (en / ‘écrasant) could be retained as
occurrences of pertinent conceptual relations in this research and causer and tuer
identified as markers of the sub-relations of CREATION and DESTRUCTION, respectively,
since these correspond to the CAUSE—EffECT relations of passing cars causing irritation
to occur or Zoé causing the ftog to cease to exist (at least as a frog, i.e., a living thing).
However, altemate expressions of the same realities such as Le va-et-vient des voitures
irrite Zoé or Zoé écrase la grenouille would not, because the complexity of the
relationships expressed between Zoé and the passing of the cars or between Zoé and the
frog, as observable at a semantic level in the meanings of IRRITER (“provoquer chez
[quelqu’un] un certain énervement pouvant aller jusqu’à la colère” (Lexis 1992)) and
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ÉCRASER (“déformer ou... aplatir [quelque chose] par pression ou par choc” (Lexis
1992)). This is considered here to be an inevitable drawback of pattern-based
approaches. one that must be recognized. but is also. in our opinion, acceptable in the
context of research projects such as this one.
The second issue involves markers observed in this research that are ambiguous
in the sense that in some cases a marker indicates a core” relation as retained for the
purposes of this research, while in others it corresponds to a relationship that includes an
element of causation but is complex enough that it was exclcided from this study. The
phenornenon is reflected in a brief discussion of such marker polysemy as observed in
the data evaluated in the study ofmarker precision (Section 4.7.2). it was also discussed
in Marshrnan and L’Homme (2006) and Marshman and L’Homme (2006a). in which
analyses of the different senses of the markers identified in this proj cet — both those
senses that correspond to the core relations and those that are more complex
— wcre
cairied out.
A number of examples may be identifled: induce and induire (which can indicate
the causing, i.e., CREATION, or INCREASE of some kind of piocess, the CREATION of a
molecule, or another more complex causal scnse involving thc modification of a
molecule — generalÏy an enzyme — so that h bccomes functional); ctctivct/e and activer
(which can indicate either CREATION or the transformation of a molecule to make it
functional); and block and blocjuer. which can indicate “core’ PRE\’ENTION in addition to
more compiex relationships. e.g., of preventing access to and/or the functioning of
something (generally a protein or receptor), or preventing passage through something
(generally a blood vessel or a chamel in a ccli membrane). The case of block is
illustrated in Examples 370 to 372:
370.ATI receptor antagonists block the oxidative stress... (Granger
et al. 2004)
371. Other methods of attenuating the effects of aldosterone itivolve
inhibiting the aldosterone synthase enzyme or blocking the
aldosterone receptor. (Moore et aI. 2003)
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372.... bïood dots (thrombi), which partially or completely block
the vessel... (DiGiovanna and Adams 1999)
Interestingly, the more specific senses are often linked with specific terms or
classes of terms in specialized domains (e.g., blocking of receptofs, blocking of blood
vessels, stimulation of ceils or ofpathways, activation ofcells or molecules, induction of
enzymes).
The usefulness of such specific relations may vary according to the application
envisaged in terminology work, and thus these cases may be interpreted from several
perspectives. One of these
— which parallels that explored in Marshman and L’Homme
(2006, 2006a)
— may allow the various senses involving causation to be retained in an
analysis, as long as those that involve the primary, “core” causal sense can be
differentiated from those that involve a more complex sense with a causal component.
Altematively, strategies may be adopted to limit resuits to the core senses that
were originally targeted. This is an approach that may be chosen in a number of
approaches to KRC extraction, and the one used in this thesis (largely in an effort to
obtain a reasonably consistent, comparable and manageable range of data that reflects
the most appropriate contexts for pattem-based extraction). Projects focusing on the
establishment of direct links between concepts in concept structures included in or
underlying the structure ofterminological resources, for example, will flot likely be able
to make widespread use ofthe more specific types ofrelationships without entenng into
an extremely detailed (and thus time-consuming) analysis of ah of the kinds of CAUSE—
EfFECT-based relations present in a domain and how they connect to one another.
For example, in the case of the verbal marker block that consistently indicates
PREVENTION of some kind, it would nevertheless be misleading to link concepts in a
concept system using identical PREVENTION hinks in the case of both the blocking of a
process’s occurrence and the blocking of a blood vesse! or of a receptor (since it is not,
of course, the existence of the blood vessel or receptor that is prevented). Additional
information would have to be added to the link to specify what exactly is prevented,
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thereby multiplying the types of links required in a resource
— and the difficulties
of managing these
— exponentially. This becomes very difficuit or even impossible as
the scale and scope of a terminological resource
— and thus the range of potentiai sub
types of relations increases (e.g., particuiarly if a large domain or several different
domains are covered). It might be equally misleading, in applications that attempt to sort
candidate KRCs by the relation present, to group together ail of the contexts in which
any PREVENTION-based relationship is observed, as the above relationships are quite
distinct.
The choices made in this respect should reflect the application intended for the
resuits of knowledge extraction: tools focusing on more automatic applications or the
extraction of knowiedge for the purposes of iinking concepts in a system or terms in a
term base are likely to focus more on the core relations, while domain knowledge
acquisition and the creation of definitions may make use of information about the more
complex relationships these markers may indicate, provided that the nature of this
information can be clearly differentiated from core senses to prevent confusion.
At an interlinguistic level, the regiilarities observed, both in the polysemy of
markers in the two data sets and in associations with specific terms or classes of terms
suggest some possible methods for automatic sorting and/or elimination of these more
specialized contexts, depending on the needs of a given project. However, this kind of
technique would also confront a number of challenges (cf. Marshman and L’Homme
2006).
5.5.3.2 Challenges in Barrière’s CAUSE—EFFECT relation classification
As described above in Section 3.3.1.2.2, Bamère’s classification ofthe CAUSE—EFFECI
relation was chosen for use in this project; it was considered to be the most appropriate
for this purpose because it targets important differences between types of CAUSE—EFfECT
relations in the medical domain, reflects a number of common characteristics of these
relations that were identified as important to take into account in analyses from a vanety
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of points of view (e.g., cognitive to linguistic), and is particularly suited to this kind
of project because it allows for marker-based sorting of contexts according to these
criteria. Paralleling observations in Barrière (2002) and Marshman (2002), the system
was found to be adequate for the task of classifying relation occurrences in the majority
of cases observed in this project. Neverthelcss, like any sucli system it does have
limitations. In this section, some of the most widely observed difficulties will be
outlined.
One difficulty observed in the use of this classification was related to
differentiating between potential classifications of ambiguous pattem markers. Sucli
markers, including stimïdate/stimuler, inhibit/inhïber, and sttppressor/suppresseur, may
potentially convey two or more sub-types of CAUSE-EffECT relations (e.g., CREATION or
INCREASE; DECREASE, DESTRUCTION or PREVENTION), and it may be very difficult even
for a human to determine which is pertinent in a given case (certainly without reading a
much larger part of the original document, which is of course what a pattem-based
KRC-extraction tool seeks to spare the terminologist wlierever possible).183 Certainly,
this phenomenon poses even more difficulties for automatic context sorting.
for the purposes of this project and its descriptive orientation, occurrences of
these markers were cÏassified according to the best possible interpretation of the
individual occurrences in light of further research (both in the text itself and of
supplementary resources where necessary).
However, to manage sucli cases in practice (i.e., in attempting to sort KRCs
retrieved using knowledge pattems) requires another approach. Some possibilities for
disambiguation may be observed in specific cases. In Example 373, for example, a rare
case in which the sense of the marker is clarified is found: by opposing stimuler with
provoquer, which is Jess ambiguous, the aiatlior has clearly indicated that the growth of
183 Moreover, in some cases it may be challenging to determine the exact relation present even in light ofa
reading of a larger segment of or even a whole text.
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these lesions is increased flot caused by hormones. This kind of input,
however, would be very difficuit to represent formally in a consistent way, and would
likely not be widely useful for distinguishing senses in an automatic application.
373.Si les lésions, provoquées ou stimulées, peu importe, par les
hormones n’étaient que des lésions de faible malignité,
totalement curables ? (Bouchard 2001)
In other cases, modifiers ofthese markers may clarify at least to some extent the
type of relation that is present, as in Examples 374 and 375:t84
374.La toxicité de l’acide flavone-acétique (FAA ou flavone-8-
acetic acid) sur des cellules cancéreuses mammaires in vitro est
totalement inhibée par un inhibiteur de NOS... (Gauthier et al.
2004)
375.La production des autres hormones surrénaliennes
(testostérone, déhydrotestostérone androstènedione,
progestérone et I 7-hydroxyprogestérone) est très partiellement
inhibée. (De Crémoux 2000)
In Example 374, totalement helps to eliminate DECREASE ftom the possible relations; by
the same token, in Example 375, très partiellement eliminates PREVENTION and
DESTRUCTION, leaving DECREASE as the best interpretation. Once again, however, formai
approaches to disambiguation based on these indications would be difficult to develop.
Alternatives for the disambiguation of at least some of the occurrences and
senses of these markers may include the use of the actantial structures in which they
appear and the semantic classes oftlieir actants. As mentioned above in Section 2.2, this
possibility lias been explored in research projects such as those of fchu (2004),
Weilgaard (2004) and Bodson (2005), as weli as in Marshman and L’Homme (2006),
which focused specffically on some ofthe ambiguous markers observed in this project.
In an alternative approach, Barrière (2002: 12—104) noted some cases of similar
ambiguities, and either assigned two possible sub-relations to a single marker, or
These two examples are flot part of the set of contexts identified and analyzed in this research, but are
provided here to illustrate phenomena that may be observed in pattern-based candidate KRC extraction.
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classified more ambiguous markers in a more general category, such as EXISTENCE,
INFLUENCE or CAUSAL.
from the observations made in the course of the research, an addition or
modification may be proposed. Most ofien in the ambiguous cases evaluated in this
research, ambiguity occurred between sub-relations that can be characterized as
“positive” or “negative” effects, between CREATION, MAINTENANCE and INCREASE on the
positive side, and DESTRUCTION, PREVENTION and DECREASE on the negative side)85 As
mentioned in the description of the relation classification (Section 1.5.2.8.3), the sub
relation of MODIFICATION may be used in cases where it is impossible or very difficult to
identify with certainty whether a change resuits in an INCREASE or DECREASE of the
effect. In parallel, it could be possible to integrate into the classification
— or otherwise
implement
— a similar generic classification that could be used in cases of doubt, where
it is not feasible to assign a single sub-relation for a relation expressed in a given
context, and in which the ambiguity occurs between sub-relations in both the EXISTENCE
and INFLUENCE categories.
As in the case of MODIFICATION, a more specific classification is of course
desirable, but flot at the cost of mis-classification of occurrences due to guesswork or
excessive generalization. The establishment of such relation categones would allow
misclassifications to be avoided, but also to retain the option of ciassifying occurrences
and pattems more specifically than the generic CAUSAL that was Bamère’s ultimate
solution to such problems. This intermediate level of granularity may be sufficient for
user needs in some applications, for instance if ail a user needs to know is if a given
factor exerts a positive or negative influence on an event.
It is interesting to note that in these cases very similar markers presenting
parallei senses and ambiguities in English and in french were found. This would be an
185 Ibis rejoins observations made by Nazarenko (2000) in ber analysis of CAUSALITY in French lexical
semantics (cf. Section 1.5.2.3).
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advantage for developing bilingual tools, as strategies for disambiguating these
rnarkers may also be similar, and thus the work required to resoïve these ambiguities (if
possible) or to develop strategies for dealing with them may be useful in both languages.
5.5.3.3 Possible complements to the CAUSE—EFFECT relation classilïcation
In addition to sorne potential adjustments of Barrière’s classification in itself, it is
possible to consider adding anothet layer to this classification in order to further refine
the granularity of context sorting. One method of doing so would be to consider
integrating criteria taken from such classifications as Nuopponen (1994: Section
1.5.2.5). While some ofthese were considered to be too specific for the orientation and
goals of this research (cf. Section 1.5.2.8.5), observations in the data in the two
languages did suggest some ways in v.’hich certain aspects coulci be implemented in
future research.
Nuopponen’s classification specified. among other questions. whether causes
produce an effect independently (closely linked to the idea of sufficient causes) or are
one of several that contribute either alternately or together to produce it, whether a cause
has one or more effects and whether these effects are co-occurring or alternative.
At a conceptual level, this aspect of CAUSE—EFFECT relations is clearly
significant. It is nevertheless important to keep in mmd that, when analyzing CAUSE—
EFFECT relations, one is necessarily drawing conclusions about connections between two
elements, identifying a cause (or possibly more than one cause) to the exclusion of ail
other factors in the environment that may encourage or allow this connection to exist or
may fail to prevent it (e.g., the absence of counteracting causes as identified by
Nuopponen (1994), predispositions. the fundamental laws of nature and of chemistry,
biology, physics, etc.) In medicine, researchers and other specialists frequently have
only a partial picture of the processes that are taking place in the complex system that is
the human body. and any number of environmental factors may play a role in a given
event. Thus, the identification of any relationship between two elements, such as a cause
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and an effect, could be said to be conditional on environmental factors. Moreover, as
new environmental factors that influence these relationships are identified, researchers’
comprehension of causal links may evoïve to include additional pertinent conditions.
Moreover, at a textual level (and particularly when conditions have already been
specified), authors may not specify at every mention of a relation whether the cause is
independent or not, contributing or alternative, or as yet uncharacterized. However, the
contributing nature of causes in some cases is reflected in the markers used to express
these relations, e.g., contribute tolcontribuer à, participate in/participer à, involved
in/irnpliqué dans, play a roÏe in/jouer un rôle dans.
Thus, the resuits indicate that whule it is almost impossible to determine with
certainty ftom a given knowledge-rich context whether a given cause is sufficient to
produce an effect (according to knowledge at a given moment or in the long term), in
some cases, it is possible to conclude when it is not, on the basis of overt description of
a cause as contributing. Moreover, the interlinguistic similarities observed in these
markers suggest that this phenomenon is similar in the two languages, and that it may
thus be exploited in both English and french.
The next question for consideration is then how this type of information
distinguishing (definitively) contributing causes from others can be accounted for in the
classification of occurrences, i.e., whether it should be associated with and applied in the
processing of occurrences containing individual pattems, or whether this kind of
information should be integrated into the relation classification itself, as reflected in
Garcia (1997; Section 1.5.2.8.2). Moreover, in considering the potential for inclusion in
a relation classification, determining how this distinction may be integrated into a
hierarchical structure sucli as the one created by Barrière (2002) (e.g., as a separate
high-level class, or as a subordinate c1ass of each of the sub-types already identified)
requires evaluation.
In the observations in the corpora, the markers observed to convey this kind of
information were included in the category of CREATION markers. for marker-based
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classification, it could thus be possible to consider integrating a sub-classification of
the CREATION sub-relation into the relation hierarchy, to deal with these cases.
At a fundamental level of the definition of relation types, however, another point
can be raised in the case of the INCREASE sub-relation. From one perspective. the
element responsible for increasing another (e.g., causing it to occur more. causing more
of it to exist) may be identified as a contributing cause of the latter’ s existence or
occurrence (as, clearly, the former element cannot be the only cause of this existence or
occurrence, as the latter already existed or occurreci before its intervention). This would
then suggest a need to reflect this reality in the classification system used if the
contributing nature of causes is to be refiected in a systematic way. Reflecting this
shared aspect of some occurrences of CREATION and ail of the cases of INCREASE in a
relation classification, however, is considerably more complex.186
Another potentially interesting complement to the classification used here is also
based on the classification developed by NLtopponen (1994) and addresses the number
of causes or effects observed in a given relation, but sctggests different strategies for
implementation as a complement to a classification such as that used in this project. This
approach would involve the evaluation of the form of the elements linked by markers.
and particularly the presence of multiple related elements sharing a role in a relation anci
joined by conjunction or disjunction.
The presence of multiple elements filling a siot in a knowledge pattern can
clearly indicate cases in which (an author states that) two or more causes mav contribute
to an effect, or two or more effects may result from a given cause. Automatic processmg
of these kinds of structures may thus allow for semi-automatic sorting of contexts
expressing relations with multiple as opposed to single causes or effects.
186 Moreover the issue of whether the mirror image of this reasonin can be applied in the case of the
DECREASE sub-relation taises some equally if not more complex questions.
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However, the further classification of causes as co-operating or alternative
and cffects as co-occurring or alternative may pose more challenges: at a contextual and
even a textual level, it may 5e difficuit to detennine exactly which situation is present
when conjunction of multiple elements occurs. One possibiÏity involves an analysis
based on certain markers of conjunction. While many (including the most frequent and)
do not clarify the kind of relationship that is Iikely to be present, others, sucS as together
with or along with may suggest that causes are co-operating or that effects are co
occurring, rather than alternative. The case of disjunction, however, is more
straightforward, in that it more reliably indicates alternative causes and effects. Once
again, it seems that while some aspects ofNuopponen’s classification may be relatively
straightforward to implement on a formal level to complement other classifications used
for context sorting, further refinement is likely to require human interpretation and
intervention. This is particularly true when the possibilities of nuances in the ways in
which conjunction and disjunction may be interpreted are considered (e.g., differences
between exclusive and inclusive disjunctions).
It is interesting to note that the kinds of approaches that could 5e used to reflect
these different aspects of a single basic distinction are considerably different. One could
involve a refinement of a relation classification and is largely reflected in differences in
markers, while the other would 5e most usefully implemented in analyzing pattem
structures.187 As sucS, it appears that if this task is pursued, evaluation of the presence of
contnbuting causes should take place at multiple levels. This task would, however, be
relatively complex to automate in a coherent way, and it seems likely that a fairly
significant element of human evaluation would 5e necessary to obtain a complete,
precise and reliable picture of the relationships described in various contexts.
187 Additionally, if the structures in which multiple elements sharing a role in a relation can occur are
evaluated, this opens possibilities for the extraction of additional information from contexts containing
multiple elements sharing roles in a relation, including those thal indicate SYNONYIvIY or GENERIC—
SPECIFIC relations between these elements. Whule these relationships do flot directly affect the principal
CAUSE—EFFECT relation identified, they nevertheless are likely to be useful for conceptual analysis and
may be useftilly extracted.
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Another potential application of some of the observations made by
Nuopponen (1994, 2005), in this case concerning the interpretation of alternative effects
in CAUSE—EFFECT relationships, involves a parallel with expressions of uncertainty such
as quantification, hedging or the use of modal verbs. The existence of alternating effects
indicates that a given effect will not aiways occur as a resuit of a cause, establishing a
potential parallel with quantifiers sucli as some or rnany, indicators of hedging as
generally or sornetimes or modal verbs such as can or may. As this can be observed at a
surface level in the disjunction of related elements (discussed in Section 4.9.1 .2), it
offers an additional strategy for the automatic evaluation of certainty levels. However,
as this phenomenon is not always explicitly marked, once again it can offer only a
partial contribution towards the evaluation ofthese factors. It may nevertheless be worth
exploring, especially since this phenomenon may be pertinent for some applications in
other relations as well (e.g., GENERIC—SPECIFIC, as in a bicycle is a type ofvehicle or of
sports equipment, or PART—WHOLE, as in a wheeÏ is a part ofa bicycle or ofa car).
A final possibility for a refinement of the classification of contexts according to
additional criteria indicated in Nuopponen (1994) is the possibility of distinguishing at a
formai level between different types of causes (e.g., causal agents, causal events). In
some cases in which multiple elements share a role in a relation, an element
corresponding to each type of cause may be identified; this kind of conjunction of
elements may be indicated by such structures as By X-ing, Y causes Z (cf the
discussion in Section 4.9.1.2). formai analysis of these phenomena poses challenges due
to the complexity of such structures. Nevertheless, if strategies are developed to deal
with these cases, they may allow for different types of elements to be distinguished
automatically, and for the different types of causes to be presented to the user, providing
a more fine-grained classification of the information present and/or allowing for the
most useful cases for a given purpose to be retained or sorted within a list ofresuits.
Ail ofthese possibilities, although compiex to implement, could constitute useful
additions to the basic classification if more precise relation descriptions were desired.
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5.5.3.4 Possible refinements of the classification of ASSOCIATION relations
As discussed above in Section 1.5.1, in this project, while two specific types of
ASSOCIATIONS (RISK and CORRELATION) were considered for the purposes of this
research, they were not specifically identified. Some observations of these specific
ASSOCIATIONS will be presented below, and possibilities for refining the relation
classification discussed.
5.5.3.4.1 Risk
As stated in Section 1.5.1.4, the concept of”risk” has been included in this classification
of ASSOCIATION — given that (in the specialized domain of medicine) risk is calculated
based on observations of co-occurrence of two variables
— but that it differs from other
types of associations, for example, in its directionality (i.e., the clear identification of an
outcome and a factor presumed to affect it).
In many cases, relatively coherent classes of elements are associated with these
markers; the prototypical combinations would involve the association between one of a
number of entities (e.g., a treatment, a characteristic, or a test resuit — indicating the
presence of a particular molecule in the blood, for example) and a disease or disorder,
with the former identified as indicating a nsk of the latter, Sorne surface variants in this
form may be found in cases in which a particular aspect of the disease is mentioned, as
in Example 376, or when an anaphoric expression is present, as in Example 377:
376.Hyperhomocysteinaemia is a risk factor for the development
ofCHD... (Mackness et al. 2004)
377.... an elevated serum creatinine level ... was associated with an
approximately twofold higher risk of overall and CVD
mortality. After adjustment for cardiovascular risk factors
elevated serum creatinine remained an independent risk factor
for these outcomes as well as total CVD, congestive heart
failure (CHF) and claudication. (Coresli et al. 2004)188
188 Ibis example is flot part ofthe set of relation occurrences analyzed in this project, but is provided here
to illustrate the phenomenon in question.
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Another type of variation is observed when one of the variables involved is
expressed in adjectival form (e.g., cardiovascutar or cardïovascutaire), as in Examples
378 and 379:189
378.However, in response to the traditional cardiovascular risk
factors, such as hypertension, diabetes, and
hypercholesterolemia, the endogenous defenses of the vascular
endothelium begin to break down. (Szmitko et al. 2003)
379.En plus de ces deux critères majeurs de sélection, on suggère
de prescrire un bilan lipidique aux enfants démontrant d’autres
facteurs de risque cardiovasculaire (obésité, tabagisme,
hypertension, diabète, consommation d’aliments riches en
matières grasses, prise de médicaments augmentant les lipides
plasmatiques et sédentarité)... (Lambert 2002)
The use of specific rnarkers to denote this special kind of ASSOCIATION, as weil
as the important difference in the nature of the relation and the needs for processing the
resuits of extraction (e.g., in preserving the order of the elements observed, in order to
identify which factor is the assumed cause and which the assumed effect) indicates that
in future work
— in which sufficient amounts of data are availabie it wouid be
interesting to distinguish these occurrences from others of ASSOCIATION. Fortunately,
these relative formai regularities provide a promising starting point for this kind of
differentiation. Some challenges will of course be encountered, and further evaluation
would be lielpful for developing strategies.
In another phenomenon observed in the relations, the risk and risque families of
markers were often observed in combination with other types of markers. With one
group of additional markers (e.g., associated with, effect ojÇ role of... as, effet sur, effet
de, du fait de, à l’origine de), a reinforcement of the ASSOCIATION (or potential CAUSE—
EFFECT) relation expressed in the context may 5e observed. In the second, very common
group (e.g., increase, increased, augmentation), the additional markers fiirther describe
89 It should be noted that this form is elliptical; the risk is cf cardiovascular disease or other similar
disorders cf the heart and blood vessels. This may pose challenges for interpreting such contexts,
particularly in more highly automated applications.
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the type of relationship that exists between the two elements (ofien a MODIFICATION
(INCREASE or DECREASE) in thc likelihood ofthe event in question). While the risk-based
marker is considered to determine the relation present and thus to take precedence over
any CAUSE—EfFECT markers present (cf. Section 3.3.1.5.1.1), it could be interesting to
take into account the more specific information conveyed by some of the additional
rnarkers, particularly of MODIFICATION. Given the relatively stable structures observed in
many of these combinations, the development of strategies for fttrther refining the
classification ofsuch contexts appears promising.
5.5.3.4.2 Correlation
As noted above in Section 1.5.1.3, in contrast to other types 0f ASSOCIATION in which
the relation holds between static variables, CORRELATION involves a relationship
between dynamic, continuous variables at a series of points, in which the value of one
changes with the value of the other. However, general usage does flot necessanly reflect
this distinction, posing challenges for automatic identification of this kind of relation in
corpora.
CORRELATION, as one would expcct, may be indicated by markers such as
correlate, correlate with, corrélation entre and corrélé avec. In other cases, this kind of
ASSOCIATION may be possible, but unconfirmed, as in Example 380:
380.... on observe une nette augmentation du risque avec la durée
d’utilisation... (Clavel-Chapelon and Hill 2000)
This may ofien occur in cases in which combinations of elements indicating
MODIFICATION, rNCREASE or DECREASE of a variable are observed, along with an
indication that this MODIFICATION occurs in ASSOCIATION with another variable (e.g., the
markers in, with, dans and avec). It may be very difficult to determine whether the
relation involves two dynamic variables (i.e., is a truc CORRELATION), or whether it is a
simple case of an ASSOCIATION involving one dynamic and one static variable, as in
Examples 381 and 382:
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381 .Two trials showed improved DFS with anthracycline-based
chemotherapy... (Shenider et al. 2004)
382.A further aspect of the change of atherogenicity of lipoproteins
wïth HRT was taclded by Wakatsuki et al.... (Seed and Knopp
2004)
One possible criterion for the decision may depend on the nature of the related
elements. In Example 380, both elements (risque and durée) are continuous variables
(i.e., it is possible to characterize risk as high or low, duration as short or long, and so
on); thus they can potentially be compared at different values to determine if a dynamic
ASSOCIATION (i.e., CORRELATION) is present. However, in Examples 381 and 382, the
elements chemotherapy and HRT are less easily discussed in this way, and therefore are
less hkely to be involved in a true CORRELATION (at least, without some additional
modification identifying what aspect of these treatments was being compared at
different values). However, the evaluation of the various concepts involved in a
potential correlation would involve highly developed analysis of corpus texts.
The variability in the expression of these kinds of relations suggests that
differentiating automatically between ASSOCIATION and CORRELATION would invoïve a
very significant investrnent oftime and effort, and could not necessarily be successfully
achieved in many cases. The relative inftequency of this specific ASSOCIATION in this
research
— or at least, ofthe cases in which it can be confirmed
— does not suggest that
this investment would provide a significant retum.
Thus, if the development of a more specific classification of types of
ASSOCIATION relations at an automatic level is to be considered, the sub-type of RISK
appears to be the more promising avenue for development. CORRELATION, in contrast,
appears to be best evaluated by a hurnan user, perhaps using a tool that provides a
primary sorting of contexts in order to identify some that are more likely to involve this
sub-type of ASSOCIATION on the basis of the marker that is present, and perhaps even
providing more specific indications of specific types of these associations as indicated
by the presence of additional markers.
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5.5.3.4.3 Challenges in interpreting ASSOCIATION relations
In Section 4.9.1, some fairly clearly defrned cases in which multiple elements may share
a role in relations were described, and some possibulities for processing them discussed.
However, in some cases of ASSOCIATION relations, it is difficuit to interpret exactly how
multiple elements are related. This is the case, for example, in Examples 383 to 386:
383.Part 1 will provide a brief overview of the link between
inflammation, endothelial dysfimction, and atherosclerosis...
(Szmitko et al. 2003)
384. Associations behveen lymph node metastases, various
clinicopathological features, and development of distant
metastasis were assessed with the Pearson [chiï2 test. (Susnik
et al. 2004)
385.11 semble exister un lien très étroit entre le syndrome de
lipodystrophie, l’hyperlipidémie, l’intolérance au glucose et le
diabète, bien que chacun de ces troubles puisse survenir
isolément. (Baril and Junod 2004)
386.... un suivi attentif permettant d’établir les liens entre les
anomalies lipidiques, le tabagisme, l’hypertension artérielle, le
diabète et la maladie coronaire. (Bauduceau et al. 2004)
Here more than two elements are implicated in an ASSOCIATION relation, but
there is no clear proof of whether a series of binary ASSOCIATION relations involving
separate element pairs is present, or whether all of the elements are somehow linked in
the same relation (i.e., whether there is a question of the co-occurrence of ail factors, or
some kind of constellation of factors that occur more or iess consistently together). This
makes the use of the information conveyed by the context challenging: analysis of a
larger context (e.g., the paragraph or even full text) or further research may lie needed to
confirm the relation(s) present. The occurrence is nevertheless useful at least for
applications in whicli liuman interpretation of a iarger context or other resources is
possible
— as it does indicates a relation ofinterest.
In addition to the challenges this phenomenon poses at a conceptual level, this
kind of variant certainly lias implications for the recognition of contexts using restrictive
pattem forms (for example, a form that allows for only a single element to be present
A O’
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with or in the cases shown above, within a marker would likely exciude such
occurrences). Ideally, pattern forms intended for applications in which human
interpi-etation is possible should allow for such variations. Some regularities in the
occurrences of this phenomenon may be exploited for this purpose. This phenomenon
was observed in the case of ASSOCIATION relations indicated by the maukers association
between... and and 1117k beRieen.. cmcÏ in English. and by lien entre... et in French.
Thus. it appears to be linked primarily to specific markers (for which appropriate forms
couïd be developed), and also shows sirnilarities between the two languages. This raises
the possibility that strategies for dealing with scicli contexts in one language might be
useful in the other as well.
5.5.3.5 Occurrences of multiple patterns and/or markers
Many of the relation occurrences observed in this research contained multiple candidate
patterns or pattern markers indicating a relationship between the saine tw’o elements. As
described in Section 3.3.1.5.1.1, each context was associated with the relation identified
for the context as a whole, and the marker that corresponded to this relationship was
annotated as the principal one located in the context. although the presence of (an)
additional rnarker(s) was noted.
However, this solution at the pattern identification stage does not resolve the
issues that would be encountered at the stage of pattern-based tool use. and particularly
of relation identification. In order to present a user with a sorted list of contexts
expressing varions relations or sub-relations, it is necessary to assign each context to one
or more groups, and this task is most likely to be carried out on the basis of the maukers
present. The presence of more than one marker thus poses difficulties.
There is a danger, of course, in presenting misleading evidence in this
classification; for example, classifying contexts containing both a marker of
MODIFICATION and of ASSOCIATION — a common combination as occurrences of
MODIFICATION relations would imply that a CAUSE—EFFECT relation bas been determined,
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whereas the presence of the pattems indicating ASSOCIATION indicate that this is not
(or at least, not necessarily) the case. However, pertinent information would be lost if
the contexts were classified as indicating ASSOCIATION alone; certainly users would like
to know, if possible, what specific types of changes are observed in ASSOCIATIONS and
CAUSE—EFFECT relations.
One possible method for dealing with multiple relations and pattems in contexts
would be to establish a hierarchical system that detenuines how contexts containing
structures involving markers that generalÏy indicate different relations or sub-relations
should be classified. However, here again the dilemma of preserving maximum
information with minimum chance of misleading the user must be conftonted. for
example, in the case of contexts containing markers of CREATION and of MODIFICATION,
the most pertinent information appears to be that of the MODIFICATION and its nature,
with the marker of CREATION bolstering the causal element in the relation. In this case,
the contexts could thus be classified relatively safely according to the MODIFICATION
sub-relation present. The precedence of markers of the MODIFICATION sub-relation is
therefore different when such markers are combined with a marker of ASSOCIATION and
with another CAUSE—EfFECT marker. Thus, if a relation hierarchy were created to
manage these types of occurrences, first priority in classification would likely be
assigned to ASSOCIATION markers, followed by markers of MODIFICATION, and finally to
other types ofmarkers. However, this is only a partial portrait of the occurrences found
in the corpus, and such a hierarchy would need to be thoroughly tested and evaluated
before being implemented. furthermore, the introduction of additional relations or sub
relations into such a system — should the need arise — would likely increase the
complexity ofthe task considerably.
Another option would simply be to classify contexts containing multiple relation
markers into separate categories, according to the combinations of markers observed.
However, this would clearly increase the complexity not only of sorting the contexts,
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but also ofconsulting them in the final resuits. As the goal oftools is to simplify the
consultation of information for the user, this does flot seem to be advisable.
5.5.4 Variation in expression of related elements: Some implications
for knowledge extraction
The use of a terrn-based methodology sucli as that used in this project for identifying
and extracting relation occurrences may also be affected by the phenomenon of variation
in the forms in which concepts are represented at a textual level. The specific
phenomenon of terminological variation can occur in many forms that are important to
take into account in applications such as information extraction (cf. Daille 2005 for an
overview ofthese kinds of variations, and Condamines and Rebeyrolle (2001) for a brief
discussion of this phenornenon in pattem-based applications). In addition, concepts may
be represented by non-terminological units; some examples of these were given in the
discussion of non-nominal related elements such as propositions. 0f course, any tool
that searches for specific terms will encounter problems when such variations occur.
In the results of the analysis in the English and French data, some recurring
variations were observed, and could be taken into account in planning knowledge
extraction approaches to maximize recall, group together similar occurrences of
relations and/or to target specific types of information. One such widespread variation
ofien occurs in the description of the effects of a given treatment. for instance, in
Examples 387 to 393, a molecule or drug is said to have a given effect:
387.Interleukin-6 is an upstream proinflammatory cytokine that
induces both CRP and fibrinogen expression. (Racldey 2004)
388.These studies found no consistent associations between statins
effects on CRP and Iipid levels. (Balk et al. 2003)
389.Statins do flot affect fibrinogen levels, and limited data suggest
littie effect on lipid oxidation, tissue plasminogen activator, or
plasminogen activator inhibitor. (Balk et al. 2003)
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390.Consistent with previous studies, Virulizin had a high level of
anti-tumor activity against human breast, ovarian and prostate
tumor xenografls. (Du et al. 2003)
391.[I]n future tamoxifen may even belp to prevent cancer
development. (Health News 1991)
392.Les mécanismes responsables des différences d’effet entre les
statines lipophiles et hydrophiles sur la prolifération des CML
ne sont pas encore élucidés... (Nalbone et al. 2002)
393.... ce qui implique Cox2 dans la prolifération tumorale...
(Guastalla et aI. 2004)
In Examples 394 to 400, however, alternative expressions may be observed, in which it
is flot a molecule or dmg (i.e., an entity) but rather its presence or administration (i.e., an
event) that is identified as the cause of another phenomenon.
394.The presence ofTNF- taiphal, IL-6, and other cytokines cause
[sic] hepatic production of C-reactive protein (CRP)...
(Pantalco and Zonszein 2003)
395.Administration of Virulizin showed anti-tumor efficacy in the
treatment of human pancreatic cancers and melanoma in
previous preclinical studies... (Du et al. 2003)
396.The resuits of this study suggest that tamoxifen use may play a
greater role in the development of the endometrioid histologic
subtype ofendometrial cancer... (Slomovitz et al. 2004)
397.As compared to the treatment with novantrone, which
demonstrated anti-tumor efficacy with an optimal T/C value of
56.8%... (Du et al. 2003)
39$.... there is no support for using these markers to identify
patients likely to benefit from statin treatment. (Balk et al.
2003)
399.Un traitement de 3 mois par la pravastatine entraîne une
baisse du contenu en lipides (et de leur oxydation) des plaques
carotidiennes humaines... (Nalbone et al. 2002)
400.Même si ses mécanismes pathogéniques restent
incomplètement compris, l’expression de Cox2 favorise la
prolifération tumorale en inhibant l’apoptose, en stimulant la
néo-angiogenèse et en favorisant le pouvoir invasif...
(Guastalla et al. 2004)
Cases such as Examples 394 to 400 may be interpreted in several ways: the
complex unit may be identified as representing a concept that participates in the relation;
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the entity may be identified as the pertinent item (i.e., as corresponding to the
concept that should be identified as participating in the relation); the entity may be seen
as an instrument and the event as the real cause of the effect; or the two elements (the
entity and event) may be seen as cooperating causes. The choice made in this rcsearch
was the first, to retain the complete form identified in the context as the textual
representation of the concept involved in a relationship, without differentiating between
events and entities)9° However, whule the annotation of different types of causal
elements was flot carried out in this research, certainly this possibility exists for
situations in which a greater level of detail in classification is required. The choice of
interpretation in these cases will affect the choice of strategy for dealing with this
variation. The relative regularity of some of these structures may offer possibilities for
analysis to identify a component that is considered to be most pertinent for a given
application, if desired.
These variations in the expression of related elements may also be pertinent in
subsequent applications of the information extracted. Given that more complex
structures are less likely to correspond to entries in term databases or nodes in
ontologies (i.e., rnoÏecule Xis more likely to be the focus ofa term record than treatment
with molecule X or administration of molecule X), the information extracted from
contexts sucli as Examples 394 to 400 may be
— whule admittedly less elliptical on a
conceptual level less immediately usable.
Another form of variation with a similar impact may be observed when a
participant in a relation may be identified at a surface level either as a human patient or
as the disease from which this person suffers (or the manifestation of that disease, as in
the case ofa tumour). This is illustrated in Examples 401 and 402:
90 Some cases in which both entity and event causes of a given effect were present were nevertheless
discussed brïefly in Section 4.9.1.2.
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401 .The locoregional management of patients with stage hIC
disease who respond to chemotherapy should be
individualized. (Shenider et aI. 2004)
402.The treatment of patients with LABC whose tumours do not
respond to anthracycline-containing chemotherapy is unclear.
(Shenkier et al. 2004)
A similar variation may be observed in the expressions of ASSOCIATIONS
between a given variable and a disease or other disorder or characteristic; whule in some
cases the disorder itself is indicated, in other cases, sucli as Examples 403 to 405,
reference is made to the patient group that lias this disorder or cliaractenstic:
403.Microalbuminuria (urinary ACR>2 mg/mmol) was detected in
32.2% of patients with diabetes and in 14.7% of patients
without diabetes. (Maclsaac et al. 2004)
404.Endothelial ccli function is impaired in patients with
atherosclerosis and could antecede the development of overt
evidence ofthe disease. (Griendiing and FitzGeraid 2003)
405.The presence of TNF- [alpha], IL-6, and other cytoldnes cause
hepatic production of C-reactive protein (CRP), which lias been
sliown to be elevated in patients with insulin resistance 66,67
as well as in T1DM patients... (Pantaleo and Zonszein 2003)
A similar phenomenon was also observed in the Frencli data, in the expression of
ASSOCIATIONS involving the explicit description of a variable (e.g., treatmcnt with a
given drug) as a characteristic ofa patient group, as in Exampie 406:
406.Par ailleurs, le diabète est apparu moins fréquemment chez les
patients qui étaient traités avec le losartan plutôt qu’avec
l’aténolol. (Gamier 2002b)
For the purposes of this project, and according to the definition given for the
ASSOCIATION relation in this research, both types of contexts can nevertheless be
considered: medical research is of course ofien camed out in patient groups in order to
observe links between given variables, and thus the same ASSOCIATION might be said to
exist between the charactenstics of patient groups (e.g., microalbuminuna and diabetes)
or in the patient groups in which these characteristics were observed (e.g., patients with
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microalbuminuria, patients with diabetes). Cases such as those above simply
illustrate a variation in the choice of expression for the two variables observed.
While the validity of the relation occurrence was considered to be equal in the
two types of expressions for the purposes of this project, however, the facility of
identifying the related elements in automatic applications is not. The more complex
forms such as those involving the mentions of patient groups are unlikely to correspond
to entries in term bases or other terminological resources, and thus would need to be
processed either manually or through relatively highly developed automatic analysis
before the information extracted from the corpus could be linlced to an appropnate term
or term record.
This issue may also affect tools that attempt to disambiguate pattern markers
using the semantic classes of the elements that they link in contexts. Moreover, tools
that use semantic classes of related elements for pattem refinement or marker
disambiguation a possibility discussed, for example, in Marshman and L’Homme
(2006) — would need to account for the possible variations in surface realization of
conceptually equivalent relations. If this is flot done, disambiguation procedures may
resuit in the elimination of pertinent contexts.
While these challenges are certainly significant, their presence in both languages
in fairly similar forms indicates possibilities for adapting approaches developed in one
language for use in the other. This may significantly increase retum on the investment of
time and effort in developing these strategies.
5.6 Discussion of semi-automafic and automatic approaches
This research has not focused explicitly on the companson of automatic and semi
automatic knowledge extraction approaches (i.e., those that attempt to maximize the
automation of knowledge extraction and those that assume a certain — and potentially
substantial — degree of human interpretation of the results produced by a computer
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tool). However, the methodology used in this approach was chosen in large part in
order to provide access to data that can infonu decisions about the kinds of approaches
that may be appropriate for a specific application or situation, including determining
appropriate levels of automation. As such, the resuits provide a basis for discussing the
challenges that are involved in increasing the level of automation in pattem-based tools
and their likely effect on the proportions of relation occurrences that may be retrieved
from a corpus.
The most striking measure of the challenges of automating the extraction and
processing ofKRCs is that presented in 4.10.4, describing the proportions ofthe relation
occurrences observed that involved at least one of a set of challenges that constitute
departures from the most restrictive forms of pattems and relation occurrences, widely
accepted as candidates for use in highly automated applications)9 The proportions of
relation occurrences in this category are strikingly high: 75% of the occurrences
identified in the English data and 72% in the french data.
Moreover, this figure is only a proportion of occurrences that could potentially
be retrieved using the lexical knowledge pattems identified in this evaluation, and the
proportion of the total number of relations present in the corpora that would not be
located by such restrictive pattems would be cven higher. In addition, this level ofrecall
would be reduced by additional difficulties related to phenomena such as variations in
pattem or marker forms that are not accounted for in pattem design.
The impact these phenomena have on the potential for identifying occurrences of
relations automatically is thus both undeniable and extremely siguificant. In situations in
which a high level ofrecali is desired or required — for example, when a tool is used in
an effort to obtain a complete picture of the information conveyed in a text or text
collection, or when a Jimited amount of data or data with limited redundancy is available
191 The set of challenges included non-nominal related elements, anaphoric expressions, unpredictable
interruptions, expressions ofuncertainty and text-related issues.
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for analysis a level of silences of over 70% would clearly be unacceptable.
Additional strategies would need to be implemented to overcome some of these
challenges and provide access to more occurrences, while taking into account the impact
these phenomena can have on the usefulness of this information. Conversely, if a large
amount of fairly redundant data is available and the goals of using a tool involve
obtaining only the most straightforward and/or certain relation occurrences observed,
even a fraction ofthe relation occurrences found in a corpus may be sufficient, and these
restrictive pattem forms may be adequate.
It is our beliefthat terminologists and terminographers are rnost likely to benefit
from access to a wide range of potentially useful information that they can evaluate
themselves in order to determine its applicability for a given application. Computer tools
are certainly flot adequate to take over the kinds of evaluation that this work requires.
Rather, they should facilitate rapid and efficient access to textual information — but flot
at the expense of its completeness. While setting a goal of 100% complete information
retrieval with a pattem-based tool is clearly not realistic, a level of recali of less than 25
to 30% of the occurrences that could potentially be Iocated using sucli an approach is
just as clearly undesirable in this kind ofwork.
Increasing the potential for recail then involves developing strategies for dealing
with some of the difficulties identified. These might include measures as simple as
ensunng that a tool facilitates access to original texts to help in tasks such as the manual
resolution of anaphora, or as complex as the implementation of formalisms that assist in
identifying and evaluating pattem and marker interruptions or expressions of
uncertainty, or in identifying links between non-nominal forms of related elernents and
the more conventional nominal forms to which they may correspond. The observations
in this researcli may provide a starting point for developing some of these strategies.
However, every effort to increase recali can be expected to lead to a decrease in
precision, which of course reduces the savings in time and effort that pattem-based tools
are intended to provide, requiring that users evaluate a larger number of contexts that are
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ultimately not pertinent. Restncting the perrnissible degree of variation from
prototypical forms in certain areas is one way of controlling this increase in noise.
Another option could be offered by a hybrid approacli that could identify the
most prototypical occurrences of relation forms and either process them automaticalÏy or
present them to users as the most promising of the contexts retrieved, while stiil
retneving additional, less prototypical contexts as a complement to this information. The
types of variations from prototypical form present in these additional contexts could also
be used to provide an indication of their potential value and challenges. While a
comprehensive approach that can identify and deal with the various types of difficulties
would involve a significant investment oftime in tool and pattem design, the possibility
of gradually expanding the coverage offered by a basic and restrictive tool — perhaps
by first targeting the issues that are identified as most pertinent for a given application,
relation or language
— could provide a strategy for expanding coverage and improving
tool performance.
5.7 Limits of this work
This work has, in our opinion, shed light on some interesting and pertinent aspects ofthe
nature and behaviour of knowledge pattems and pattem markers in English and French
that are worthy of consideration in the development and use of pattem-based tools, and
of further research. However, it is also important to recognize the limits of this study,
considenng both the perspective ofthe work and the methodology used.
The broad perspective on potential pattem-based approaches and thus on what
may constitute useful information envisioned in this project necessarily limits the
specificity with which each individual type of application may be considered. While we
feit that this kind of inclusive perspective was necessary in light of the novelty of
interlinguistic evaluation in the field, it is clear that the results of this study should be
supplernented by additional data selected to reflect the pnmary concems of specific
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approaches and situations. The resuits of this work therefore constitute an indication
of avenues for ftirther research in many areas, and a starting point for making
observations and formulating hypotheses.
The relations chosen as the focus of the research are also clearly pertinent to the
scope of the conclusions that can be drawn on the strength of this study. Even in these
two relations, which present a certain number of similarities, signfficant inter-relational
differences (in numbers of occurrences, in the nature and variety of markers, and even in
differences between the English and French data) were identified. The likeÏihood of
encountering equally — or even more — significant differences in knowledge pattems,
pattern markers and their behaviour between these and other relations (for example, the
commonÏy evaluated relations of GENERIC—SPECIFIC and PART—WH0LE) is high. As such,
it is impossible to conclude that the interlinguistic evaluations in this research will apply
to ail relations. Rather, they indicate potential foci for research that should be expanded
to address these other relations. The choice to evaluate ASSOCIATION, a relation that is
closely linked to the fields of medicine and epidemiology, also imposes certain
limitations on the scope of the conclusions that may be drawn from this project, as the
relation may not be present or pertinent in other fields.
The choice of rnethodology for any work necessarily imposes certain limits on
the scope of the observations that can be drawn from it. At this level, the nature of the
corpora and terms used to extract the samples of contexts for analysis, the volume of
data analyzed, and the specific types of analyses carried out are pertinent for evaluation.
As is the case with any corpus-based project, the resuits of this research are
largely dependent on the corpora from which the observations were drawn. Due to
practical limitations (including those on the availability of sources and texts) the size
and scope ofthe corpora (i.e., domains, text types) are necessarily restricted. In addition,
while the corpora were designed to be as comparable as possible, such limiting factors
necessarily introduce the potential for variation resulting from the nature of the texts
included and the distribution of different types of texts, as vieil as the overail size of the
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two corpora. The conclusions drawn on the basis of this researcli thus apply to the
types of texts chosen for inclusion in the corpora. 0f course, the resuits of this research
should be complemented by additional research in a variety of corpora representing
different domains, sub-domains and text types, in order to better characterize the scope
of the variations observed.
Moreover, while the corpora were designed to represent comparable sub
domains and aspects of those sub-domains (i.e., etiology, development, effects,
diagnosis, prevention and treatment of the diseases in question) as well as text genres, at
a more specific level there is inevitably variation in the content of the individual texts,
which may directly or indirectly influence the observations in the research. Few options
are available to eliminate such sources of variation. The most obvious is of course the
use of parallel texts (i.e., an original and a translation). However, this approach would
introduce the equally problematic possibility of language interference or calquing of
structures from the source text in the target text.
The choice of term selection methodology also clearly affects the results
obtained and the interpretations that can be made of these. The contexts analyzed were
considered to be representative of those Iikely to be pertinent for terminologists in their
work in concept analysis and terminological description, and the methodology to reflect
commonly used approaches in pattem discovery (and therefore to provide a valid basis
for comparison of the productivity that can be cxpected in such an approach). However,
this methodology requires the selection among a number of candidate terms for use in
extracting initial contexts, which may in tum be expected to influence the kinds of
contexts that are retrieved and retained for analysis, and the types of relationships that
may be observed. The investigation ofother types ofapproaches could complement this
term-based work and provide additional information.
As the comparison ofthe numbers of relations identified using the selectcd terms
— in addition to the discussion in Section 5.5.2.1
— illustrates, the resuits may show
differences related to the specific terms used. These may be Iinked to the status ofthese
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terms as equivalents or non-equivalents. The evaluation of both equivalent and non
equivalent terms in this work lias provided concrete data that may guide the
development of future research and suggest strategies that may help to provide a
comparable basis for future analyses. However, the range of other factors that may
contnbute to observed differences (for example, the volume of data, the varying
distribution of term sets among different semantic classes and of relation occurrences
among the relations and sub-relations, and of course the possibility of the interaction
among these and other factors) does flot allow for the effects of this specific aspect of
term choice to be identified with certainty. As such, this question remains a subject for
future evaluation that may shed additional light on the kinds of interlinguistic
differences that may be observed.
The choice of a single classification for the types of CAUSE—EFFECT relations
observed in the corpora
— in this case that of Barrière (2002), which was considered to
be appropriate both for the dornain and for the application evaluated in this study —
necessarily involved the setting aside of a number of other potential bases for
classification, and as a result some potentially interesting criteria for relation
classification were not exploited in this researcli. Different classifications of the relation
that highlight additional distinctions among the specific types of relations could reveal
more pertinent data about the relations in the domain and the markers that denote them
in the two languages.
The volume of data analyzed of course also influences the strength of the
conclusions drawn from this study. Given the fact that a range of phenomena — some
more common than others — were analyzed, some of the more specific and rarer factors
were evaluated in a smaller pool of data than those that were more common. The
amount of data available for the analysis of these factors must be considered when
evaluating the strength of the evidence. The use of statistical measures such as the Clii-
square test was intended to assist in the consideration of this factor, but this test clearly
cannot completely neutralize the influence of this variation.
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Some aspects of the methodology and limitations on the data gathered
imposed restrictions on possibilities for evaluating marker polysemy and precision. The
evaluation of a sufficient variety of markers and number of contexts for each one to
obtain an accurate portrait of the variations that may be observed was unfortunately
beyond the scope ofthis project. Further research should be pursued to ff1 this gap. The
structure of the study and the nature of the data observed also precluded the use of tests
to confirm the statistical significance of certain differences observed (for example, of
the frequency, variety and variation of the markers observed in the two data sets). As
sucli, these evaluations do flot offer statistically conclusive evidence but rather are
indicative of the potential for interlinguistic variation and of the need for further study in
a structure that allows for more precise evaluation from a statistical standpoint.
Moreover, from a statistical perspective, it should be kept in mmd that a
threshold of 0.05 for significance of results of Chi-square tests essentially admits the
possibility that one in twenty tests may indicate a significant difference where sucli a
difference is not in fact present. Given the numbers of Chi-square tests canied out in this
study, the possibility of observing a smalÏ number of apparently significant differences
as a result of chance should not be disregarded. (Clearly, however, the smaller thep
value identified for a given difference, the less likely it is to be a resuit of chance alone.)
Finally, as noted in a more specific context above, the potential for complex
direct and indirect interactions of many of the factors observed in this study poses
immense challenges for the evaluation of the ultimate effect of the differences observed
in the French and English data. It is far beyond the scope of this project to provide a
specific “recipe” for the construction of a bilingual tool for KRC extraction that can
produce perfectly comparable resuits. However, in highlighting a number of potential
differences that are likely to be pertinent in specific cases, this work will allow
researchers to identify potential sources of difficulties and subjects for future evaluation
and research.
Conclusion
This research was can-ied out with two objectives: to observe lexical knowledge pattems
for the conceptual ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EfFECT relations in English and French
specialized medical texts and to explore several aspects oftheir nature and behaviour, as
well as their implications for the development and performance of pattern-based tools
for extracting candidate knowledge-rich contexts (KRCs) from these texts and the
ultimate use of these candidate KRCs for the purposes of terminological analysis and
description; and to compare these observations in the English and French corpora to
identify similarities and differences in the resuits that may affect these applications. This
comparison did reveal both similarities and significant differences that should be
considered in projects that aim to implement knowledge pattems for locating KRCs.
With reference to the work of a number of researchers (e.g., Pearson 1998;
Meyer et al. 1999; Séguéla 1999; Barrière 2001, 2002; Condamines and Rebeyrolle
2001; Meyer 2001; Bowker 2003; Feliu 2004), various types of projects in which
knowledge pattems may be used were identified, and some of the choices that must be
made in the design and use of pattem-based tools revealed. Also identified were a
number of characteristics of knowledge pattems and some additional challenges that
may influence these tasks.
The evaluation of these characteristics and challenges began with the analysis of
occurrences of candidate terms identified as specific to the corpora, in order to extract
contexts indicating the relations of interest and the candidate knowledge pattems
associated with them. These occurrences were then aimotated to highlight the pertinent
factors observed, and the prevalence and characteristics ofthe vanous factors evaluated.
The data gathered from the two corpora were then compared and contrasted, in
order to reveal similarities and differences between the data in English and french and
to identify aspects ofpattem-based applications that may be affected by these factors.
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The first concrete resuit of this study is the identification of a number of
markers of CAUSE—EFFECT and ASSOCIATION relations, as well as data on several
characteristics of these rnarkers and the structures in which they participated that have
been identifled as pertinent by various researchers. Many of these markers are promising
candidates for refinement and inclusion in pattem sets for semi-automatic KRC
extraction tools in specialized Englisli and French medical texts similar to those used in
this study, and the data gathered about their behaviour may help developers to determine
the most appropriate situations in which to implement these markers.
The use ofBarrière’s classification of CAUSE—EFFECT relations provided evidence
of the usefulness and appropriateness of this system for pattem-based tools operating in
both languages, and also offered an opportunity to consider potential strategies for
refining the classification if required in a given situation. Moreover, the study provided
data that can assist in refining the analysis ofthe types of ASSOCIATION relations found
in the corpora.
In adopting a broad perspective on KRC extraction that included a wide range of
potentially useful information and pattem forms, the research provided access to data
that may be useful not only for basic applications (e.g., using character strings
representing markers), but also in a number of potential adaptations and refinements of
the basic approach (e.g., the use of lexico-syntactic knowledge patterns or further
processing of candidate KRCs).
This perspective also allowed many of the difficulties that may affect pattem
based tool performance (including several observed but not studied systematically in
other projects) to be evaluated and quantified in the contexts analyzed in the two
languages. These resuits revealed what may be termed the “opportunity cost” of the
choice to limit analysis to contexts that correspond to a certain set of critena (e.g., the
part of speech of relation markers, form of related elements, pattem structures, lack of
intervening elements). This cost, and in particular any differences observed in the data
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in the two languages. are essential to consider in the process of developing and using
tools for a given application.
At a general level, the data in the two languages showed some striking
similarities. The knowledge-pattem-based approach was revealed to be productive in the
two languages, and the presence of a number of recurrent and relatively frequent and
precise markers of both relations in the two languages shows that pattem-based tools
eau certainly be effective for extracting infonnation about these relations, which eau
assist in the task of conceptual analysis and terminological description. In the data
analyzed in English and french, similar distributions of relation occurrences between
the ASSOCIATION and CAUSE—EfFECT relations and between the groups of contexts
identified using terms belonging to various classes (i.e., entities, activities, pathologies,
processes) were observed. The forms of these markers (e.g., simple or complex) were
largely similar. The prevalence of contexts containing two or more elements that shared
a role in a relation, as well as the types of relationships that were observed between
these elements, also showed strong similarities in the two data sets. Moreover, overali
similarities were observed in the nature of many of the challenges affecting tool
developrnent and performance and the ultimate use of the KRCs extracted, as wefl as the
proportions of relation occurrences identified as presenting these difficulties.
This research thus provides clear and concrete evidence indicating that the
creation of pattem-based tools for use in a bilingual context is a promising avenue for
development, as the overali possibilities for extracting information using this approach
and many of the areas on which further research may be concentrated show similarities.
Thus, many general strategies may be equally or at least similarly viable in both
languages, facilitating bilingual tool development. Moreover, progress made in one
language in some areas of the field is also likely to be profitable at least to a certain
extent in the other language.
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However, in other aspects of knowledge patterns’ characteristics and the
challenges in their use and ofien underlying these overali similarities at a more
specific level
— some significant differences were observed. These indicate a need for
further evaluation in light of the observations in this study, as well as for careful
consideration in developing tools.
In designing pattem-based tools, it will be important to consider the fact that in
the two languages, the part of speech classes of the markers — and even more so of
marker occurrences
— may vary, and thus different types ofmarkers may be productive.
Moreover, the potential for locating candidate KRCs using the marker sets observed —
a hinction of their variety and frequency in corpora — was observed to differ in the two
data sets. This indicates that developers must take into account the possibility that more
markers may be required in pattern sets in French in order to retrieve a number of
contexts that is comparable to English resuits. Moreover, as markers were observed to
appear in a variety of forms and structures in the two languages, the need for more
markers in french could lead to a significant increase in the number of pattem forms
required for some applications.
The process of designing pattem forms for use in KRC-extraction tools may also
be beffer adapted to the two languages in light of the information gathered in this
research. Especially pertinent is the observation of challenges particular to one or other
of the English and French data sets in regard to different factors that influence aspects of
pattern development. This suggests that while there are certainly challenges in this area
in both languages, the sources in each — and therefore the choices to be made and the
strategies for dealing with issues — may weÏI be quite different. The frequency with
which complex markers in the Englisli data were intelTupted indicates a particular need
for representing these markers in a way that allows contexts in which this phenomenon
occurs to be identified. The potential for increased variability in some aspects of marker
forms in this language also contributes to the need for more or more flexible pattem
forms in this language. The prevalence of variation in the form ofrelated elements in the
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French data (e.g., non-nominal elements, anaphora, interruptions) may influence the
choice of approaches in pattem design, particularly for tools that attempt to target
contexts with specific structures or that attempt to sort contexts according to such
criteria. Both of these differences may affect the choices made in terrns of the type and
specificity of pattem representation and/or in the investment of time and effort required
to develop pattern sets. The fact that different components of the pattem are involved
indicates that different types of tools may be affected (a wider range in English, and a
more restricted range in French that involve the representation or processing of related
elements at some level).
Once tools are developed, the comparability of their performance may also be
affected in the two languages by issues that have not been (completely) resolved in
planning stages. The potential recail ofpattem-based tools will clearly be affected by the
variety and frequency of markers, and there are indications in the data observed that the
French markers identified may be less productive on this level. Conversely, observations
in a small sample of data on marker precision indicated that the French markers
evaluated (at Ieast in the form of character strings) were somewhat more precise than the
Englisli. it is possible, if this trend continues in evaluations of more data, that some tools
may provide fewer contexts, but a higher percentage of valid occurrences in this
language. Clearly, the challenges rnentioned above relating to the form and nature of the
clements linked by markers in the French data could affect the performance of tools that
represent these elements as part of knowledge pattems, or try to identify them
automatically.
Possibilities for further processing and use of extracted candidate KRCs may
also be influenced by interlinguistic differences. Expressions ofuncertainty appearing in
candidate KRCs may affect the information value of these contexts, and the form of
some of these expressions may offer eues for sorting the contexts according to their
value for relation identification. In other cases, the unpredictability ofthese expressions,
rather than offering an opportunity, may interfere with identification and processing of
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contexts retrieved. Interestingly, a higher prevalence of expressions likely to
introduce both possibilities and challenges was noted in the English data. In the french
occurrences, the presence of uncertainty was oflen indicated by the variation in the form
of verbal markers
— another potentially usefril formai cue. These differences in the two
data sets indicate that not only the possibilities of exploiting this kind of information,
but also the strategies for doing so, will once again vary between the two languages.
When a set of statisticafly evaluated challenges that may affect these various
aspects of pattern-based tool development and use are considered as a group (including
anaphora, non-nominal related elements. expressions of uncertainty, and
“unpredictable” interruptions of markers), the proportions of the relation occurrences
affected in the two data sets is quite comparable. This reveals an interesting point in the
interlinguistic comparison: various individual factors are likely to interact, ofien in quite
complex ways, and differences in one aspect ofpattern characteristics or challenges may
in some sense compensate for another variation. (for example, it is possible to imagine a
case in which more potentially useful french contexts are exciuded by tools that require
that markers occur contiguousiy with related elements expressed in nominal forms, but
in which these same types ofpattem forms exclude more contexts in English because of
factors such as variations in marker forms and expressions of uncertainty that interrupt
the pattem structure). However, as the sources of these issues differ, so do the
possibilities and strategies for dealing with them. Improving pattem-based tool
performance will likely involve focusing on areas that are specifically relevant to
processing texts in a given language.
Another interesting observation made in this research is that considerably more
obvious differences were identified between sets of contexts corresponding to the two
relations than between those corresponding to the two languages. The number of
relation occurrences, the number of markers, the types of markers and a number of other
factors varied substantially from relation to relation. This raises an important point for
future research: it is essential to study these aspects of paffem form and behaviour in
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more detail for each relation and a wider range of individual relations in order to
better evaluate the adjustments that may be necessary in tools that attempt to identify
occurrences of different types of relations.
Moreover, some reflections on the methodology used to observe the knowledge
pattems may also be drawn from this experience. The approach, one that is widely used
in the field and focuses on the identification of relation occurrences and kriowledge
pattems in contexts identified using (candidate) domain terms, atternpted to neutralize
certain sources ofbias (e.g., related to potential associations between semantic classes of
terms and the relations in which they may participate). However, the bilingual
orientation ofthis project and the use ofterrns that were equivalents and non-equivalents
in the two languages allowed for the observation of potential variations between these
two groups ofterms (i.e., equivalent pairs and non-equivalents) in respect to many ofthe
evaluated characteristics. The precise sources of the differences observed and the
mechanisms that may produce them are interesting and important subjects for future
work. Moreover, these resuits suggest that future research (particularly with a bilingual
orientation) should at least consider the possibility of term-linked variation and evaluate
methodofogies accordingly.
This work has thus revealed both the considerable possibilities for developing
tools that can support terminologists working in a bilingual environment, and the real
need to be aware of specific and potentially language-linked issues in pattern-based tool
development and use. h lias offered concrete evidence of the impact that certain choices
may have on the effectiveness of tools for identifying KRCs in texts, and has indicated
some of the areas that are likely to be particularly pertinent in each language for further
research. It lias targeted some potential strategies for further work to help improve the
resuits of pattern-based tools and to avoid specific pitfalls in these areas. It has also
provided quantitative and qualitative descriptions of various factors that may affect tool
development and performance, to help those carrying out fiirther work in the field adjust
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their expectations and better plan researcli and development of tools that can meet
the specific needs of a situation.
In conclusion, this research lias succeeded in its aim of providing a preliminary
evaluation and interlinguistic comparison of a number of factors that have been
identified as pertinent in extracting KRCs using knowledge pattems, to analyze how
potential interlinguistic differences may influence the development and use of pattem
based tools. This is nevertheless one of only very few interlinguistic comparisons if its
kind. and as such will need to be complemented by a range of other studies. The
observations in this work have identified some areas in which further evaluation is
essential, and raised a number of questions about developing and using pattem-based
tools in English and French that may be researched in light of more data. However, the
study has also reveaÏed a promising future for developing bilingual applications, as
indicated by some significant similarities in the two corpora.
Future work
Given the nature of this research, focusing on exploring a new perspective on pattem
based tool deveÏopment and performance
— and the resulting goal of providing a
general overview of phenomena that may be observed in connection with lexical
knowledge patterns, and how these may be affected by language — success in the
project lies flot identifying certain answers but rather in raising questions for further
evaluation. In this, the research lias succeeded: a number ofthe factors evaluated show a
strong potential for interlinguistic difference, and many challenges for developing both
unilingual and bilingual tools have been identified, quantified and characterized in the
corpora evaluated here.
The next steps involve further study of the factors evaluated in light of the needs
of specific applications and in additional data, in order to develop new strategies for
dealing with challenges and creating the most effective bilingual tools possible. Each
project may target the factors considered most pertinent for its specific goals, assisted by
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the evaluation carried out here of the impact of the various phenomena in the
English and French data.
Due to the orientation of this research and some resulting methodological
choices, the data gathered in this project were flot sufficient or appropriate for the
comprehensive evaluation of some aspects of the use of pattern-based tools. Analysis of
large numbers of occurrences of markers that are particularly appropriate for a given
application will provide a more reliable basis for evaluating factors such as marker
precision, marker polysemy, and variation in marker forms and pattem structures. Such
an evaluation is essential for fihling the gaps in knowledge about how pattem-based
tools function in the two languages.
Moreover, the evaluation of how these various factors may interact and influence
one another and the overali resuits of pattem-based tool design and use is a complex
task that will require additional study. The development and implementation of pattem
based tools for specific applications, and the analysis of their performance in both
languages, will provide concrete evidence that may help to examine these questions
more closely.
One approach to observing more specific aspects of the phenomena studied here
could focus on specific sub-corpora (in the spirit of evaluations such as those carried out
by Condamines 2002 and Bowker 2003), to allow for a more comprehensive and
detailed evaluation. The corpora used here could be sub-divided and analyzed according
to language variety (geographical origin, level of specialization, etc.), text type or
segment of text (e.g.. research or review articles; texts representing different types or
grades of evidence; abstracts, introductions, resuits, and conclusions), sub-domain (heart
disease or cancer: etioÏogy, development. diagnosis, treatment), and so on. Altematively,
more specifically oriented corpora, or corpora that focus on texts that differ from those
used here in one or more of the criteria indicated above, could be built and analyzed.
Each of these distinctions may reveal interesting phenomena that would allow for a
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more fine-grained analysis of the phenomena likely to be observed both unilingually
and bilingually.
Another more specialized study that is clearly worth pursuing is that of inter
relational differences that may be observed in many of the aspects of markers and the
patterns in which they participate. This research provided an opportunity to explore
differences between relations in respect to a number of factors; given the significant
divergences observed in these evaluations, it would be interesting to evaluate other
issues to examine the ways the identified differences — and others not yet revealed —
may directly or indirectly affect tool development and performance. The evaluation of
other relations both individually and in combination with those evaluated here could
also reveal important phenomena affecting pattern-based tool development and use in
the two languages.
In addition, a number of other observations made in the course of this project
indicate a need for further study. Some specific links between relations and/or relation
markers and particular items or classes of items with which they may be used were
identified (similar to observations in Feliu 2004: Weilgaard 2004; Bodson 2005; and
Marshman and L’Homme 2006). further research into this phenomenon may be useful
for applications such as pattem marker disambiguation, and thus in developing strategies
for refining pattem forms and increasing precision ofpattern-based tools. The evaluation
of these specificities may also be pertinent in the choice of patterns used in a given
application, and even in the description of relation markers as part of the phraseology of
a given domain.
The comparison of sub-groups of the contexts located using equivalent and non
equivalent terms raised a number of questions. Some of these differences (e.g., in the
numbers of relation occurrences observed) are more clearly and directly linked to the
terms used, and thus more easily explained. Others do flot appear to have such simple
explanations, and seem likely to result from more complex interactions of various
factors with one another. further research with more data is advisable in order to
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develop a more comprehensive understanding of the phenomena that contribute to
these differences.
One approach to further research that would also provide a new perspective on
the issues evaluated in this study at a more general level would be the evaluation of
knowledge pattems as they may be observed in parallel texts (i.e., original texts aid
their translations). Such a study would provide another perspective on interlinguistic
variations that may be considered as a complement to and as a basis for comparison with
this work’s observations ofhow conceptual relations are expressed in the two languages.
The final
— but certainly flot least important of the suggestions for future
work to be discussed here involves evaluating the possibilities and challenges of
developing and using pattern-based knowledge extraction techniques in more languages.
The Canadian context in which this work was carried out identified English and French
as primary candidates for this kind of evaluation. However, the multilingual nature of
terminology work makes the discovery of knowledge pattems and the evaluation of their
effectiveness for identifying KRCs in other languages a promising avenue for further
work. In a North and South American context, Spanish and Portuguese would be logical
next languages for evaluation; at a more international level, it would be interesting to
study languages that are likely to present very different opportunities and challenges in
order to evaluate the potential for developing tools with as wide an applicability as
possible.
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Appendix D: Samples of TermoStat candidate terms
Englisli Breast Cancer Corpus
Rank Candidate Freguency Score Variants
1 patient 1824 176.239538038895 patients
2 breast cancer 1119 145.88589976288 breast cancer, breast cancers
3 woman 116$ 108.788840154425 women,wornan
4 study 785 94.3047934904199 studies, study
5 tumour 302 77.1254456545308 tumor, tumors, tumour,
tumours
6 breast 352 76.2463 109044819 breast, breasts
7 datum 287 75.0355093 10269$ data
8 chemotherapy 285 72.0415847581739 chemotherapy,
chemotherapies
9 table 391 69.1740855677445 table, tables
10 risk 423 65.7652255830385 risk,risks
11 cell 258 64.9668656404107 colIs
12 fig 208 62.0138175369551 fig,figs
13 diagnosis 235 60.87396 16002897 diagnosis, diagnoses
14 ci 174 58.4668198494263 ci
15 tamoxifen 167 57.2714111122373 tamoxifen
16 situ 162 56.2119577080129 situ
17 cancer 329 55.7675 1799266 cancer, cancers
18 tamoxifen 152 54.6218075761259 tamoxifen
19 mastectomy 153 54.413256669141 1 mastectomy, mastectomies
20 estrogen 151 52.3743904439555 estrogen,estrogens
Englisli Heart Disease Corpus
Rank Candidate Freguency Score Variants
1 patient 1015 131.744051920077 patients
2 study 646 86.5 136195839876 study, studies
3 crp 315 83.1925845582329 crp
4 cvd 312 82.7941448079654 cvd
5 diabetes 354 82.6261574724528 diabetes
6 IdI 297 80.4782807257173 ldl
7 c 323 79.8894487158858 e
8 atherosclerosis 265 75.35721155273 15 atherosclerosis
9 risk 458 74.0110446323065 risk,risks
10 lidl 230 70.5445799645403 lidl
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Rank Candidate Freguency Score Variants
11 statins 224 70.1064515824974 statins
12 datum 220 69.3036274593833 data
13 hrt 216 68.8371805261588 hrt
14 mg 241 67.9395788578486 mg
15 non 198 65.89199879345 non
16 cardiovascular 202 65.6780795432247 cardiovascular disease,
disease cardiovascular diseases
17 chd 174 61.7469834520221 chd
1$ hypertension 176 61.16334441 13279 hypertension
19 crplevel 158 58.8216128160411 crplevel,crplevels
20 effect 393 58.2519181877572 effects
. 192Englisli Corpus
Rank Candidate Freguency Score Variants
I be 14268 373.445831785241 is,were,was,are,am
2 patient 2839 159.695960580705 patients
3 use 1487 107.483002920471 used, using, uses
4 breast cancer 1 153 105.15363241013 breast cancer, breast cancers
5 study 1431 99.5719406485045 studies,study
6 woman 1664 97.7761166513834 women, woman
7 associate $45 91.7968063779598 associated, associating
8 show 1056 87.6904443467637 shows, showed, showing, shown
9 compare 753 85.7073719527371 compared, comparing, compares
10 report $23 83.9865353929805 reported, reporting, reports
11 increase 742 83.88200439 17688 increases, increased, increasing
12 follow 696 79.9286130857794 follows, followed, following
13 nsk $81 77.121628580089 risk,risks
14 include 1131 75.4446533530109 included, including, includes
15 reduce 555 73.43 16569471329 reduced, reduces, reducing
16 suggest 730 73 .2452171415376 suggest, suggests, suggested,
suggesting
17 datum 507 70.9905282087879 data
18 find 732 68.652569235 1978 found, find, finding, finds
19 base 482 67.8029157000071 based, bases, basing
20 demonstrate 455 66.2899971451623 demonstrating, demonstrated,
demonstrates
92 Due to some technical issues in the part-of-speech tagging and comparisons of the corpora in English,
many verbs were identified as specific to the corpus. Because of these issues, the verbs were not
considered for the purposes of this research.
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Frencli Breast Cancer Corpus
Rank Candidate Fregucncy Score Variants
1 mélatonine 50 332.502554768934 mélatonine
2 atm 25 230.487978961058 atm
3 microcalcifications 19 203.596449471 151 microcalcifications
4 tau taux 15 179.595814291336 taux
5 protéine 65 174.041818005985 protéine, protéines
6 fig 14 173.078490893893 fig
7 protéine atm 13 166.30722622 1013 protéine atm,
protéines atm
8 p53 13 160.25208681221 p53
9 tumeur 32 149.475154846428 tumeur,tumeurs
10 carcinome 11 139.686049515207 carcinomes
1 1 athérosclérose 9 128.933550788178 athérosclérose
12 patient atteindre 8 127.199085240091 patients atteints,
patientes atteintes
13 stne lipidique 8 127.199085240091 strie lipidique
14 oestradiol 8 119.917503953711 oestradiol
15 cancer du sein 17 119.240457779977 cancer du sein,
cancers du sein
16 foi_fois 7 117.85014278672 fois
17 mmic 7 117.85014278672 mmic
18 niveaudegris 7 117.85014278672 niveauxdegris,
niveau de gris
19 rehaussement de 7 1 17.85014278672 rehaussement de
contraste contraste
20 segmentation 14 1 14.414391 550123 segmentation
Frencli Heart Disease Corpus
Rank Candidate Frequency Score Variants
I tau_taux 435 227.594195844988 taux
2 patient 784 225.13 1772701218 patient, patiente, patients,
pati entes
3 athérosclérose 358 206.126268280915 athérosclérose
4 cholestérol 343 197.685752561504 cholestérol
5 artère 358 178.33203690295 artères
6 facteur 651 171.428413854167 facteurs
7 plaque 451 166.262972794589 plaque, plaques
8 cour_cours 170 142.021128467512 cours
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Rank Candidate Freguency Score Variants
9 fibrinogène 167 140.754894996576 fibrinogène, fibrinogènes
10 sténose 167 139.905585269512 sténoses
11 lésion 292 139.437605143521 lésions
12 diabète 227 137.854309427887 diabète, diabètes
13 foi_fois 159 137.321205502368 fois
14 cellule 594 136.155774203418 cellules
15 cellule endothélial 148 132.454629133259 cellules endothéliales,
cellule endothéliale
16 hypertension 154 122.410244369794 hypertension
17 moi_mois 125 121.65162242132 mois
18 traitement 579 120.227946893754 traitement, traitements
19 endothélium 122 120.170963853626 endothélium
20 activation 133 118.872356419911 activation
French Corpus
Rank Candidate Freguency Score Variants
1 cancer 3697 333.169271258705 cancer, cancers
2 patient 2944 297.147014982997 patients, patientes
3 tau_taux 1337 222.229722774642 taux
4 tumeur 1382 220.13391968066 turneur,tumeurs
5 traitement 2245 203.853184346005 traitement, traitements
6 sein 2599 174.7569425678 12 sein, seins
7 cancer du sein 785 167.22958 1333366 cancer du sein, cancers du sein,
cancers des seins
8 cellule 1545 163.602171127413 cellules
9 chimiothérapie 711 158.738246201005 chimiothérapie,
chimiothérapies
10 étude 2570 157.797370005786 étude, études
11 ganglion 680 157.092506316242 ganglions
12 facteur 1190 150.251827499501 facteurs
13 gène 892 147.118827494809 gène,gènes
14 moi_mois 499 135.675340708472 mois
15 cour_cours 471 131.805742805043 cours
16 récepteur 487 129.083280712833 récepteurs
17 tamoxifène 450 128.676847587802 tamoxifène
18 mg 517 128.109055104211 mg
19 lésion 606 126.616587389685 lésions
20 risque 1849 125.345191252419 nsque,nsques
Appendix E: Candidate terms for concordances
English’93
UMLS Sernantic Frequency Spectflcttv SampteTerm Type F//C//H scz?96
chemotherapy/ Activity 540 51//72//nla 100chemotherapi es
HRT/ HRTs/ hormone
replacement therapy/ Activi 516 5311371169 101hormone replacement
therapies
patient/ patients Entity/ conceptual 3992 160//176//132 100entity
ccli! ceils Entity/ physical 2143 581/65/144 106object
CRP/ CRPs/ C-reactive
protein! C-reactive Entity/ phys;cal 562 56//n!aJ/83 101objectproteins
Bold in the Term fleld indicates the form of the term suggested as a candidate by TermoStat. In most
cases, this is the lemmatized form of the term. However, ail forms of the term indicated in the field were
included in generating the concordances. In the case of abbreviations, both the fomis of the abbreviation
and the full forms of the term were included. In the case of processes, only the singular form was used
(although in rare cases, plurals did occur in the corpus).
194 This value is the frequency in the corpus as calculated by TermoStat, which due to technical
differences may vary slightly from frequencies calculated using other software, e.g., WordSmith Tools.
Specificities are indicated in the full corpus (F), breast cancer corpus (C) and heart disease corpus (H).
n/a indicates that no specificity value was available for the term in the corpus in question.
The sampling was done using WordSmith’s “At random” feafl1re, which allows user to define the
chances of each hit for a given string appearing in the results. Description in the Help file for settings of
100 Entries Wanted and I in 3 at random: “Entries Wanted: The maximum is 16,368 unes. This feature is
useful if youre doing a number of searches and want. say, 100 examples of each. In that case, the 100
entries will be the first 100 found. [A]t random is a feature which allows you to randomise the search.
Here Concord goes through the text files and gets the 100 entries by giving each hit a random one-in-three
chance ofbeing selected. To get 100 entries Concord will have found around 250-350 hits. You can set
the randomiser anywhere from 1 in 2 to 1 in 1,000.”
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Phenomenon or
breast cancer! breast process/ Natural 2533 1O5//146//a 99cancers phenornenon or
pfocess
Phenornenon or
tumour! tumours/ process! Natural 1325 55/177118 100tumor! tumors phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
diabetes process/ Natural 425 56//nIaJ/83 92phenornenon or
process
Phenomenon or
. process/ Natural
atherosclerosis 410 511/31/75 85phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon orCHD/ CHDs! coronary
heart disease! coronary process/ Natural 373 42/!nIaJ!62 77
. phenomenon orheart diseases process
Phenomenon or
expression process/ Natural 592 30//21//30 100phenornenon or
process
Phenomenon or
development process/ Natural 367 25/181/30 99phenomenon or
pro ees s
Phenomenon or
activation process/ Natural 266 35/121/147 107phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
oxidation process/ Natural 84 1 811n/aJ/26 84phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
pathogenesis process/ Natural 61 23/191/33 61phenornenon or
process
584
French
Ternt UMLS Semantic Type secrçp’ Sampte
: corpus)
traitement!
Activity 2357 203/1120 100traitements
chimiothérapie!
Actïvity 73$ 159/!n/a 100
chimiotherapies
patient! patiente! Entity! Conceptual 3504 297//225 100patients! patientes entity
cellule! cellules Entity/ physical object 1678 163//136 100
cholestérol!
Entity/ physical object 356 112//192 100
cholesterols
cancer du sein! Plienomenon or
cancers du sein! process/ Natural
2092 167//37 96
cancer des seins! phenomenon or
cancers des seins process
Phenomenon or
process! Natural
tumeur! tumeurs 1481 220//19 99phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
, process! Natural
atherosclerose 392 1 19//206 100phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
, . . process/ Natural
recidive 272 991119 100phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
diabète process/ Natural 233 78//13$ 100phenomenon or
process
‘ A tecimical problem with die coding of the documents made it impossible to rely on the specificity of
the terms as indicated in the TermoStat resuits for the french breast cancer sub-corpus atone. The
specificity obtained from the full corpus. in comparison with the heart disease corpus, was used to support
the term choice.
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Phenomenon or
process/ Natural
activation 237 90//118 100phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
process/ Naturalproliferation 138 41/121 101phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
process/ Naturaltranscription ioi 36/116 101phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
process/ Natural
oxydation 54 41//68 54phenomenon or
process
Phenomenon or
process/ Natural
coagulation 41 37/165 41phenomenon or
process
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Appendix F: Candidate terms and their definitions
English
Term Definition
1. The act or process of rendering active. 2. The transformation ofa
proenzyme into an active enzyme by the action of a kinase or another
proenzyme. ... 4. The process by which the central nervous system is
stimulated into activity through the mediation ofthe reticular activating
system. (Dorland’s 28th)
(Biochemistry) DEF — The act or process ofrendering active, as in the
transformation ofpre-enzyme ïnto an active enzyme by the action ofa kinase
or another pre-enzyme,...
(Physical chemistry) DEF — The process oftreating a substance or a molecule
or atom by heat or radiation or the presence of another substance so that the
first mentioned substance, atom or molecule will undergo chemical or
physical chance more rapidly or completely. (TERMIUM)
atherosclerosis An extremelycommon form of arterioscterosis in which deposits of yetlowish
plaques (atheromas) containing cholesterol, lipoid material, and lipophages
are formed within the intima and inner media of large and medium-sized
arteries. (Dorland’s 28w)
(Vessels, Medicine) DEF — Thickening and hardening of the walls of the
arteries, associated with atheroma. (TERMIUM)
breast cancer (malignant neoplasm ofbreast) A breast neoplasm with metastatic potential
arising from the breast parenchyma or the nipple. The most common are
breast carcinomas. Malignant breast neoplasms occur more frequently in
females than in males.
-- 2003 (NCI Thesaurus)
cell 1. any one of the minute protoplasmic masses that make up organized tissue,
consisting of a nucleus which is surrounded by cytoplasm which contains the
various organelles and is enclosed in the ceil or plasma membrane. A ceil is
the fiindamental, structural, and functional unit of living organisms.
(Dorland’s 28th)
chemotherapy (Chemotherapy, Pharmacodynamics) Chemotherapy
DEF
— The treatment of a disease by means of chemical substances or dmgs.
OBS — The term chemotherapy bas been applied over the centuries to a
variety of therapies, including the treatment of malaria with herbs and the use
ofmercuiy for syphilis. In modem usage, chemotherapy usually refers to the
use ofchemicals to destroy cancer celis on a setective basis. (TERJvIIUM)
198 The presence of multiple specialized senses for candidate forms was not considered to reduce their
value for use in the context of this research; rather, these were seen as good examples of the type of
candidate terms that a teniiinologist rnight find difficult to describe, and for which teclmiques for
facilitating conceptual analysis would be particularly useful.
activation’
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coronary heart An imbalance between myocardial functional requirements and the capacity
disease of the coronary vessels to supply sufficïent bicod flow. It is a form cf
MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA (ïnsufficient blood supply to the heart muscle)
caused by a decreased capacity cf the coronary vessels. (MeSH)
(Vessels, Medicine) CONT — Ccrcnary heart disease (CHD), aise caiied
coronary artery disease ... develops when fatty material (plaque) builds up in
the heart arteries. Coronary arteries suppiy blood and oxygen to the heart
muscle (myocardium). The plaque may slcw the flow cf blocd. This slcwing
causes chest pain. or angina. (TERMIUM)
C-reactive prctein A plasma prctein that circulates in increased amounts during inflammaticn
and afier tissue damage. (MeSH)
A globulin that fcrms a precipitate with the somatic C-pclysaccharide cf the
pneumococcus in vitro; the mcst Fredcminant cf the acute phase proteins.Abbreviated CRP. (Dcrland’s 28’)
develcpment The prccess cf growth and differentiation (Dorland’s 2811)
I...! the act, prccess, /..] of developing. (GDT)
diabetes A general term referring te discrders characterized by excessive urine
excreticn (pclyuria), as in diabetes mellitus and dïabetes insipidus. When used
alone, the term refers to diabetes ;nellitus. (= a chronic syndrcme cf impaired
carbohydrate, prctein and fat metabclism owing te insufficient secreticn of
insulin or to target tissue insulin resistance.
...) (Dorland’s 2$th)
(Ihe Pancreas) (d- mellitus) DEF — A chronic disorder characterized by
impaired metabolism of glucose and other energy-yielding fuels, as well as
the late develcpment cf vascular and neuropathic complications. Diabetes
mellitus consists cf a group cf disorders invclving distinct pathogenic
mechanïsms with hyperglycemia as the ccmmon dencminatcr. Regardless cf
cause, the disease is associated with insulin deficiency, \vhlch may be total,
partial, or relative when viewed in the context cf ccexisting insulin resistance.
(TERIVIIUM)
expression (gene expression) The phenctypic manifestation ofa gene or genes by the
processes cf GENETIC TRANSCPJPTION and GENETIC TRANSLATION.
(MeSH)
(prctein biosynthesis) The biosynthesis cf PEPTIDES and PROTEINS on
RIBOSOMES, directed by MESSENGER RNA, via TRANSFER RNA that is
charged with standard proteincgenic AIvIINO ACIDS. (MeSH)
hormone replacement Therapeutic use cf hormcnes to alleviate the effects of hormone deficiency.
therapy (MeSH)
cxidation The act cf oxidizing or state cf being oxidized. Chemically it ccnsists in the
increase cf positive charges cf an atom or the loss ofnegative charges. Most
biclcgical oxidations are accomplished by the remcval cf a pair cf hydrogen
atoms (dehydrogenation) from a molecule. Such oxidations must be
accompanied by reducticn cf an acceptor molecule. (Dorland’s 2gth)
(cxidation-reducticn) A chemical reaction in which an electron is transferred
frcm one molecule to another. The electron-dcnating moiecule is the reducing
agent or reductant; the electron-accepting mciecule is the oxidizing agent or
oxidant. Reducing and oxidizing agents function as ccnjugate reductant
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oxidant pairs or redox pairs (Lehninger, Principles ofBiochemistry, 1982,
p47 1). (MeSH)
(Industrial chemistry processes and operations) DEF — Chemical reaction of a
compound with oxygen or a reaction that causes an atom or a group of atoms
to lose one or more electrons.
OBS — The term “oxidation’ originally meant a reaction in which oxygen
combines chemically with another substance, but its usage has long been
broadened to include any reaction in which electrons are transferred.
Oxidation and reduction aiways occur simultaneously (redox reactions), and
the substance which gains electrons is termed the oxidizing agent.
OBS
— The opposite ofreduction. (TERMIUM)
pathogenesis Tue development ofmorbid conditions or ofdisease; more specifically the
cellular events and reactions and other pathologie mcchanisms occurring in
the development ofdisease. (Dorland’s 28th)
patient Individuals participating in the health care system for the purpose ofreceiving
therapeutic, diagnostic, or preventive procedures. (MeSH)
tumour199 (neoplasm) New abnormal growth of tissue. Malignant neoplasms show a
greater degree ofanaplasia and have the properties of invasion and metastasis,
compared to benign neoplasms. (MeSH)
An abnormal tissue growth resulted from uncontrolled ce!! proliferation.
Benign neopbstic ceils resemble normal celis without exhibiting significant
cytologie atypia, while malignant ones exhibit overt signs such as dyspiastic
features, atypical mitotic figures, necrosis, nuclear pleomorphism, and
anaplasia. Representative examples ofbenign neoplasms include papillomas,
cystadenomas, and lipomas; malignant neoplasms include carcinomas,
sarcomas, lymphomas. and leukemias. -- 2004 (NCI Thesaurus)
199 While the choice was made to follow the classification of the UMLS in this case for the sake of
consistency, it seems important to note that linguistically, the co-occurrents of this term seem to indicate
that a tumour is often considered as a concrete entity rather than as a phenomenon or process (e.g., large
tumour, tumour is located, tumour can be observed). This alternate classification of the term is also
reflected in the definition given in the UMLS Metathesaurus. Thus it may be observed that the term is at
best viewed from different perspectives, and at worst is mis-classified from a semantic point of view.
However, given the goals of associating tenns with classes in the research, and the presence of this
phenomenon in both corpora (as it may also be observed in the case of tumeur) was flot considered to
preclude the use of this term in the study.
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Frencli
Term Definition
activation (Physical chemistry) DEF — Passage d’une molécule, d’un atome ou d’un ion,
de sa forme normale à une forme activée.
(Biological sciences) CONT — Principaux modes de régulation de l’activité
enzymatique - La rétroinhibition. (...) - L’activation d’un enzyme par un
précurseur du substrat ou par le substrat lui-même. - L’activation par un
produit de dégradation du métabolite terminal, permettant d’élever à nouveau
la concentration de ce métabolite (qui peut être une substance à haut potentiel
énergétique par exemple). - L’activation d’un enzyme d’une suite métabolique
conduisant à un métabolite A par un métabolite B, qui est synthétisé par une
suite indépendante, lorsque A et B sont tous deux nécessaires à la synthèse
des mêmes macromolécules, ce qui permet une production coordonnée des
précurseurs.
(Biochemistry) CONT — Les activateurs des enzymes sont les substances qui
exaltent de façon plus ou moins spécifique l’activité du biocatalyseur. (...)
L’activation enzymatique par des ions est bien différente de l’activation des
proenzymes ou zymogènes, (...), et qui implique une modification de la
protéine enzymatique, souvent accompagnées d’une variation du poids
moléculaire (...) (TEPJVIIUM)
2. Augmentation de l’énergie d’une molécule ou d’un atome (énergie
d’activation). 3. Accroissement de la perméabilité membranaire lié à la
dépolarisation. 4. Dans un sens plus large, dépolarisation d’une fibre
myocardique lors de la propagation de l’excitation auriculaire ou
ventriculaire. (flammarion, Kernbaum 2001)
athérosclérose (Vessels, Medicine) DEF — Sclérose artérielle caractérisée par l’accumulation
de lipides amorphes dans la tunique interne du vaisseau (athérome).
OBS — L’athérosclérose siège surtout sur les vaisseaux coronariens, l’aorte et
ses principales collatérales, plus rarement sur les vaisseaux pulmonaires.
(TERMIUM)
V. athérome. = Lésion très fréquente entraînant dans le cadre de
l’artériosclérose, frappant essentiellement les artères de type élastique (aorte
et gros vaisseaux) et caractérisée, initialement, par une altération dégénérative
de l’intima avec dépôts lipidiques, réaction histiocytaire de type lipophagïque
et sclérose périfocale. Secondairement, la nécrose lipophagique libre des
cristaux lipoïdiques et de cholestérine avec réaction à corps étranger, sclérose
et éventuellement calcification. (flammarion, Kembaum 2001)
cancer du sein C’est avec le cancer de l’utérus, la plus fréquente des néoplasies de la femme.
Parmi les facteurs prédisposants, on peut retenir, outre l’âge, une ménopause
tardive, la nulliparité, un poids, et une taille élevés, un facteur génétique. Le
cancer du sein peut évoluer sous différents aspects, dont il faut individualiser
la mastite aigué carcinomateuse de la jeune accouchée, en raison de sa haute
fréquence. J...! Il se révèle le plus souvent par une tuméfaction indolore,
découverte par hasard, ou par un écoulement du mamelon. (GDT)
cellule 1. (Histol.) Masse de protoplasme limitée par une membrane et renfermant un
noyau, correspondant à la plus petite quantité de matière vivante structurée,
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douée de vie autonome et susceptible de se reproduire. (flammarion,
Kembaum 2001)
chimiothérapie Terme générique désignant tout traitement par des agents chimiques. Le mot
s’applique plus particulièrement à certains traitements antinéoplasiques et
anti-infectieux. (ftamrnarion, Kembaum 2001)
(1) à l’origine, administration d’un produit chimique spécifique qui peut
stériliser l’organisme en le libérant de la présence d’agents infectieux pour
lesquels il a une affinité particulière, sans qu’il en résulte des phénomènes
toxiques notables pour le malade lui-même ; (2) actuellement, administration
d’un produit chimique spécifique afin de guérir une maladie cliniquement
reconnaissable ou d’enrayer sa progression (EURODICAUTOM, from
Manuila, vol.4, p558)
cholestérol Stérol synthétisé par de nombreux tissus de l’organisme, et surtout le tissu
hépatique, à partir d’acétyl-coenzyme A. Le cholestérol et ses esters entrent
dans la constitution des lipoprotéines sériques et sont présents dans de
nombreux produits de sécrétion. Le cholestérol est également le précurseur
des hormones stéroïdes et des acides biliaires. (Flammarion, Kernbaum 2001)
coagulation Ensemble des processus biochimiques permettant l’élaboration du caillot de
fibrine. La coagulation, phénomène plasmatique, complète 1 ‘hémostase
primaire pour assurer l’arrêt des hémorragies. (fÏarnrnarion, Kembaum 2001)
diabète Terme générique englobant un certain nombre d’affections dont le
dénominateur commun est l’association d’une polyurie et d’une polydipsie.
Le terme diabète, sans épithète, désigne, le plus souvent, le diabète sucré. (=
1. Stricto sensu : passage anormal de sucre dans les urines lié à une élévation
anormale du taux de glucose dans le sang. 2. Cette définition très restrictive
du diabète n’est plus acceptable. On considère actuellement que le diabète
sucré est une affection chronique, caractérisée par une insuffisance absolue ou
relative de la sécrétion en insuline, dont l’une des conséquences est
l’hyperglycémie (permanent dans le nycthémère ou seulement post-prandiale)
qui peut s’accompagner ou non de glycosurie.) (flammarion, Kembaum
2001)
oxydation V. oxyréduction. = Ensemble comprenant des réactions couplées d’oxydation
(ou perte d’électrons) et de réduction (ou gain d’électrons) et dont l’équilibre
peut varier selon les circonstances. Ces réactions comportent toujours un
agent oxydant (accepteur d’électrons) et un agent réducteur (donneur
d’électrons). (fÏa,nmarion, Kembaum 2001)
(Industrial chemistry processes and operations) DEF — Réaction au cours de
laquelle un composé chimique (dit «réducteur») perd des électrons au profit
d’un autre (appelé «oxydant»).
CONT — Il ne peut y avoir oxydation d’un composé sans qu’il y ait réduction
simultanée d’un autre composé.
OBS
— Contraire de réduction.
patient Personne qui a recours aux services médicaux ou paramédicaux, qu’elle soit
malade ou non.
Note(s) Le terme patient n’est plus réservé aux malades qui souffrent,
conime le voudrait son étymologie latine. Il peut désigner une personne
soumise à un examen médical, suivant un traitement ou subissant une
intervention chirurgicale de même que les femmes enceintes. (GDI)
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Multiplication rapide de cellules ou de micro-organismes.
Note(s) : La prolifération cellulaire s’accompagne parfois de l’apparition dune
certaine anarchie de structure, pouvant aller jusqu’à la perte de la forme et de
propriétés caractéristiques. Des proliférations cellulaires s’observent
notamment au cours de processus de nature inflammatoire ou tumorale.
Ce phénomène, normal au cours du développement et de la croissance pour la
plupart des tissus et d’une façon permanente pour certaines lignées cellulaires
(éléments figurés du sang, lignée spermatique, etc.), devient anormal dans
certaines conditions; il conduit à la formation de tissus néoformés ou
néoplasiques. La prolifération d’un agent pathogène est sa multiplication au
sein d’un organisme réceptif ou d’une culture. (GDT)
prolifération
récidive Réapparition d’une maladie antérieurement guérie. (fÏarnrnarion, Kernbaum
2001)
Réapparition d’une maladie, habituellement infectieuse, après une période de
santé complète.
Note(s) Il ne faut pas confondre tes termes « rechute », « récidive >,
« récurrence » et « recrudescence » La récurrence se définit comme la
reprise d’une maladie infectieuse apparemment guérie. De plus, elle apparaît
plus tardivement que la rechute. Le terme « récurrence » est rendu en anglais
par « récurrence ». (GDT)
traitement Ensemble de prescriptions médicamenteuses et hygiénodiététiques employées
pour guérir une maladie ou combattre ses effets. (flammarion, Kembaum
2001)
transcription (Genetics) DEF — Processus par lequel la séquence d’un gène est copiée en
ARN. (TERMIUM)
Passage de l’information génétique de l’ADN à l’ARN, sous forme de
nbonucléotides complémentaires, survenant durant la synthèse de l’ARN
simple brin à partir d’une matrice d’ADN par l’action d’une ARN polymérase.
(GDT)
En génétique, opération de copie d’un gène en un messager, ou chez des
eucaryotes, en un précurseur du messager. (fÏarnmarion, Kembaum 2001)
tumeur I. Anciennement, toute lésion provoquant une augmentation de volume
localisée. Cette définition correspond maintenant à celle du terme
tuméfaction. 2. Actuellement, synonyme de néoplasme : < toute néo
formation tissulaire (plus ou moins volumineuse) qui ressemble (plus ou
moins) au tissu normal homologue (adulte ou embryonnaire) aux dépons
duquel elle s’est développée, qui a tendance à persister et à s’accroître et qui
échappe aux règles biologiques de la croissance et de la différenciation
cellulaire >. (flammarion, Kembaum 2001)
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Appendix G: Statistical tests
Chï-square (x2) test
As used in this thesis, this statistical test of association compares the number of cases in
which a given phenomenon was prescnt in the resuits (i.e., the number of contexts in
which a given characteristic was noted, C+) and the number of cases in which it was
absent (i.e., the rest of the annotated contexts, C-), in cadi of two groups (i.e.,
languages, EN and FR). These data can be represented in a 2 x 2 table such as Table
129, (which is similar to Table 6, presented in the description of the ASSOCIATION
relation).
Table 129. Illustration ofa 2 x 2 table as used for the Chi-square test
EN fR
C+ VI V3
C- V2 V4
The test involves the calculation ofhow much the values (V) — i.e., numbers of
occurrences
— observed in each group deviate from an expected value (EV), which is
predicted for each celi in the table using proportions based on the combined data for the
two groups, in formulae such as those below (adapted from Norman and Streiner 2003:
87):
EVI= V1+V3 *(Vl+V2)
V1+V2+V3+V4
EV2= Y2+V4 *(VI+V2)
V1+V2+V3+V4
EV3 = VI + V3 * (V3 + V4)VI + V2 + V3 + V4
EV4= V2+V4 *(V3+V4)
V1+V2+V3+V4
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For calculation of the Chi-square (x2) statistic, these differences between the
observed and expected values for each cell are then squared, divided by the expected
value for that ceil, and summed, as shown below:
2
(V1_EVI)2 (V2_EV2)2 (V3_EV3)2 (V4_EV4)2
x= + + +
EVI EV2 EV3 EV4
The rcsult of this calculation provides a measure of how much the observations differ
from the expected values. This resuit can then be interpreted using standard tables (such
as the one provided in fleiss 1981: 258) in order to identif,’ thep value with which it is
associated (i.e., a measure ofthe probability that a difference at least as large could have
occuned strictly by chance).20° The lower thep value, the lower the probability that the
results could have been observed by chance, and thus the more confident one can be that
the difference obscrved is real. The Chi-square values reported in this thesis were
computed using Microsoft Excel (y. 2003).
In statistics, ap value ofless than or equal to 0.05 is generally considered to be
statistically significant (Norman and Streiner 2003: 32). This test may be used when
expected values of V(i.e., EV) are greater than or equal to 5 (Nonnan and Streiner 2003:
$8); below this threshold, the test is considered inaccurate.
Another form of this test that adds additional rows to the table atlows for the
companson of more than two categories of occurrences (e.g., the measurement of
variation ofpattem marker distribution among several part of speech classes, rather than
ofthe presence or absence ofa single characteristic).20’
200 Use of such standard tables requires specification of the number of degrees of freedom (dJ) in the data.
The number ofdegrees offreedom = (no. rows
- I) * (no. colunms - 1). Therefore, in the case ofa 2x2
table the appropriate p value is that corresponding to one degree of freedorn.
201 This involves an increase in the degrees of freedom, whïch is taken into account in the identification of
the appropriatep value in the standard table.
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Example of a Chi-square test
An example based on the data on the number of occurrences of verbal marker
occurrences observed in the passive voice (as described in Section 4.8.1.1, Table 63) is
presented below. In the English corpus, 175 occurrences of verbal markers were
observed, 24 ofwhich were in the passive voice; in the frencli data, 140 verbal marker
occurrences, 5 in the passive voice, were identified. This data is represented in Table
130, where for reasons of clarity, celis containing the totals for each row and column
have been added to the basic 2 x 2 table.
Table 130. Comparison of the proportions of verbal marker occurrences in passive and
active voice
EN FR Total
24 5 29
151 135 286
175 140 315
The proportion of occurrences of markers in the passive voice is thus calculated
based on the ratio of the total number of occurrences of markers in the passive voice
divided by the total number of verbal marker occurrences, or 28/3 15 = 0.092; the
proportion of verbal marker occurrences in the active voice is then 286/3 15 0.908.
Thus, the expected values for English passive occurrences would be 0.092 * 175
= 16.10, french passive occurrences 0.092 * 140 = 12.88, English active occurrences
0.90$ * 175 = 158.90, and French active occurrences 0.90$ * 140 127.12.
Ibis provides the information required for the Chi-square test, as shown below:
2
(24_16.l0)2 (5_12.88)2 (151_15$.90)2 (135_127.12)2
x= + + +16.10 12.88 158.90 127.12
(7.90)2 (7$$)2 (_7.90)2 (7$$)2
+ + +16.10 12.88 158.90 127.12
passive
active
Total
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2 62.41 62.09 62.41 62.09
x= + + +16.10 12.88 158.90 127.12
x2— 3.88+4.82+0.39+0.49
x2— 95$
In fleiss (1981: 25$) and Arkin and Colton (1963: 126), thep value for a Clii-
square resuit of 9.58 with one degree of freedom is found to be less than 0.01 (p 0.01
at a Chi-square value of 6.63 andp 0.001 at a value of l0.83).202 Since tliep value is
clearly less than 0.05 (as p 0.05 corresponds to a Chi-square value of 3.84), the
difference observed between the two data sets is considered to be statistically
significant, and thus supports the rejection of the nuil hypothesis that there is no
difference in the proportions of passive and active verbal marker occurrences between
the languages.
202 The value returned by Excel for this calculation is p = 0.00 197495.
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Appendix J: Analysis ofpattern variation
Summary
English French Difference
Total markers (occurrences 2) 70 65 5
Total occurrences 360 240 120
Total marker forms 106 85 21
Total pattem structures 134 112 22
ASSOCIATION markers (occurrences 2) 18 13 5
ASSOCIATION occurrences 109 53 56
ASSOCIATION marker forms 32 17 15
ASSOCIATION pattem structures 43 25 18
CAUSE—EFFECT markers (occurrences ? 2) 52 52 0
CAUSE—EFFECT occurrences 251 187 64
CAUSE—EFfECT marker forms 74 68 6
CAUSE—EFFECT pattem structures 91 87 4
Marker 0cc. to form ratio 3.4 2.8 0.6
ASSOCIATION marker 0cc. to form ratio 3.4 3.1 0.3
CAUSE—EFfECT marker 0cc. to form ratio 3.4 2.8 0.6
Pattent 0cc. to structure ratio 2.7 2.1 0.6
ASSOCIATION pattern 0cc. to structure ratio 2.5 2.1 0.4
CAUSE—IF FECT pattent 0cc. to structure ratio 2.8 2.1 0.7
Markerformtomarkerratio 1.5 1.3 0.2
ASSOCIATION marker form to marker ratio 1.8 1.3 0.5
CAUSE—EffECT marker form to marker ratio 1.4 1.3 0.1
Pattent structure to marker ratio 1.9 1.7 0.2
ASSOCIATION pattent structure to marker ratio 2.4 1.9 0.5
CAUSE—EFFICI pattent structure to marker ratio 1.8 1.7 0.1
Mean marker forts per 0cc. 0.41 0.43 -0.02
Mean ASSOCIATION marker forts per 0cc. 0.38 0.43 -0.05
Mean CAUSE—EFFECT marker forts per 0cc. 0.42 0.43 -0.0 1
Mean pattent structures per 0cc. 0.50 0.54 -0.04
Mean ASSOCIATION pattent structures per 0cc. 0.48 0.56 -0.08
Mean CAUSE—IfFECT pattent structures per 0cc. 0.51 0.53 -0.02
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